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This non-fiction manuscript work began around 1999 as a real-time project that
students might observe. As it has evolved from my ongoing research and ever tighter
editing, it has improved in accuracy and writing style. The research concept and shape
of the work is now record and substantiates copyright protection. History is no one’s
property. Only its interpretation might be claimed if accepted by peers; a proper
gauntlet for any serious nonfiction writer.
A fine portrait of Samuel Nicholas stands first among portraits of all Commandants of
the United States Marine Corps at Headquarters Marine Corps’ Hall of Commandants
Arlington, VA. It is my hope that this work of sample and eventual concluding
chapters to follow, can stand as an acceptable biography of this First Commandant
Samuel E. Nicholas 1744-1790, so that all who study it, see and feel his life, times and
the deep roots within our uniquely American and Democratic experiment. May the
nation of law, freedom, and searching humanitarian ideals that the experiment has
fostered for over two hundred years long continue through good times and bad.
Michael T. Malsbary
Pennsylvania November 2017
USMC 1963-1967

PROLOG

Letter-Philadelphia, August 1685:

“…John Wheeler from New England is building a good brick house by the Blue
Anchor; and the two brick makers a double brick home and cellars; besides
several others going on. Samuel Carpenter has built another Brick house by his.
I am building another brick house by mine which is three large Stories high
besides a large brick cellar under it of two bricks and a half thickness in the wall
and the next story half underground. The cellar has an arched door for a vault to
go under the Street to the river and so to bring in goods and deliver
out ........ Samuel Carpenter is our lime burner on his wharf…”2

The History of Philadelphia- Letter from Robert Turner to William Penn

Figure 3-Tun Tavern rendering-National
Archive

Figure 4-Basement detail-building at 501 Front St.3Anthony N.B. Garvin Collection. Univ.Penn.

Figure 2-Detail basement structure
used at Betsy Ross House on Market
Street

T

he question regarding the First Commandant of the Marine Corps was first put to me
while standing in formation for inspection at Marine Corps Recruit
Depot Parris Island on a cold South Carolina morning in late
February 1963. An eighteen-year-old recruit at inspection arms
presenting my M-14 to an officer for inspection, I would guess my
answer was, “The first commandant of the Marine Corps was: Major
Samuel Nicholas Sir!” I had only peach fuzz whiskers and in zealous
preparation for inspection I had pressed too hard on the razor shaving the
Figure 5-Man Full of Troubles
dermal layer from parts of my face. Patched
up as best I could with toilet tissue, I answered Tavern-Second thand Spruce-A
replica of an 18 Century tavern
the question about Samuel Nicholas. The
stands today.
officer gazing at my bleeding face asked,
“What are the three types of wounds recruit?” “Sir, the three types of wounds are, Puncture,
Abrasion and Laceration, Sir!” The officer persisted. “And what type do you have this
morning?” “Abrasion Sir.” I answered snapping my weapon back from the officer. Then
mercifully the officer, followed by Corporal Baines my Drill Instructor an African American,
turned smartly and moved to the next recruit. My DI looked at me with disgust. An impeccable
model Marine, I knew it was a look that said, “I’ll deal with you later maggot.” Today, nearly
fifty years later with new research tools the old archives concerning Tun Tavern, Robert Mullen,
Captain Nicholas, his contemporaries, and his town needs to be hauled out and re-examined.

Tun Tavern, one of many taverns in Philadelphia from early to late 18th Century was the center
of unique social networks that precipitated the selection of Captain Samuel Nicholas as the first
officer among many in the Continental Marines and afterwards the first quasi Commandant and
muster master of Continental Marine Corps. This is a clue to the quality of his performance. But
first, where was the exact plot of land that was occupied by the iconic Tun Tavern?

E

ighteenth Century Philadelphia is a rich almost intimidating field of study. There are so
many scholarly works written from the very beginning. If I were a lawyer calling
witnesses before the court of history, I would fear the jurors and the judge might bolt for
the door upon discovering the volume of evidence I must present. Begging for
their trust, I would turn to my distinguished skeptical opponent, glance at the venerable judge,
and acknowledge to them that I was ready. “Very well counselor, call your first witness.” The
following evidence that surrounds an old place called Tun Tavern is so vivid that the very ghosts

of Water Street, the ragged souls and radicals that were there will descend and sit at your table
on cold winter nights sipping Madeira and remembering. Trust me therefore and allow me to
introduce myself. A view of the subject from the writer’s eye will help you understand this
academic excavation.

Figure 6 James
Oglethorpe 1696-1785

My youth was spent in a small town in Georgia. The state became in
1764, one of the thirteen original colonies. The founder James
Oglethorpe was the only colonial governor to receive full financial
support by the British Parliament. Oglethorpe was a veteran of the great
battle of Blenheim in 1704, a battle against Franco Bavarian armies at
the faraway town of Blenheim on the Danube. Thereafter a man of
prominence in his native country of England, he became a Member of
Parliament. Soon, proposing a solution to the dismal debtor prisons in
England at the time, the philanthropic Oglethorpe initiated the charter of
the Colony of Georgia by offering a new life to immigrants released
from those prisons.

Catholics were not welcome because of the proximity of Spanish strong holds to the south. Soon
after our marriage in New York in 1972 my wife, an Irish Catholic, and I visited my family in
Georgia. My wife announced that she would like to attend Mass. My mother, an Episcopalian
with a puzzled look, flipped through the phone book to locate a Catholic Church in my small
hometown. The early Georgia charter also prohibited Slavery and liquor. The land was rent free
to settlers and to those indentured from the English prisons. Their repayment, as indentured
settlers, came in the form of agricultural production. As it turned out, many more settlers than the
intended releases from prison came to the colony. Participation by the indentured in government
was prohibited. As 1775 approached the exclusion from government fractured into volatile
factions. The battalions of Georgia continental soldiers raised by Lachlan McIntosh were
deployed around Philadelphia in 1777. Georgia children know about Oglethorpe. Except for my
youth, a war, and many side trips around the globe, I have lived nearly all the past fifty years in
Pennsylvania.

There was among those loyalists a hot bed of radicals in and around St. John’s Parrish, on the
Atlantic coast near Savannah. The long simmering cauldron came to a boil a time after
Oglethorpe returned to England and passed the administration of the colony to Sir James Wright.
The radicals ranged from moderate to pro-independence, an idea that surprised loyalist officials
and those close to England the mother country. How it was possible that after so much
preferential treatment by the King, massive land grants, autonomy, the opportunity to work off
their debt, how anyone could choose to support the Eastern Faction of Massachusetts, those mad
New Englanders, was beyond comprehension. Had those few well-educated activists not saddled
up for the hard journey in packet boat, gig and on horseback to Philadelphia in 1775, America’s

story would have been altered. Imagine if you were asked to represent the colony of Georgia at
the far away General Congress in Philadelphia in 1774! A few men jumped at the chance,
among them Lyman Hall, Button Gwinnett and George Walton. Each with resumes of quite
different personalities.

My adolescent years in Georgia were spent during the late Nineteen Fifties in the small town
incorporated in 1840 to provide a link between the cotton fields and a rail line. The town had by
the 1950s become similar in size to Philadelphia of 1750. The little town’s population during my
teen years was exactly that of Philadelphia around 1750 around thirty-five thousand citizens. I
use this similarity because, in several ways, one can imagine the volume of such a town. London
in contrast had reached over a hundred thousand. In 1750 Philadelphia, the Indian sport of foot
racing was fashionable among kids. In my town riding and racing my bicycle around town with
my buddies, I whizzed past the large white Methodist, Presbyterian and Baptist churches with
brick façades, huge white columns and the lingering legacy of Oglethorpe, the vintage stone
building in the English style the Anglican or Episcopal Church of St. George covered with thick
green mats of ivy, the cool shade of tall white oaks and the aroma of things old.

Though some civic and religious buildings were smaller in scale any might equate to similar old
buildings in Philadelphia of 1750 like Christ Church or St. Peters both being the seats of several
generations of early Philadelphia families. And too in my town there was the courthouse which
like the churches was built in a later antebellum style with huge columns. All the buildings were
of brick. In my town there were surprisingly several brick or cobble stone or perhaps granite
streets like some streets in Philadelphia but many streets and alleys in Philadelphia were dirt.
Carpenter’s Hall in Philadelphia is similar in size to the Court House of my small town. In my
town there was a jail. Human nature being what it is, in old Philadelphia there was a Provost
Marshall and keeper of the jail and a gallows. In my small town and the state, executions were
done in Milledgeville at the center of the state.

Many of those early Georgia debtors did well for themselves. Like Philadelphia there were fine
homes in the better section of town, moderate size Victorian a later style and wooden clapboard
homes many of them rented out. In one of these I spent the years of my childhood.
Playing on the steps I had found a nail under the porch upon which I hung a Roy Rodgers cap
pistol by the trigger guard. My father had suspended a thick swinging rope from a huge oak in
the yard. During commercial breaks on radio’s The Green Hornet or the Howdy Doody the
television puppet show I could run out climb the rope touch a high limb and return to the
television just as the commercial ended. And every month, dressed in black suit and thick
mustache the villainous looking Mr. Mulligan came to collect the rent from my mother.

I search my past for similarities in the lives of 18th Century Americans. Like the tiny dwellings
situated north of Race Street in Old Philadelphia, the working-class part of my town was known
as the ‘mill district”. Two of my aunts in my mother’s large family lived out in the country in
small wood frame houses complete with well water and outhouse. The unpainted clapboard
rough cut lumber siding was gray with weather and remarkably similar to many poorer
dwellings in old Philadelphia. The tin roof snapped a popped in the summer heat. An iron stove
stoked with coal heated the chimney pipe cherry red in the winter as we scooted close to keep
warm. Like Philadelphia, consumption or Tuberculosis was common. My uncle, an occupant of
that old clapboard houses died of it. I heard his wrenching coughs punctuating the cold damp
nights.

General Practice and Surgery in my little town had come a long way through many wars from
old Philadelphia when barbers sidelined as bleeders, good for what ails you. Doctor Benjamin
Rush of 1750 Philadelphia and our family physician Doctor Black around 1955, both prominent
physicians of their towns represented two contrasting stages of medicine and surgery. The
surgical art had evolved head to toe though there were no heart transplants yet. Performance of
Craniotomy for brain tumors, open cholecystectomy (gallbladder removal) and early adventures
in heart valve, aortic and intestinal resection through open incisions were all by products of
experience many gained from less restrictive environs often behind the battle lines. Least
invasive endoscopic, even robotically performed procedures followed. Children of the Fifties
sported a large scab from their Smallpox vaccinations, immunization which was common
among wealthier citizens of mid-18th Century America. General Washington had contracted
smallpox as a boy, so he was immune to the outbreaks raging within his battalions during the
revolution.

The mill district of my little town produced workers who formed the non-union back bone of the
giant knitting and textile mills that produced panties, braziers, T-shirts, jockey briefs, socks and
towels. These mills began to flourish in the early 19th Century a time after the Civil War
continuing into the early 20th Century. Mill production roared on into the 1950s with loaded rail
cars that delivered the cotton goods to every state.

In the Fifties the poorest sections of town included shacks and shotgun houses4 similar to my
Aunt Mary’s. Among these was the Black district often referred to in the ugly pejorative. The
Jim Crow laws enacted in 1876 and much later in 1965 established de jure racial segregation, de
jure being Latin for concerning law, as opposed to de facto, concerning fact. Like soup de jour
de jure segregation rules might change from one day to the next. The renewed institution of
slavery an ancient human frailty, an apparently common human tendency, had introduced itself
to colonial America as early as Jamestown in 1610. By 1780 about thirty-five thousand African

slaves per year were arriving in fetid insufferable holds of British and other foreign ships. 5
Spain, Portugal, the Dutch and France were all participating in a trade that even then reached
back two centuries before. In a letter received around March of 1777, newly commissioned
Lachlan McIntosh reported to General Washington that the slave population included “15,000
souls”6. By 1740 in Philadelphia 2,5007 Africans had become shackled into varying degrees of
slavery in contrast to the “15,000 souls” in Georgia reported by MacIntosh.8 In 1835 fifty years
after the end of the revolution, Jacob Mordecai recalled as a boy seeing in the summer black
men in hacks or neck irons and braces as they worked in a sweltering brick kiln near the wharf
between Arch and Race on north Water Street. Then it was the outskirts of town.

“Fifteen Thousand souls” was a statement made by a man who clearly saw the shift from the
original prohibition of slavery to a fully implemented institution driven by a swiftly expanding
capitalist machine. A man who refers to his slaves as “souls” suggests empathy that was coldly
absent of most owners and especially their ruthless overseers. In spite of careful business
mentoring by his friend and large slave owner John Laurens of South Carolina, Macintosh
became more successful as one of Washington’s Generals than any plantation business he ever
undertook.

In my little town, I worked alongside Black men on my grandmother’s farm and in the peach
orchards and construction sites. Their grandparents had lived through the era of forced chain
gang labor that had evolved after the Plessy vs. Ferguson decision established the status quo of
“Separate but Equal” or legalized racial segregation, a period of hard-core industrialized racism.
Labor could be recruited from jails and jails could be filled under any pretense to meet the labor
demand. Of course, today all of that has changed and Georgia champions some of the most
progressive multiracial educational programs in the nation. Former President, philanthropist and
public servant Jimmy Carter still observes racist flaws in the state government. The cavass of
justice, exemplified in the present incarceral state, strongly testifies to the bias between white
Caucasians and people of color.

These class sections of my little town of those days also compared nicely to Philadelphia of 1750
so that a young boy coming of age (becoming inurned ) in either town would see these distinct
areas and recognize the classes that the sections represented, rich, working class poor, working
middle class, vicious poor, Black, White, Irish, Swedish, Scotts, English, Quaker, and the shops,
blacksmith shops and garages and saw mills, TV repair, barber shops, bicycle shops, shoe repair,

hatter and shops that housed the artisans, black smiths, welders, carpenters, mechanics and
farmers, cordwainer (shoemaker) cobblers and brick makers. The silos and warehouses of my
town off loaded grain and sold flour, animal feed, corn meal; cornucopia of flour, grain and
fertilizer spilling from red and white checkered Purina hemp sacks out onto the cobbled bricks of
Broad Street filling the air with the special aroma that farmers and young boys scratching off on
bicycles know.

Brigs, Brigantines, Barks, Colliers or coal barges, Snows and Schooners and big merchantman
Indiamen vessels two hundred ton and up did not come and go in my little town as they did in
1774 Philadelphia but the big truck and rail freights rolled through north and south as did
Greyhound busses. There was once, in the Fifties, a sparkling brand-new Greyhound bus parked
at Hill and Poplar Streets downtown on public display; Greyhound’s new modern double-decker
Scenic-Cruiser. Lines formed to tour the bus. Likewise, in Philadelphia, the retrofits of the Ships
Alfred and Providence, Columbus and Ranger in 1775 or construction of the giant frigate United
States up on stocks in the Wharton & Humphreys shipyard excited school children’s
imaginations. The Wharton Yard in Philadelphia was one of many boat yards that by 1795 had
sprung up in Kensington and in Southwark a sparsely populated marsh south of Spruce Street. It
was an area near a swamp that would become the fledgling Philadelphia Navy Yard.

Philadelphia of 1750 had a frontier which began just beyond 7th and 8th Streets to the West and
north beyond Race Street a dirt street on which horse races were conducted north of Race Street
where the Gloucester Fox Hunting Club build their kennel in the forest. Whether sailing ship,
freight train or Greyhound bus these were seen by youngsters as a way out of town, portages to
the great mysterious world beyond. My little town sprawled over a spacious Georgia landscape
while the Philadelphia population, its warehouses shops, hotels, and boarding houses crowded
close along the Delaware River the Western frontier at their backs. Carts rattled. Horses clopped.
It stunk and it was noisy. Farm animals roved about. Wolves roamed the near forests. Barely
navigable streets were in constant repair. In my town of the 1950s there was plenty of work.
People owned cars and dressed well. There was a strong emerging middle class. In old
Philadelphia throughout the 1700s except for the few middling and upper sorts, life was hand to
mouth and more often less so. The exceedingly small middle class the middling sort, as Billy
Smith’s9 research supports, struggled to pay creditors and life was as hand to mouth and more
often less so for the middling sort as for the industrious and vicious poor. Then as now, the
timeless breakeven chart of expense vs. revenue reveals a life of bleak desperation the closer the
breakeven point comes to the final month of December or at the end of the month when
payments were due.

My town of the 1950s in addition to
the many dirt streets, alley ways and
shacks had dark dense pine forests
on the outskirts, the country we
called it, like Philadelphia of 1750.
“Well, let me go ta country.” A
farmer would say climbing into his
pick-up truck. In early Philadelphia
there was a section known as “Hell
Town”. In my town there was
section known as Broad Street
where the honky-tonks
flourished. Often my dad would
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come home from his police duties
with a comment about some event there. He stopped in for coffee at the Blue Goose or the
Baltimore Café and liked to drop by Jim-bo’s (a tavern) to hear the rumors and jokes amidst the
cigarette smoke and heartbreaking wale of Hank Williams or Faron Young on the juke box; the
walls papered with a great variety of female nude calendars. Philadelphia of 1750 had the Blue
Anchor Tavern and the King George Inn, The Bunch of Grapes and The Turk’s Head which
became the Kouli Kahn, where you could probably have found a debate or a duel if you weren’t
careful. Too, Old Philadelphia had roving ballad singers one a woman seldom sober known as
‘Singing Mary”10 who sung while playing her guitar. Clubs also flourished. My town had the
Kiwanis, Elks and Moose Clubs, old Philadelphia had the Order of Free Masons, The Order of
St. George for the English and the Mighty Hearts of Oaks the shipwrights, the Society of Ancient
Britons (Welsh) and Franklin’s Leather Apron Club for artisans.

A boy in his teens in both Philadelphia of 1750 and of my town in the mid to late 1950s knew the
personalities around town, town leaders and characters full of mischief and bad reputations. I
fearfully steered my bicycle clear of the porch of a grouchy old man. A most beautiful woman
did not escape our awareness and there was as evidence will show, strikingly beautiful women in
old Philadelphia. Author Washington Irving became engaged to one of those famous beauties,
the daughter in the extended family of Major Samuel Nicholas. The Girard brothers and Captain
Nicholas Biddle, naval hero, were infatuated with a sea captain’s daughter, the beautiful Miss
Lydia McFun. In my town, a motorcycle policeman Bobby Jo, was our hero. The judges, the
mayor or city manager or perhaps a flamboyant lawyer, simply named The Colonel, a senator or
representative to Congress, or the chief of police were all familiar authority figures. News spread
quickly when our senator was in town. In my town a war had ended, and another was coming.

It was the same in Philadelphia of 1774. Ministers, some fiery orators were prominent as were
lawyers, teachers and especially the sharp-eyed school principal which in Philadelphia of 1750
was the Headmaster. Unruly students presented a challenge for Academy professors. I include
an anecdote later about kids who snatched the wig off the head of a Scotts Teacher. Kids fooled
around the creeks and river edge playing with small handmade boats demolishing them in
destructive adolescent impulse. We squatted in huddles repeating what our parents talked about
and then ran off to the next venue of mischief laughing uproariously at some carnal discovery.
There were the remnants of middle English words and sailor terms, sho-nuf signifying sure
enough, the adverb directly as an adjective signifying a vague unit of time, “I’ll be there
directly.”; and yonder a general direction, and fix’in or preparing, or Billy for Bill11 “Miss
Floreen was taken aback by his rudeness.”; phrases and words that had reached Savannah on
sailing ships and embedded into local vernacular.

John Adams observed of his fierce opponent during the Navy debate, John Houston, that his
speech and expressions were bazar. “a very uncouth, and ungraceful Speaker: he shrugs his
Shoulders, distorts his Body, nods and wriggles his Head…and Speaks thro his Nose.” and
suggested that he had met with lobbying efforts out of doors. “He never appeared to me to
discover so much Information and Sagacity.” … by some of the most knowing Merchants and
statesmen in Philadelphia.“12 David Hackett Fisher in his work “Albion’s Seed” summarizes
lengthy examples of ‘Speech Ways” in the early American Colonies.

“Altogether, the creation of this speech way was a cultural
process of high complexity. On balance, one may conclude that
the southern drawl developed in a new American environment
from the dialects of southern and western England, just as
Yankee twang evolved from the speech ways of East Anglia.”13

Adam’s observation suggests that Houston’s ‘good ol’boy’ accent during his the debate in
opposition to forming a Navy in 1775, that the speech ways of New England in contrast to the
southern colonies was fresh and starkly representative of the regions of England just landed in
the course of a single generation. In Philadelphia, the hub of commerce, it all mixed on the
streets. Samuel Nicholas, our subject, became the American born branch of a family tree
reaching back to Staffordshire, Wales and the Midlands. Relying on Fischer’s speech ways
research, we can establish the nature of Samuel’s accent in his day to day life between 1756,
when he started Latin School at the Philadelphia Academy to his death, in August of 1790.

Fischer: “This American speech way is at least two centuries old. It was
recognized in colonies even before the War of Independence, and identified at
first in ethnic rather than regional terms, as “Scotch-Irish “speech…The
southern highland speech has long been very distinctive for its patterns of
pronunciation. It says whar for where, thar for there, hard for hired, critter
for creature, sartin for certain, a-goin for going, hit for it, he-it for hit, far for
fire, deef for deaf and pizin for poison…..Southern highlands speech also had
it own distinctive vocabulary in words such as fornenst (next too) , skift
(dusting of snow), fixin (getting ready to go do something, brickle (brittle),
swan (sware), hant (ghost), hate (it aint worth a hate), nigh (near), man
(husband), cute (attractive) , scrawmy (misty) , lowp (jump), lettin’on
(pretend), sparkin (courtin), hippin ( a baby diaper), bumfuzzled (confused),
scoot (slide) and honey as a term of endearment…..Small children were “little
shits” ….a back country granny would say kindly to a little child, “Ain’t you a
cute little shit.” 14

Quaker forbearers came to the Delaware Valley from the North Midlands, the counties of
Cheshire, Lancashire Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and Nottinghamshire with less representation from
south and west England. None came from East Anglia the origins mostly common with
Massachusetts. In generally isolating those conversations spoken in the homes and streets of 18th
Century Philadelphia, we can, with reasonable safety, assume that many of the phrases and
words identified here by Fischer, were spoken and commonly heard by the very sociable Samuel
Nicholas. Samuel’s lineage of Quaker Friends immigrated to the Delaware Valley from
Staffordshire in 1687.15

At the time of the first and second Continental Congresses in 1774 and 1775 there was much to
talk round about in Philadelphia. Orators Reverend Gilbert “Hellfire” Tennant and writers,
among them Thomas Paine were the rock-stars of the day. The city was an oasis of literacy. A
librarian stated to Reverend Duche’, pastor of Christ Church that for every one person of
distinction and fortune there were twenty tradesmen who frequented the library.16 When
General or Continental Congress delegates came to town in 1774 the ever present classes known
as the better sort, middling and lower sort and the vicious poor all mingled together immersed in
political discussion within taverns, Tun Tavern included. Peggy’s Beef Brisket slow cooking
over hardwood filled Water Street and Tun Alley with appetizing aroma not unlike a Georgia

barbecue pit. The church bells tolled as bystanders cheered the delegates and the youths would
take note that something big was about to happen.

Tories like conservatives today expressed their own conservatism in degrees. Most of them did
not support Independence. The supporters of the Liberty Party also championed degrees of
radicalism from moderation, co-existence with Parliament and King George, to violence in the
street and armed revolt. Each would have been commonly identified by young lads scurrying
about the city. Like those for and against segregation in my town there was a coexistence of the
factions. But the undercurrent of ugly passion surfaced frequently in the long reach of two
hundred years. Angry passions would as soon tar and feather the bleeding Tory tax man as a
runaway Black slave or indentured white Irish servant. These realities were a common
acceptance or the conventional wisdom of Samuel Nicholas to which he likely gave no second
thought.

As a free man James Albert wrote in recollection that around 1730 his owner taught him about
Christianity and “..dressed me in his livery and was very good to me…” 17 In two hundred years,
civil rights in my small town had come only as far as the Jim Crow laws of the nineteen-fifties.
As the torrent of the 1960s, race, antiwar, class, antiestablishment, exploded in and around my
town, youths yelled “Pig!” out their car windows at my dad on patrol in his police uniform.
Parents did not recognize their hairy raggedly clothed children. They didn’t understand their
criticisms, their sudden cold rejection of them and all that they represented. These were emerging
signs of the early atmosphere of revolution approaching critical mass; a social condition about
which the stoic Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, viewing tear gas canisters hurled into the
streets, uttered words of caution to his President.

In the late Fifties the modern Civil Rights movement was in its infancy with clashes across the
South hitting the headlines of the little town newspaper; Covers Dixie Like the Dew. The town
citizens read carefully written editorials and nodded in agreement or grunted in disagreement. It
is from this perspective that I render the scene that culminated in Philadelphia of 1774 to 1776.
The events and social networks in-town Philadelphia and the resulting far flung chronologies are
for the most part the focus of this story. I visit the city frequently, dinning at City Tavern, resting
under a shade tree by the river, taking a picture, studying the stonework of a building or walking
down Front Street past alley ways. I mentally strip away all that is modern, crop out all that gives
clue to the present, leaving only images of that turbulent, hopeful, utopian destination of all who
sought something better. Sticking close to “clear narrative and analytic line”18, here is the story

of my own search for Tun Tavern one of the earliest taverns in Philadelphia a tavern that became
a lasting symbol along with a young sporting gentleman named Samuel Nicholas who became
the first Captain of Marines in the very earliest history of the United States Marine Corps.

*

*

*

PART ONE
CHAPTER

1

Introduction

A

fter casually reading several current works on the American Revolution, I ran across a
number of on-line web sites featuring articles about the Marine Corps Birthday of
November 10, 1775. A thorough 1933 Marine Corps Gazette article19 by Major L.E.
Fagan II USMC sets the standard for anyone researching the more finite subjects of
Philadelphia around the time of the American Revolution. Fact by fact he researched a rough
biography of Samuel Nicholas, the first captain of the new colonial Marines. The variety of online write ups on the Marine Corps Birthday and general information about Tun Tavern and
Samuel Nicholas are good survey reads, but Major Fagan’s, Marine Corps Gazette article used
primary sources and became my first step in documenting these subjects.

There are several seminal encyclopedic works which should be foundation reading about this
subject and period. Among them, A Naval Encyclopedia of 1881, the first major reference work
on Naval matters20, McClellan’s The History of the Marine Corps in World War, the first Marine
Corps history; the 1975 volume Marines In The Revolution by Charles R. Smith, History and
Museums Division, Headquarters Marine Corps, Government Printing Office21 and The Marines,
a 1998 volume edited by Edward Howard Simmons (Major General USMC Ret.) of the Marine
Corps Heritage Foundation.22 More recently, Ian W. Toll’s fine 2006 work Six Frigates, 23 in a
broad but detailed perspective knits all of the complexities together.

Broadening the scope to add social and economic factors
should include several modern works on the Revolution;
Bodle’s The Valley Forge Winter,24 Lockhart’s biography
General Frederick Von Steubin25 and Ray Raphael’s
Founders,26 all take the New History perspective on
unfolding events between 1670 and 1800. Steven
Rosswurm’s Arms, Country & Class27 provides the
essential schematic of individual citizens, inter-related
politics, economics, and the class struggle in the more
finite Philadelphia revolution within the pre-revolution
period 1750 and onward. B.G.Smith’s essay Material
Lives of Laboring Philadelphians compliments
Figure 8-Valley Forge Building Detail
Rosswurm perfectly to allow an accurate rendering of
daily life in the lower social strata, most of the population. James Nelson’s George
Washington’s Secret Navy 28 assimilates detailed naval record research with nicely
focused attention to conflicting personalities as a small Rhode Island navy materialized.

Philadelphia native, Major Edwin N. McClellan 1881-1971, entered the Marines as a Second
Lieutenant in 1907. His lifetime bridged the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. As
commanding officer of the Marine Corps Historical Section between 1925 and 1927 and again
between 1930 and 1933, Major McClellan wrote numerous works about Marine Corps History.
Writing within the span of his remarkable career Lt. Colonel
McClellan’s legacy to the Marine Corps would be over one hundred
published works. During his retirement ceremony held at the
Philadelphia Navy Yard in 1968, Marine Corps Commandant,
General Leonard Chapman stated that Lieutenant Colonel
McClellan’s opus work, The History of the Marine Corps in World
War, “is still the essential starting point for any meaningful research
into our past.”

In the austere economic environment of the Great Depression when
even paper was rationed, McClellan published in mimeograph form,
Figure 9- USMC Maj. Edwin
thirty-one chapters of well researched Marine Corps History. He
N. McClellan, 1881-1971
wrote during interrupted tours. His military record reads like mile
markers to American History: Sea duty 1908, 1916, 1917; 1919; AEF France; Annapolis;
Mounted Detachment Peking, Shanghai; Cavite-Philippine Islands, Nicaragua; Marine Corps
Barracks Philadelphia Navy Yard, Quantico, Norfolk, and at Pearl Harbor in 1925. In the
chronologies that follow I have incorporated segments of this fine work both as a primary
standard, a guide- on29, and the authority on the earliest part of Marine Corps History. 30

If one still has not developed his or her “sea legs” on the subject, turn up the surround sound and
watch the series To the Ends of the Earth an adaption of the Trilogy by William Golding and
Masters and Commanders; The Far Side of the World, a movie based on works by Patrick
O’Brian. Collectively, these painstakingly authentic works will enhance a feel and understanding
of the period in preparation for a meaningful study.

*

*

*

The Train to Philadelphia
The first real primary source research that I conducted outside these works and the internet was
at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Having a list of abstracts found on the internet and
specific questions I boiled breakfast early one chilly November morning and headed for the train
station. It was a weekday morning around eight. The parking lots were filling rapidly. I found a
spot parked, put the fee in the slot and boarded the local to Philadelphia. Paoli, named for
General Pasquale de Paoli, one of Washington’s staff officers is a nice neat little town located
along what was originally called the Lancaster Road. It has also been called Lincoln Highway
and today is both Lancaster Avenue and Route 30 running east and west. Like the New England
bound Boston Post Road it is a local road through history. Lancaster Pike continues westward
into the heart of America.

Paoli east to Philadelphia is about a forty-minute ride through some of the richest old real
estate in the country counted among Shaker Heights and New York’s northern suburb of
Westchester County. Passengers on my train busied themselves with their morning routines,
reading the Wall Street Journal even in this dismal economic time, getting lost in Kindles and
enjoying a momentary escape into a thick Clive Cussler novel. I gazed out through the rain
streaked window at what was once the western forest frontier of those early Philadelphians, the
subjects of my research. The train speed and jerked as the conductor called each stop, “Wayne!
Wayne!” and “Haverford! Haverford Station!” “Marion, Marion Station! “I felt a slow
emersion into a distant world.

The final stops in the city are 30th Street Station and Suburban station located at 16th Street and
Market Street East. Business types scurried to their offices. Horns blew and umbrellas popped
open in a misty cold rain that continued. City noise, street venders serving up hot coffee, car
horns and the drone of public busses splashing through traffic overload the senses and elevates
my caution. Leaving the station and walking down John F Kennedy Boulevard to Broad, a right
and a nice walk past the Belleview Stratford Hotel then left on Locust; a few blocks to 13th Street
and the 19th Century Mansion that is the Historical Society Building. I joined a small group of
researchers already waiting under umbrellas at the iron gates. All had their missions for that
day, a list of abstracts, details for their call slips and a very pressing agenda. A studious fellow
in a suit stepped out from the ornate doorway unlocked the gates and we all entered this warm
wonderful oasis stepping from the present into history.

After settling my cameras and small notebooks into a locker, I proceeded with only pencil (no
pens are allowed) and notebook into a secure area, filled out my call slips for the morning and
put them in a little box at the head of the room. The room was enclosed in a wrought iron fence.
Within the fence were many long library tables with shaded reading lights, each chair marked

with a number which would be my identity and location for the day. Many of the very authors I
had studied thus far had researched in this room. All material on my call slips would be
delivered to this position. After a brief wait a librarian placed a foam rubber block in front of
me, then carefully placed a large cracked brown and black leather-bound account book upon the
block. It was the account ledger of Joshua Humphrey’s Senior his first journal entries dated
1764, his son would be a main character of my story.

The librarian walked away. Now I was alone with this ledger, a ledger book recording types,
dimensions and quantities of lumber sold to Philadelphians by Mr. Humphreys in the 1760s.
Some documents require the caution of white gloves, but this ledger was best handled carefully
by bare hand. I opened the hard cover and viewed the finest quill penmanship I have ever seen.
There was a faint aroma, perhaps the two-hundred-year-old textured brown pages, the
decaying leather. I later determined the source might have been the powder sprinkled on the
ink by Humphreys or his clerk to accelerate drying. I felt the ghostly weight of some strange
sensation settling upon my shoulders. Perhaps the hands of old Mr. Humphreys himself! If I
would do my work correctly, as a historian would, I must at that moment in my notes and
comprehension, represent Mr. Humphreys and all the others to follow, in the most accurate
detail. At that very moment I began the exhumation of Eighteenth Century Philadelphia. I
would begin at the beginning and get to know the people not as the giants of history that they
would become, but rather those ordinary people like us just trying to get along and deal with
the struggle and mystery of life.

CHAPTER 2
.

DELETING HISTORY
Carpenter’s Wharf
City of Philadelphia,
Province of Pennsylvania,
39 degrees 57 minutes North Latitude
75 degrees 9 minutes West Longitude
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Figure 10- Laying the road bed for I-95

Searching through stacks of books and binders
during my many HSP visits, I ran across a
presentation booklet prepared by some firm in
1963. It was the kind of presentation that big
engineering firms present big city municipalities
that are ready to spend big money to transform
enormous tracts of landscape. The beginning of the
booklet displayed an 18th Century city map
that listed the old boat yards of, Penrose,
Figure 11-..item removed from pit in block 7-26 Catherine Street
Wharton, Coats along the river. The old
Raley Collection- Philadelphia Athenaeum
streets, Water and Front ran the full length
up into Northern Liberties and Kensington.
Turning the pages I could see that this firm had chosen to present a colorful elevation view from
the river, a slice of the topography that required a complex and expensive survey. It was an
elevation profile that, remarkably, had not changed much since Turner’s 1685 letter. The quality

brochure I’m sure represented enormous expense and its intent was powerfully unambiguous.
The super interstate highway I-95 was about to tunnel and slice into the earth exactly parallel to
Front Street north and south and along Water Street at the Delaware River’s edge. Any remnants
of decaying Water Street, Southwark, Old City, Northern Liberties and Kensington waterfronts
would be pulverized.

Further investigation uncovered the well healed scar
tissue of this radical surgery on one of America’s most
historic cities, Philadelphia. Prior to massive
appropriations by the Eisenhower Administrations to
spur the building of new superhighways as well as a
civic agenda to plow under all things old and decrepit,
no protection existed for potentially historical
buildings. There were many tense exchanges in the
form of letters and phone calls from professionals in
Philadelphia academia, PhDs in History, Architecture,
Archaeology and even Sociology, A preservation
group began to weld together in a unified front that
desperately rushed to capture and document as many
visible artifacts, buildings, interiors, cobblestone
pavements, and all else that belonged to the rotting and
buried world of 18th Century Philadelphia; the group
needed to capture it before the bull dozers and
demolition companies devoured all that would be in
the path of Interstate-95. Even within the sound of the
heavy construction and excavation the students,
professors and history activists snapped their cameras
and generated detailed architectural drawings. They
discovered that after the group’s lengthy efforts to preserve specific buildings, the government
had only paid lip service to their efforts to preserve vital historical artifacts. The group’s
documentation effort intensified. One professor was ordered by the engineering executives to
cease further documentation activities. The professor and his team pressed on, quietly storing the
growing volume of vital records in a safe at location that was kept top secret.32 The alarm of the
conservation group was palpable. After all, it was the Sixties.
Figure 12-Late 18, early 19th Century
interior Front Street (river side) Raley
Collection Philadelphia Athenaeum

The effort organized under the name Pennsylvania Historical Salvage Council, produced
photographs, renderings and full-scale architectural elevations of buildings that had fallen
outside the protective umbrella of historical preservation as we know it today. All that remains
are the documents and stacks upon stacks of photographs from that frenetic effort to record
artifacts of Water Street and the river side of Front Street, just ahead of the bulldozers.

Figure 13 Stable off Front Street- Philadelphia Athenaeum

Figure 14-Drawing from photographs before demolition. Philadelphia Athenaeum Raley Collection

Of course, in the end time marched on, through the Sixties, Seventies and onward. The highway
was finished; engineers and professors went on to other things. But the fruits of the Council lay
sealed, ending up at the Philadelphia Athenaeum, a wonderful depository for many important
things architectural and otherwise. The effects of the council’s activism carried well into the
future.

Today it is common to find historical buildings purchased and restored under strict guidelines of
historical commissions. It is a rare breed of adventurous owner- restorers and developers
spending considerable sums of money, who enjoy restoring life to homes and buildings that once
sheltered our forbearers. I run across such history enthusiasts from time to time. Their homes are
unique and beautiful in a way that warms the visitor. There is almost always a caveat in the
conversation that announces ‘yet another thing that’s got to be fixed or ripped out’ but it is
spoken like a surgeon who has a vision in the restoration and maintenance of good health, in this
case, for the building itself.

A brief history of two historical societies outside Philadelphia exemplifies a bellwether change in
the preservation of historical properties. Back in 1980, not long after the I-95 construction, The
West Whiteland Historical Society examined the old Welsh lands that pioneered that region,
some thirty miles outside Philadelphia. Two hundred properties were found to be candidates for
application to the National Registry. As the screening process came to an end seventy of those
properties gained the protection of law, the focus of restoration, and business venture. These
buildings will remain landmarks for all Americans to visit, research and educate in areas
concerning the multicultural roots that became America. 33

The Lower Merion Historical Society in concert with big names in preservation activism
prevented the demolition of the William Penn Inn just outside Philadelphia. It is believed that
the Inn was at one time a safe house for runaway slaves. 34As an alternative to demolition the Inn
will be converted into high end, revenue producing dwellings, condominium units. A credit to
both historical preservation organizations and business developers, the interest of both were
served. Entrepreneur and, keen negotiator Ben Franklin would have been tickled pink. The
preservation process for the William Penn Inn is expected to be consistent with restoring
architectural details from 1799, the year the inn was constructed by Quaker Friend and
Renaissance man Joseph Price. 35
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ong before the bulldozers leveled the superhighway fill in 1967, the 18th Century sea
captains from Europe and the African Coast charted courses to this destination. Young
seaman apprentices determining the coordinates and marking positions on the great ocean
relied on a navigational technique developed in the 14th Century by Prince Henry the
Navigator at the Portuguese scientific school at Sagres. By 1700 ship design had evolved into
Barques, Barquentines, Brigs, Brigantines, Colliers, Corvettes, East Indiamen and Frigates. A
captain carefully and cautiously checking an apprentice’s calculations would have expected a
common youthful error to reach Philadelphia. Gulls soaring about the coordinates, 38 degrees
93,50 minutes North Latitude by 74 degrees 90,64 minutes West Longitude off Cape May, New
Jersey , the Delaware Capes, would hear the crewman clearing the hawsers and readying the
anchor chains of the great wooden merchant vessels. A larboard tack spilling a fresh nor’ester
and a slow lifting roll to windward and a north nor’west course up the Delaware Bay into the
Delaware River at high tide and on into Philadelphia would have concluded young lad’s
navigational lesson. From Google Earth today the two coordinates are barely distinguishable but
in the 18th Century an error could have, and often did mean disaster.

This coordinate is near the landfall of a ship that in 1739, hove too and spun about spilling her
snapping top gallants to a luff as captain’s first mate barked the orders to prepare off-loading
cargo and passengers and to be quick about it. Passengers hastily gathering to egress in an
hour’s time from the putrid structure onto jolly boats to shore barely noticed a cluster of ragged
children. They are hovering over the corpse of their dead father just succumbed to one of a
multitude of illnesses hatched in the bilge filth of the long, stormy Atlantic crossing.

The Family Thomson, hailing from the town of Gortede, Maharan Parish, County Derry, Ireland,
John Thomson widower and father of six on this year had packed himself, his children, William,
Matthew, Alexander, Charles, John Jr. and Mary onto a Brig bound for America in 1739. It was
common knowledge that, dysentery, scarlet fever, and biliousness 36 lurked in the ships hold,
ships food and putrid drinking water. It’s a wonder anyone made it. By mid-voyage John
became ill and day by day his children watched him loose his grip on life. The fear and grief
they felt watching their father, their one remaining protector and loving parent drift from them in
this God forsaken creaking, rolling leaky ship is unimaginable. Charles was quoted by his
biographer Lewis Harley to have said, “I stood by the bedside of my expiring and much loved
father, closed his eyes and performed the last filial duties to him.” The rest is left to our
imagination. As they heard the sailors in the tops call through the clearing haze that New Castle
was in sight the children watched their father’s eyes glaze over uttering the last pleading prayer
of this life for his children, “God take them up.”37 At this awful moment, young Charles was the
tall age of ten or eleven years old.

As the children were ushered to the gun whale, they saw that sailors in the custom of the day had
sewed the body into its cloths crossing the arms and stitching close the lids of the eyes. The
crying children were surely restrained by sailors as they lurched for their father’s corpse. The
body of John Thomson weighted by cannon shot slipped down the plank and into the deep.
With an eye toward their rapidly changing status the children were split up. As each of the
children were hurried off in different directions from there in New Castle to destinations far and
near, little Charles cautiously settled into the home of a local blacksmith. Like the many who
then proceeded and the throngs who would follow the bare feet of the Thomson children freshly
planted upon the dusty soil of America on those awful days, all would collectively become the
seeds of the new experiment, Democracy. The marshes that greeted them are still there today
along River Road Route 9. They would be among those who were already populating the stage
in and near Philadelphia, a stage that would in a few hard years play out in the high drama of
armed revolution.

PHILADELPHIA CIRCA 1700

Figure 15-Early
Rochambeau Tactical
Map "Amerique
campagne" 1775
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The setting of the stage in Philadelphia of 1776 involves
a look at modern Philadelphia, through an imaginary
1700 lens. The landscape has become so radically
altered that all the stimuli of the present leaves our
imagination struggling to see what it was really like? At
water’s edge on Penn’s Landing looking west toward
some remaining early architecture it is impossible to
know exactly the location of the original riverbank.
Thanks to early maps and preservation efforts or our
Figure 16- Philadelphia 1760-Rochambeau Map
champion activists over the years, there are still many of
Collection –Library of Congress
those original buildings and streets to help research a
story. A present day walk through the historic area along the river can excite the spirit of this
story. Except for a few (quite a few as it turns out) precious remnants the distant past has
vanished especially along the Delaware River. The current Independence National Park
bordered by 7th Street to the west, Delancey Street to the north, Pine Street to the south and a
series of concrete piers, Penn’s Landing and the Independence Seaport Museum at the river, all
roughly embody the confines of this story and of early Philadelphia.

A close examination of several early maps, the Rochambeau
Map 1776, several 1800 versions, and a modern version can
begin to draw Philadelphia life of 1700 to scale. As John
Adams noted upon his arrival in late 1774, it was a town of
about thirty thousand. “Twice the size of Boston.”39 The city
was, in sociological terms, distinctly divided by class. Since
the early Swedes, settling along Christian Street and Swanson,
and Welsh arriving in the 1600s, and before, there were now
second and third generation citizens and slaves, American
born. In early and mid-1700 the presence of British born
among American born was likely indistinguishable, leaving a
1774 city of industrious and vicious poor, lower and middling
sort Philadelphians, which John Adams described as “poor
Figure 17-William Breton, engraving
English”.40 Benjamin Rush in a letter to his friend Ebenezer
c1778-View to Water Street from river.
Hazard in 1764 wrote, “Vice and Profanity openly prevail in
Alley cut through-HSP archive
our city. Our Sabbaths are profaned by the most open and
flagitious enormities. Our young men in general (who should be the prop of sinking religion) are
wholly devoted to pleasure and sensuality and very few are solicitous about the one thing
needed.”41 London’s population in contrast was about one hundred and fifty thousand. The
average short life span in America at the time would produce three generations in one hundred
years.42 Distinct English speech ways and lexicon prevailed for several generations.

In early Philadelphia, Water Street was the very first street running the full length of the river
and docks. At Dock Street a draw bridge spanned a creek, Dock Creek. This large navigable
creek and tidal basin served as a freight access and in time became a sewer. Today the odd path
of Dock Street still bares the wondering path of the tributary. Around 1970, a historical activist
held a tribute to old Dock Creek by carefully marking the path of the creek still flowing
underground in the network of sewers and drains, the ancient flow still exists. Note that the
streets in early maps continue west to about 8th or 9th Streets. Historian and author Russell
Weigley indicates “But hardly anyone lived west of 4th Street in 1702.”43 Front Street today,
similarly runs the full length. Water Street (formally King Street) is not identifiable on the
colorful Rochambeau map but is noted on the map of 1800. Tun Alley the thus far

undocumented location of Tun Tavern is not indicated on any early map except one. Several
early maps give good detail on the practice of cutting through lots, subdividing the building lots
along the river. The cut-throughs, were alleys connecting Water and Front Streets. The alleys
eventually subdivided the full lengths of the two streets.

At this point of general information on early Philadelphia streets the burden of proof gets
interesting. An article in the newsletter of the Philadelphia City Archives, Susan A. Popkin 44
narrows the focus. “…Little alleys and cartways were used many years before they were legally
recognized as city streets. Not part of a model plan, these small streets are the true reflection of
the economic and social needs of the people who first settled in Philadelphia. For the historian,
tracing the history of these by-ways is both a challenge and an opportunity to enrich our
understanding of the city and its inhabitants during the colonial period.” 45 The early alleys and
streets were first informally defined by the needs of those early inhabitants. In one instance the
manure and putrid stall hay or muck from a stable so polluted an alleyway that citizens appealed
to their city government to establish some legal authority to declare the passage an actual street
by name and mercifully order a cleanup. Hang around a winter stable that is being mucked and
get a real 18th Century essence.

Independence Hall, then called the State House, was and is between Fifth and Sixth Streets, then
near the woods and away from this early congestion.

Figure 18-Outline of 18th Century Philadelphia (yellow) over Philadelphia map c1840

Figure 19-Alley Detail c1790 and curve
of Dock Street.

A map detail of early to mid-18th Century Philadelphia clearly shows the emergence these alley
ways of about twenty feet in width perpendicular to the river edge. The alleys begin were lots
were partitioned by First Purchasers46. The narrow alleys maximized rent incomes and
enhanced the quick appreciation of real estate as the city grew. The early dock area is within the
confines of the present Independence National Park bordered by Race Street to the North and
Spruce Street to the South; both streets intersecting with King (later Water Street). By 1698, as
the 17th Century closed, numerous alleys had
been cut from Front to Second Street. Dozens of
other alleys would be soon be marked by the
extremely busy surveyors working for William
Penn’s agents.

Philadelphia of early to mid-1700 became the
largest and most congested city in Colonial
America. 47 Like the 1960 elevation illustration
for I-95, elevations above the river varied from
lower in the south to higher in the north of the
city. Walking down Front Street today, the
remnants of varied elevations above the
waterline are still plentiful. Elfreth’s Alley the
most famous on the north end is a delight to
Figure 20- Figure 21-Wharf detail from Ritter's
"Philadelphia and Her Merchants 1860" Note ‘Tun
Alley’ and India Stores ‘J.Wilcox 1780’

view. As revolutionary Philadelphia comes into focus these magnificent artifacts and characters,
players on the stage, come to life. The need to document the location of Tun Tavern, writing one
clear statement establishing the chain of owners and the neighborhood is one challenge of this
work. Tun Alley, in one reference published in 1884 includes two important names: Wilcox and
Morris. The enormous India Wharf covered from Chestnut to Walnut streets:



“India wharf occupied the width from the south side of Tun Alley to the second alley below; it was the
harbor for the East Indiamen. Robert Morris, of Revolutionary memory, had his store house there. It was
occupied by Peter Whitesides in 1789 and John Wilcox in 1795. The India stores were large, and the wharf
was one hundred and seventy-five feet front…This wharf was for many years a most famous one for the
reception, loading and unloading of ships engaged in the China and East India trade….”
Sharff and Wescott
History of Philadelphia 1609-188448
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-Ritter graphic.

This quick snap shot of Philadelphia at the beginning of the century should not exclude
settlements beyond Forth Street and the Schuylkill River. Farmers operating under Penn’s British
land patents and quit rent system were developing land far into the countryside of Pennsylvania.

THE SCHOOL AT NEW LONDON

Young Charles Thomson made his escape from the blacksmith’s household where must have
resided for less than a year. At age twelve facing certain indenture at New Castle, he took off

into the night heading northwest. It was surely in the summer for winter in this area is bleak,
wolves were a present danger, deadly exposure to this wayward boy. Perhaps by his father’s
ghostly guiding hand Charles encountered a fine lady riding her horse and gig along a dirt road,
possibly present-day State Road as it wound northward into Pennsylvania. The fine lady, as
good fortune would have it, stopped her horse and gig and made acquaintance with him.
Realizing that she had encountered an orphan who demonstrated sufficient eloquence to
convince her of his appetite for learning, she took him aboard her gig and into her home. Charles
had wondered twenty miles north westward from his landing along the marshes of the Delaware
Bay. Today the area is a good hour’s drive on Route One, the old Baltimore Road present day
Route 1, leading southwest from Philadelphia. 50

.
Francis Alison, a large figure to come on Philadelphia scene, arrived in nearby Elk River in
1736. He tutored a young Johnny Dickinson, perhaps others for three to four years, not starting
his New London School until 1741, three years before the birth of Samuel Nicholas. Charles
lived in the lady’s home for about two years. Francis Alison established New London Academy,
a Presbyterian charity school, in the spring house of a nearby farmer John Whitcraft of Thunder
Hill. His purpose for the school was to prepare young men for acceptance to college. At the time
there were about six
such schools in
surrounding
Philadelphia, all
under religious
denominational
sponsorship.51

It is sometimes
meaningful to group
contemporaries
together in important
events especially if
the event to come is
revolution. If the individuals would play specific roles in the revolution, all the better.

New London to this day is a township in Southern Chester County. A short drive from
Philadelphia, I wanted to try and capture the essence of what young Charles might have seen
walking along the road from New Castle after escaping his foster family. The photographs speak
volumes about this area. Thickly forested with open fields of corn, hay and other crops, the
streams and woodland are the same today as then, deep green vine shrouded forests with quiet
shady roadways. Then there were plenty of wolves, deer and wild creatures to scare the daylights
of any lad, especially a lad in Charles Thomson’s predicament.

Figure 22-This building still stands to suggest the possibility that Charles and his classmates might
have know it during it’s better days.

There were other students entering New London Academy who suffered similar situations.

Among Charles’s classmates were Jimmy Dickinson, young Tommy McKean, Georgie Reed and
Jimmy Smith. Three other young men, notables to come, now stepped upon the stage..

Keeping our subject in context, five years before the birth of Samuel Nicholas (1744), Francis
Alison arrived in nearby Elk River and began tutoring 1736-37. This must have been his routine
for two or three years until Alison started his New London School in 1741. Charles Thomson,
then, must have lived about two years with the family of the lady who took him in 1739.
Alison’s initiated youths for
a formal professional
college education mixed
with a partial evangelical
education. Although the
bible was a central tool for
learning, it was only a
stepping stone to
developing discipline, a
study model, language,
mathematics some basic
philosophy and the highly
valued art of public
speaking or the ministry, if
they were lucky.

I recently conversed with a
man in his late twenties and
noticed something assertive
about him. Like a young
combat veteran, his
assertiveness was unusual
for his age. Not hostile but
assertive, straight to the
point. He explained that he
was dealing with someone
who was not being honest
in troubling business
dealings. I noticed his
demeanor and asked him if
Figure 23-A glimpse of the forest off old State Road near New London

he was a veteran. He said he was not. Responding to my observation, he said he had lost both of
his parents when he was a child and he had to grow up “pretty quick.” I believe this lends insight
to the zealousness with which young Charles Thomson entered Francis Alison’s New London
School, the realization that his survival was entirely up to himself. There was a lot of that in
those days.

From his arrival in 1741 to 1750 the year Charles met Ben Franklin during a visit to the New
London school, Charles had already become the subject of legendary stories. According to one
story, Charles walked thirty miles to Philadelphia to obtain a book and another time he walked to
New Jersey to meet a British Officer known to be a Classical Greek scholar. Walking anywhere
was not uncommon in those days. Horses, gigs, buggies, even transit by coach were expensive.

Thomson, age twenty, had such a reputation as a zealous presenter, tenacious student and Latin
Scholar, that Franklin secured for him a teaching post in the new Philadelphia Academy Latin
School. He was teaching Latin at school he created on a farm near New Castle, at the time of
Franklin’s visit. Thomson apparently returned to New Castle periodically, finding his employed
brother Alexander, who had also bootstrapped himself to become a source of financial support.
These soon to be giants in the American Democratic experiment, their fates, Ben Franklin,
Francis Alison, Charles Thomson and his classmates at New London; James Dickinson,
Ebenezer Hazard, John Ewing, David Ramsay, Thomas McKean, James Smith and George Read
would begin to entwine rapidly with others as the great juggernaut century gained certain and
staggering momentum.

CHAPTER 3

TUN TAVERN

A 19th Century graphic in a book
by Abraham Ritter on Philadelphia
Merchants of the 18th and 19th
Centuries52 makes a rare mention

Figure 24-Merchants Warehouse Water Street at the turn of the century. Note
the Conestoga wagon, the early automobile and the steam locomotive. The river
is to the right beyond the warehouse buildings. Free Library of Philadelphia

of Tun Alley. I received an unexpected tip from a researcher in Philadelphia that established the
Tun Tavern location. The only remaining element of the mystery was the history of the plot of
land first patented by Samuel Carpenter and when the tavern building actually came into
existence. How was the building situated on plot? Lore has it that Tun Tavern was in several
different locations. The Philadelphia Historic Marker Commission (PHC) in November 2005
placed a marker for Tun Tavern on the river side of Front Street at Sansom Walk, precisely at
Grove Alley.53 Standing at the marker one can hear I-95 traffic roaring beyond and below the
hedge and stone wall along the sidewalk. The present marker is as close as one can get to the
actual earth on which the tavern stood. A visitor should stand there and observe the space from
the wall to the river. A GPS coordinate would be some point, beyond the hedge and wall landing
as if a futuristic hologram, slightly over zooming cars on I-95 below. (insert photo: My head
pokes out of the hedge over I-95 viewing the wall that sliced off Water Street.)

Period advertisements indicate Tun Tavern at King Street (which became Water Street) at the
corner of Wilcox, which also had the name of Tun Alley at one time. Of course, with the
demolition, any trace of either street or alley has vanished. That the tavern was between
Chestnut and Walnut verifies this PHC marker placement. A photograph of one early historic
marker, gray with weather and corrosion dated 1925 is in the archives of the Historical Society
of Pennsylvania. This was the original marker for Tun Tavern created some years after the tavern
burned down. The marker must have been located in the rear of Merchant’s Warehouse Building
down the dirt grade toward the river, on Water Street. (fig.23) (A photo of the old original
marker appears at the beginning of this book)

“Peggy Mullen’s Red Hot Beefsteak Club aka House” a restaurant in the duplex next door to the
tavern or brew house was said to be at 10 South Water Street. Except for a tiny remnant off
Delaware Avenue, all of Water Street, which was slightly higher in elevation compared to
Interstate-95, is now thin air over I-95. The street would have been down an embankment and
toward the river’s edge from Front Street. Tun Alley, as it correctly appears on the Ritter graphic
{fig.20) has a lengthy history. Much early committee work of the Continental Congress was
done in tavern meeting rooms, Tun being one of about forty54 taverns before 1750 to 1775. Is
there evidence that Tun was a meeting place for Congress?



“Continental Congress was assembled in Philadelphia when it passed the historical Resolution of
November 10, 1775, that brought the Corps of Marines into existence, and probably the most famous of all
recruiting rendezvous established during the Revolution was that located in the Tun Tavern in that city.
This once prominent hostelry on the East side of King (Water) Street, at the corner of a small thoroughfare
that led down to the Delaware River, known as Tun (earlier as Wilcox’s) Alley. It was known and visited
by persons of national importance from Boston to Georgia.”

History of The United States Marine Corps
By Edwin N. McClellan, USMC May 13, 192555

McLellan states that Tun Alley was not flat, but “led down to the river.” This statement explains
part of the situation of the actual building Tun Tavern. McClellan, stationed at Marine Corps
Barracks Philadelphia in his early career, surely visited this site long before the demolition of the
waterfront. An early watercolor, likely done by architectural artist William L. Breton (17731855), is often included in Tun Tavern internet features. This is a much-copied block engraving
now in the National Archives. The rendering shows Tun Tavern as a free-standing duplex style
building. The location of taverns, shops and businesses in alleys during the early 1700s caused
congestion and became a huge problem.56 If Tun Tavern was located even near the Alley this
enormous crowding problem would seem to rule out the spacious free standing building in
William Breton’s watercolor as being Tun Tavern; unless the drawing preceded this congestive
real-estate expansion of 1740 and earlier. Unlike similar Breton watercolors, the artist’s title of
the engraving is not on any of the copies. Also note that there are two different renderings one
showing the front and the second showing the rear of the tavern. Early 1700 map details
illustrate these crowded conditions. Major McClellan’s cites J.F. Watson’s 1830 Annals of
Philadelphia 57in this early documentation of the Tun Tavern’s location.

The final full court press for a slam dunk statement regarding the exact location of Tun Tavern
takes us to the City Archive of Philadelphia. Susan Popkin’s58 guide to title searches of the
earliest of Philadelphia streets and land titles is an essential tutorial for research. But having
already accessed these records on a separate research project a researcher at the University of
Pennsylvania contacted me. He had heard about my work on the subject and generously shared
his findings. The chronology that follows draws the search for Tun Tavern the building and
property to a satisfactory conclusion, consistent with the Ritter Graphic. All that remains to be
explored is the circumstance of Tun Tavern in 1775. Here is an abbreviated summary of the
original title search that started with Samuel Carpenter’s patent in 1648.

1684- Patent issued to Samuel Carpenter [via William Penn representative of the King Charles], Carpenter listed as
a city merchant. The patent or lease was for a lot 204ft wide by 250 ft, The patent term of 51 years. Patent is not
ownership, rather a lease with a term. Carpenters rate[contract] required he pay he Crown 20 shillings per month.
At the end of the patent period ( 51 years) the yearly value of the buildings and the improvements would be

determined with one third of the value to be paid to Carpenter. (in total, one third to the Crown, one third to the
Colonial Administrator of the Colony, William Penn, and one third to Carpenter.)

1689- Samuel Carpenter (sold?) part of the lot (54 wide) (bordering?) N. with Anthony Morris and South with
reminder?) These were subject to ground rent sub leases by Carpenter, part of Penn’s intended development process.

March 1714- Joshua Carpenter and others to Samuel Carpenter, Brewer, only son and heir of JC and others, for a
bank messuage (premise) and lot and another messuage (premise) commonly called or known by the name or sign
of the Tun with a certain Brew House and Store House, on the East side of King or Water Street – 60 ft wide
and part of the lot from Samuel Carpenter and 6ft by [of] [the]Anthony Morris [property]. . [This is the first
official mention of Tun [Tavern] in the history of Philadelphia.]

June 1725- Samuel Carpenter and others to John Danby, city distiller, for the messuage (premise) the Tun, brew
house and storehouse, 34 ½ , to be measured from the joint [common] wall with the house, late of Samuel Carpenter,
merchant deceased, and on the North by the alley. The plot includes right[s] to a pump on the north side of the alley,
subject to ground rent

June 1725- Patent to John Danby, assigns the third part, quit rent 1s 9d sterling. (see quit rents details in Chapter [ ]

February 1731- Samuel Carpenter and son Joshua and others, to George McCall for ground rent.

October 1739- John Danby and others to Samuel Parr for the same.

1748, John Inglis and others- Will of Samuel Parr, 1750 wherein he devised the remainder of his estate to his subject
[associates or partners]- to the quit rent. (I will cover the quit rent system in a later chapter. mtm}

1750, Will if John Parr wherein he devised the remainder of his estate to his Subject to the quit rent.

1758, Deeds of Release: William Parr, Northern Liberties of the city, gentleman and Margaret, his wife to Samuel
Flower, city, Esq

1765, [Transactions include families of Thomas and Charles Moore and Carpenter Family, mentioned are Samuel
Ingleside

1772, [a default concerning Mortgage : mentioned Thomas Carpenter to Reese Meredith and Samuel Neave “for his
moiety of 1/5 th part to secure the payment of a large sum on money which has not been paid and the mortgage is
forfeited but the equity of redemption remains in the hands of Thomas Carpenter.

1782 June, Daniel Latham, city, merchant and Sarah, his wife, to Peter Whiteside, city merchant, for the same
messuage “called the Tun” and lot. Recites that the messuage that Daniel Latham purchased “hath since been pulled
down and a new three story brick Messuage erected thereon.” Wtn: Benjm. Paschall, Assheton Humphreys.

1784,Peter Whiteside, city, merchant, to Robert Morris, city, merchant, for two properties. New street [three]
story Brick Messuage or Tenement, lately called the tun and lot on E side of Water Street Containing in breadth 34
½ ft and in length from E side of said Water Street to extent of 250ft from the E. side of Front [about where the
Tun Marker is today-mtm] bounded Nwd with an open alley of 11 ft wide (except the stack of chimneys stood)
ranging with the N side of the foundation of a Brew House by Water st. …..

*

*

*

Lawyers then and today will more skillfully interpret (on the original title search by my friend at
Penn)59 the exchanges of Carpenter’s original property, the subdivisions and quit rents all
resulting from William Penn’s original design of his utopian city plan. Extruding a story from
this detailed title search, we are left with the names, all upper sort and hard dealing members of
the merchant class. There is a difference between these two groups. There is an apparent
consistent motive in these dealings; the intent to make a handsome profit in further subdivision
and to leave something for the immediate and extended families. Tun Tavern was a brew house
from its inception and only a part of the larger plot of Carpenters initial property. Similar to
details from Samuel Nicholas’s mother-in-law’s Last Will and Testament presented later,
planning provided for alleys and cart ways to allow access to plots left to the children and
grandchildren.

Most important in our adventure, is that the exact location of the ‘back porch’ of Tun Tavern was
on the East Side of Carpenter’s initial lot. The famous porch and water pump faced the ships, the
river and Carpenters massive wharf. What a view it must have been. The wharf would
eventually become the enormous Willing and Morris India Wharf for their China Clippers after
the revolution. The rear of the tavern was at a higher level and faced Front Street. Note the long
row of properties on the river side of Front Street in the City Archive map. The steep grade on

the river side of Front Street situated Tun Alley to the right of the tavern going from the river
edge and Water Street up to Front Street. A finely dressed delegate might have chosen to enter
Tun Tavern on Front Street rather than soil his finery by climbing the steep, probably muddy
Tun Alley.

The 18th Century story of this tiny plot of land in the gut-wrenching business and real estate
evolution through European wars, freezing winters and sweltering summers, recessions,
depressions, influenza and revolution, ends with the bankruptcy of Robert Morris. The phrase in
the sterile legalese of the title abstract reads; “Robert Morris became seized of six lots by sundry
conveyances together with the privilege of an 11 ft wide alley called Tun alley..” Written in
another document which Morris self-published60 in 1791, testifying his own accountability in all
that that had happened; his words once most private and fiercely secret, spill out to the public in
disgrace and into the shark infested mercantile waters in which he skillfully swam through most
of his life. Between the lines of his sentences, one can feel his despair, perhaps even his
acceptance and cool acknowledgement that going broke was always possible. It was always the
risk that came with sitting at the table of adrenalin pumping deals undertaken with steel nerves.
Financier of the American Revolution and close friend of George Washington in his darkest
hour, Robert Morris’s prosperity spiraled downward, beginning in 1791, the year after Samuel
Nicholas’s death. By 1798 embroiled in sanguine real-estate investments, Morris was flat broke.
“I am here in the custody of a sheriff’s officer. George Eddy is the most hardened villain God
ever made. I believe if I had bank bills to pay him with he would refuse them on the ground of
their not being legal tender.” Morris was taken to the debtor’s apartment in the old Prune Street
Prison until August 1801. In 1798 Morris’s old friend General Washington called on his at the
prison. Martha assured him that “we ever have and still do retain the most affectionate regard
for you, and Mr. Morris and the family.” In a paragraph that stands amidst an eighty-four-page
booklet rattling out every globally scattered credit and debit on his books, he writes:

See citation #46

Figure 25-Excerpt from Robert Morris's account summary at the time of his bankruptcy

So Tun Tavern’s situation in 1775 and throughout the American Revolution was truly iconic. It
was a recruiting station used by Robert Mullen, proprietor, and the New Captain of Marines
Samuel E. Nicholas as the two hurried to assemble a few good men into the first two sharp
shooting battalions of the United States Marine Corps. A letter from John Adams to his wife
related that he strolled down to Joshua Humphries shipyard to see a scale model of one of the
first six ships-of-the-line, a 74 gun ship, The United States.

John Adams and other advocates of a navy probably headquartered the Marine Committee in
one of the top floor rooms off Front Street, windows overlooking the ship and mast yards south
along the river. And the tavern torn or burned down and rebuilt late-century was a property
owned by the financier of the American Revolution Robert Morris. Like all taverns, the
atmosphere was boisterous, and the food menu featured something akin to southern barbecue

pork and Kansas City barbecued beef today, the aroma of Betsy Mullen’s hot spicy meats
roasting over hardwood a hardwood fire sealed Tun Tavern’s place in history. Here is the actual
plot of land from the archive from the City Engineering Office, City Hall in Philadelphia. The
red dot marks the location of the location of the Tun Tavern marker at Front Street and Grove
Alley.

61

Figure 26-Map of land parcels along Water Street
Courtesy GIS Philadelphia Dept. of Records- City Hall.
Here the area in black was stricken after demolition of Water Street. Plots outlined in white represent
Original plots owned by families in the title search. Tun Tavern frontage faced Water Street, the rear
faced the Delaware River and enormous wharfs. Upon this soil in the rear of Tun Tavern and along Water Street
Samuel Nicholas and Robert Mullen mustered the first
United States Marines.

*********

Samuel Nicholas’s Relationship with Robert Morris

In 1781 after his mission with West Chester Lawyer, Trench
Francis to Boston, still in service with the Continental
Marines, Samuel Nicholas returned to tavern keeping. He
ran for Sheriff of Philadelphia and lost. At Morris’s request
he presided over courts martial. So, from the early days at
the fox hunting club, Samuel had been a long acquaintance
of Robert Morris. Judging from his performance in securing
and transporting the enormous sum of money from France
which had ended up in Boston, I venture to write that
Samuel was his friend. But perhaps he was less a friend to
Samuel and more his trusted part-time employer. The
hierarchy of merchants in those days demanded isolation
Figure 27-Order for Maj. Nicholas to
conduct Courts Marshall the same year
as the Boston security detail 1781 Maj.
Nicholas was age Thirty Seven.

both social and business. Remember that Samuel enjoyed power by access in the Schuylkill
Fishing club as well as the Gloucester Fox Hunting club. Robert Morris had been a member of
both during Samuels’s lifetime. Had Samuel won that election, for Sheriff and lived beyond
August 27, (1790) his most unpleasant duty, in place of old cold George Eddy who won the
election, would have been to seize all of Robert Morris’s assets and escort him to debtor’s prison
on Prune Street. Small towns are like that.

*

*

*

Speaking with a Gunny (Gunnery Sergeant) at the Marine Corps Heritage Society, Marine Corps
Museum Quantico, I detected some skepticism among museum activists that Tun Tavern was the
only site of early Continental Marine Recruitments. Some say it was the Conestoga Wagon
Tavern where Samuel was tavern keeper. Judging from a last will and testament in a later
chapter, it is unlikely that there would have been recruitments at the Conestoga Wagon Tavern. It
was owned by Samuel’s mother-in-law a Quaker the widow Jenkins, a somewhat secular
Quaker.
Recruitment then was less like the Marine in Dress Blues of the Sixties manning his desk in my
case at the U.S. Post Office in Macon Georgia. In 1775 a drummer, a fifer and a recruiter often
marched the streets handing out pamphlets and signing recruits on the spot. Like immediately
after 911, citizen motivation to join in a fight was high. I suspect because Tun Tavern had
become a popular landmark where delegates managed the revolution the tavern was a
convenient rendezvous for the growing marine battalions as the chronology of the revolution
proceeded. Perhaps it was also the beginning of Marine Corps humor, with the playing of
“Funeral Thoughts” by the fifer.



“…That “Fife and Drum Corps,” the original marine Band, played Yankee Doodle, Rural Felicity, Come
Out Ye Continentalers, My Dog and Gun, On the Road to Boston, Rosylyn Castle, Pioneer’s March,
Funeral Thoughts, and Washington’s March, with as much noise and melody as any other military of the
Revolution….There in the year 1775, parading the streets of Philadelphia and haunting the Old Tun Tavern
on Water Street – their recruiting rendezvous – we have Marine “Musics” with those long drums and shrill
fifes, giving America its first Marine Band.”62 Maj.McClellan 1925

John Hancock, President of the Congress, signed Samuel’s commission with his famous
signature. It was witnessed by Charles Thomson, Secretary of the Congress. Samuel was a wellregarded sportsman and tavern keeper, schooled at Philadelphia Academy Latin School 17571759. He was a thirty-one-year-old active Philadelphia sportsman with apparently no military
training63 outside local militia participation. Considering the close proximity of small-town
events in Philadelphia, his horsemanship, avid fox hunting, Samuel most likely became a part of
class mate John Cadwallader’s Light Horse. An examination of the academic rigors and
socioeconomic scene in 18th Century Philadelphia better illuminates the often-generalized
qualification issue. The British Marine model was common knowledge. The then, common
knowledge of the high-profile British Marine set the standard for Tun Tavern keeper Robert
Mullen and Samuel’s collaborated in the raising of those first two battalions. Who was Robert
Mullen? Why was he on John Adams and the Marine Committee’s short list with Samuel
Nicholas? Adams and the Marine Committee picked Nicholas; Nicholas picked Mullen. A look
beyond the city will render a background for these two important men situated on the eve of the
American Revolution. Some men they would recruit would have served in the British Navy or
have firsthand knowledge of expected Marine conduct aboard ships on which they served.

Figure 28-Modern map overlay
outlined in red on an 1800 map. Note
I-95
Between Penn's Landing and Front
St. eliminated the full length of
Water
Street, alleys and building included.

1.Samuel Carpenter’s Slate Roof House-2nd and Sansom now a small park-(demolished)
2.London Coffee House-Front and High (Market) demolished
3.(Quaker)Meeting House-Friends Burial Ground-burial place of Samuel Nicholas-SE corner Arch & Forth Sts.
4.Gloucester Fox Hunting Club & Kennel-demolished-aprox.location-now highway complex-avoid.
5.Connestogoe Waggon (Tavern)-demolished- Operated by Samuel Nicholas after marriage to Mary Jenkins (1778)
6.Tun Tavern-King St (Water St.)near Walnut-ref Maj.Fagan’s article, Marine Corps Gazette 1933
7. Philadelphia Coffee House- Front and Market- Meeting place of Gloucester Fox Hunting Club-not marked
(For more location details related to this story see: http://www.taowriter5000.com/IMVarleTOTIM.html )

BEYOND THE CITY

The main roads out of Philadelphia, The Baltimore,
Lancaster, Germantown, West Chester Pikes, Post Road to
Prince Town, New York and on to Boston were all
punctuated with at least one tavern at five to ten miles
intervals. The mile marker below64 was surely viewed by
Samuel Nicholas during his many trips to his in-laws in
Jenkintown. Many other markers remain today. Up until
1682 there was no way other than an occasional boatman to
cross the Schuylkill River and continue westward.
Accessible from Front Street in minutes today, the Schuylkill
Riverbanks were considered a bucolic escape for
Philadelphians of the 1700s. The demand for a ferry boat
increased until the General Assembly in 1723 granted a ferry
license to the ill-fated Mr. Aquilla Rose who after setting up
and operating the ferry, drowned in an accident.

Afterward, until 1753, a Captain Coultas continued reliable ferry service at the end of extreme
West Market Street. The ferry boats were substantial and had enormous perfectly balanced oars.
A young boy could row a herd of cattle, hogs or produce carts, even Conestoga freight wagons
and troops back and forth across the river. One quarter of the city tax and toll revenue, about
Eight Hundred Pounds Sterling in 1770, came from tolls taken by this one city owned ferry.
Westward migration, freight traffic to westward settlements and upper class travels to summer
houses and health springs like Yellow Springs were normal Figure 29-Mile Marker along
excursions. By midcentury in addition to Captain Coultas’s Jenkintown Pike
Ferry several floating bridges relieved the bottle neck which

remained the state of the art throughout the Revolution. Not until 1798 did the design and
construction of the first wood and stone bridge spanning the river exist. 65
Building an authentic environment around these subjects begins to animate our two mysterious
figures Nicholas and Mullen, this story will constantly pivot around Samuel Nicholas, Robert
Mullen and Tun Tavern in a progressing Philadelphia chronology. Elizabeth Drinker recorded
events along the way on a trip by horse and wagon up to New York in 1769. Bristol is just North
of Philadelphia on the river. Elizabeth and her travel company had dinner there and met two
other Philadelphians returning from New York. They set out early from Bristol, rode twenty-four
miles to Princeton and had breakfast. At an estimated speed of about 7 miles per hour a guess
would have them leave Bristol at sunrise, 5:30-6:00am reaching Prince-Town at 8am after a brisk
morning ride. Breakfast, eggs, ham, fruit washed down with hot tea1, must have been a treat.
A storm had "carried away" a bridge and the roads along the way were damaged. They reached
[New] Brunswick, by dinner time. Elizabeth described one dinner she had "a hearty supper of
fried Beefsteaks and Chocolate” They made Elizabeth Town [Elizabeth] where they observed a
flock of "about 1500 sheep tended by an old shepherd". After breakfast, they walked around
town, then continued to New York. Segments of travel seems to have been generally measured
by mealtimes. They crossed the Hackensack, and Newark
Rivers. The Hudson was crossed, and they entered New York.
Manhattan then was developed only up to where the Brooklyn
Bridge connects today.(See photo) the town was smaller than
Philadelphia.
The group traveled onward out to Rockaway Beach where "Mr.
Drinker wished to go into the surf but this was opposed, it being
very high and..dangerous from the undersuck of the Waves
which break on the Beach." They stopped by an Indian WigWam on the way back and "had some talk with the master and
Figure 30-The New York visited
mistress-two old Indians." 66

by Elizabeth Drinker in 1770. Dot
is location of the Northern

So, the lodgings and meals were well placed and plentiful
Dispensary.
enough to allow such excursions for anyone, remembering that
the Drinkers, ship builders, and their company were sufficiently flush compared to the greater
population of poor and vicious poor and middling labor.

Two hundred years later, a few years after I discharged from my four-year
enlistment in the Marine Corps in 1967, I took an apartment in a building
in Greenwich Village. The apartment was on the third floor of an old
triangular building located at Sheridan Square, just off 14th Street. This
building was built just forty years after the Revolution in 1827 to "Heal the
Sick". The original deed restriction has protected the wonderful old historic Figure 31-The Old
Northern Dispensary
building to this day. It was the "Northern Dispensary" aptly named since

at that time, it was at the extreme northern part of the development of Manhattan. Elizabeth
Drinker's entourage in 1770 had crossed over the Hudson River into 'New York' at about the
location of Jersey City today. At the time of the Drinker's excursion, Samuel Nicholas was age
26. It was five years before the American Revolution.
The interim barge bridge and ferry out of Philadelphia west was certainly a reality to Nicholas
and Mullen. If you had business westward, that was the way across the Schuylkill River. This
was also true with east bound farmers bringing their produce, cattle, pigs, and hardware into the
city markets. General Washington’s Army also crossed the same way. In 1777 Washington
stunned the city by routing his combat weary army right up Market Street and across the ferries
on the Schuylkill into Lower Merionville, now Lower Merion Township. Both men made
routine crossings. Robert to the Mullen Family home and catering engagements at Vaux Hall and
elsewhere and Samuel to the Schuylkill Fishing Club. (today off the west side of the Girard
Point Bridge)
Samuel Nicholas had off time from his tavern, his administrative duties as the first Marine Corps
Commandant and commanding officer of Marines remaining in Philadelphia during the
revolution. Records of the Schuylkill Fishing and Gloucester Fox Hunting Clubs indicate strong
administrative involvement. These associations are covered in the chapter “Fishes and Foxes”.
Membership became leadership in revolutionary activity.

Figure 32- 1776 road map west and south of Philadelphia Library of Congress

If all roads lead to Philadelphia it is interesting to plot Washington’s route as a plantation owner,
a Virginia Delegate, as a General, and as President to and from around Mount Vernon in visits to
the city prior to the revolution. Reverend Jochim Zubly’s.
significant journey back to Georgia from the Continental Congress
took a different and revealing route south and is covered in detail in
a later chapter. Like the Drinkers, travelers could look forward to
some kind of shelter and refreshment along the dusty way. One of
these roads, the Lancaster Pike, about sixty-one taverns delivered a
place to lie down, rest, some libation and a communal table for a
card game of Whist, dinner and breakfast. Douglas Freeman tells of
frequent trips made by Washington and his close friends from the
lower neck Virginia into the countryside. Washington would enter
into his diary a quick loan amount from a friend to cover bets, a
loan which sustained him in his favorite card game, Whist. It is
easy to imagine them in candle lit taverns along the Baltimore
Road.
Figure 33-Old Cummings
Tavern along Baltimore
Philadelphia Road

Whist was a card game of four, two partners sitting opposite. Cards dealt face down, each hand
numbering thirteen cards. Commenting on a hand was strictly forbidden. Last card laid face up
by the dealer was trump card which would refer to any sort of action, polity or authority which
would prevail over all others. Generally, a trump card played can be used to attain a decisive
victory. “A trump card can be a person, a weapon or the beginning of a chain of events.
Viperously intellectual activity in a candle lit smoky stone or log tavern on the road to
Philadelphia. Washington liked a good game of cards and a good horse race where risking a bet
was the norm.

Thomas Ashe, an Englishman, wrote about his stay at a, “miserable log house….filled with
emigrants who were in their passage to the Ohio, and a more painful picture of human calamity
was seldom beheld; old men embarking in distant, arduous undertakings which they could never
live to see realized; and the wives and mothers partaking of all their sufferings, to become
victims in their turn to the general calamity. The scene held out no very strong temptation to me
for passing the night there but there were no alternatives; for my horse was tired, the wolves
were out and the roads impassable in the dark. The fireside too and all the seats were occupied
and the land lord was drunk…as to the expense, it seldom varies being a quarter of a dollar for
lodging, the same sum for every meal and half a dollar for a horse.” 67

Another traveler on this road related
that if one could get a few eggs with a
little bacon he should consider himself
lucky but it was twenty to one that a
bit of fresh meat or any salted meat
except pork could be had. Vegetables
were scarce; the bread was sour
though the flour from local farms and
mills was the finest of any in the
world. Ashe writes that the traveler
upon arriving at a hostelry is shown
into a common room where breakfast,
dinner and supper are served.
Bedrooms are shared and seldom
private. A traveler was a mover. One
Figure 34-Movers would have been lucky to lodge in this
traveler, when trying to get a room for cabin. Now in the National Registry, this restored Downing
the night, was told by the owners of a town landmark has stood on the Lancaster Road since 1704
former tavern, that instead, a log hut
was provided across the road for movers. “There was a good fire, a few boards nailed up for a
closet, a dozen long boards on one side and as many barrels in the other, two benches to sit on,
two bottomless chairs and a floor containing dirt enough to plant potatoes.” 68
Such a variety of services would occur under the colorful tavern names, Sign of the Lamb, United
States, The Waggon, Compass, the Hat, the Buck, Red Lion and Rising Sun; The Spread Eagle,
The Ship, Swan, Sheaf; The Cross Keys, Rainbow and White Horse. I can imagine these signs
illuminated in the darkness by a lantern, wolves howling nearby. Many taverns were owned and
operated by members of the General Assembly and General Congress. The proprietors Colonels,
Majors of militia or veterans of the French and Indian War would “talk and talk well about his
campaigns, his farming operation or the market he had for his produce.”69 The road westward
was more spartan than the more civilized routes to New York and Boston.

O

ne other element in this broad
landscape was colonial mail,
which became critical in the
growing unity of the American
colonies. John and Abigail Adams’s
warm correspondence not routinely
delivered by colonial mail reveals their
touching feelings for one another and
Figure 35- Early envelope addressed to a prominent Philadelphia
lawyer. Note “third house on Locust Street at 15th Street.” Note
also claim to franking privilege by sender.

his longing for home. The letters raised John Adams’s morale so that in reading a letter from
Abigail to him,70 one feels his despair upon visiting the post office on Bowling Green Alley only
to discover there was no mail there for him. It was so painful in fact that Adams assigned a
servant to check the post each day and report back to him. This additional reality, amidst the post
volumes of 18th Century Philadelphia and the American colonies has a Philadelphia perspective.
Letters between members of the Nicholas family members to be discussed later give some hint
about their human conditions and desires in the finite Philadelphia revolutionary atmosphere.
From the beginning of his business life Robert Morris built his mercantile empire on trust,
reputation and a steady flow of inbound and outbound ships and documents. As was the custom,
many, like Morris’s ill-fated son, carried a letter of recommendation when he removed from one
place to another. It took weeks or more for a critical document, a contract, a proposal, a letter of
credit or a death notice to arrive at a destination. If letters were not claimed, the contents of the
letter were published.
Before the revolution, around 1755 the mail system was part of empire management. Mail went
out once a month and it was expensive. Local mail went to private enterprising individuals who
hoped the letters they bore would be valuable to the recipient. A high price quoted before a
packet was turned over would result in some negotiation before the packet was handed over. A
packet arriving in Philadelphia ran three, seven- or ten-pounds cost to the recipient. A troubled
father wrote to a minister in London in 1763 upset at the corruptive influence some youths of
Philadelphia were having on his son. He pleaded to the minister to allow his three sons to live in
London while possibly “learning surgery or an honest trade”71 This was not a rare situation.
Robert Morris’s son fell into the same bad crowd. Morris sent him to London, but the teen was
so addicted to alcohol and prostitutes that he died in London.

From 1700 onward the English roots of some form of mail service struggled to establish in
British America. Andrew Hamilton, (no relation) under a profit, not public service, motive
opened a postal enterprise in New Jersey. In true venture spirit Hamilton sold the enterprise to
the Crown which in turn began moving news pamphlets and documents between Edinburgh,
Dublin, New York, and the West Indies. In the American colonies, the English style post horse
system delivered mainly news pamphlets or newspapers, official documents and some private
correspondence.

A woman traveler, for security, rode with
a postman for two weeks from Boston to
New York. The woman noted that during
her journey it was common to see
“Indians”72 in most of the towns.

Figure 36- Example of early mail, letter written, folded and
sealed with wax. Cancel stamps absent on mail prior to
1850.

Sending letters by postal horse was expensive for the middling and lower sorts so delivery by a
traveler, as were the Nicholas family letters, was a practical alternative. The Nicholas family
letters were delivered by officers of in-law General Harmon returning to Philadelphia. Mail
volume increasingly favored newsprint over private correspondence.73 By 1732 the first
Philadelphia mail venture was established between Philadelphia and Boston. The average
delivery time was a fortnight, a period of fourteen days or two weeks. By 1752 news pamphlets
and publications like the Philadelphia Weekly Mercury a primary source of mail revenue
dominated the mail bags thrown aboard stages. A stage operating inbound out of New York
once a fortnight to the Philadelphia post office at Bowling Green and Broadway, surely no one
knew the schedule better than John Adams. The post-office, reflecting the mid-day European
custom, was open every day 8:00 AM to noon and from 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM and half a day
Saturdays.74 Letters between Samuel and his brother in law are transcribed in a later chapter
Samuel Nicholas Civilian, about his life as Commandant of Marines and after the revolution. The
sumptuous two-hour midday rest never caught on in America.
The Committee of Correspondence established during the First Continental Congress set up
routine updates on the resistance. As an indicator of just how critical mail became to citizens, a
1765 diary entry by Jacob Hiltzheimer.expresses his despair. “My newspaper was delivered this
morning, being the last before the Stamp Act goes into force….tonight the citizens in general
illuminated their houses for the repeal of the Stamp Act.” We are seldom able to empathize too
deeply with distant souls like Hiltzheimer who records his obvious dread of the effects on his
personal life by the Stamp Act hardship. Like today when a sudden executive order initiates a
nationwide round up of persons of Muslim faith or Hispanic ethnicity for deportation, we can
feel the same fear and dread as Jacob. The feeling was strong enough to write a diary entry.
By 1756, the first attempt at a stage business in Philadelphia sold
transportation on a route that included Trenton, Perth Amboy terminating
in New York. A related story with various versions can with some irony
include Samuel Nicholas. The Gloucester Fox Hunting Club was started
in 1766. Soon to be famous revolutionaries were charter members.
Membership included Samuel Nicholas age twenty-two. Morris was
thirty-two. This hunting club was hugely active, meeting for a hunt at the
kennel up on Noble Lane (a bit north of the Ben Franklin Bridge) twice
each week. (see figure 27)
The kennel housing the hounds was up towards Kensington past Peggy’s
Run Creek at the Crest of Callowhill Street. Present day Sugar Hill
Casino is adjacent to this location. (Peggy’s Run creek still runs beneath
the city streets-see figure 26 map) The club employed an aging African
slave owned by Samuel Morris, the slave referred to in several Uncle
Tom-esque accounts as “Old Natty”.75 A second name associated with
Figure 37- 1780 Map detail- Haverford
College Library-ship yards and warehouses.

this Kennel upkeep was John Butler. The aging African Slave “Old Natty”, was so good with the
hounds and kennel that the club appointed him “Knight of the Whip”, granted him freedom and
awarded him a horse and a Jack Still76, a clothing allowance and a salary. A ‘whipper in’
gathered the dogs after a hunt.
John Butler, according to Rees’s postal story, was also owner of a tavern, “The Death of the
Fox”. Apparently, the ownership, or at least proprietorship was another benefit bestowed upon
John Butler by the “The Old Hunting Club”.77 It was John Butler who created the Trenton, Perth
Amboy, New York Stage service. Examining the time period as it relates to Samuel Nicholas’s
age, this activity occurred when he was twenty-two. He was an active Friend and Quaker in good
standing. The relatively kind treatment of “Old Natty”, compared to Jacob Mordecai’s
observation of “black men in stocks” then working in the brick kilns at Front and Race; the
recruitment by Captain Nicholas of two men of color into the new Marine Battalions is
significant.
The extremes of a deeply entrenched slave institution in America are without parallel in history78
and were present and visible. There was the stiff charge of hypocrisy by Quaker Friend Anthony
Benezet who expressed puzzlement in the wording of the Declaration of Independence and the
plain truth that was before everyone’s eyes on a daily basis. Benezet arrived in Philadelphia in
1732 and witnessed the drama like everyone else. Where business and profit was concerned a
convenient blindness eclipsed morality. Slave labor benefited the greater good. Even a letter
written by a Nicholas family member living with her husband General Harman out in the
Western Department, begged for a slave or two to relieve her from endless work.
But this doesn’t explain the coexistent extremes of free and shackled humans. This might be a
hint of an abolitionist tendency among some leading members of this venerable sporting club,
including Samuel Nicholas. More likely, the skills of the men blinded any concerns of race or
racial bias by Nicholas and Mullen. After all, men going into battle want anyone by their side
who know their crafts. Both Orange Negro and Isaac Walker, notated as “negro” in Nicholas’s
roster endured and survived the first horrific naval battle of the American Revolution, the hot
broadside exchange of several hours between the American naval task force and the HMS
Glasgow.

James Burrowhill livery keeper on Elm Street Philadelphia partnered in 1776 with John
Mersereax of the Blazing Star Tavern in New York to create a stage service that promised cargo
and passengers delivered Philadelphia to New York in two days. This is the same stage that
raconteur Jacob Mordecai took with his friend Bernie Gratz as young men on their first
adventure. It is the same stage that John Adams anxiously awaited for letters from his wife
Abigail. Keeping sober drivers, a stable of good rested healthy horses, and solid operating
wagons needed close management. Mission statement: “..purpose to set off from Philadelphia on

Mondays and Thursdays punctually at sunrise, and to be in Prince-Town the same nights, and
change passengers, and return to New York and Philadelphia the following days. The passengers
are desired to cross Powlass Hook Ferry the evening before….wagon is not to stay after sunrise.
Price, each passenger, from Powlass Hook to Prince Town, ten shillings, from thence to
Philadelphia ten shillings also; Ferriage free.”79

Siting on the back patio of City Tavern today, I like to imagine the scene; crowds gathered in the
morning darkness around at Cross Keys Tavern directly behind the location of City Tavern; on a
cold morning the team of horses already harnessed, steam blowing from of their nostrils. A
shuffle of paid passengers climbing into the coach, seeking a good seat carrying baggage, a huge
mail pouch heaved under the coachman’s seat; then in the cold air stillness Jimmy Burrowhill
watched the pink glow of sunrise across the river. There must have been a customary shout,
perhaps; “All aboard for Prince Town and New York! Run the New York Stage!”. The team of
horses explode in a burst rattling energy up Forth Street passing the Connestoga Waggon to
Race, over to Broad the Post Road (present day Roosevelt Boulevard or RT 1) to Trenton,
Prince Town and New York. Stable and livery activity concentrated along Market [High] Street
and to the north of the city. Samuel’s mother in law the Widow Nicholas, in concert with
Samuel’s wife Mary Jenkins, expanded the Connestogoe Waggon Tavern on 4th and Market
Street to include a sizable stable occupying half the block on 4th Street south of Market. Stand on
that corner today and look up at the PNC Bank building, the dirt under the pavement was once
Nicholas and Jenkins stables and tavern.

CHAPTER 4

CITY OF MERCHANTS

This period’s business environment is the essence of existence of the colonies. Money. Quaker
Friend, Samuel Carpenter’s arrival from the West Indies around 1684 is a good starting point for
the business aspect of early Philadelphia. Notions of this distant century might conjure primitive
images. On the contrary, it was a keenly practical and intellectual scene. Born in England in
1649 young Carpenter’s success in dealing sugar, plantain, and rum in Barbados by age thirtyfive, naturally lead him to ventures in Philadelphia. Shipping traffic constantly updated global
business activity. His move to potentially lucrative Philadelphia exemplifies the common nature
of businessmen of this era. The smell of fortune prompted wheeler dealers to pick up and move
in a moments notice. A further clue of his driving ambition lies in an application to Penn’s
Council in 1683-84 to build the first enormous wharf.80



“He received permission to utilize double the width of a front lot, the one opposite his own and it’s
adjoining plot. The wharf was constructed of tree trunks placed on top of each other; it was approximately
300 feet square, for Carpenter intended it to be ‘so far out that a ship of 100 tons or upward may come and
unload or load on it.”81.

Among the “first purchasers” Carpenter’s West Indies success in one of the three basic areas of
trade presented sufficient experience to the council to justify a land patent in the early planning
of the city. From these purchasers, three basic classes emerged during the first half of the
century, Merchants, Artisans and leisure class gentlemen. New entrepreneurs (merchants) in
those days knew the money was in either Provisioning, Dry Goods, Carrying or shipping, or
[warehousing]. 82 There are advertisements of this period directing consumers to vendus (street
retail sales), many located next to Tun Tavern. Good examples of the tail end of a long chain of
complicated commerce are represented in the display of, buttons, cloth, pen knives, or dry goods
which in bulk, thrown out over tables, represented a hefty investment to the seller, captured in
the phrase “buy cheap, sell dear.”

Enjoying easy credit from a local wholesale (warehouse) supplier a young startup retail merchant
could display near Tun Tavern a dry goods lot he had purchased from a wholesaler like Robert
Morris or from warehouses in London. From his retail profit he paid his debt to the wholesaler.
The wholesaler paid his debt to his source likely a London merchant who allowed easy credit to
the wholesaler. Adding to the commercial drama, the retail sellers likewise promised easy credit
to the retail consumer regional farm families perhaps in town for a few days; all three, the
London merchant, the wholesaler like Robert Morris and the retailer taking on debt, selling it or
hopefully paying it off. Difficulties came in debt collecting. 83 The equation is as true then as
today. The health of the business depended on the percentage of ‘sales’ income that was still

(‘out’) owed by retail consumers. As a further complication, these debts were usually sold often
at a large discount to speculators who bought up the debts and scoured the countryside in
collection efforts. A derivative. Ring any bells?

Compared with my own small-town model of the nineteen fifties, the intensity and
competitiveness of business in early Philadelphia, presents a stark exception. Thomas
Doerflinger sums it up in a revealing overview:

“It’s entrepreneurial ranks were exceptionally deep: in addition to the true
commercial elite comprising perhaps fifty individuals at any one time,
there was a pool of small but capable capitalist, minor merchants,
shopkeepers, grocers, and others – waiting like sharks to snatch any
opportunity that opened up. The majority….were men on the moveambitious, competitive, and intensely acquisitive…..To such men, risk and
change, not stability and caution, were the norm84: they were
psychologically prepared to move to a new city or undertake a new
enterprise in order to advance their fortunes.” 85

Like the example, the natural customers of most merchant wholesalers were local Philadelphia
retailers as opposed to other wholesales. There was a considerable element of secret anonymity
among wholesale merchants. One major merchant wholesaler commented that (in such a
relatively small population mtm) he had never met fellow wealthy Irish merchant neighbor.
Joseph Turner, whose letter I quote at the beginning of this book, a contemporary of Samuel
Carpenter, both were residents of Philadelphia for many years previous to Samuel Nicholas’s
birth in 1744. Turner stated he did not know one member of the prominent Wharton family and
had not exchanged more than ten words with yet another successful merchant. Discretion was the
absolute rule and confidentiality was the custom. Stephen Girard advised his brother to “use on
every occasion a great deal of secret observation and coolness.” To emphasize the steely
business environment “A smuggler advised his captain “You are to keep those Directions as
Secrete as Death.” 86

The commodities from the West Indies, sugar, molasses, rum, lumber (mahogany) and other
food consumption items filled ship holds to cover low volume production periods in England.
West Indies, Carolina and Georgia production were all slave intensive. The tortuous labor and
heat presented a casual reality in the minds of those early capitalists. It was a ‘given’ that the

production life of a slave was severely limited. Producing such goods as sugar, rum, plantains
and lumber at low cost to himself and clearing good profits, Carpenter cashed out and brought
his West Indies money to Philadelphia. His patent or lease contract for the plot of land and
enormous wharf that would include the mesuage (a lot or plot of land) on which Tun Tavern was
built, allowed guests through the century to witness Carpenter’s rustic wharf evolve into Willing
and Morris’s gigantic India Wharf, berthing their returning China Clipper ships after 1784. So
today standing at the Tun Tavern marker, the informed visitor to Philadelphia might gaze out
toward the Delaware River and imagine all of Water Street’s story and even its ghostly presence.
The city awoke before sunrise, lantern lights over ledger books and the rustle of carts and cargo
up and down Water Street could be heard out the windows. Hang overs from the bawdy night
before stumbling along still carried hazy memory of shouted epithets of “little bastard!” or
“shitten elf”. Draymen headed for their picks, shovels and cargo holds. Taverns of mixed
company petri dishes for trouble, vice and violence, all the city struggled to control. 87
The Philadelphia wharves along Water Street were the business end of the town. “Here within
earshot of the wharves the voice of industry perpetually resounds a citizen remarked. And every
wharf within my view is surrounded with groves of masts and heaped with commodities of every
kind, from almost every quarter of the globe.”88

Traces of early life along the docks today
long since vanished, on a freezing winter day
I stood at the river edge at Penn’s Landing.
Squawking sea gulls had strayed up the
breakwater to scavenged food on the desolate
landing. The Navy Yard birthing ships new
and old were now long gone. The Navy Yard
is now an executive park, though some
special U.S. Navy activities continue. The
icy wind whipped eddies against the pilings,
and I could see the thin shoreline of New
Jersey. Gloucester then was a small village,
on the other side. The lapping of water
Figure 38-Penns Landing today
against the wharf is the same sound heard by
th
those 18 Century Philadelphians. The Ben Franklin Bridge to my left towered across the river.
Completely unaware, probably not caring, that he would become a part of Marine Corps history,
Carpenter’s wharf was the first of many to follow; steps from the Delaware River waterline up to
Water Street then further up the dirt bank to Front Street sets the frame for this Tun Tavern
picture.

Robert Turner letter of 1685 referred to the Blue Anchor Tavern at the approximate same
location of Tun Tavern. The Blue Anchor was already up and running:



“William Penn Timeline: “He changes the name of Upland to Chester. He goes to the site of Philadelphia
and lands at Dock Creek (site of George Guest’s Blue Anchor Tavern) He meets with Indians and
participates in foot races and athletic contests with them. He makes his headquarters a mile from
Philadelphia in the home of Thomas Fairman at Shackamaxon [now Kensington]….he attempts to resolve
boundary dispute with Lord Baltimore and Maryland….Visits Friends’ meetings in Maryland…Twentythree ships arrive with passengers for colonization of Pennsylvania. 89

A reference to lime in garden cultivation was mentioned in Turner’s letter, “Sam Carpenter is
our lime burner.” The lime burning done by Carpenter, as they all struggled to put down root and
launch their ventures, provided the early gardens food produce from good PH rich soil.
Carpenter preceded Franklin early arrival by nineteen years. Benjamin Franklin, at age forty six,
conducts Masonic business at Carpenter’s first building, Tun Tavern,

By the year 1752 young Samuel Nicholas age eight, is proudly wearing his new school uniform
as he enters the Latin School at Philadelphia Academy.90 The educational functions in
Philadelphia begun by Francis Alison,
young Charles Thomson’s teacher at
New London Academy, are well
underway. Consistent with the smalltown model Samuel’s Latin education at
Philadelphia Academy most likely have
crossed paths with Charles Thomson.
Charles Thomson, the orphan boy from
New Castle, by then had matured into a
young educator of Latin among
curriculums of Greek and Latin
Classics. In Philadelphia, educating the
young, middling or poor was a high
Figure 39-Consider the question, what street does the
artist show in this rendering of Tun Tavern? Water
St.

priority. Although, like Philadelphia of around 1750 half of American school children today live
in poverty, and integrated public education in one form or other is still available to all 91 in the
education model of early Philadelphia.

A quite early mention in Franklin’s Gazette places Tun Tavern in the social strata of
Philadelphia.

Pennsylvania Gazette, June 28, 1733 “Monday last a Grand Lodge of the Ancient and
Honourable Society of Free and accepted Masons in this Province, was held at the Tun Tavern
in Water-Street, when Humphry Murray, Esq, was elected Grand Master for the Year ensuing,
who appointed Mr. Thomas Hart his Deputy, and Mr. Peter Cuff and Mr. James Bingham were
chosen Wardens. A very Elegant Entertainment was provided upon the Occasion, at which the
Proprietor, the Governor, the Mayor of this City, and several other Persons of Distinction
honour’d the Society with their Presence.92 (..is Proprietor and Governor on same level?
mtm)
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Robert Mullen is mentioned in various works about Marine Corps History. Mullen and Samuel
Nicholas together raised the first two battalions of Marines. Mullen, like Samuel Nicholas, was
also a tavern operator. His merchant role in the city seems to have been one of high visibility.
The question of Mullen’s exact role with regards to Tun Tavern should be considered.
Viewing the title search in the previous chapter; the year of this earlier meeting, (1733) indicates
John Danby as the owner of the property. The proprietor and caterer working out of Tun Tavern,
whoever he was in 1733, perhaps Thomas Mullen, Robert Mullen’s father, was in a social circle
with the Governor and Mayor. Samuel Nicholas’s uncle was Mayor of Philadelphia in the
1750s. There is no mention of the Mullen’s family in the title history of Tun Tavern. It is safe to
conclude that throughout the entire time of the Robert Mullen and Samuel Nicholas Marine
Corps story, the Mullens (Robert and Betsy) rented Tun Tavern as caterers and restaurateurs.
An interesting footnote that has a bearing on the Marine Corps beginning appears in volume two
of Twohig’s George Washington’s Diaries. The note indicates that Tun Tavern, because it had
become a meeting place of dignitaries of early Philadelphia, was also called or known as
“Governor’s Inn”. This nuance has a bearing on the social networks of 1774 and 1775, years of
intense revolutionary activity. In the hierarchy of establishments, Tun Tavern or Governor’s Inn
and City Tavern (site of John Adams sumptuous meals), were the watering holes of the upper
class as well as successful merchants, visiting delegates, upper middling, segments of
Philadelphia society. Tun Tavern was close to the emerging shipyards of Southwark and a

sporting bet has it to be a routine meeting place of Adams’ Marine Committee, the legislative
element of the new American Navy and Marine Corps. The Marine Committee is covered in
detail in the chapter The Second Continental Congress.

Most of the streets early in the century were unpaved except for cobble stone alleys which had to
be paid for privately. People said Philadelphia was hotter than southern ports. Enormous
wharves like Carpenter’s jutted out into the river and cut off the currents leaving a stagnant shore
line. There was no water system, only one sewer [that ran along] the serpentine of Dock Street.
Some water well pumps existed and were put to vigorous use. Very early, 1713, water pumps
were privately installed, and users were charged for access. The city quit rent system took a
percentage of the well owner’s revenue.
By midcentury, a city warden put in new pumps and bought up existing water pumps. Similar
pumps have been preserved around Old City today. Recent excavations have unearthed hollow
tree trunks that were used as freshwater pipelines. There is a pump at Carpenter’s Hall. A water
pump on the Water Street side is included in the Tun Tavern rendering. Citizens felt all wells
were too shallow and produced contaminated water.There were holes dug around, to include at
Market and Fourth Street [the location of the Nicholas’s Conestogoe Waggon Tavern] to receive
drainage from the gutters. 2,500 babies were born every year and around 1,400 people died
every year.
By 1740 about ten percent, or 2,500, of the population was Negro slaves.94 As the century
continued, multistory wood buildings along Water Street became thickly populated. Numerous
hotels housed sailors out of work or awaiting a ship departure. Rotting cargo was often dumped
at the wharf or along the shoreline. Stink arose from muddy streets and the marshes south of
the city. A new visitor would catch the odor of rot and animals, and offal from cows, horses
and pigs wondering the streets. 95 Yet a delightful civility existed that was intensely social.
There are countless recorded comments that are windows into this. The busy Christopher
Marshall of the Council of Safety stopped off at the boarding house lodging of John Adams to
have tea at a late hour. Elizabeth Drinker visits, sips tea cooling in a saucer while learning of a
family loss.
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Figure 40-Chronology of 18th Century Free Masons events.
Franklin on the move.

Benjamin Franklin’s visit to Tun Tavern in 1752 on Free Mason business and an earlier notice
verifies the tavern was still an ongoing business midcentury and earlier. In twenty years, around

1774 another Free Mason and seasoned sea captain Paul Jones traveling the mid-Atlantic region
incognito, on the lamb from a murder charge in the West Indies, rode his horse up Baltimore
Road headed for Philadelphia.

Figure 41-Blue to Blue is Walnut; Black to Black is Water Street; Pink to Pink is Front Street; Red to Red is Dock Street 97

Hard liquor, rum, wine (Madeira and port), beer and food, barbecued beef and pork, mince pie
and cobbler, flowed amply in the tavern, common aromas from hardwood fires intermingled with
the cooking. The taverns and coffee houses doubled as a meeting place. A coffee house also sold
liquor. Unlike England, patrons upper and lower class exercised free association in taverns
patronizing the better sort and taverns catering to the middling and lower sort.98 I have sampled
a few authentic beverages at City Tavern and at the General Warren Inn a half days wagon ride
to the west of Philadelphia.

An annual event held by the Harriton House Association in 2011 at City Tavern authentically
replicated those 18th Century gatherings which John Adams raved about in his letters to his wife
Abigail. At the gathering of energetic guests everyone beamed with delight at the view of the
dining room. Chef Walter Staib delivered such authentic dishes as Duck Sausage En Crolute,
Smoked Pheasant en Croute, Mini Beef Pie, Shrimp, Salmon, Stuffed Clams, Oysters, Trout, and
Chick Lobsters. A Salmagundi offered smoked meats, Sausages and Artesian Cheese’s,
sumptuous Grilled and Marinated Vegetables to go with City Tavern’s Bread and Black Forest
Cracker Breads. 99 Chef Staib’s deserts and a wonderful variety of mini pastries complimented
the easy, often boisterous after dinner conversation.

Like those days of the revolution when City Tavern catered to select upper sorts like the new
delegates in town, the enfant nation has morphed many times into and America with wide gaps
in wealth distribution strikingly similar to the present. But tt was the middling and lower sort
that marched with Washington from Boston to Valley Forge and on to Yorktown.

Booze
Locally brewed barley beer, persimmon beer, brandy and
malted beer brewed with molasses were common libations
back then. A hog’s head of ale came in many small containers
that some complained were too small to enjoy. Apples were
crushed, fermented in jack-stills into good cider. At home,
colonists brewed apple and peach brandy. Madeira wine in
hogs heads, pipes and vessels were imported from the west
coast of Africa and was a favorite in Virginia. Hock and
Figure 42-Riverside view of Tun
Tavern a W.Breton watercolorClaret came from Europe. Canary, Sherry and French white
wine was also consumed but at a high price. 100 Washington’s
physician Dr. Craik, Washington notes in his diary, once came to visit drunk. These same
assortments were available in Philadelphia taverns. Today taverns of the UK are outlets only for
specific breweries. Only specific labels and brews are customarily sold in a specific tavern. The
tavern owner is called a governor. The tub or larger vat used to brew beer was called a “tun”. In
early 18th Century Philadelphia there was a tavern catering to each level of the population.

 “While all classes frequented taverns, the lower sort seem to have had a special tavern and dram shop life
all their own. As early as 1744, (Samuel Nicholas birth) the Philadelphia grand jury complained about the area
which the “common People:” called Hell Town and noted that the many houses serving “strong liquor”
presented a great “ temptation to entertain Apprentices, Servants and even negros.: The Number and activities
of these tippling houses which were “little better than Nurseries of Vice and Debauchery,” seemingly changed
little during the next forty years; …..For most of the laboring poor, drink was an essential part of their lives,
whether at work or at muster day.” 101

Beer, wine and rum
attained by tavern owners
was at some point in the
supply line specie or a
bartered commodity.

Figure 43-"A description of the Situation, Harbour &c of the City and Port of
Philadelphia-Published According to the Act of Parliament 1754" Nicholas Scullenlarged digital photo of a rendering at Haverford College

Paper currency and hard silver fluctuated. Specie was more common than hard silver even when
paying taxes. Carpenters and other craftsmen performing work usually received payment in kind
and in turn use the commodity for their own needed services. Payment in kind might have rum,
flour, cheese, stockings etc. delivered from Samuel Carpenter to a barrel cooper in exchange for
the construction of several hundred barrels to be used as shipping containers. Grain and flour
from his warehouse shipped from Philadelphia to the most lucrative markets in Europe or East
Indies. In such and atmosphere keen accounting in ledger books like Joshua Humphreys senior
was the Work Books of the day.

Figure 44-Detail South Philadelphia c1750-Note background elevation in contrast with wharves and buildings along Water
(King) Street. Nicholas Scull includes a boat construction up on stocks at the location of many yards to come. Nor’easter high tide
floods this area (Delaware Ave.) even today. The area of this elevation segment covers from about Swedes (Gloria Dei) Church up
to about Spruce Street. Not at all a spacious frontage, the artist may have included the roof and chimney of Tun Tavern

Merchants kept their business to themselves, but the frenzy of manufacture and commerce of this
type, required solid bonds between merchants and craftsmen, lower sort artisans, petty producers,
middling sort shop keepers who all struggled to make ends meet. Some artisans gained wealth
and recognition. 102 But most artisans struggled constantly to break even. A further
complication, prices controls on charges for work and goods continued were trouble throughout
the revolution. The books of Robert Morris held the story of his success and ultimate failure. In
his last public statement, he spoke in terms of accounting. Samuel Nicholas’s last decade
recorded in the form of his executors account ledger allows a view of his itinerary for both
private and personal matters over his final years.

A detail of a circa 1750 riverfront elevation is a glimpse of the city south from St. Peter’s Church
at Pine Street. Significant Streets in order southward are Pine, Lombard, South Street,
Pemberton, Fitzwater, Clymer, Catherine, and Queen.103 These streets were then the general
location of ship and mast yards. The elevation above the river is less than at the Tun Tavern
location. The Delaware Avenue parkway viewed from Swedes Church covers these old grounds.
From this present day vantage point one can imagine a 1777 view of Coats,, Humphreys yards
busily turning out new ships.
These renderings of the city were meant to entice artisans and merchants in England to come to
Philadelphia. Note in the renderings and old photos that the large warehouse buildings had five
floors; the lowest floor of Tun Tavern on Water Street is in view. This favorably compares with
the 1850 photos on following pages of the five story buildings on Water Street in the Looney
Collection.104 Similarly, the situation of Tun Tavern the building further up town dealt with the
sharp rise in elevation off the river. Smaller buildings constructed in the earlier part of the 18th
Century are to the right of the midcentury Scull and Heap cityscapes. The expansion, mast and,
lumber yards and ship building, grew to the south of Delancey and Lombard because of the
dense development of Philadelphia early in the 18th Century.

Figure 45-The Delaware River at Penn's Landing view
is SE the direction Gloucester and the open sea way
nearly a hundred miles downriver.

CHAPTER 5

WHAT EVIDENCE REMAINS?

Figure 46-Archeiological Site around Christian Street c 1970Raley Collection-Philadelphia Athenaeum-accessed 2013

All business ventures come with risk which
even the shrewdest cannot always fully
manage. At the height of his success,
Samuel Carpenter’s slaves and indentured
laborers built a large slate roofed
townhouse on Second Street-at Sansomwhich was the residence of William Penn
while in town. He also owned buildings in
which a coffeehouse and tavern were

Figure 47- A detail from P.C.Varle map of 1803

Figure 48-Detail from a fine map by P.C. Varle Geographical
Engineer verifies the alley details, Water Street and Walnut #10 on
the ledger is landmark Christ Church. The Tun Tavern marker is at
Front Street near Dock- between Walnut and Chestnut .

operated.105 In 1704 in the wake of
King William’s and Queen Anne’s
War, Carpenter, one of our ‘first
purchasers of land’, suffered
devastating losses at the hands of French Pirates106 the reason he moved to Philadelphia; The
structures he left behind, the Slate Roof House, and a Coffeehouse and Tavern107 identified in the
title search, become Tun Tavern and, Betsy Mullen’s Red Hot Beef Steak Club.

Figure 49-Earliest known photo of Samuel
Carpenters brick, Slate Roof House c 1850 at
Second and Sansom- Looney Collection- Free
Library of Philadelphia

“In this house [Slate-Roof House] lived Mrs. Yard, the mother of James Yard, once a merchant
of some note. She kept a fashionable boarding house.”
Jacob Mordecai 1834- recollections

Mrs. Yard was not the only woman to convert the mansion of a once successful merchant.
Another important person in coming events was the son of Widow Lucy Biddle, mother of ( )
who after the business failure and death of her husband ( ) had to go it alone, raising ( ) children
with bits of income brought in by her children. They were smart industrious children who
helped their mother sustain their family. One of the children, Nicholas Biddle, was a close friend
of Samuel Nicholas. Young Captain Nicholas Biddle would leave his brand on Naval History as
a naval hero. A tough enterprising woman, Mrs. Lucy brazenly commandeered a table at the
Fountain Tavern on Germantown Ave opposite Pine Street and sold maps and documents
created by her father and map maker (Nicholas Scull’s ) estate. 108

Any remains, bricks, chard rafter timber, building stone, rum and beer bottles, Betsy Mullen’s
discard of beef bones pottery or silverware and all of Water Street now all lay under Interstate I95. Between and behind the retainer wall lay relics of the original brick archway tunnels leading
from Front Street to what is now a decapitated Water Street the same tunnels that Robert Turner
mentioned in his 1685 letter to William Penn.

Figure 50-The famous Tun Taven
Marker located on Front Street.
Evidence suggests that New
Market (Customs House) could be
seen from Tun Tavern, locating it
just south of Walnut. And in view
of the expanding ship yards

If only we could see any part of Water Street, the alleys and cobble stones that remained just for
a while longer and to answer questions that drives this discovery forward. Fortunately, Robert
Looney of the Free Library of Philadelphia published a collection of very old photographs Old
Philadelphia in Early Photographs 1839-1914.109 Photographs from the FLP collection permits
the study of Tun Tavern’s ghost to go beyond that present day PHC marker on Front Street and
back in time ever closer to the environs of Tun Tavern. An orientation of buildings and alleys
along Water Street is possible by studying specific photographs placed in order North to South,
viewing as if walking the area that was the neighborhood between the old Navy Yard and
Chestnut Street. Jacob Mordecai’s 1835 recollection helps to begin a visualization of activity in
this area.

During several sweltering mid-summer days, I carried my bike
aboard the train for a few days of exploring Philadelphia. It was
on one of these trips on Memorial Day weekend that I set out for
Gloria Dei Church. I had ridden my bike from the station down
Walnut over to Pine and down to St. Peter’s Church between
Third and Fourth Streets. The same church identified on the
1750 Scull & Heap rendering. Two church elders had a boom
box blaring fife and drum songs out over the cemetery, loud
enough to wake the dead. “What denomination is this?” I asked
loudly competing with the fife and drum medley. “What’s that?”
“What denomination?” “Oh, Presbyterian, these were all
mainly Scotts. This side facing the cemetery was the original
front of the church. The side on Pine Street was built later.” I
looked at some of the grave markers, some of them revolutionary soldiers. I then got on my bike.
“What street is the Customs House New Market?” “Just a few blocks toward the river. Beyond
that” the man put his hand to his mouth to shield his words from his fellow deacons, “were all
the whore houses. You know sailors all over the place back then.” I thanked

Figure 51-St Peter's Church today

the man and headed out to New Market, the fife and drums fading in the distance.

“The old theatre [in] Southwark beyond the City bounds was a long two storey building, the lower storey
of brick, where the door of entrance led by a long passage, not well lighted, to the pit, which opened by a
door on one side, the left; the other was the west wall of the passage. [A]British band formed the orchestra,
12 Regimental [illegible] [centinels] stood near the stage. Boxes [were] one on each side. The managers
Hallam & Henry, [The] actors all stars: Woolrey [Woolls?], Morris. The first play I saw when a boy was
the Beaux Stratagem. Morris played Sarah; afterpiece, Taming [of] the Shrew. Play bills always in red
letters.”

Jacob Mordecai 1836- recollections110

****************

Figure 53-Customs House, New Market (Head
House) today.

Figure 52-Customs House and finely dressed lady
around 1835

The Customs House also called New Market on the 1800 Varle Map is situated in the center of
Society Hill. Originally, around 1682 Penn’s original backers came to Philadelphia to create and
promote trade between the new Colony and England. The backers called themselves The Free
Society of Traders. The location before time erased Water Street was a short walk up hill from
the river. Contraband from unpaid duties confiscated by British customs agents were put up for
sale in the New Market stalls. As restrictions tightened on goods brought in by sailors in 1769
the searches of arriving ships intensified. The escalation of violence because of this squeeze on
sailor freedoms to bring in their own personal property became a catalyst in the complex events
of the next decade.
One of Samuel Nicholas’s friends was Nicholas Biddle the early American naval hero. Nicholas
Biddle’s brother Charles, in his detailed autobiography described an incident with a Philadelphia
customs agent during this time. Charles, a ship’s captain was in Philadelphia preparing his ship
to move cargo to Bristol, England. An old friend of Charles just docking his schooner, a ship of
war, from Hispaniola was unloading his cargo of sugar and coffee. The Customs House officers
got wind of the arrival and sent an agent to get the storage key. Charles was standing on the
dock when his friend, very distressed, walked up with the key. He explained the situation to
Charles and before the key was given to the customs gang, Charles took over.
Charles summoned his first mate to bring his crew to the docks. The customs agent commenced
to board the sloop of war for a seizure. Charles and his ship’s crew stopped the agent in his
tracks. The customs gang commenced to break open the stores with an ax and crowbar but
Charles crew took the tools and threw them on the dock. As the confrontation escalated, another
crew from Phillips ropeworks arrived at the wharf. “Who shale we seize?” snapped the customs
foreman. Captain Biddle’s apprentice, a boy, stepped up with a tar bucket and brush in his hand.
He caught hold of the customs foreman. The foreman, jerking loose from the boy, ran “from the
wharf, his myrmidons following him.”111
The task not complete, Charles sent for all the workers he could summon and unloaded the sugar
and coffee to different stores where they would not be found. When they were finished, Charles
went to his friend house where the family sat around deeply distressed. Charles gave him the key
and wrote that the family gave him their warmest thanks. This occurred in 1774. 112

Sam and Cousin John Adams took time from Congress to explore the city in 1775. An
imaginary stroll by Sam Adams would proceed down Water Street toward Carpenter’s Wharf
and one of Robert Morris’s warehouses, he would have caught the odor of a swamp that lay just
south and west of Front Street. He would have seen the frenetic activities of Grist’s Mast Yard,

fresh cut lumber stacked in Joshua Humphrey Senior’s Lumber Yard, and work underway on
ship hulls and saw pits. He would have heard instructions shouted by son Joshua Humphreys
smelled the fresh cut timber. His stroll would have also passed the alley of Fitzwater Street as he
approached Catherine and Christian Streets, then only well-worn foot paths but in full view of
the steeple of Old Swede’s Church.

Figure 54- Front and Fitzwater Street- Alley detail. This location is between Catherine
and South Streets-Queen Village. the heart of Southwark .and the neighborhood of Tun Tavern

Swedes Church,
originally Gloria
Dei, along Water,
Swanson and
Christian Streets,
taken in early
1800: The
background reveals
the great masts of
China Clippers the
last of the ocean
going sailing ships.
The church is a
present-day icon
Figure 55-From Looney Collection
and reference point Free Library of Philadelphia
that allows a sort of literary archeology to establish the
exact locations of the Penrose and Wharton and
Humphreys shipyards. Today the large space between the church and the river is occupied by
busy Delaware Avenue and Parkway and docks.
Figure 56-Gloria Dei or Old Swedes Church

Along the same general foot paths of Samuel Adams and Joshua Humphreys, I have ridden my
bicycle from the Customs House at New Market down Front Street to Christian and walked over
this hallowed ground. Heading back to Tun Tavern, Sam Adams, annoyed with stubborn
delegates in the Congress, would have continued his lengthy walk back north along the river on
Swanson and on up Water Street. This Looney collection tin type picture of the church is dated
1854.113 The real question is how close does the water color drawings of Breton and the
following Loony Collection photo evidence of a century later allow us to get to the ghostly Front
Street environ once occupied by Tun Tavern? John Adams leaves a description of his stroll
down Water Street.

“Philadelphia March 30, 1777 - Yesterday, I took a Walk upon the Wharves, to see the
Navigation. The new Frigate called The Delaware, is hawled off, into the stream and is ready
to sail. Captain Alexander is to command her. She makes a fine Appearance. - I then went to
the House of one Humphreys and ingenious shipwright and found him making a Model of a
seventy four gun ship. He has nearly completed it. You see every Part of the Ship, in its just
proportion in Miniature. After this Model the new seventy four Gun Ships are to be built,
one at Portsmouth, one at Boston and one here.”

Letter: John Adams to Charles Adams 114

Close to the Old Navy Yard on Swanson (the dog leg extension of old Water Street) there occurs
an intersection at Christian Street, the same street of Swede’s Church. It is in this section of
Philadelphia, Southwark, where Joshua Humphrey Senior, whose accounting book I examined at
the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania, established
his lumber yard and Joshua
Humphreys Junior, finishing
his apprenticeship, built his
very first vessel, the ship
Sally. Some years afterward
came the first six
U.S.Frigates to include the
United States 74 guns. It
was Humphrey’s half model
that Adams gazed upon that
day in March. Tun Tavern is
a short distance north on
Water Street. That Frigate
half hull model of the
Figure 58- The Frigate United States up on stocks in 1795-6. This view
United States was not built
Of Old Swede’s Church establishes Humphrey’s shipyard on the far side of
until 1795. Young Joshua
Delaware Avenue close to the river
Humphrey’s (and John
Adams) vision into creating
an American Navy was way ahead of the politicians. In the painting, peer through the
scaffolding of the United States up on stocks and behold Gloria Dei , Old Swede’s Church in the
background. The ship yard grounds now
lay under the Delaware Avenue Parkway
and grounds between the church and the
river. The windows of these shipwright
and carpenter quarters at Christian,
builders of the next century, view south
on the Philadelphia shipyard, of the early
19th Century. The You Tube
documentary on the construction of a
replica of the French Frigate Hermoine,
Lafayette’s own command ship best
Figure 57-To fully appreciate the scale of 18th Century
Frigates, here, the replica of the Frigate Hermoine which
took 8 years to build, a project costing millions. By Remi
Jouan - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,

illustrates the size of war ships manned by officers such as Samuel Nicholas, Nicholas and
Captains Charles and brother Nicholas Biddle and later Stephen Decatur

By Remi Jouan - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=506004 115

OLDEST PHOTOGRAPHIC
EVIDENCE OF 18TH CENTURY SHIP YARDS ALONG THE
DELAWARE RIVER

Figure 59-Row House on Christian Street facing the old ship yards. Looney Collection,
Free Library of Philadelphia.
116

Figure 60-Intersections of Dock and Water Street exactly between Market and Spruce at about 1860. Near the now documented
location of Tun Tavern between Chestnut and Walnut Streets. See city map parcel detail. This and other
117

19th Century photos from the

Looney Collection, Free Library of Philadelphia.

Some occupants of this building at the time of the photo would have had parentage, like Jacob
Mordecai, that lived during the revolution. This Water Street building, between Spruce and
Market is only a few blocks north from the Tun Tavern location. The awning is a telegraph office

(1835-44). Jacob Mordecai’s (1762-1838) recollections of the Revolutionary years published by
Pennsylvania Magazine were written around 1835, three years before his death and the invention
of the telegraph.

A glance up and down Water Street around 1850, would have found some artifacts of the old
Tun Tavern neighborhood. These two circa 1860 photos are views just north of Tun Tavern.
Plate 26 and 29 Water Street at Spruce.118 are nearest that photographic evidence allows us to get
to location of Tun Tavern. This is the waterfront of Philadelphia that was demolished to make
way for the Twentieth and Twenty First Centuries, Interstate I-95 and the Penn’s Landing
complex.

“Captain Sparks' wife & daughters, 2d Street below Market, opposite William Savery's, very
fashionable. The Captain commanded a ship in the London trade & twice a year brought the fashions
& ready made articles. Before the War [Revolution] nankeens [cloth of firm texture and great
durability', originally brought from China. [were available.] It was made of a species of cotton that was
naturally brownish yellow.] [were] a guinea a piece; green tea [sold for]a guinea per pound.”
Jacob Mordecai -1834 recollections119
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Water Street at Spruce (just
south of Tun Tavern location
at Water St. (btw Chestnut
and Walnut Sts) looking
west on Spruce 1859. The
old cobblestone street,
massive chimneys, window
shutters and gables are
remnants of a common 18th
Century Georgian style.
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Water Street looking north toward Market 1868: [less than a century later] Note the five floors.
R.E. Looney of the Free Library of Philadelphia verifies the considerable drop in elevation
between Front Street and Water Street. Opposite on Front there are only four floors. Robert
Turner’s 1685 letter to William Penn referred to an arched tunnel leading from a cellar, under

Front or First Street and through to Water Street and the river. The fourth lowest level or floor
of Tun Tavern, similarly, stood at this lower elevation on the east side of Water Street facing
Carpenters [later Morris] wharf. The west side of Water Street began the elevated grade, with
interior and alley way steps like Tun Alley, leading up to Front Street. 122

The thinly populated earlier Philadelphia long
predating this map photo dissolved into forest
westward beyond Forth Street. Delegates arriving for
the First Continental Congress in 1774 were
impressed at the many town houses, churches and
taverns neatly laid out123, a site that can still be seen
by bicycling around Front and Second Streets within Independence Park. The delegates met
first, in 1774, in Carpenter’s Hall, which from Tun Tavern was a short walk to Third and
Chestnut. Carpenter’s Hall, freshly constructed in 1774, holds some clues to the revolutionary
politics of mid-18th CenturyPhiladelphia. Proud journeymen, carpenters, shipwrights and leather
aprons formed the backbone of the revolution. After the Pennsylvania Assembly was taken over
by the shadow network of committees to run the war and thin out the dwindling population of
Tories. Members of these increasingly powerful committees included, artisans, shopkeepers,
tradesmen and middleclass professionals bent on the eradication of the aristocratic elements of
the provincial government.124
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Figure 61-The Philadelphia Navy Yard c1803

Now that the orientation along sections of Water Street north and south of Tun Tavern; the
buildings and streets are established, the final terrain feature the, Philadelphia Navy Yard, is an
integral part of the industry of ship building to follow. A bit further south the Schuylkill River
flows into the Delaware at Mudd Island. The history of the numerous shipyards that
serendipitously created the Navy Yard prior to 1775 is essential element of this story. Like
notices of events that involved Tun Tavern, the activities of these shipyards, the families and
merchants who moved into the Christian, Catherine and Swanson Street area left evidence that
illuminate the pre-revolutionary years of 1774 and 1775 during the Continental Congresses.

*

*

*

Author’s note: Marines, veteran and active duty and their families, visit Philadelphia year-round.
In addition to a large list of tour stops that include the Powell House, Christ Church, the Bishop
White House, Independence and The Betsy Ross House, Carpenter’s Hall etc. stroll out to the
edge of Penn’s Landing and imagine the first five ships of the new American Navy setting the
rigging for the first cruise. Captain Nicholas along with Robert Mullen having raised two
Battalions is in command of the Marines aboard the command Ship Alfred, a converted merchant
man vessel, the flag ship of Commodore Esek Hopkins RI. The little fleet sailed southward
only to become ice bound at Reedy Island in February 1776, four months after Nicholas’s
commission. A fellow officer aboard the Alfred was effusive Lt. Paul Jones. Then, as weather
thawed, Hopkins sailed on to New Providence, Bahamas. Upon their return, in waters near
Narraganset Bay off Block Island they encountered the British Ship of the Line, Glasgow. The
interdictin with the Glagow was the first sea engagement of the little American Navy and a
baptism of fire for Captain Samuel Nicholas and his Marines aboard he Ship Alfred.

A visitor might stroll over to Front Street between Walnut and Chestnut. After standing at the
Tun Tavern marker between Chestnut and Walnut Streets and imagine Tun Tavern just beyond
the I-95 wall and down on river level; walk over to South 2nd Street to City Tavern where
delegates met, for a cool drink or authentic colonial lunch. Marines then might wish to visit the
corner of Market and Forth Street. Now the dull city corner of the multi-story PNC Bank
Building, this was the exact location where Samuel Nicholas was tavern keeper of the
Conestoga Wagon Tavern. After enjoying a hot dog from a corner vender, take a short walk
down toward the river. Stop at Market and Front Street, location of the Philadelphia Coffee
House on the north side of market, where Samuel met with his Gloucester Fox Hunting Club
each week. They hunted twice each week across the river beyond Gloucester. The hunts were flat

out, dogs howling, very violent. I’ll go into the hunts later a later chapter. At Church Street, an
alley near Christ Church I like to imagine Samuel ducking into the Philadelphia Coffee House.

In walking the ground, a quick profile of Samuel is appropriate. It is at the location of the
Philadelphia Coffee House that Samuel status in the larger social scheme becomes clearer.
Unlike John Cadwallader his independently wealth acquaintance at Penn Academy, Samuel had
not done the usual tour of fine European schools. By the principle of power by access, his Uncle
Atwater insured his tuition was paid at Penn Academy and introduced him around into the clubs
of gentlemen and powerful merchants like Robert Morris ten years his senior. Because of these
early associations before the revolution Samuel grew into the fray. Tavern keepers were hubs of
social networks and Samuel would have been no exception. The Connestoga Waggon Tavern
was owned by his Mother in Law, the Widow Jenkins. Existing more in a political than merchant
atmosphere, Samuel became a recognizable figure all over town. The opposite of the secretive
hard dealing merchants, Samuel was out going, well-spoken graduate of the Latin School at Penn
his time spend around his powerful in-laws, his contemporaries John Cadwallader, friend Nick
Biddle and of course his fellow huntsmen at the Gloucester. It is the reason he was tapped as one
of the first Captains of the new Marine Corps and eventual quasi Commandant, the first
commandant in Corps history. Evidence suggests that like most of his friends Samuel had
burning ambition to rival his wealthier chums by stretching his larges and engaging in real-estate
the passion of the day. Real-estate, highly risky, was the greatest source of wealth for
enterprising arrivals of that century and it was the downfall of the mightiest of them.

At North on Front Street under the Ben Franklin Bridge to Noble Lane stood the Kennel for the
Fox Hunting Club. (Extreme Caution: this area is out of the park! The kennel has
vanished into history) In Independence Park still, resting under a shade tree along Front Street
imagine Major Samuel Nicholas riding into town down Market at the head of a wagon train of
teamsters. Picked by Morris to fetch a payload, Nicholas and Trench Francis a trusted West
Chester lawyer, provided security for the horse drawn wagon train all the way from Boston in
1881, the Revolution still ablaze. The pay load; many trunks of silver coin, hundreds of
thousands of dollars, a loan from France. The money, seed money for visionary Robert Morris’s
Bank of North America, also financed the final push of Washington’s Yorktown Campaign.
Finally, ponder that cold winter Christmas Eve of 1776 when those Marines in town, Major
Samuel Nicholas Officer In Charge, mustered along ice covered Morris Wharf with Col. John
Cadwallader’s city rifle company, Philadelphia Light-horse Regiment. Together they boarded
gondola boats and rowed up the icy river through the winter night to the outskirts of Trenton as
fresh reinforcements for General Washington’s interdiction with Knyphausen and Howe at
Trenton, Princeton (then Prince Town) and Assunpink Creek.

These sample chapters have concluded with a suggested Marine Corps tour route. Very recently
a PHC126 marker for Samuel Nicholas’s grave, dead and buried at the early age of 46, has been
added to the Quaker Burial ground at 4th and
Arch Streets Philadelphia: I explore the
possible causes of his death in later chapters.
Although the marker was intended by some
as a focal point for visitors, officials in the
Quaker Friends society indicate that it is
impossible to identify the specific burial plot
of any individual at the Burial Grounds at
Arch and Forth Streets.
Thousands were interred there. Graves are
on the cemetery grounds, under the parking
lots and streets. It is consistent with Quaker
teaching to avoid flashy stones or memorials
at the time of burial. Some rare archival
documents do show that families kept
records of exact burial locations127.(see
fig,61) Samuel’s interment somewhere there
suggests his restoration as a Quaker Friend
after the revolution. Safe to say, Samuel
Nicholas’s remains still rest beneath the soil
and structures that stand at 4th and Arch
Street, Philadelphia. Rest in peace. Your
nation thanks you for your service as Marine
Officer and first Commandant of Marines.

Figure 62- Rare family record of burial locations.

Like a medium conducting a
séance to recall the dead I reach
out for some article of the
presence to somehow connect
with the spirit in question. By
chance, in a birthday celebration
of West Whiteland Township, I
ran across the ideal artifact still
standing off Lancaster Road
about a day’s ride on wagon and
horse from Philadelphia; A grist
mill built by Quaker Friend
Richard Thompson in the year
1744, the very year of Samuel
Nicholas’s birth. Both were
Quaker Friends and probably
never met but the stones and
mill wheels heard the talk of
revolution and the other topics of the day. The flour from the mill, the finest around, fed British
and Colonial Soldiers and filled the barrels exported to Europe. The old mill is therefore a real
symbol we can ponder to place us in reach of Samuel’s life and times. Restored by the Joseph
Bush Family and John and Fran Hagee, the mill is in the National Register. It is a good
foundation for the narrowing focus on every facet surrounding the struggles of Samuel and Mary
Nicholas, their children in the narrative that follows
Figure 63-The Thompson Grist Mill, West Whiteland Township,
Pennsylvania. Build in 1744. This is our connection with 1744 and the
beginning of the story.

Samuel Nicholas’s (1744-August 1790.) life spanned the birth of the United States. His story is
omitted in all major published works mainly because, so little was known about him. I try to step
into his boots and know his family and the multi-dimensional environment in which they lived
for most of 18th Century Philadelphia. There exists so little suggested itinerary for Marines
visiting the city that I included these few documented destinations from facts I’ve learned during
my research on Tun Tavern. I hope it will enhance their visits. As a former Marine myself;
enlisted, infantry, (1963-1967) 81 Mortars, 3rd Battalion 7th Marines, a Vietnam War Veteran, let
me add that all Americans are deeply grateful to veterans. People thank me fifty years after my
discharge. Each veteran has his own story. I know returning veterans today who struggle with reentry after horrific exposure to violence in combat. The veteran’s watch and tours of duty can
easily be forgotten or not understood by those who didn’t serve. From the very beginning

Samuel Nicholas’s day to the present, think of the tasks America has placed upon their
shoulders. Americans too are immeasurably saddened by the sacrifice of those men and women
Marines, and all of the services, who may only take this tour of Samuel Nicholas’s Old
Philadelphia, in spirit

Chapter 6

SAMUEL NICHOLAS

“On every social level the convivial club became a feature of the Philadelphia scene, often encompassing
purposes of mutual benevolence or self-improvement but always focusing on the potential of a growing
population for enlarged sociability. The first Philadelphia club may have been an association of
bachelors formed some time before 1728. In 1729 Welshmen of the town organized the “Society of
Ancient Britons” to observe St. David’s Day, promptly precipitating formation of a similar organization
of Englishmen to give due honor to St. George’s Day. Sportsmen formed themselves into fishing clubs, the
first of which was the Colony in Schuylkill which had its birth in the same year that George Washington
was born. The Colony was complete with governor, sheriff and even a coroner, at its courthouse on the
west bank of the Schuylkill near present day Girard Avenue Bridge….Pre-Revolutionary membership
[included]…. Mayors of the city as Thomas Lawrence, William Plumstead and Samuel Shoemaker. ..the
State of Schuylkill holds claim to being the oldest organized men’s club in the English speaking world.”128

S

amuel Nicholas’s grandfather
Samuel Nicholas Esq. of Welsh
extraction was a successful late 17th
Century Philadelphia lawyer129. His
death in 1709 left a Quaker widow
Margaret the daughter of Anthony and
Jane Moore. One of two sons of this
marriage, Anthony (Jr.) married two Shute
sisters. The first marriage to Rebecca
Shute and upon her death, Anthony
married her sister Mary Shute. Mary and
Rebecca’s brother was Atwood Shute.
Atwood became a lieutenant in Charles
Willing’s Associated Regiments in 1748,
and later Mayor of Philadelphia 1756.
Figure 64-Major Samuel E. Nicholas 1744-1790- Portrait
in the hall of Commandants- Headquarters Marine
Corps Washington D.C.

Atwood was also a significant figure in Samuel Nicholas’s life

Mary (Shute), Anthony’s second wife was the widow Cowman and this marriage to Anthony
was her second also. The three children of this marriage were, Samuel Nicholas born in 1744
and Samuel’s sisters, Sarah and Mary Nicholas. As young Samuel turned age seven in 1751,
sponsorship by his uncle Atwood Shute made possible his entry into the Philadelphia Academy.
Samuel is listed today in the University of Pennsylvania archive as tuition paid student in the
Latin School a sort of core curriculum set apart at that time from an actual university
professional curriculum. The counterpart today might be Junior College. His student years
ended with graduation from the Latin School in 1759.
Among all the attendees of the Philadelphia Academy, later to become the University of
Pennsylvania, were John Cadwallader, Thomas Mifflin, William Grayson, Robert McKean,
Francis Hopkinson. Schools of Theology, Philosophy, Science and Languages usually were
populated with sons of Philadelphia’s wealthy, many of whom continued studies in Europe. For
this reason, Samuel is not listed as a graduate of the Philadelphia Academy rather he was a threeyear student of the Latin School. Although his actual attendance and performance records are
unknown Uncle Atwood’s continued payment of tuition suggests a consistent performance.

The founders of Philadelphia Academy, the precursor to the University of Pennsylvania,
designed a multi layered curriculum. Like today, high school level students proficient at basic
math (called vulgar math on those days) upon reaching high school learn algebra, geometry then
trigonometry and calculus at the highest level. At Philadelphia Academy in the 1750s, students
attended the Latin School, the English School, the Mathematics School and for highest
education, the School Mathematics, Medicine, Theology and Philosophy. Young Samuel entered
the Academy school of Latin at age eight and was required to become proficient at Latin and the
Classics upon completing schooling. Only students of the School of Philosophy appear in Penn
Archive as graduates of the highest learning level. In this list are names like Charles Willing,
William Plumsted, Thomas Mifflin, Richard Peters, Thomas Mifflin, John Cadwalader, Jacob
Duche, Jr. young men who would participate in the high politics and officer ranks of the
American and Philadelphia revolutions. Through eight years in the grueling Latin School
Samuel Nicholas’s intellectual and social development by sixteen set into motion personal skill
sets that would largely determine his life course.

A close look at student life in the Philadelphia Academy can further explore the formation of
young Samuel Nicholas of the Latin School.

Figure 65-The Philadelphia Academy Campus- University of Pennsylvania Archive130



“There is a growing disapprobation, both in Great Britain and America, of the disproportionate length of
time devoted by the youthful student to the acquisition of the dead languages; and therefore nothing will
tend so effectually to the preservation of the Greek and Latin grammars as their judicious union (the fruit of
an intelligent compromise) with the Interliner Classics.”

S.A.Allibone, 1889 the distinguished author
C.DeSilver & Sons 23 S. Ninth St. Philadelphia

Above is a nostalgic sales pitch for a text book “.well bound in half leather” harkens to a day
long before 1889 when the mandatory curriculum included Latin, taught in
the “Latin School” of the Academy. In 1744, the birth date of Samuel
Nicholas first officer commissioned in 1775 to the new Corps of Marines,
Dr. Francis Alison, established Philadelphia Academy. Alison, masters
degree University of Edinburgh 1733, DD degree, University of Glasgow,
founder of the New London school located in southern Chester County
Pennsylvania, schooled children who became governors, delegates and
four signers of the Declaration of Independence. Although not a signer, Figure 66 - Dr. Francis
young Charles Thomson was among Alison’s students and became the Alison, DD founder of
the New London
school and
Philadelphia Academy
(University of
Pennsylvania)

secretary to the first Continental Congresses. Doctor Alison noticed the orphan’s studious
intensity in those early days at New London. Thomson developed under Dr. Alison’s guidance
into an enthusiastic, zealous presenter. During his early period was drawn to teaching into his
teens at the school. He moved on to nearby Philadelphia where he opened a subscription school
and gained a reputation as best teacher in the region. 131

Applying his own pedagogic philosophy, Thomson’s preferred to disgrace to corporal
punishment or the rod. Under his technique, a tardy student would be tracked down out in
Philadelphia by his classmates. The tardy student would then be paraded through the streets
toting a lantern and ringing a bell, all to the laughter of local citizens. In 1752, Thomson was
appointed tutor to the Latin School, a department of the new Philadelphia Academy. At age
twelve in 1751, Samuel began his studies in the Latin School likely taught by Charles Thomson.
It would be Charles Thomson’s signature below John Hancock’s on Samuels commission as
Captain of Marines fifteen years later.

By 1761, severing his duties at the Latin School, Thomson turned his attention to business and
joined merchant Charles Reed at Batsto Furnace near Egg Harbor NJ. The slave intensive Batsto
Furnace, started in 1766, would become a major supplier of cannon and shot for the coming
revolution. Thomson’s successful transition to trade as partner to an ironmonger gained him
wealth and acceptance into the upper society of Philadelphia. Charles Thomson, the foundling,
mercifully rescued by the lady in her gig along a dirt road out of New Castle, had by age thirtytwo developed into a brilliant fully functioning leader in Philadelphia. By comparison, Samuel
Nicholas had reached the age of twenty-two and surely, if asked, would have known Charles
Thomson. Both were rising stars in Philadelphia.

Keeping in mind, Nicholas’s age, in 1755 age twelve, Thomson age forty six, [nearly the same
age as Benjamin Franklin] had won himself a desirable reputation in the province. If the name
Charles Thomson was on a document one could be sure of its correctness in truth, accuracy and
integrity. The rise of a serious conflict between the Delaware, Mohawk, Seneca, other native
Indian tribes forming the Indian Nation under Chief Tedyuscung stemmed from an agreement
made by William Penn in 1737 between the proprietaries [new comers and their English
government] and the Indians. It concerned a tract of land between the Delaware River and
Neshaminy Creek and extending northwestwardly as far as a men” could ride on horseback in
two days.” The final decision was mysteriously altered to measure the land northwestward to
terminate at a spot that a man could reach in” one and a half days walk”, thus cheating the
cooperative Indians out of their land.132

During the walk, the Indians had complained the officials were “walking too slowly.” The
resulting survey left the Indian tribes without their traditional hunting
grounds. The resulting violence was warfare unleashed by the native
Indian tribes in 1755 upon white mostly German settlers. By 1757, at
the issuance of the Treaty of Easton, 300 Indians attended a treaty
meeting, placing at their head Tedyuscung, Chief of the Delawares.
The whites were primarily Quakers, assembled as “The Friendly
Association”. Tedyuscung was strongly advised to demand a
secretary. Charles Thomson of Philadelphia was appointed and
removed a day’s ride to Easton for the task. [Today Easton is about an Figure 67-Charles
hour’s drive from Philadelphia] Thomson, upon studying the history Thomson-Secretary to the
of dealings with the tribes noticed the mysterious intrigues. The Continental Congress
suspicious Chief and his followers immediately witnessed and
acknowledged Thomson’s lofty standards and Thomson was instrumental in rectifying the earlier
fraudulent treaty.133

Samuel’s schooling is an example of how 18th Century education was viewed in William Penn’s
utopian city. The products of those early graduating classes, the skills of those students as well
as their situations in the revolution, particularly literacy. As Samuel began his schooling at age
eight he would have learned to conduct his lessons and lesson books in an Old-World style.
Although there were discipline issues in general with all students, foolishness was subject to
severe punishment. Whether it was Thomson’s style or the more traditional lashes with a rod
upon the back or hand, punishment was feared. In the background debates between proponents of
Old World educators with core curriculums of Latin and Greek. New World progressives like
Benjamin Franklin and fellow merchants sought to educate young people to become useful
citizens in shipping, business, architecture, theology and education. Old world conservatism held
with clergymen and European trained professors. Francis Allison’s denomination at New London
was Anglican as were his students. A second school in this small farm area, a school created by
Samuel Fenley rooted from the Great Awakening Presbyterian theology. Those students, among
them Benjamin Rush, were among the most radical in the coming conflict.

Examining Samuel’s school environment, here are excerpts from a memoir written in 1818 by
Alexander Graydon, a Reading lawyer who had attended Philadelphia Academy, entering in
1770 at age eight, a few years after Samuel Nicholas.



Alex’s father makes the introduction: “.to Mr. Kinnersley, the teacher of English and professor of oratory.
He was an Anabaptist clergyman, a large venerable looking man. Of no great general erudition, though a
considerable proficient in electricity, and who, whether truly or not, has been said to have had a share in
certain discoveries in that science, of which Doctor Franklin received the whole credit. The task, of the
younger boys at least, consisted of learning to read and write their mother tongue grammatically; and one
day in the week, I think Friday, was set apart for the recitation of select passages of poetry and prose.



“A few days after I had been put under the care of Mr. Kinnersley, I was told by my classmates that it was
necessary for me to fight a battle with someone, in order to establish my claim to the honor if being an
academy boy; that this could not be dispensed with, and that they would select for me a suitable antagonist,
one of my match, whom, after school I must fight or be looked upon as a coward.”



“A combat immediately ensued which for some time was maintained with equal vigor and determination,
when, unluckily, I received his fist directly in my gullet; the blow for a time depriving me of breath and the
power of resistance, victory declared for my adversary.”



In 1761 young Alexander Graydon age nine entered the Latin School, two years after Samuel Nicholas’s
departure from the Academy. “The person whose pupil I was consequently to become was Mr. John
Beveridge, a native of Scotland, who retained the smack of his vernacular tongue in its primitive
purity….He was assisted, indeed, by two ushers, who eased him in the burden of teaching, but who in
matters of discipline seemed disinclined to interfere. I have seen them slyly slip out of the way when the
principal was entering upon the job of capitally punishing a boy, who from his size, would be likely to
make resistance.”



“…So entire was the want of respect towards him [Beveridge ] and so liable was he to be imposed upon,
that one of the larger boys, for a wager, once pulled off his wig, which he effected by suddenly twitching it
from his head under pretense of brushing from it a spider; and the unequivocal insult was only resented by
the peevish exclamation of “hoot mon!””



Alexander’s father dies 1761, his mother removes to Philadelphia and boards Academy students. “..She
began with taking boys who went to the academy, of which there were generally a number from the
southern provinces and the West India Islands. The first lads that were placed with her were two brothers,
the sons of Colonel Lewis, of Virginia. The younger, named Samuel, about a year older than myself. ….the
exercise of running, which was then the rage.



“…The enthusiasm of the turf had pervaded the academy, and the most extravagant transports of that
theater on the triumph of a favorite horse were not more zealous and impassioned than were the
acclamations which followed the victor in the foot race round a square. Stripped to the shirt, and accoutered
for the head by a handkerchief bound round the head, another round the middle, with loosened knee-bands,
without shoes or with moccasins instead of them, the racers were started; and turning to the left they
encompassed the square on which the academy stands. 134

Alex Graydon’s recollections depict his social and competitive experiences at the Academy in
1770 The same was likely shared by his senior of only seven years, Samuel Nicholas who
graduating in 1759, suggests the presence of discipline, expectations of stellar academic

performance, revulsion of cowardice, grueling lessons and lectures that account for a welldeveloped professorial intellect, matched with physical stamina. Graydon did not finish his
higher curriculum, but continued his studies in Law. Nicholas did finish the Latin School,
allowing a quick glance of the School of Mathematics, under Professor
Theophilus Grew; specifically, the description of the globe, use of the
globe, including longitude and latitude, location of the sun in the
ecliptic of any specific day, and time differentiation and the
trigonometry of sextant navigation.

Artifacts from the University of Pennsylvania Archives relate to this
question of officer qualification as considerations of Naval Officer
candidates by the Continental Congress (Marine Committee) came to
bear in 1775.135 The constant criticisms of the new navy by Lt. Paul
Jones and his questioning of officer commissions and qualifications
must have been on the minds of committee members. Upon
graduation, students were skillful in sea navigation, surveying, as well as the mathematics of
commerce and accounting. Their sailing skills, and survey knowledge of maritime law might
allow them to command a sailing vessel should circumstances render their superiors out of
action. Their note books suggest disciplined minds. Many students became fluent in several
languages and able to converse intelligently about classical literature of the 18th Century. Each
student could hold his own in intellectual as well as multicultural discourse. Each student was
required to speak well and clearly. Oration was a valued talent.
A contrasting glimpse into Benjamin Rush’s early academic life further illuminates Samuel
Nicholas in the academic sphere. Rush’s mother sent him off to a school in Nottingham, a farm
village near Delaware. The community is still there today. His first mentor, Presbyterian minister
Doctor Samuel Finley, started his school about the same time as Francis Allison’s Anglican
school in New London nearby. It was also about the same time Samuel entered school in
Philadelphia. All education then was driven by the religious denominations primarily
Presbyterian and Anglican, the Church of England. . In a time when morality and behavior were
building blocks of character, Calvinist Finley tutored his class of about twenty boys using
examples of imaginary characters like Bill Slovenly and Johnny Courtly.
The boys lived in Finley’s household, so it was usually at the dinner table when Fenley spun
imaginary about Slovenly and Courtly often resulting in bursts of laughter. Like Samuel’s
schooling in Philadelphia, Fenley taught his boys, Greek, Latin, Arithmetic, Geometry and
Geography. He also encouraged the studious Rush in the idle pursuit of hunting. The youthful
Rush felt that such pursuits as hunting depressed the relish for study and tended to risk health
and morals.136 Samuel, through his enthusiastic memberships in the fishing and fox hunting
clubs, being around his mother in the often-boisterous tavern, likely welcomed the more

worldlier pleasures (not a rare element in 18th Century Philadelphia), and a trait most marines,
officers and enlisted, of today would ring familiar.

Around the time of the founding of the Academy a notice appeared in the Philadelphia Gazette
which might resolve the seamanship experience question presented earlier. Samuel began his
education at age seven.

 “October 19, 1752. NOtice is hereby given, that on Monday evening next, the 23d instant, an EVENING
SCHOOL will be opened, at Mr. VIDALL'S School room; where English grammatically, Writing, Arithmetick
Vulgar and Decimal, Merchants Accompts, Navigation, &c. will be carefully taught, and due attendance given,
by STEPHEN VIDALL, …. assistant in the Academy.” 137

Meticulous and neatly kept lessons that follow are from a notebook of a student of Theopolis
Grew around 1753. U.Penn

Figure 68-Lesson book-the compass rose and an actual navigation exercise.138

Samuel Nicholas’s attendance at the
Academy occurred during this same
period. Apparently, an excellent student
Samuel’s notebook would surely have
been comparable to this student’s lesson
book.

Having established the general demanding
social and academic environment at the
Academy it remains necessary to present
proof of young Samuel’s attendance at the
Academy. We know him better and can
more easily accept his appointment by the
members of the Second Continental
Congress Marine committee. Considering
the many other officer appointments and
performances that followed the wellrounded Samuel Nicholas would have
Figure 69-Lesson Book on global navigation.
been an exception. Their proximity in the
University of Pennsylvania archives.
Fall of 1776 aboard the newly staffed ship
Alfred, a close friendship probably developed. Upon boarding the Alfred, Captain os Marines
Samuel Nicholas would have instantly observed the nautical expertise of Lt. Jones. Being
somewhat a generalist maverick himself Samuel would have become Lt. Jones’s student, if only
by observation. Samuel’s request much later to serve aboard Captain John Paul Jones’s newly
completed ship, “America” in 177?, a time after their action together at sea in the Alfred’s task
force, strongly favors this possibility. Their sea duty will be covered in a chapter “At Sea At
Last.”

The Pennsylvania Academy’s tuition book for the years 1752, 1753, 1754, 1755 and 1757;
indicates in section “N” the tuitions paid by his uncle, Atwood Schute, Mayor of Philadelphia
1756-1758 139:

A comparison of Paul Jones and Samuel Nicholas as youths
At about the time of young Samuel’s graduation in 1757, a young boy, John Paul, at the age of
twelve was working for his father in Scotland. John Paul’s father worked as a landscape
designer but still a commoner, in the gardens of Abigland, an estate of William Craik off
Scotland’s southern coast, the Firth of Solway. It was the custom in those days for some lads to
board sailing ships as seaman apprentices, a hard life even for a youth. Restless with caustic
aversion to the deference he observed in his father toward Craik, John openly rejected the
treatment of his father by Gentleman Craik. As a boy, with an eye toward escape perhaps, he
had studied naval strategy on his own and read about Captain Cook and Horatio Nelson both
men originating from the lower class. In (year) the defiant John Paul, age twelve as seaman
apprentice boarded the 200 ton, two-masted ship Friendship out of Whitehaven. It was the
beginning of seven years of apprentice servitude. 140 It was also the beginning of a magnificent
Naval career which would brand him into volumes of Naval History and in finality the
installation of his crypt at the United States Naval Academy.

Samuel Nicholas, two years older than Paul Jones, graduated in 1757, assisted his mother at the
Conestoga Wagon Tavern. The stables along Forth Street at Market (High) in Philadelphia were
referred to as “The Widow Nicholas’s Stables”. Although the lesson books are compelling, even
including the actual navigation exercises around Petits Island on the Delaware in the curriculum,
is a safe assumption that in terms of actual seamanship and crew command, Samuel Nicholas
was not paying the dues that Paul Jones was paying during their early years. Nicholas was a less
qualified seaman than Paul Jones at this early hour only because seagoing experience had found
Jones first. In terms of temperament however, Jones was a Scott to the core with a vicious work
ethic. His labors with his father and his successful apprenticeship at sea were arduous. He had a
temper and was often moody. Nicholas on the other hand was a noteworthy convivial bon vivant
and sportsman with obvious well-developed social skills. Truth be known, his penchant for fast
horses, card playing [as evidenced by an artifact in his estate] and his eventual full operation of
the Conestoga Wagon by association with his mother-in-law suggests that he may have diverted
from the more dedicated academics chose by Benjamin Rush or the wealthy John Cadwallader.
Both were about Nicholas’s age. In today’s vernacular, we might say Samuel was more of a
“people person” than John Paul. His ability to command and meet military objectives with his
new marines would be an entirely new experience and a test of his management acumen.

During the Eighteenth Century, the age of enlightenment, the call of the sea and the world
beyond the horizon was a thing of day dreams for youths struggling through Latin and grammar
classes. Douglas Freeman indicated that going to sea was the preoccupation of every young
gentleman of the day.141 Had Samuel Nicholas wished to go to sea, at twelve to sixteen there
was plenty of opportunity for him to have already departed the bustling seaport of Philadelphia.
Samuel’s interest and existence seems to have by choice remained on land, in sport and social
intercourse at the center of which was the Connestogoe Waggon Tavern and the Philadelphia
Coffee House the Schuylkill Fishing Club and the events Philadelphia.

Figure 70- Connestoga Waggon Tavern location 4th and Market
“..Captain Graydon, in his Memoirs, says racing was a great passion in his young days. The race horses, in 1760, were kept at the
Widow Nicholas’stables, which extended down Forth Street, two-thirds of the way to Chestnut Street, from the rear of her tavern
then at the corner of High(Market) Street. (the widow Nicholas was Mrs. Anthony Nicholas, Samuel’s mother.) The Philadelphia
Coffee House, corner of Market (High) and Front Street in 1766 was meeting place for the Gloucester Fox Hunting Club. 142 It
was the enterprising Samuel that started the club.

Samuel Nicholas’s father Anthony, a blacksmith died during Samuel’s schooling. The only
record I found regarding him suggests an addiction to alcohol, not a rare condition in those times.
The record found in the deftly kept meetings record book by his fellow Quaker Friends in
Jenkintown Friends School and Meeting House reads as followsl:
“The Meeting being informed that Anthony Nicholas, (notwithstanding his professions of
Concern for his Misconduct! and a Reformation from it, continues in the Practice of
Excessive Drinking, to his publick Reproach, and that he hath been informed, inasmuch as
his Conduct is so contrary to Expressions, that Friends would be under the Necessity of
publishing the Testimony sometime since prepar’d against him, and he not offer’d any Thing
to this Meeting, it is therefore unanimously agreed that Owen Jones should, instead of the
paper he offered, read the Testimony prepared against him, at one of our First day morning
Meetings, - and also the other papers directed to be read at the Last Meeting which have
not, been done.” 143

Editor and transcriber Diana Pope, PhD, distant granddaughter (5th) of Samuel Nicholas, who
contributed vastly to my writing of this circumstantial biography, commented that this might
suggest that Samuel had a difficult childhood. As often is the case in families where alcoholism
exists. It may also suggest why, as Samuel grew to the age of fourteen, (verify exact year) his
uncle Atwood Schutte, a high-profile figure in Philadelphia, began to mentor him and assumed
the responsibility of his schooling at Philadelphia Academy.

The Jenkins family owned a tavern in Jenkintown as well as the Connestogoe Waggon at Forth
and Market (High) Streets in Philadelphia. After his graduation Philadelphia Academy at age 16,
Samuel’s mother the widow Nicholas in 1760, operated the taver and began operating a stable of
various breed horses. The stable occupied Forth Street between High [Market] Street nearly clear
to Chestnut Street. The stable ended at the rear the widow’s tavern (Conestogoe Waggon)
fronting at the corner of High (Market) Street.144 Alexander Grayden recalls in his diary (date?)
the usual path home from school.

"My course generally led me through what is now called Dock street, then a filthy,
uncovered sewer, bordered on either side by shabby stable-yards and tan-yards. To
these succeeded the more agreeable object of Israel Pemberton's garden [the present
location of The Bank of the United States] laid out in the old-fashioned style. Thence
turning Chestnut street corner, to the left, and passing a row of dingy two-story
houses, I came to the Whale bones, which gave name to the alley, at the corner of
which they stood. These never ceased to be occasionally an object of some curiosity
and might be called my second stage, beyond which there was but one general object
of attention, and this was to get a peep at the race horses, which in sporting seasons
were kept in the widow Nichol's [Nicholas’s] stable, which from her house, (the
Indian Queen at the corner of Market street), extended perhaps two-thirds or more
of the way to Chestnut street. In fact, throughout the whole of my route, the intervals
took up as much as the buildings, and with the exception of here and there a
straggling house, fifth street might have been called the Western extremity of the
city."145

Judging from young Nicholas’s emerging taste for sport fishing,
fox hunting surely stimulated by working around his mother’s
stables, it would have been on more than one afternoon that he
might have headed from the Academy to the stable, picking the
swiftest horse and tearing up Race Street (now Arch) in youthful
abandon. He was sure to have caught the eye of any one of the
many notoriously beautiful women then populating the city.
(Historian Douglas Freeman cautions against inferential statements in
several footnotes. But this, my own, scenario for a young boy in Nicholas’s
situation, to me is quite likely. mtm) The fine drawing of this Tavern was
done by E.B.McIntyre an architectural renderer of the early 19th Century.
The figures at the doorway one might imagine to be Samuel and wife Mary or
more likely his widowed mother Mary Nicholas. The marker above signifies
that fire protection is paid up.)
Figure 71- Conestoga Wagon
Tavern 4th and Market
around 1790 HSP

Taking over for his mother, Samuel Nicholas became known
as the proprietor of the Tavern, The Conostogoe Waggon
(original spelling) The business first belonged to the family of
Dr. Charles Jenkins, of Jenkintown, whose daughter Mary
Jenkins Samuel later married in 1778 at age thirty-four. They
married after Samuel returned to Philadelphia from his first
Continental Marine command aboard the Alfred. 146 Long
engagements being the custom at the time, Nicholas was likely
courting Mary during the turmoil in the streets during 1774
and through his absence at sea between 1776 and 1777.

Figure 72-Present day intersection
of 4th and Market-view down 4th in
1775 would include the stables, a
part of Widow Nicholas’s tavern
operation. Now PNC Bank Bldg.

Exploring qualification, experience and character a bit more,
when Samuel Nicholas was only four years of age young
George Washington’s mother when he turned sixteen in 1748
allowed him to accompany his slightly older mentor George
Fairfax on a brief outing that would skirt the frontier, an adventure where he might be allowed to
practice his surveying skills. Washington had already mastered horsemanship, horticulture, and
the social skills of gentlemen to include an acquired taste for land appraisal so young George
gleefully followed his hero George Fairfax on his maiden expedition. Freeman gives us a tour of
the neighborhood and a hint of the social networks to follow in Washington’s life. 147 An age
difference with Washington of only twelve years, Washington’s and Samuel’s social networks,
Samuel’s fishing club cohorts and his Shute in-laws, socializing with the upper ten percent of
Virginia’s and Philadelphia’s upper-class hierarchy respectively, their life trajectories would be
radically different.148 Samuel Nicholas’s first infusion of power by access in society and
sportsmanship was the Colony at Schuylkill and soon after the Gloucester Fox Hunting Club.
The Fishing Club record entry dated 1766, Clement B. Wood in a 1931 uses the phrase
“convivial bon vivant” to summarize Samuel’s apparent winsome style.149 Wood’s letter to
Fagan might suggest Nicholas’s temperament from his two club associations and tavern keeping.
The Nicholas family and lineage originating in Staffordshire, was Quaker and the religious
affiliation continued into his adulthood. By his marriage to Mary Jenkins, her second marriage,
Samuel Nicholas experienced his first conflict with the Quaker Friends. Prior to her marriage to
Samuel, Mary had according to Quaker Friends 1774-1775 monthly meeting record book,150
sold two slaves, a man and his wife, causing such pain that Quaker Friends called a meeting. The
church committee confronted Mary with the matter they felt wasn’t consistent with Quaker
morality and kindness.

Mary registered her contempt stating that she would not recant her decision to sell her slaves.
The exact nature of the schism is not clear. It is possible that the sale of the African husband and
wife thrust them back into indenture eliminating their hope for manumission. By the time of her
marriage to Samuel March 5, 1778, Mary age twenty-six had been disassociated or disavowed by
Quaker Friends. Samuel had his own experience with Quaker Friends practicing the arts of war
back at the time of this commission as Captain of Marines in November 1775. Many Quaker
Friends, like Samuel, disassociated for the duration of the Revolution. Conflicts within slave
ownership were not limited to Mary Jenkins. Once disavowed it was possible to reenter the
congregation

A sampling of the rules of slave ownership that evolved in Quaker society presents some clue to
Mary’s [Samuel’s wife] conflict with Friends. In 1682 the Society of Free Traders a Quaker
corporation established that “If the society should receive black servants they shall make them
free at fourteen years’ end’ upon condition that they will give unto the society’s warehouse two
thirds of what they are capable of producing on such a parcel of land as shall be allotted to them
by the society with a stock of necessary tools.” No generous gesture to be sure, the Society’s
contract went on to indicate that if the slave did not accept the terms they would remain servants
“until they did.” As early as 1693 pamphlets exhorted Quaker Friends to only buy slaves to set
them free.151 If Mary’s questionable transaction of sale occurred in the last year or so of their
term the new owner likely renewed their fourteen-year term of enslavement or even if the new
owner was in another colony, nullified it altogether leaving a life term of enslavement. In the
case of a husband and wife, Mary, perhaps desperate for money, might also have sold the
husband and wife to two different owners or an even worse scenario, two different owners in the
distant southern colonies, widely known as an exceedingly cruel fate. One illuminating example
of slave and slave owner dynamics is George Washington’s ownership of Oney Judge.

Washington having the need to cut costs at Mount Vernon after the revolution and his term as
president, dealt with a similar moral agony of slave dispersal.152 In one particular incident in
Philadelphia during his presidency he found himself in an embarrassing dispute with one of his
house servants, Oney Judge Staines born in Mount Vernon in 1773. Oney was the dower slave
property of Martha Custis Washington. Martha’s personal servant, Oney at age twenty three was
taken to Philadelphia during the family’s transition to becoming The First Family, George
Washington the new nation’s first president in 1790 six years after the revolution. Olney was the
last of six siblings all living at Mount Vernon from 1773
By 1780 Pennsylvania law had evolved from the severe 1682 laws of the Society of Free Traders
to a more moderate Act of Gradual Abolition of Slavery. Slave owners outside Pennsylvania
could not bring in their slave property. The Act also provided that future children of slaves

would be born free. Upon moving the federal government to Philadelphia in 1790 for ten years,
officials of the judicial and executive branches were subject to the Pennsylvania law.
Nonresidents, like the Washington’s, could hold their slaves in bondage for not longer than six
months. Beyond six months, the Act granted the slaves power to free themselves.
Washington and his attorney Edmond Randolph skirted the Pennsylvania Law by moving a slave
or slaves who had reached the sixth month, across the state line thus renewing Washington’s
slave bondage to servitude to the family. However, a 1788 amendment eliminated the much-used
loop hole placing the Washington’s squarely under the law. Washington defiantly rotated his
slaves even removing himself from Philadelphia residency to skirt the abolition of his slaves.
Edmond Randolph was son of deceased Payton Randolph of Virginia and president of the second
Continental Congress.

Fearing that she would be given to Martha’s granddaughter as a wedding present, Oney Judge
fled the Washington residence in Philadelphia hours before they were to return briefly to
Virginia. As she recalled in an 1845 interview: “Whilst they were packing up to go to Virginia, I
was packing up to go, I did not know where; for I knew that if I went back to Virginia, I should
never get my liberty. I had friends among the colored people in Philadelphia, had my things
carried there beforehand and left Washington’s house whilst they were having dinner.”
Oney was put aboard the ship Nancy by free black friends and ended up in Portsmouth New
Hampshire. Recognized by a family member of Delegate John Langdon Washington was advised
of Oney Judge’s whereabouts, Washington proceeded to have her recaptured and returned to his
household. Officials advised strongly against abduction as it would create serious uprisings and
riots among the growing abolitionist community. Oney negotiated through intermediaries to
Washington, that she would be granted her freedom upon their deaths.

In a statement feebly justifying his stubborn addiction to free slave labor and ownership,
Washington refused any such negotiation. Appallingly, and most revealing about Virginia and
America’s addiction to free slave labor, especially in the plantation and grower demographics;
when Washington left office in 1797 to return to Mt. Vernon he plotted again to abduct Oney
Judge Staines from New Hampshire. He sent his nephew Berwell to New Hampshire to try and
convince Oney to come back. She was married to John Staines, was mother of a child, and had
moved on with her life. She refused Berwell flat out. Over dinner Berwell told John Langdon
our friend of the new Navy, of his plan to trick Oney back into bondage. Langdon put an end to
the plot severing the final threads of bondage between Washington and Oney Judge.
Washington elected not to use the 1793 Fugitive Slave Act to start a legal effort to regain
possession of Oney, mainly because he found the publicity that would result distasteful. To
Washington quite abduction of Oley Judge was preferable to the process of law.

In the two examples, Oney Judge and the married couple owned by Mary Jenkins Nicholas,
slaves were acutely aware of the de jure rules that governed their bondage. Oney saw what was
coming and took intelligent action to break from bondage. Mary Jenkins’s slave property, the
married couple would have been likewise acutely aware of their situation. Perhaps they were so
familiar to Mary that their faith in her was a tragic error. Before they could break away, they
were under another official bill of sale, redefining the rest of their lives into renewed bondage,
likely separated by two different transactions. The need for money amidst a turbulent economy
of the revolution was possibly a motive for selling two dower slaves who likely had a major role
in caring for her from childhood. Except for the hard evidence of her disassociation by Quaker
Friends, the scenario can only be conjecture.

An often-simplified view of the Pennsylvania Revolution renders it a conflict between
Presbyterian, Quaker and Anglican inhabitants. Rosswurm interprets a far more complex
situation. Establishing Samuel Nicholas against a background of his contemporaries, a sense of
some of his concerns, judging from his later actions, becomes obvious as the burgeoning bustling
port town of Philadelphia approached the turmoil and uncertainty of the American Revolution.

Lending a more precise view of Philadelphia demographics in mid-1700s, Steven Rosswurm,
profiles the population and emerging Philadelphia politics in Arms, Country and Class. The
lower sort by social convention was divided into two groups, the vicious and industrious poor.
Each had specific behavioral dynamics. The middle class, or the middling sort, represented
citizens, mainly retail merchants and craftsmen, and the better sort, the wealthy, comprised of a
variety of gentry who derived their wealth from professional status, inheritance, land jobbing,
successful merchant trade warehousing and combinations of all. Because of his Uncle Schute’s
sponsorship, all of these were Samuel Nicholas’s contemporaries. Like them the governing rules
of slavery and class were elements of his conventional wisdom also.

 “” From 1756 to 1775 inequality in the distribution of taxable wealth increased greatly, with the better sort
reaping the benefits. In 1756, the top 10 percent of the city taxables owned more than 46 percent of the taxable
wealth’ by 1767, it had increased its share by almost one half, to more than 65 percent. The growing inequality
adversely affected those in the 31 to 60 percent bracket; their share dropped from 14 percent in 1756 to 5.5
percent in 1767.”153

So, in a city of thirty thousand in 1756, three years before Samuels graduation, only about three
hundred citizens were of the better sort class that possessed about half of the wealth in the

Philadelphia. By 1776 the same better sort segment owned about two thirds of the wealth in the
form of personal property, liquidity, rental property, merchant ships underway, or some form of
taxable wealth. Samuel’s future in-laws were among these wealthy, up in Jenkintown. Some
retailers and other business men marginally belonged. They were not rich, but their income and
cash flow were significant. The Widow (Mary) Nicholas, Samuel’s mother, and her children
would likely have been among these as slightly better sort, via her employment by the Jenkins
matriarch in Jenkintown, Widow Jenkins the elder. Samuel was not among the leisurely wealthy.
Ever visible around town, the older Franklin’s success would have inspired the younger
generation toward upward mobility. As comparison, one would characterize Franklin as a
scientist, inventor, newspaper publisher, where Samuel was more a salesman.
It was this expertise thanks to Uncle Schutte that opened the door for him to actively socialize
from a young age with the Philadelphia leisure sort. Samuel Nicholas’s social skills, combined
with his academic success, his early disciplined Quaker roots, and his power associations put him
on the short list of considerations for the commission as Continental Marine officer in 1775.
Imagining the interview for the appointment as the first Captain of Marines with an enormously
urgent task, Samuel would have had to overcome objections to his Quaker association.
Recommendations aside this surely raised the eyebrows of John Adams and others on the Marine
Committee. Samuels main attribute at age thirty-one, out weighing the negative, was his high
visibility, his tavern keeper image, his popularity. On that crucial year, 1775 at age thirty-one,
his greatest value to John Adams was his multi-faceted associations with the various levels of
Philadelphia society, the quintessential Marine Corps Recruiter looking for two battalions jody
tody. (Marine Corps FMF PAC slang for “In a hurry”)

After the better sort, the remaining twenty-nine thousand plus inhabitants of Philadelphia were
either of the middling sort, to a minority degree, or the vicious poor and industrious poor of the
lower sort, to a majority degree.154 Even today, there is a very high percentage of Americans who
work full time, often at two jobs at skilled to semiskilled labor but whose sinking incomes place
them under the poverty level; these were the industrious poor of Philadelphia in early and mid1700. After Samuel’s marriage to Mary Jenkins, the Nicholas family’s social position remained
between this lower stratum and the Better Sort. while the Widow’s (Mary, Samuel’s mother)
stable and tavern business and property ownership projected, by in-law association, to the higher
social level. The Conestoga Wagon Tavern at Forth and Market [see figure 63 &64 ] was owned
by Mary Jenkins’s family

At the very time, lower and middling class factions were forming clear positions with respect to
restrictive acts by the British Parliament, Samuel Nicholas, an avid fox hunter at age sixteen had
finished his schooling at Philadelphia Academy and was admitted to an exclusive fishing club.155

The Schuylkill Fishing Company formally known as Colony at Schuylkill, was an old sporting
club having a membership list that included mayors, wealthy ship owners, lawyers, well to do
merchants and doctors.

In 1766 after the passage of six years at age twenty-two, Nicholas was among those early charter
members who met at a Kennel at Callowhill past Peggs Run Creek to form the Gloucester Fox
Hunting Club. Today this location is north on Second Street under the Ben Franklin Bridge to
Callowhill near Noble. The membership list in both of these two clubs included the most
powerful people in the social landscape of prerevolutionary Philadelphia.

A glance into the context of this article, Philadelphia of 1700s in the broad stroke immediately
conjures the question of what Samuel Nicholas might have been doing in the midst of the turmoil
before the First and Second Continental Congresses. Gazette notices appeared from time to time
requesting citizen “assistants” to work under the various school professors, specializing, in one
example “English tongue and oratory”. The subjects taught correspond to the highest
professions at the time, business, merchant shipping and related skills, language (French, Latin)
and navigation to be specific. There is no evidence that Samuel participated in navigational
exercises outside his Latin School curriculum. Sea navigation on a miniature scale was
vigorously taught by the Academy. The boy, Paul Jones, then only three years younger than
Samuel, was to gain far different experiences before their fates converged with commands in the
first Continental Fleet. In the critical year of 1775, newly commissioned but inexperienced
Captain Nicholas was thirty-one and Jones stood across the deck of the Ship Alfred, age twenty
seven but already with a lifetime of blue water sailing command.

Several articles have appeared suggesting that officers of the early navy were selected more on
family and better sort connections than ability. Once reporting to duty aboard a merchant or
military vessel, the integration and training into the routine of a sea going sailing vessel was
largely up to the ship’s captain. Facing sudden encounters with British ships of the line required
deft management by well-coordinated, seasoned and experienced crews to avoid disaster. This
was a sobering reality among those delegates on the Marine Committee. These delegates were
not naive. When facing a broadside discharge of enemy cannon, firing return barrages with quick
reloads, often amidst smoke, splinters, shrapnel, body parts, brain matter and screaming
wounded and damaged rigging, sand scattered over the deck to avoid slipping on blood, ship

command skills were simply a matter of life and death, victory or capitulation. The early
curriculum at the Academy of Philadelphia and the College of Philadelphia suggests a rigorous
academic (intellectual) and social exposure. The leading figures who founded the Academy, to
include Benjamin Franklin and business titans like Robert Morris, along with the appointed
masters, set a curriculum and environment that would produce tough gentlemen ready for the
highest calling of the society at that time, duty aboard sea going merchantmen that in increasing
numbers were hailing from Philadelphia.

Having built a better familiarity with Samuel Nicholas the youth by more carefully examining
the elements around him and his contemporaries one might now venture that by mid-year 1775,
age thirty-one, he had completed his education, he had specific political ideas, personal alliances
and activities that would logically place him alongside those gentry class or better sort friends
participating in the newly formed militia and light horse regiments, perhaps even the Committee
of Privates. The quote from fishing club records, “..thorn in the side of King George III…” by a
fishing club member Clement Wood, should be considered. Clement’s letter to Major Fagan June
5, 1931 became included in the scant biography assembled by Major Fagan in 1933, 156. Wood’s
statement regarding Nicholas concerning the British is a bit overstated. Though after Samuel’s
sea battle and participation in the Battle of Trenton Major Nicholas joined the Patriots Club in
Philadelphia and lobbied the Congress to get an assignment to the new ship America. Three
details emerge at this point from both Fagan and Russwurm.

 “…The latter of Anthony’s (Anthony Nicholas I) wives Mary, was the widow Cowan at the time of the
second venture for both, and bore her husband two daughters and one son, Samuel, the subject of this sketch,
born 1744 at Philadelphia. As we have learned he was an able seaman, a skilled horseman, a convivial bonvivant, and a thorn in the side of King George III’s brave henchmen in America.”157
 “Among Samuel Nicholas’s friends who later joined (The Gloucester Fox Hunting Club mtm) Joseph
Penrose, Nathaniel Lewis, Joseph Pemberton, Alvaro d”Ornellas, Stephen Moylan, that famous Irishman
whose dragoons were a scourge to the English in the Revolution……”158

Samuel Nicholas’s friendships and reputation were referenced in Clemet Wood’s letter to Major
Fagan in 1933. Wood’s statement about “thorn in the side of King George III” is probably
hyperbole. It like stating that my platoon commander in Vietnam in 1965 was a thorn in the
side

of Ho Chi Minh. Our gun crews were good but I’m sure did not cause Ho any headaches.
Rendering these people as down to earth walk-about individuals is a primary focus of this work.
Samuel Nicholas, a Quaker by birth, married Quaker Mary Jenkins. Quaker beliefs were
certainly more aligned with the Proprietary Resistors to Independence in April 1775 than citizens
active in the Militia and the Committee of Privates. Another detail by Rosswurm allows clearer
speculation of Samuel Nicholas’s likely political convictions in the miasma of suspicions during
that critical year 1774. It was an incident occurring full year before Samuel’s commission as
Captain of Marines. In an incident entitled “Kearsley and Hunt” already cited, a mob like
demonstration comprised mostly of laboring poor and the mix that was becoming the militia,
assembled to punish a Tory lawyer and his friend. Opposition to mob violence was voiced.
“.from some who ought to have stood foremost in support of the committee (of Privates mtm) …”159
which in effect stopped an escalation to a lynching. That is, moderate elements in the hostile
gathering spoke up to prevent two Tories from being beaten to death.

 “Not only had “some of fortune,” probably Dickinson, John Cadwalader, and James Allen restrained the
committee from tarring and feathering Hunt, but Mayor Samuel Rhoads ordered a militia battalion to “disperse
the people assembled at ye coffee house” and “some gentlemen” wanted the (lower sort mtm) organizers “whipped
at the cart’s tail.”160

John Cadwallader (Samuel classmate at the Academy) and John Dickinson were associate
members of Samuel Nicholas’s in the Gloucester Fox Hunting Club161. Dickinson would
vehemently oppose any break from England yet one foot stood in leadership of unruly radical
associators. mtm. Cadwallader also was the Pennsylvania Assembly’s delegate to both
Constitutional Conventions. Later in the famous Conway Cabol if 1777 to remove Washington
from command, the dueling Cadwallader would shoot Thomas Conway in the mouth stating,
“..guess that will stop his lying…”.FN All this conventional wisdoms in a small town, Nicholas
a sort of ambassador without portfolio might have served within these powerful often volatile
figures likely remaining the smart diplomat and “convivial bon vivant” listening, learning, a
Quaker Friend at heart, perhaps avoiding personally destructive conflicts, political or otherwise,
until he found his place in the Revolution.

So, who might have tapped Samuel for “Captain of Marines”? The Gloucester Fox Hunting
Club was formed in 1766162, Samuel age twenty-two was one of the first members. A comment
by a Louis Fagan correspondent, Clement Wood regarding club memberships offers some
evidence of Samuel Nicholas’s ship knowledge of only by association. Wood is referencing the
Fishing Club Minutes and log book of 18—as he writes to Fagan in 1931. The comment:
“Among Samuel Nicholas’ friends who later joined…Steven Moylan...”163 James Nelson’s
research places Moylan in Philadelphia in 1775, just before he was selected to join George

Washington’s as aide de camp in Boston. He would assist Washington with the extra-legal naval
and sea activities.164 Enhancing his Academy navigation skills, Nicholas possibly gained his
street smarts in seamanship and command, albeit brief, through his friendship with Moylan.
James Nelson:

 Steven Moylan was thirty-eight years old, born in Ireland, and in 1775, a resident of Philadelphia. He was a
man with more foreign experience than most Americans, having been educated in Paris before spending several
years in the shipping business in Lisbon. For all that, however, Moylan was very much a part of the tough
American merchant class, having ultimately made a career in Philadelphia’s maritime trade.” 165

Moylan was a Philadelphia notable in the shipping circles. Another mention of “Mr. Moylan”
appears in George Washington’s Diary, a year before the First Continental Congress, diary the
entry of August of 1774. Such connections support the social networks that help bring Samuel
Nicholas closer to the Marine Committee’s short list: Washington’s diary entry:





August 20: “Rid with Mrs. Washn. to Alexa. and returned to Dinner.
August 21:”At home all day. Mr. Moylan, Doctr. Craik, and Mr. Fitgerald Dind. here. The latter went
away.
August 22.”Doctr. Craik went away after Breakfast, and Mr. Moyland afte Dinner, havg Rid with him to
show Belvoir.166

The editor Twohig here questions “Steven ? Moylan of Philadelphia”.167 Belvoir was up for
sale. It was also an established port for larger cargo ships. Perhaps Moylan had come to view the
property, a much-used mooring for merchant and military vessels like the HMS Boston.
Whatever the reason for the visit, Steve. Moylan was a club member with Sam Nicholas in the
Gloucester Fox Hunting Club, and in 1775 Moylan is with General Washington’s in his
troublesome dealings with the sailing culture of New England, particularly Rhode Island. Social
networks of power can be strong evidence in the question of who tapped Samuel Nicholas for his
commission as first officer of the Marines to serve aboard the retrofitted Ship Alfred, alongside
the sea-smart Paul Jones who had accepted the lesser rank of naval lieutenant just to be a part of
the revolutionary action.

The conflicts of Lexington and Concord that April had fueled the zeal of resistance in
Philadelphia.168 All considered, I’d guess in this small volatile town, that Samuel Nicholas
was in the proximity of the Kearsley and Hunt mobs, seeing, along with his friends, the
urgent need to lead and manage a potentially dangerous new emerging element in the
Philadelphia revolution, the mob. The popular Nicholas was too socially visible to be inert.
The conversations afterward over pitchers of beer at the Gloucester Fox Hunting Club’s
Philadelphia Tavern would have been spellbinding. In a complex mix of political factions;
Tory dissenters to any resistance; moderates who preferred dealing with colonial
grievances by appealing to King George III; and radical independence activists who served
in extra-legal revolutionary committees or growing local militia units preparing for war.
The incident is significant because all the elements of the Philadelphia revolution became
involved.
Just as Congress was getting back down to business in October 1775, the Kearsley Hunt
incident flashed, marking a notable escalation of friction between Tory dissenters (to
revolution] and loosely organized citizens in the streets of Philadelphia. Their nonlegitimate status in enforcing the swiftly changing rules of revolutionary committees, price
control, compliance with non-importation boycott, had grown into a formula for
violence.169 Briefly, a dry goods retailer, Dr.Kersley had been “reprimanded”170 by
committee members for selling linens in violation of non-importation rules. Dr. Kearsley
hired lawyer Isaac Hunt to defend him before subcommittee and plenary sessions. Hunt
acquiesced from the defense of his client agreed to make a public apology.
The two became the focus of sever hostility by local citizens who knew and complied with
revolutionary non-importation rules of The Association. The local citizens acted in the
name of “The First One Hundred”.171 By September 7, militiamen loaded Hunt in a cart and
rolled him around town exposing him to customary brutal abuses and humiliation, usually
tar and feathers. Rolling the cart by Dr. Kearsley’s house, Kearsley threw open the window
and fired a pistol into the crowd. The crowd continued abuse on Hunt , then broke into
Kearsley’s house and arrested him, all without legal authority. Philadelphia Mayor Roads
ordered the commander of the militia to disperse the mob gathering at the London Coffee
House. The commander refused. On October 7 a subcommittee met to file charges against
Kearsley but the Congress intervened and placed the matter before the regional Committee
of Safety. All such matters in the future would be handled by Congress. Dr. Kearsley and an
associate were convicted and sentenced to “indefinite terms in Pennsylvania jails.”172
Members of the First Committee of Safety were all merchants, lawyers, farmers, business
owners. Samuel Nicholas name is not on this list.
Congress meeting around town and at the state house, was considering the many issues of a war
soon to begin. Washington had just taken command in Boston that July (1775). Adams, along

with Silus Dean and John Langdon, the newly appointed members of the Naval (later called the
Marine Committee) were casting about for officers to staff ships not yet purchased and fitted out.

Except for those fifteen Pennsylvania Delegates to the Congress, who else, but Steven Moylan,
about to be commissioned himself, might have had sufficient enough knowledge and judgment
about Samuel Nicholas to suggest he be on the short list to recruit and lead the new Continental
Marines. If Moylan had access by his acquaintance with Washington and perhaps Adams,
Nicholas did not. The unwritten rules of deference to the upper sorts prevailed. Once again, I’m
tempted to inference: (“If I may be permitted honorable Mr. Adams sir, it would be very much in
the committee’s interest to examine the references and qualifications of Mr. Samuel Nicholas. A
field sportsman extraordinaire and socially well placed, he is also quite the promoter.”mtm) Of
the thirteen names, Allen, Dickinson, Galloway, Rhodes, Morris, Morton, Steven Moylan,
Academy alumni and upper sort John Cadwallader, names are already associated with Nicholas’
each person associated with him either in the Hunt Club, the Colony at Schuylkill could have
provided a good reference for him to John Adams and the Marine Committee as the first Captain
of Marines. It was a recruiting position to which he was less suited as a less than hard military
man and more suited as a local city recruiter. His recommendation most likely, documentation
thus far lacking, came to the Marine Committee (John Adams, Silas Dean, John Langdon, Robert
Morris men knee deep in conspiring a revolution) from any one or several of these men.

The question here concerning the nomination of a candidate Samuel Nicholas is not far from the
realities of the machinations of the Continental Congresses and the Marine Committee.
Circumstantial evidence can build a case. In E. James Ferguson’s Papers of Robert Morris
1781-1784 there appears an example of Morris’s sponsorship power:



“John Paul Jones (1747-1792) had received his commission as a lieutenant in the navy on December 22,
1775, partly through the influence of Robert Morris, who continually supported him in intraservice
rivalries. Within a year Jones was elevated to the rank of captain and given command of a ship. [ the
Providence] His brilliant victories from 1777 to 1779, culminating in the capture of the H.M.S. Serapis by
the Bonhomme Richard, won international recognition.”173

CHAPTER 7
THE SHIP ISABELLA

T

hose first two battalions of Marines raised by Samuel
Nicholas and Robert Mullen included recruits, “Orange
Negro” and “Isaac Walker”, 174 the two men’s lineage
remains unknown. This perspective on Tun Tavern and
Samuel Nicholas must include some degree of précis on the
history of the slave trade up to the slave institution in the

Figure 73-Cargo manifest of
slaves delivered in the hold of
the ship Isabella- 1639

American Colonies, Philadelphia’s slave or free black participation in the revolution.
Pennsylvania was eventually a destination of the Underground Railroad. Today there are restored
private homes and public landmarks in Pennsylvania that enshrine hiding places and escape ways
installed by abolitionist owners to protect fugitive slaves. The Quaker founded colony in
practice did not abstain from the practice of slave ownership. Russwurm indicates that 17% of
the labor force in Philadelphia in 1767 was either slave or servant. (Indentured servants were a
part of this group) The Quaker religious doctrine had led a ban on slave imports in 1767. It did
not abolish slavery in Pennsylvania nor did it stop slave ships from mooring up in the Delaware
River to off load. William Penn owned twelve slaves on his estate in Pennsbury.175
[Shakamaxon, Kensington]

The Dutch commercial activities in the mid 1600s marked the first introductions of African
slaves in two places along the West Atlantic, Curacao in the Caribbean and New Amsterdam on
Manhattan Island. Black slaves were in Rhode Island by 1652. By 1708 black slaves
outnumbered white indentured servants eight to one. Rhode Island commercial success bred a
wealthy slave owning aristocracy.176 The colonial inroads in new territories naturally included
the rising demand for human labor in establishing productive plantations. The earliest Dutch
ships arriving with African slaves from the Guyana’s occurred in 1648. New Amsterdam
Colony, was allowed by the Dutch West India Company to engage in the trade with slaves
captured in Angola and consideration was given to establishing Manhattan as a slave mart to
serve the English just as Curacaos had become a slave market to serve the Spanish in the
Caribbean. The Dutch had already set up a warehouse in Curacao that had the capacity for over
three thousand captives.177

Diary entries as well as periodic items in local gazettes are indications of common white
attitudes toward slave ownership and enslavement in general. Lacking any hint of empathy or
compassion for the victims the author of the following article is an enthusiastic consumer alert to
other slave owners, the alert intended to prevent further loss of slave property, an expensive
commodity.

“January 27, 1757- Annapolis –“A few Days since, at a Negro Quarter belonging to Mr. John Emory, senior, in
Queen Ann County, a valuable Negroe was scalded to Death , and a Negroe woman much scalded, to Death , and
[another] Negroe Woman much scalded, by the falling of a Pot that was hung over the Fire by [on] a wooden PotRack, which, thro'Carelessness had been suffered to burn almost off, [giving way to] the Weight of the Pot. Some
time ago, in another County, by a like Accident, a Number of Negroes…
…were scalded, some of which died; and Accidents of this Kind being frequent, might be a sufficient Caution to

others, not to trust too much to their careless Negroes, or induce them to get Iron Pot Racks, as they would cost
much less than a good Negroe-Pennsylvania Gazette”178

Slave trade continued before, through and beyond the Revolution though disruption of shipping
in the triangle trade routes during the French and Indian War and the Revolution, moved the
ports of entry further south to ports of Charleston and Savannah. Early unsuccessful slave
insurrection began from the first slave to be sold with legal disputes settled in separate courts.
Prior to 1600 the practice was well established with Portuguese merchants plying the west coast
of Africa particularly up the rivers The British ship Isabella delivered 150 slaves to the port of
Philadelphia in 1639. Douglas Freeman’s indication that average short life spans could in one
hundred years represent three generations for a family. The same conditions rendered worse life
span statistics to African slaves. By the passing of the first quarter of the 18th Century, a great
many Blacks had been born into bondage. The close living quarters shared by white indentured
servants and African slaves often produced children who, born unto a mother in bondage was a
slave at birth and thus expanded the owner’s slave holdings. 179

The bureaucracy embodying the slave trade in part mirrored the English Common Law system so
that disputes might be argued in separate courts of law. As one example, a child born unto the
wife of a white male owner, but conceived by union with an African slave with the owner’s wife,
would, according to this law, be free born.180 By 1700, of the Better Sort numbering about 300
citizens, one in ten Philadelphians was a slave owner. In 1729 the expanded competition in
exports and the price of goods exported and sold drove the demand for free skilled labor. The
appetite for slave imports increased.181

Between 1759 and 1766 eight of fourteen ships with slaves in their holds off loaded them in
Philadelphia on or near John Carpenter’s Wharf. It was as common to see broadsides
announcing a run-a-way slave as it was announcing a run-a-way indentured poor white Irish or
English servant. Documented rebellion and resistance among captured native Africans dates
from as early as the 1400s when ship masters from the well-developed economies of Portugal
sojourned up those rivers of West Africa in search of captives. The common negotiation of the
period included haggling over a fluctuating trading market that indexed an arbitrary value of

work done by a quantity of slaves in comparison to the same work that could be done by one
horse. 182

Not wondering too far from the subject of this work, the first Captain of Marines, a bit of the
Samuel Nicholas story can begin now to emerge in a gazette notice at midcentury when the
development of Philadelphia is well underway. Master Nicholas was only seven years old and
about to start school.

“September 5, 1751, Run away on the 30th of last month, from John Gourley of…. WrightTown, Bucks county a
native Irish servant man, named James Maloney, about 20 years of age, of a short stature, pale complexion, short
hair, and down look: Had on when he went away, a black jacket, made in the fashion of a coat, check shirt, old white
trowsers, good shoes, with steel buckles, pretty rusty, and a large new felt hat. Whoever takes up and secures said
servant, so as his master may have him again, and gives notice thereof to William Gray, at the Connestogoe
Waggon, shall have Thirty Shillings reward, and reasonable charges, paid by JOHN GOURLEY” Pennsylvania
Gazette

The Connestogoe Waggon Tavern at Forth and Market Street owned by William Gray and later
purchased by a Doctor Jenkins would eventually, through his family connections in Jenkintown,
be operated by Samuel Nicholas and his widowed mother Mary, during and after his courtship
with Mary Jenkins. Around the time of their marriage in 1778, (after Samuels time at sea on the
ship Alfred) Samuel’s mother the Widow Nicholas seems to have become involved, managing
the property at 4th and Market. Fast forward a hundred years, it was the site of The Famous 4th St
Cookie Co "So, so good, fluffy and buttery!” Though at the time of this Gazette notice in 1754
the tavern was on the outskirts of the colonial town. The ownership of slaves went hand and hand
in the city with increasing leisure time and embellishment of upper sort properties. Gardens were
the craze. Franklin himself arriving at an income level that eased carousel with the gentry
acquired a few slaves. Doctor Jenkins, according to Quaker record also owned slaves. 183

If landing on the corner of Market and Front Street 1775 in the
Professors famous time machine, the question might occur to a time
traveler; why do I see Negros in chains and shoulder hacks in a brick
kiln and down the street there are Africans who are conducting a brisk
bakery business alongside apparently free Negro tailors and sail
makers?

Figure 74-London Coffee
House - corner of Front and
Market Streets 1760.



“Near this old tavern [State House Inn] were some houses of humble appearance occupied by aged Africans,
where with other schoolboys I often purchased tarts & molasses buns. It was a famous resort. Nothing of the
present day that I have met with can compare with the pastry of those humble & respectable Africans.”



In stark contrast- “ The largest range of black smiths’ shops was on Front and Water Streets. The owner,
William or Joseph Rush, lived in Front on the opposite side of the way near Coat’s Alley. The house was [a]
large brick building. Coats’ Brick Kiln. The proprietor lived in Coats Alley. He was a powerful, though lame
man, owned black slaves. I have repeatedly seen them with iron collars on their necks, with projecting hacks to
prevent their escape in the woods- no rarity in those days in the neighborhood of Philadelphia. Coat’s Alley led
from 2d to Front Street between Race and Vine. Coates lived on [the] north side of the Alley not far from 2nd
Street. His house was, I think a single storey.” 184

In 1774, Merchants bringing slaves to Philadelphia auctioned them in front of the London Coffee
House at Front and High (Market) Streets, the same location of the Kearsley and Hunt beatings
in 1775. Thomas Pain, author of Common Sense, boarding at the Coffee House was offended by
the view of slave auctions in view from his window. Essays attacking the slave trade were
among his first editorials.185 It was not until a century later that the Under-Ground Railroad put
Pennsylvania on the maps of northbound slaves seeking refuge, justice and freedom. Maritime
shipboard life was routinely integrated; the busy operation of a sailing ship slightly changed the
dynamics of deference and subservience ashore. The crews of pirate ships were more integrated
as a reflection of the anarchistic roots of piracy and the eclectic nature of the crew. In contrast to
a rigid chain of authority ashore and on merchant ships the governance aboard pirate ships was
of a communal nature, more democratic with equitable distribution of the prize. Rosswurm’s
reference to the melding effect of tippling houses serving the lower sort in Philadelphia in the
mid 1700s suggests, in addition to the observations of our time traveler, an emerging alliance at
the lower rungs of society, a social alliance that often-transcended race and racism; the bonds of
struggle and suffering often being the crucible of brotherhood.

London Coffee House Front and Market circa 1868186

There is, on this subject, the compelling footnote on page 88 of Charles R. Smith’s Marines in
the Revolution, a footnote that suggested this chapter.



“Among the men recruited by Mullen were two blacks, Isaac Walker, and “Orange Negro”. Both received
the same pay and allowances as the white enlisted man, and it is assumed that they performed the same
duties.”187

These recruitments being a matter of record we are left to interpret as Rosswurm might their
recruitments during economic or sociological realities. In this close perspective, we are deep into
a class society that among its many utopian virtues, expansion of art, science and philosophy, is
a society economically dependent on free slave labor; slaves captured in West Africa, transported
as a commodity like corn or flour and sold in the colonies under various customary advertising
slogans. As the Gazette alerts, citizens are cautioned “…not to trust too much to their careless
Negros, or indulge them to get Iron Pot Racks, as they would cost much less than a good
Negro.”188 Yet “Isaac Walker” and “Orange Negro” are recruited into the first crew of
Continental Marines. Up to this time pirate and privateer ship crews were commonly integrated.
The pirate ship existing apart from cultures ashore is a convenient early control group study that
reveals a form of flourishing democracy. Determining under what circumstances such
recruitments into the new marine battalions might have occurred ashore in Philadelphia in 1775
and 1776 might better illuminate Smith’s mere mention189 of “Isaac Walker” and “Orange
Negro” and should be examined.

Figure 75- Captain Nicholas's muster roll - The first battalion of Marines

Several scenarios are possible. Rosswurm and Weigely both quoting sources note that tippling
houses frequented by the lower sorts in Hell Town and elsewhere also served “Negros”,
suggesting that integration did exist in areas that were “.little better than Nurseries of Vice and
Debauchery….”. A second scenario which gave slaves leverage out from under base
enslavement was skill, mastery and expertise. A tailor, carpenter, rigger and sail-maker are
examples of artisans whose skills were in high demand especially when several battalions of
Marines were being raised. The footnote provided by Smith does not give us a source other than

Captain Mullen’s records, but Charles Smith does indicate without documentation that Isaac
Walker and “Orange Negro.” upon the sounding- of- quarters received weapons, bayonets,
cartouches, and had a uniform allowance. Receiving pay and allowances “the same as the white
enlisted men”, 190 suggests a skill leverage such as carpentry or sail making and rigging repair
that increased, in the context of conventional thinking at the time, their values were higher than
slave laborers; sufficient enough to be equal recruits among the newly formed Continental
Marines.

Considering the hard realities of life as an 18th Century African slave and sea going worldly
black sailor Negros would have created a much tougher more skilled marine, and soldier, than
the common white conscript landlubber recruit. As another doorway to freedom, individual
slaves were offered by slave owners as recruit substitutes for themselves. A widespread practice,
anyone of wealth or with slave holdings could buy their way out of militia or military service.
Upon being challenged in court after service in the revolution, surprisingly in retrospect, the
courts upheld the promise that a former slave’s earned freedom when former owners attempted
to retake the slave as property. Likewise, a slave could be purchased from the owner for their
skill sets. In the southern colonies, Virginia particularly, the largest slave owning colony, there
was lingering hesitation among insecure plantation slave owners, including George Washington,
to recruit or create armed militia comprised entirely of slaves.

Samuel Charlton an African man born into slavery in New Jersey was among other family
members owned by the family of “Mr. M” all residing in an English neighborhood. During the
progress of the war Charlton age “fifteen or seventeen” was placed by his master (as a substitute
for himself,) in the Continental army then in New Jersey [summer 1776]; his duty was a teamster
in the baggage train. His master rewarded him with a “silver dollar”. He served in the Battle of
Monmouth actually participating in the battle. In recollection he expressed great admiration for
George Washington whose baggage train Charlton drove. He received the General’s
commendation for this courage and devotion to the cause of liberty. Counter to the New England
assembly’s resolutions of 1778 for their citizens, upon completion of Charlton’s service he
returned to into bondage. At the death of his master, “Mr.M”191 Charlton was by order of his
master’s will liberated along with his fellow slaves. Charlton as stipulated by his will was
provided with a pension to be paid through the remainder of his life. 192

The Burlington Gazette wrote of a man named Oliver Cromwell [no relation mtm] interviewed at
age one hundred, who “enlisted in a company commanded by Captain Lowery attached to the
Second New Jersey Regiment under the command of colonel Israel Schreve.” Cromwell was
with Washington’s Army in the retreat to the Delaware and at the crossing that bitter Christmas

night of 25 December 1776. In the interview he recalled with enthusiasm the battles that
followed. He gave details of the march from Trenton to Princeton and added with humor that
they “knocked the British about lively” at Princeton. Marine Major Samuel Nicholas was also in
the midst of this action which occurred months after his after-action account of the Glasgow.
Cromwell was brought up as a farmer and “served his time” with a Thomas Hutchins, Esq his
maternal uncle. He served for six years and nine months under General Washington of whom he
expressed affection. A Dr. McCune Smith indicated that at the close of the war Cromwell’s
discharge was in Washington’s own handwriting. He received an annual pension of ninety six
dollars. Oliver Cromwell lived a long life leaving three sons and three daughters.193 These two
men, Oliver Cromwell and Samuel Charlton marched the same roads of Trenton and Princeton as
Samuel Nicholas and his Marines during their attachment to Colonel John Cadwallader and his
Pennsylvania Light Horse and Associators.

There is the account documented in a eulogy given at Bethel Church Philadelphia at the death of
James Forten 1766-1842. In 1789 at age fourteen Forten left his home in Trenton and signed on
board the ship Royal Louis with Stephen Decatur (Captain of Marines) under Commander Sear.
He was to perform the duties as powder boy, a hideously dangerous task performed aboard ships
of the line. The ships first encounter was with the British ship Lawrence a battle which created
severe casualties and loss of life on both sides. The victorious Royal Louis was brought into port
amidst “loud huzzas and acclamations of the crowds assembled there.194” Once repaired the
Royal Louis sailed again only to encounter three more enemy ships the Amphyon, Nymph and
Pomona. The Royal Louis was forced to strike colors and Forten became a prisoner of war. His
mother had been informed that her son was shot from the foretop of the Royal Louis which
suggests that Forten might have been in service as a Marine crew member under Captain
Decatur.195

It was Forten’s good fortune to be taken from the prisoner population by a Captain Beasley on
the British ship Amphyon. Forten was about the same age as the Captain’s son who welcomed a
sea going companion. Forten was mulato whose fate as a prisoner or black man under bondage
would have eventually had him delivered to the West Indies for a life of bondage and hard labor
in the sugarcane fields. Through his mastery at the game of marbles Forten won over the
captain’s admiration and was taken, in companionship with the Captains son, to England. Forten
rejected his good fortune and requested to be returned to America and very likely back into
bondage stating “America with all her faults, I love thee still.” With a letter from the Captain,
Forten returned to America on the dismal British prison ship the Old Jersey. 196

Upon being released Forten returned home briefly to Trenton. After only a few months Forten
signed on the ship Commerce to London for the express purpose of legal release from bondage.
His arrival during the early period of Emancipation officially established his freedom. He
returned again after a year away, back to Philadelphia and apprenticed under his own consent as
a sail maker to Robert Bridges. When Bridges retired in 1798, Forten assumed complete control
and responsibility of the establishment. At one point later in his life he was offered a pension to
which he replied. “I was a volunteer sir.”197

An active leader in the abolitionist movement James Forten often commented about “colored
men of war” and what participations he had witnessed. He saw regiments from Rhode Island,
Connecticut and Massachusetts march through
Philadelphia to meet Cornwallis then engaged in the
southern campaign. Forten stated he saw that one or
two companies of “colored men attached to each.”
Forten stated that “on board the Royal Louis there
were twenty colored seamen; the Alliance 36 guns
Capt. Barry; the Trumbull 32 guns, Capt. Nicholson,
and the ships South Carolina, Confederacy and
Randolph all were “manned in part by colored
man.” 198 “

An omission or scant mention of this subject in any
work is the author’s deference toward the greater
objective in telling his story. The writer must move
on. By the omission of details on the nature of the
recruitments of “Orange Negro” and “Isaac Walker”
Smith intentionally presents an opportunity for
further research by another writer at another time, as
is the case here. The practice of enslavement varied
in degree from near abolition in New England, Massachusetts and Rhode Island in particular to
the full practice of slavery in all of its forms in the southern colonies Pennsylvania among them.
James Otis in his famous argument against the
Figure 76-John Reed Document Collection-Valley Forge Museumwrits of assistance asserted the rights not only of
permission to be requested
the white, but the black man. The Massachusetts
resolution of 1764 declared the rights of all colonists. Otis, sanctioned by the House of
Representatives published his work “Rights of the British Colonies”, in which he declared that
all the colonists are “by the law and nature, free born, as, indeed all men are, white or black; nor

can any logical inference in aid of slavery,” he wrote, “be drawn from a flat nose or a long or
short face.”199

As the escalations of events into the first two years of the revolution proceeded legal language
began to appear that reflected conventional wisdom regarding slaves, armies and the new
concept of freedom. By the time the following resolution of the Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations, In General Assembly was written, Washington was riding up and down his battered
columns then marching along the snow-covered Gulf Road past the great rock outcrop toward
Valley Forge. News of his army’s defeat at Germantown traveled express up and down the coast.
There must have been an urgent sense that General Washington would need all the help he could
get.



February Session 1778: Where as, for the preservation of the rights and liberties of the United States, it is
necessary that the whole power of Government should be exerted in recruiting the Continental battalions:
and, whereas , His Excellency, General Washington , hath inclosed to this State a proposal made to him by
Brigadier General Varnun, to enlist into the two battalions raising by this State such slaves as should be
willing to enter into the service; and whereas, history affords us frequent precedents of the wisest, the freest
and bravest nations having liberated their slaves and enlisted them as soldiers to fight in defense of their
country; and also whereas the, enemy have, with great force, taken possession of the capital [Philadelphia]
and of a great part of this State is obliged to raise a very considerable number of troops for its own
immediate defense; whereby it is a manner rendered impossible for this State to furnish recruits for the said
two battalions without adopting the said measures so recommended,-



….It is voted and Resolved, That every able-bodied negro, mulatto, or Indian man-slave in this State may
enlist into either of the said two battalions, to serve during the continuance of the present war with Great
Britain;- That every slave so enlisting shall be entitled to and receive all the bounties, wages, and
encouragements allowed by the Continental Congress to any soldiers enlisting into this service….It is
further Voted and Resolved, that every slave so enlisting shall, upon his passing muster by Col.Christopher
Greene, be immediately discharged from the service of his master or mistress, and be absolutely free, as
tough he had never been encumbered with any kind of servitude or slavery. And in case such slave shall,
by sickness or otherwise, be rendered unable to maintain himself, he shall not be chargeable to his master
or mistress, but shall be supported at the expense of the State……” 200

By this evidence can the recruitments of monsieur “Orange Negro” and “Isaac Walker” by
Captain’s Nicholas and Mullen become acceptable as fully explained? Only partially. The
possibility that these men were out of work skilled merchant sailors put in at the port of
Philadelphia and not among the slave population is plausible. The moniker “Orange” might
suggest read hair. Perhaps this recruit was a mulatto, free born into a free white mother working
his way up in a sail loft in Southwark. As indicated in the examples of author William Nell,
201
sentiments among all people of color during this period were more patriotic than one might at

first imagine. Unless an enslaved individual was in constant inhumane mistreatment, beating,
confinement, shackled with neck irons, hacks and chains, there was a natural assimilation in the
larger struggle, a struggle that always included the words freedom and justice.

There had already been lawsuits by slaves against their masters in New England. 202 Like any
prisoner of war, political or otherwise, the natural tendency is to incrementally, as dripping water
wares a stone, drive a wedge between themselves and their captor toward the fresh clean air of
freedom. “Orange Negro” and “Isaac Walker” certainly did not sign on with Nicholas’s and
Mullan’s Marines with an eye toward any degree of continued bondage. Slaves were not
politically inert. They stood among the vicious and industrious poor listening and in growing
numbers, reading. They likely saw the new Marines embodied in that distinctive phrase as the
same “ few good men”, [and women] we still refer to today. They saw the Marines as a transit
vessel from the hack and yoke of slavery for them and their brethren of color.

This and other introductions of African slaves into the militia also introduced them into a system
of military justice. As Professor, Christian Samito Esq. author of Becoming American Under
Fire, 203 indicates, a slow trend toward the formation of “colored military units”204 into the next
century, Blacks welcomed their uniforms issued by the Union Army and saw the Courts Marital
of military justice as a welcomed liberation from the de jure racist non-judicial treatments by
their masters. 205

As a writing project, I interviewed a Marine veteran of the Vietnam War in the mid-Eighties. At
the time, I was nursing my own misunderstandings of the conflict in which I served early in the
war. Entering the war at the height of the violence, this veteran, his first name was Lance,
endured as an M-60 machine gunner, the worst combat imaginable, far beyond anything I had
experienced. Sitting at a bar in Philadelphia, I asked him how was it seeing the massive
escalation on the nightly news in the late Sixties that he volunteered for the Marines? I had
entered the Corps only a few years prior to Lance as diplomacy with North Vietnam had begun
to fail. At the time Lance volunteered the level of combat was common knowledge. “Why did
you choose the Marines?” I asked. He was about five-eight, very animated and expressive. His
eyes would flair almost in fright when he related some horrific scene. He looked at me, and in a
slight smile answered.
“I knew I was going to be drafted. I just knew it would come in the mail the next day or
the next. I had been looking around town at the soldiers hanging around. They were army, back
from basic or back from the war. They were sloppy, caps back on their heads, shoes a mess, real

diddy boppers. The Marines were sharp, squared away. I thought, that when I go, that’s the way
I’ll go. It was a no brainer really.”
The motives for joining the Corps for me, Lance and so many other recruits I would meet
were all the same. We wanted to be accepted, to be among “a few good men”, to be with the best.
In the great shadow cast upon us it was the same Esprit De Corps that had begun with Samuel
Nicholas and Robert Mullen and those first battalions three hundred years before. A spirit passed
incrementally from battlefield to battlefield over American History. Young recruits coming
together from all races and religious backgrounds to serve their country and to get a job done.

*

*

*

CHAPTER 8

THE SECOND CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

A

mong those seventy-seven delegates to the Second General
Congress 206, a minority championed the creation a naval force. For
the first time all of the thirteen colonies were represented. During
deliberations on the third or fourth day that September 1775, there was a
knock at the door of their meeting place, now known as Independence
Hall. In walked Georgia delegate Doctor Lyman Hall who had, they
learned ridden his horse eight hundred miles to represent the people of St.
Johns’s Parish, Georgia so they might be a part of the new union. John
Figure 78-Georgia Delegate
“[Adams] all but wept as the Doctor walked limping to his assigned seat
to the Second Continental
“obviously sore from six consecutive weeks on Congress-educated at Yale,
207
horseback. Colony number thirteen had
was sent by radicals of St.
John's Parish, Georgia.
arrived. Other Georgia delegates would follow
shortly. The early politics of Georgia now
becomes an essential part of the story, especially as it relates to
Samuel Nicholas. I had often wondered in grade school about the
actual journey made to Philadelphia by these men, their social
Figure 77-St John's Parish,
networks and associations.

Georiga-Now Midway was the
origin of all three signers from
Georgia.

Who were they exactly? What political force burned hot enough to demand their physical
presence? What was their route, travel time and modes of travel to Philadelphia? In The Second
Georgia Battalion, I will cover colonial Georgia politics in detail. If John Adams and his fellow
delegates represented the radical position of the New England colonies, the Georgia delegates
had developed their own passions enough to journey to Philadelphia. But as of the first sessions
of the Continental Congress a year earlier in the summer of 1774, none of them had showed up.
After all, Georgia had participated with the southern and middle colonies in the War of Jenkins
Ear against Spain. It was with those southern units that Lawrence Washington of Virginia wore
the British officer uniform as Captain of a short lived unit of continental Marines. His action in
Cartagina appears in the milestones of American military history. But after the first battles with
the British at Lexington and Concord the atmosphere changed. John Adams, home from his
duties at the First Continental Congress pondered the goings-on in Georgia. Would they decide
to join the union? Surely, they had received all the expresses and pamphlets from the
Committees of Correspondence? How would they affect his plan to create a navy?

Far to the south in the Colony of Georgia in a place called St. John’s
Parrish, a man loaded his gig and chest, a trunk covered in oil cloth,
the chest filled with his sermons. The man had traveled many of the
parts to the north at various times in his professional life. A Calvinist
minister, educated in Switzerland, he had come to America in [ ] and
preached from village to village. Often to pay for his room and
board, he would assist in planting or other labor. But always he would
give the Sunday sermon leaving a mark upon those who heard him.
His was particularly popular with Georgia radicals. His name was
John Joachim Zubly 1724-1781. Well read and fluent in four
languages with degrees in [ ] it would not have been possible to
remain provincial on all matters. He had seen the world outside of
Georgia and although he would join the others who traveled to
Philadelphia on their own, he would remain a hard-core loyalist, but
fortunately for proponents of a Navy, his education had fostered an
open mind.

THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW NAVAL POLICY
Writing in a letter dated May or June 1775 John Adams shared the
views expressed to him by Christopher Gadsden of South Carolina.
On June 7, 1775 James Warren, another Adams associate in the
provincial congress, introduced a personal plan for a small fleet to
cruise the coasts and protect state commerce. Adams’ letter was
Figure 79-Eldridge Gerry-Rhode
Island

received by Warrren in time for his own motion in Rhode Island and he used it to support his
own small fleet plan. 208 Warren shared the letter with Eldridge Gerry,
 “I always forgot to tell you that I have seen your letter to
Gerry, expressing Mr. Gadsden’s opinion about fixing out armed
vessels and setting up for a naval power. I thought it very happy to
have so great an authority confirming my own sentiments, and
having proposed in Congress just such a project in the beginning of
the session, [I] borrowed the letter to support it.”209 (Warren-Adams
Letters-MHS)
Warren’s proposal before the Rhode Island Congress failed but as if
to give credence to the plan the Congress authorized [on 20 June
Figure 80-James Warren of Rhode 1775] small craft to provide at least some protection. Amidst
strong opposition to Warren’s small craft navy plan even in that
Island
volatile state, the Congress shelved Warren’s resolution to “subside
for the present” and deferred it for later consideration. Warren and Adams agreed that [if] “10 to
15 sloops of 12 guns each would clear our coasts, what would 40 such be to the continent by
legislation. ”210
But at the moment they were powerless. Appeasers like John Dickinson
of Pennsylvania, ministers (religious leaders) and powerful merchants
were in the majority. They, as moderates opposed to Independence, felt
that all oppression in the colonies came from zealous colonial
administrators who would be soundly reined in by King George III once
he was advised by them of their excesses. Even a crafty conciliatory
gesture of inviting free trade into the colonies was opposed by the
Dickinson group because these moderates knew that inbound free trade
ships would need the protection of some kind of armed naval force.
Falling short of the vision of Adams and his pro navy cabal, the summer
session of the Second Continental Congress recessed on August 1, 1775
having resolved only a weak resolution for coastal defense to be created
Figure 81-John Langdonand paid for by the individual colonies. The New England colonies were
New Hamshire
furious. (In effect, “If ya’ll want a navy ya’ll oughta pay for it
yourselves…so to speak. mtm)
Rhode Island instructed its delegates that upon their return to the fall session of the Continental
Congress, scheduled for September 5, 1775 to: “..press for continuance of this just and
necessary war until peace be restored upon constitutional principles.” To ensure that they, the
naval proponents in Rhode Island, would be understood, an unambiguous resolution was
delivered to Congress: 211


..This assembly is persuaded that the building of an American fleet, as soon as possible, would greatly and
essentially conduce to the preservation of the lives liberty and property of the good people of these
Colonies and therefore instruct their delegates to use their whole influence at the ensuing congress for
building at the continental expense a fleet of sufficient force for the protection of these colonies, and for
employing them in such a manner and places as will most effectively annoy our enemies, and contribute to

the common defense of these colonies.”212

Upon their return to Philadelphia that September, the delegates were no doubt charged up and
ready to deliver their Assembly’s positions. But the fall session of the Second Continental
Congress did not have a quorum until September 13 a full two weeks after they arrived. Further,
the session was so overburdened with issues that the Rhode Island delegates would not take the
floor until October 3. [1775]. The mercurial Adams must have been in knots. Imagine!
An interesting anecdote to this delay appears in an old diary kept by one of the Georgia
delegates. The delay was caused by some pro loyalist delegates, largely ministers (preachers)
from various denominations who after reaching Philadelphia had continued by coach up to New
York to visit. From the diary of J.Zubly, minister and delegate from Georgia:213
10 August 1775: [Entry is illegible..it apparently concerns the end
Figure 82-John Adams- Massachusettsof his voyage from Savannah to Delaware on his way to
National Archive
Philadelphia.”… Port Penn, in a State to New Castle- where we learn the Captain of a
[British]Man of War is remarkably inoffensive-& close to the Newkilns we sat off in the Pilot
Boat, made some stay at Marcushook. [Marcus Hook is on the west bank of the Delaware River
just below Philadelphia. The colonial road stops were, New Castle around Marcus Hook,
Chester and on into Philadelphia. The same route George Washington took on his numerous
visits to the city-mtm]
Saturday 12 August: “about 3 in the morning safely reached Philadelphia- the News of our
coming & Errand had been here long before us found the Congress adjourned & Dr. Hall
departed for Georgia. Visited Mess[rs] Muhlenberg[Lutheran], King, Wienbert (Dutch
Reformed church} for all whom promised to preach- as also for Mr. Sprout [Presbyterian
church]. note: Lyman Hall was a signer. This diary note indicates that Dr. Hall (who limped
into Independence Hall after his horseback journey) departed Philadelphia for the long journey
home only to have returned in less than a year in time to sign the Declaration of Independence!
mtm. The Zubley diary continues:
Sun.August 13: “preached in the Morning for Mr.
Weyberg in the prettiest church I think I ever saw on 2
Cor 5:20. At Dinner he gave me an account of most of
our Colonial Ministers.
P.M preached for Mr.
Sprout Job 22:21.
Mon. August 14: Dined
with Mr. Sproat….visited
Mr. Stillman [Baptist
minister] who left Boston
Just after the Battle of
Figure 83-German Reformed Church 3rd near Arch-Zubley
mentions Weyburg who was minister of this church. "..the
Lexington & ad interim
pretiest church I think I ever saw..." W. Breton
settles here-“[John Paul
watercolor,HSP collection.
Jones soon to be
commissioned Lieutenant had been in town since
around July. He lodged at his friend and fellow free mason .James Sproat- a Presbyterian
minister.]So here we have Zubley dining with Sproat with John Paul Jones no doubt sitting in.
mtm

Tue August 15: “Mr Duffield and Mr. Hill visited…waited on the former who was gone from
home- am sprised at the genl pleasure it gives my friends that I come as a Delegate.
Thursday August 17th: Set off early for N York- Met Mr.W. Tennent at Maidenhead
(Princeton) who much approved of my being a Delegate & said that where God has given us difft
Talents he sometimes makes us of one & sometimes another- dind with the provincial Congress
at Trenton-who greatly approved of the Petition to the King. Dr. Rodgers met me at the State &
kindly invited me to lodge at his house. Saw and lodged with Presdt Witherspoon……”
Friday August 18: “Spoke with Mes[srs] Caldwell & McWhorter [Presbyterian minister]
arrived at New York by night. A Report that Genl Gage is about quitting Boston & coming to
New York- this Report Gen. W mentions.
Friday August 19: ..saw Dr. Bard [physician and merchant who eventually married J.Zubley’s
daughter]..a Report that the Port of Boston was or would be opened saw Mr. Livingston Presidt
of the N.Y. Congress-Every thing I hear makes me wish & pray for a Speedy ReconciliationThursday August 24th: “..about midnight the city began be to alarmed by Drums & firing – the
Inhabitants receiving the guns from the Battery-there was firing from the Man of War Bask
which the people returned & it seems killd a Man, 7 wounded others- after several other Guns
the Asia fired a whole broad side- which damaged several houses, but by a singular Providence
hurted no body tho a number of persons had almost miraculous escapes….This overneedless Act
of Severity will probably provoke the people to do something rash-& this zeal however honest it
is to be feared may become dangerous-“
Friday August 25: ..”breakfasted with Dr. Livingston inter alia he have me
a Charge as a Delegate to be attentive to the religious Liberty of America &
thought it was probably that this was the design of Providence in my being
sent to Congress-..numbers of people moving out of town- Gov. Tryon
visited all the damaged housed wrote to the Captn. & behaves with
Tenderness & regard to the people a noble spirit among the people if it can
be retained within proper bounds.”
Saturday August 26: It is supposed yesterday [to] this day 1000 families
have moved out of town.”
Figure 84-Georgia
Monday August 28: “…..saw 2 Battalions[of British soldiers] in uniform
Delegate John
who made a very good appearance.”
Houstoun (Savannah)
expressed a moderate
Wednesday August 30: “left NY & reached Elizabeth town point in 2
position regarding the
hours..found it impossible to visit Mr. Tennent [‘Hellfire” Tennent
Rhode Island plan for
Presbyterian minister] frm E’town on account of the Intricacy of the Road
a navy.
which Mr. Boudinot [prominent Philadelphia lawyer and member of the
Continental Congress] compared to the Deserts of Arabia and furness of hades- September 1
[1775] got to Princeton. September 2: “took a view of the College with mssrs [Archibald]
Bulloch and Houstoun.[delegates from Georgia, Sons of Liberty, pro independence] 214 (note:
Georgia Signers were Lyman Hall, Button Gwinette and Archibald Bulloch)

*

*

*

An essential digression in the story about the unfolding the navy question; General Washington
had taken command back in June 1775. Leaving no exposure to his order of battle he had added

to his command the appendage of small schooner navy, an affair which he discovered was
fraught with problems. Washington’s general orders to one skipper Nicholson Broughton: To
intercept ships in service to the Ministerial Army; “to seize vessels laden with arms, soldiers,
ammunitions and provisions but avoid direct engagement with armed vessels of the enemy.”215
As James Nelson has indicated, George Washington’s Secret Navy, this raising of a small costal
naval force was an extra legal action in which Washington engaged only after sending multiple
un answered query messages to John Hancock requesting authorization and instruction. The
tedious matter of prize distribution, just another crushing weight on the General’s shoulders, was
established; the captors (ships crew) would retain one third of non personal inventory taken
aboard the captured ship. Even diplomacy was a concern. Growing ever aware of his sphere of
power, Washington instructed captains in route to Nova Scotia to treat all Canadian vessels not
in service to the Ministerial Army, “with all kindness and by no means suffer them to be injured
or molested.”216
The resulting traffic of captured vessels, crew and supplies created such an inventory that
Washington urgently needed instructions on the management of it. As Clark interprets the
emerging situation, the Continental Fathers would have to disavow the General’s small naval
force or take over the matter of naval policy by legislation which had not yet been introduced by
the Rhode Island committee. The cart was beginning to run away with the horse. Expanding
William Bell Clark’s reference, Nelson’s account of General Washington’s naval activity
indicates the General’s fleet activities had evolved into quite a complex sideshow as evidenced
by the following letter from Colonel Steven Moylan, General Washington’s aide de camp,
written some six months into Washington’s new command:
COLONEL MOYLAN TO WILLIAM WATSON Esq.
Cambridge, December 1, 1775.
Sir: Your favours of the 23d and 29th ultimo are come to hand. Captain Coits lieutenant has been here,
and gives an account of his schooner being so old and crazy as to be unfit for the service he is employed
in. If there was a possibility of fitting a better vessel out in six or eight days, and removing the guns, &c.,
from on board the schooner, his Excellency would be glad it could be done, as there are store-ships and
transports expected all this month. But that mutinous spirit which reigns through the marines and sailors,
makes the General despair of your being able to effect this to any purpose; so that I believe it is best to
give the affair up, and not put the publick to an unnecessary expense. You must be the proper judge in this
matter. To you his Excellency leaves it, adverting that if the vessel cannot be fitted, and men willing to go
in her in the abovementioned time, you are to lay the schooner up, have the ammunition, stores, and every
thing on board carefully secured, a proper inventory taken of them, signed by the proper officers, and
transmitted to head-quarters by the first good conveyance. Should this be necessary, you will please to
inform Captain Coit that it is his Excellency' s orders that he make what despatch he can to camp, with
the men under his command.
As to Captain Martindale' s people, it is his Excellency' s orders that all such as are unwilling to proceed
to cruise with him, be immediately sent to camp to join their respective regiments, under the care of an
officer; and if Captain Martindale can, with your assistance, get people to go with him, they shall receive
forty shillings lawful money per month, and one-third of all prizes they may have the good luck to make,
divided agreeably to the instructions given to the captain. Indeed, the shares, I believe, will be on a better
plan than therein mentioned, as it is now under consideration of Congress to allow one-third of all

vessels and cargoes to the captors. Should you and Captain Martindale find it impossible to get men on
these terms in a seasonable time, I must only say, that the deficiency of public spirit in this country is
much more than I could posssibly have an idea of.
His Excellency has been abroad whilst I wrote the foregoing.
It is his desire that as the brigantine is so well fitted, that at all events she must be sent out to cruise. She
is on the publick service, and ceremony must be waived, so that if Captain Martindale cannot get hands
to go with him, you must put in Captain Colt, or any one else that can, as her being detained in port now
may be of the utmost prejudice to the American cause. Fourteen transports, with military stores, sailed in
company with one now taken by Captain Manly, of immense value. His crew, will make their fortunes by
Manly' s activity. I am sorry to think that this is a qualification that Martindale is deficient in; at least he
has given reason for the General to think so.
Could not a crew for the brigantine be procured out of both vessels? In fine, get her out, let the expense
be what it will, and put what captain and crew you think best for the good of the service on board of her.
I am, &c.,
S. MOYLAN.
William Watson, Esq., Plymouth. 217

Late October [1775] would find Congressional delegates visiting Washington in Boston, visiting
with his army and looking at this naval thing. Once the cats were let from the bag, every sea
worthy privateer craft including whale boats had gone out form Rhode Island shores with letters
of marque looking for booty and prize. What to do with captured vessels, prisoners, and the
adjudication of the prizes had all unfurled before the visiting delegates. 218
Diary entries J.Zubley, delegate from Georgia:
Monday September 4: “waited on Mr. Hancock.”
Wednesday September 6 [1775] note: the second session of the Second Continental Congress
was scheduled for September 5 but there was no quorum. John Adams and his delegation arrived
on time from Massachusetts and Rhode Island carrying their Rhode Island Plan for a continental
navy. But the Congress, without a quorum, postponed until September 13. The delegates not
present were those mentioned in Zubleys diary, still socializing New Jersey meeting with fellow
likeminded ministers.
Diary entry: “Mr. Tennent brought me to Mr. Schenk’s at Allentown [North of Phil]. Mr.
Schenck seems nearly persuaded to go to Midway:”(Georgia)
Thursday September 7: Mr. Tennent brought me to Bordentown /8m/ Cross the River
[Delaware] & recommend me to Mr. ….who kindly sent me in his Chair to Bristol-[then a river
port village just north of Philadelphia]…took a view of the Chalybeate Waters-dind with Dr.
LaNonianche..reached Philad in evening 4.. “
Friday September 8: this being the last day for Exportation every body extremely busy-of the
many favorable Reports so much I hope is true-that we may expect a favorable turn of Affairs.
Waited on Mr. Hancock who expressed himself very kindly in the joining of Georgia- & has

great hopes of a favorable Issue.
Tuesday September 11: 12 attended Congress but could not make a board [still no quorum]
Wednesday 13th: took seat at the Congress.219

Meanwhile as September 15, 1775 approached the delayed business of the Continental
Congress220 a wore on amidst the scattering fall leaves of Philadelphia. John Adams bridled his
more direct strategy of persuading the hard-core opponents and began to break down the views
of the moderates. He suggested that merchant vessels and privateers be allowed arms and
ordnance by Congress, thus accomplishing favor with France by protecting trading vessels as
well as assuring security for the colonies. The quintessential lawyer politician, Adams was
skillfully urging actions that would lead to his cause, independence. John Houston, the delegate
Georgia, hedged cooperation by stating that if the petition to the King was not responded to
favorably, he then “would be in favor of acting against Britain and Britons, as in open war…fit
privateers and take their ships anywhere.” Time was short, and Houston was stalling.221
Mercy recovering attended Congress…222

When the Rhode Island motion finally came to the floor, a second motion prevailed delaying the
vote for three more days. On October 5, 1776 several express letters arrived advising of British
ships inbound laden with gun powder bound for Quebec. Having no relation to the Rhode Island
naval activity, a committee of three was appointed by the Continental Congress to prepare a plan
to intercept the vessels. The committee, likely meeting at Tun Tavern, returned in three hours.
By now General Washington’s naval largess was commonly known. The committee
recommended that the Massachusetts Congress be engaged by General Washington to provide
two armed vessels and to intercept the powder brig and commandeer any other vessels laden
with ammunition, clothing or other stores for the use of the ministerial army or navy in America.
Added instructions to General Washington included enlisting the governors of Rhode Island and
Connecticut to send out vessels with the same objective. This is what Washington had been
doing all along. Adams was furious. Essentially Adams’ position was, how can we on one hand
shrink from committing to a naval force on the grounds of corrupting or seamen then turn
around and allow, request, the colonies of New England to conduct raids, capture vessels, and
supply [themselves] through a system of naval operations. Adams was showing them, the
opposition, their true colors.223
The resolution carried, and a committee was back in two days with a proposal that was directed
to ‘lie on the table for perusal by members for two days.’ The committee proposal recommended
that the Congress, not the New England colonies, fit out two armed vessels and a committee be
appointed to estimate expense and contract the proper persons to equip them. By the time the
original Rhode Island motion came before the floor for consideration on October 7, [1775] an
explosive debate erupted. Maryland delegate Samuel Chase claimed the idea was hair brained
and, “it would mortgage the entire continent.” 224
Diary of J. Zubley:

Saturday September 16: “I made a point of it in every Company to contradict & oppose every
hint of a desire of Independencey or of breaking our conexion with Great Britain…went home
with Mr. Shlatter [Dutch Reform minister-sup.of Charity Schools] Monday 18th ..attended
Congress very indisposed. Tuesday 19th: could not attend. Wednesday September 20th: thru
Mercy recovering attended Congress…

John Joachim Zubley the delegate from Georgia stated, “If plans of some gentlemen are to take
place, an American fleet must be part of it, as extravagant as it is.” 225 Adam’s had connected
with the moderates, Zubley and Houstoun on the navy matter. [John Houston and Archibald
Bulloch were the other two]
More steadfast opponents persisted. How many vessels would be built and how much would it
cost? Silas Dean quipped that the question was like “appointing a man to tell a dream and the
interpretation of it.” Gadsden agreed acutely aware that the opposition was attempting to throw
the recommendation into ridicule. Gadsden stood his ground out of deep respect for his beloved
Rhode Island. Amidst the exhaustion of the verbal skirmish, the motion carried, but only to
defer the matter to October 16. 226
Interpreting the Journal of Congress, historian William Bell Clark, clarifying this early finite
process, concluded that the two measures, the Rhode Island plan and the Congress’s owned and
operated armed vessels plan, were never presented together in the same session. The proponents
intended to press for an expediency measure (the legalizing of Washington’s Naval operations
with expansion to intercept the powder brig) represent two key elements. Clark writes: “By
doing so and enlarging its original intent to include Congress owned and operated armed vessels
they were convinced the moderates eventually could be committed to a naval program.” They
also knew that Congress needed to legalize Washington’s naval attachment along with its
growing complications; once that was done it would be yet another step toward expanding the
navy and independence.227
The two areas of related navy activity around late 1775, began to form a
merging chronology. Washington’s dispatching one of his small ships
the Katy to Bahamas to secure gun powder is parenthetic to the
background activity of a Congress in October 1775 realizing that
Washington, by somewhat surreptitiously proceeding to add “a few”
ships to his army had already done what the gentlemen from Rhode
Island had vaguely suggested. But as the delays seemed to indicate the
matter needed formal debate and resolution before proceeding further.
Note again the characteristic Adams description. It is an early hint of
new England elitism over an equally strong southern pragmatism.
Figure 85-Edward Rutledge,
Delegate from South
Carolina, and hardcore
opposition to the navy motion
by New England proponents.

“Edward Rutledge of South Carolina stood in opposition to the resolution. Adams had earlier described
Rutledge as “a very uncouth, and ungraceful Speaker: he shrugs his Shoulders, distorts his Body, nods and
wriggles his Head…and Speaks thro his Nose.” But on this day Rutledge showed un characteristic skills. A
surprised Adams suggested Rutledge had been the target of much lobbying since the Rhode Island proposal had
been laid before Congress. “He never appeared to me to discover so much Information and Sagacity.” Adams
recalled,” which convinced me he had been instructed out of Doors, by some of the most knowing Merchants
and statesmen in Philadelphia.“228 (Which Philadelphia political factions would be least supportive of the
creation of a Navy? Remember them? mtm)229


At one point the debate drifted into an argument presented by Rutledge that the creation of a
navy would. “Corrupt the morals of our seamen, It would make them selfish, piratical,
mercenary, bent wholly upon punter (gambles) &c,&c,&c.”…”As George Washington was
learning, “Yankee seamen” were pretty much there already.”230
In the resulting action Adams, Dean and Langdon produced a letter to Washington advising him
of the intercepted British document informing of British ships on the way with ordnance and
military supplies. In early to mid October 1775 the Continental Congress had acquiesced to
Washington’s ex-officio naval procurements, recommending further procurement. The race was
on to intercept the British ordnance ships bound for Quebec.231

When the Rhode Island measure again came up for debate on October 16 the cautious backers
strategically removed it from the agenda. As proponents predicted the majority’s support of the
expansion of Washington’s naval operation moved forward appointing a committee of three to
prepare two vessels of war and to have them cruise eastward to intercept the ordnance and supply
convoy. On October 30, Congress created the first naval committee comprised of John Adams
and Christopher Gadsden plus five others who felt strongly about beginning a sea operation.
(Stephen Hopkins, John Langdon, Richard Henry Lee, Joseph Hewes, and Christopher Gadsden.)
Resolutions that followed provided that “..vessels were to be employed in such a manner, for the
protection and defense of the united Colonies, as the Congress shall hereafter direct.”232

The discussions and parliamentary process continued. Delegates fanned themselves while
listening and making a note here and there. The noise of shuffling papers and sliding Windsor
Chairs rose as The Rhode Island plan drew immediate opposition from Maryland delegate
Samuel Chase sarcastically stating “..We should mortgage…..” South Carolina’s Christopher
Gadsden weighted in as a “moderate antinavalist” stating “I’m against the Extensiveness of the
Rhode Island Plan, but it is absolutely necessary that some Plan of Defense by sea should be
adopted” 233

THE MARINE COMMITTEE

I

nitially, from the cabal of supporters of the creation of a navy, the Marine Committee was
created by Congress in 1775. Members varied from the initial committee members of John
Adams, John Langdon, Silas Dean, Christopher Gadsden and Richard Henry Lee. From this
committee established in January 1776 a chronology evolved which would lead to an early
embryo of a Department of the Navy.




From “The Papers of Robert Morris 1781-1784, James Ferguson: “The
Navy Board of the Eastern Department, established on April 17, 1977,
was the second of two such agencies created by Congress to assist the
Marine Committee.” “…The Naval Board of the Middle Department,
one of two boards established by Congress to assist the Marine
Committee, the Philadelphia Board, created on November 7, 1776, never
assumed the importance of its counterpart in Boston, and by this date its
sole member was James Read (1743-1822) to whom on January 11,
Figure 86-Richard Henry Lee1781, Congress had given full power to conduct the board’s business and Virginia
settle its accounts. Read, the brother of signer George Read (1733-1798)
of Delaware and Captain Thomas Read (1740-1788) of the Continental
navy, had served in the army with distinction in the New Jersey campaign of1776-1777
“The Board of Admiralty was established on October 28, 1779, “to
superintend the naval and marine” affairs of
Congress. It superseded the Marine Committee
with had exercised similar jurisdiction since
January 1776, and in whose business Robert
Morris had been a moving force before his
retirement from Congress in 1778.” 234

Figure 88-Silas DeanConnecticut

T

Figure 87-Samuel Ward-

here was already a strong ship
Rhode Island
building industry in Philadelphia. The
Philadelphia shore line of the Delaware was lined with
warehouses owned by Morris and other merchant shipping tycoons. The upstairs meeting rooms
at Tun Tavern were the most likely venues for Marine Committee. As the nuts and bolts of ship
procurement escalated, the tavern location was convenient to those ship yards south of Spruce,
and only a short walk to the State House and Senate building next to it. November 1775 matters
shifted sharply to the army. Washington’s query letters concerning naval issues continued. On
November the 17th, 1775, Congress finalized the committee of seven. The committee produced a
report which Adams declared “contained the true origin of the American Navy” because it
articulated the first expression of a naval policy. At this time Washington had six vessels out and
Congress was fitting out two more.
References to the “naval committee” and the “marine committee” appear in documents on this

subject. The use of the term “marine” was meant in a broader sense by the founders to mean,
maritime, or things maritime or marine as in marine aquarium. Official letters from this
committee in the Library of Congress, when searched, will appear with “Marine Committee” on
the actual document. The two terms, naval and marine, in the context of late 1700 Continental
Congress correspondence and resolutions are synonymous. The word “Marine” in Royal
Marines or Marine Corps is also synonymous but refers to the specific fighting organizations.
The meeting location of the committee is finally in evidence: Author David McCollough:



“…The previous fall [Adams] had urged the creation of an American fleet, which to some, like Samuel
Chase of Maryland, had seemed “the maddest idea in the world.” The fight began on the floor and on
October 13, [1775] to the extent of authorizing funds for two small swift sailing ships, Congress founded a
navy. By the end of the year Congress directed that thirteen frigates be built. Adams was appointed to a
naval committee that met in a rented room at Tun Tavern, and it was Adams who drafted the first set of
rules and regulations for the new navy, a point of pride with him as long as he lived.” David McCullough,
John Adams 235

The Second Continental Congress in
November 1775, seeking to fill a
severe shortage of seamen for this
emerging Navy, offered Samuel
Nicholas a commission as Captain of
the Marines at age Thirty-One. A
document dated 28 November 1775,
confirms the appointment indicating
a pay of $35.00 per month. The
document is signed by John
Hancock and Secretary Charles
Thomson. Among further staffing
were Commodore Esek Hopkins
and 1st Lieutenant John Paul Jones.

Figure 89-Stephen HopkinsRhode Island
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Nicholas’ organizational and leadership strengths were likely more valuable to the Continental
Congress than any scant military background. There are several references in Fagen to Samuel’s
“experience at sea”, C.R. Smith also indicates the inconsistency 237 but no such information is
found. Only later, after the revolution, did I find the name ‘Samuel Nicholas’ in letters signed by
him to Steven Girard suggesting it was Samuel’s son. Captain of Marines Samuel E. Nicholas’s
busy activities as officer of both sports clubs, courting of Miss Mary Jenkins, and running the
Connestoga Wagon, would not seem to have allowed any time at sea before his commission in
1775. By the end of 1775 Captain Nicholas and Robert Mullen had raised two battalions238 (five
companies) of Continental Marines, about four hundred men. That is a lot of recruiting by just
two men, even today.
Amidst the massive agenda of the Second General Congress, (later called the Continental
Congress 239) business of the Marine Committee was but one of many scale ten considerations in

building a military force that would have to face the mightiest military organization in the
Eighteenth-Century world. There was the lingering politics of reconciliation with England as
opposed to outright independence desired by the moderates and radicals in the Liberty Party, two
opposite political factions which paralyzed any progress in endless debate. The Quaker Friends,
their religious doctrine of moral discipline and opposition to any military conflict, even teaching
or learning the arts of war, represented a hazy mix of Quaker merchant profit motive and
religious conviction. They saw independence from England as an undoing of all they had
worked for, not to mention that the creation of military force, including a Navy, as a necessary
tool of Independence would be in complete discord with Quaker religious doctrine.
Local colonial defenses both militia and armed fishing schooners up to 1775 had evolved from
early in the century, vessels operated at the expense of the individual colonies. Even at this early
point, there were discussions among the Quaker leaders concerning New England vessels
running harassment raids on European coasts. The juxtaposition of the Pennsylvania Revolution,
provided the centerpiece for the Marine Committee’s struggle to realize and pursue the formation
of an American Navy. Philadelphia had become a cauldron of factions. Quaker and Tory
merchants, the old governing body of the Pennsylvania Assembly on one side and the
independence movement and new Assoiators on the other. Militias and the CIA like Committee
of Safety were visible elements springing up from the cooking pot.

Late summer of 1775 was a bee hive of ship yard activity as a result of the discussions of the
naval scenarios leaking out of the Continental Congress then in session. Among the Pennsylvania
Delegates sat penurious compromiser Benjamin Franklin who conservatively voiced preference
for a series of chevaux-de-frise obstructions in the Delaware River as opposed to an expensive
naval force. Franklin also influenced the Pennsylvania Assembly which passed a defense bill (at
the very same time the delegates were toiling with the navy question) on 30 June 1775 that raised
a militia, fortified Philadelphia and patrolled the Delaware River, generating arms, gunpowder
and issuing bills of credit for military preparations. The muscle for this action was given to the
25-member (Pennsylvania) Committee of Safety that included, Franklin and financier Robert
Morris. Stephen Russwurm’s further definition of the more social characteristics of this
committee establishes as much a motive of management control over the new revolutionary
Associators and militia, comprised mostly of previously powerless and poor lower and middling
class citizens. 240
In addition, plans for armed boats as well as fortifications at Red Bank, Billingsport on the New
Jersey side and Mud Island at the juncture of the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers were solicited.
Included in recipients of the solicitation was John Wharton on the Southwark end of town and
Kensington shipwright Emanuel Eyre on the north end of town. The plan origin came from
Lewis Nicola and local mariners and who routinely plied the waters of the Delaware. At this
time the gliding masts and booming yards of a vigorous commercial armada was constantly
evident from every window in Philadelphia. The challenge of the Marine Committee and its
feelers into Franklin’s social network represents a conservative approach to solving a very
expensive undertaking. The initial plan called for a boat with a 50 foot keel, a wide 13 foot beam
which would draw less than 5 feet of water, perfect for the turbulent currents of the Delaware

River and Bay. As this was a feasibility study launched by the Marine Committee, perhaps using
Philadelphia as a model for the other twelve colonies, accessing Franklin’s more familiar
contacts with the notables of Philadelphia toward a ‘navy’ solution, seems plausible. 241
“Each galley showed a bank of oars, lateen sail, and a long rudder sweep for steering. A
competition, the Kensington plans provided that the bows mount heavy iron cannon, dead weight
which made the small gunboats unseaworthy. The Defense Committee for Pennsylvania accepted
the flawed designs “to please the rival shipbuilding neighbors up in Kensington and the laborers
working on the first Pennsylvania armed boat named Experiment. Joshua Humphreys’ crew next
built the galley Washington. Construction took sixteen days for each boat: then Southwark
shipwright Casdorp laid the keel for galley Chatham, Coates raised the galley Burke, Marsh
raised the galley Warren, and Sherlock the galley Camden. Most likely all six Southwark
galleys were constructed on the Wharton and Humphreys and other shipbuilding yards
A competition was underway with Emanuel Eyre up in Kensington building row skiff Franklin
(wise choice of name) Congress (Eyre was certainly politically aware of the moment) and Bull
Dog. Eyre’s partners John Rice Dickinson and William Williams also built Hancock. In
September 1775 Franklin submitted to the Pennsylvania Assembly “an estimate of Moneys
already spent” for the construction of “13 Armed Boats or Gondolas Built, armed and
Equipped.” The Marine Committee looking on and very much in the loop learned that this first
American Naval program cost 7,500 pounds Pennsylvania currency for the construction and
7,800 pounds for “victualing” a 53 man crew. Committee members Nixon, Nesbit and Morris
allowed “each good able seaman fifteen Shillings as a Bounty for their entering into the Service
on board the armed Boats.”242
Now built, crewed and provisioned and regular pay on the books, Owen Biddle gave his brother
Clement the contract to re-supply “provisions, Rum and Beer.” Common in crisis activities even
today, there was no competitive bidding, which allowed Clement Biddle to set his own price at
sixpence value for “roots and vegetables.” And “10 ½ pence per ration for bread, beef, mutton,
or pork.” As prices predictably soared, the Defense Committee, a Pennsylvania Assembly
function, created a supply system christened the “Commissary of Magazine and Military Stores”
and advertised for competitive bids in local gazettes and broadsides. 243
PAUSE PAUSE PAUSE TURKEY TIME
Philadelphia merchants Nathaniel Falconer, James Bringhurst, and Francis Wade submitted
lower prices than Clement Biddle. Biddle became the first vender to lose a naval provisioning
contract. As the usual suffocating heat of that late Philadelphia summer of 1775 drove many
into the shade the Delegates to the Second General Congress, with windows open examined the
details from the local Philadelphia competition as a part of their debate over the creation of a
national navy.

The discussions were long and bitter. In reality, all delegates knew the enormous power of a
British ship of the line. In the famous words of Georgia Senator Howard Baker (1925- _),
“What did they know and when did they know it?” It was common knowledge that a broadside

from a British 46 could easily tear an opposing ship to blood, body parts and splinters. It was
common knowledge that hand to hand combat after boarding, amidst screaming sailors, officers
and marines, was only the beginning. It was common knowledge that even the best small fleet
they could assemble could be wiped out in less than a month. It was common knowledge that the
Colonies could not possibly afford crewing even a small ship of the line with officers and men. It
was common knowledge that except for some among the hard-as nails-Jack Tars then walking
the docks and streets of Philadelphia that there was little incentive for anyone to come aboard a
military vessel as opposed to a merchant vessel, or especially a privateer under letters of marque
where they could at least conduct personal and profitable import and export ventures of their
own. Marines? British ships of the line had detachments of Marines. Hundreds of them with a
rich and distinguished history. Who among us they surely pondered, can measure up to the long
line of British Royal Marines? Who?
And Training? The nautical expertise, the navigation, the seamanship was likely well in place
due to the customary demanding Latin educational regimen and establishment of the day and the
extensive merchant sea ventures of over a half century that were a matter of record. But once
cannon, carriage, cartridge and ball were fitted into place, twenty five, forty four even seventy
four cannon on line port, larboard and starboard, cannon that were visible, the message “Call to
quarters and fight to the death!” would be clear in any interdiction on the high seas. These were
truly sobering considerations for the naivest of delegates. 244

While the debate on the naval mater proceeded in the Continental Congress, on the streets and
neighborhoods of Philadelphia merchants had privately acknowledged, through their Society of
Trade that maritime commerce needed some kind of protection. In a mushrooming pork barrel
maneuvering [ ] Dean the delegate from Connecticut pursued the building of the new ships at
New London. There was a growing presence of British ships in the area which escalated the
urgency to administrate the ship building process. John Adams and Robert Hewes of North
Carolina, Richard Henry Lee VA, Stephen Hopkins RI, were assigned to a second Marine
Committee. Dean was dispatched to Connecticut to procure four warships. For some reason he
never got out of Philadelphia. Failing miserably at his assignment he turned to Franklin for help
in procuring the warships. It was an important development in the creation of the new
continental naval force. 245

There had been some reluctance exhibited by the Pennsylvania Defense Committee to work with
Deane because of another nasty matter. A lingering dispute over “ownership of the Wyoming
Valley frontier region in Western Pennsylvania. Deane effectively shut down Connecticut’s real
estate claim and even backed off making New London a rival to Philadelphia as a center for
whatever ship building operation would follow. Under Franklins keen maneuvering the
(Pennsylvania) Defense Committee then reciprocated by assisting Deane and the Continental
Congress in raising a navy. At the moment of this noblese oblige four merchant vessels owned
by the Defense Committee were then unloading cargos at Delaware River wharfs only a few
paces from where the Marine Committee met246. Lets safely assume it was Tun Tavern. An
agreement was reached between the Pennsylvania Defense Committee and Congress for the sale
of the ship Black Prince, built by Wharton and Humphreys for Robert Morris, John Nixon, and

the Wharton merchants. (remember Dorflinger on ship
ownership?) Philadelphia Ship Master John Barry then
commanded the 400 ton merchant brig. The ship was
immediately renamed Alfred and was dropped down to the
Wharton and Humphreys yard in Southwark in front of Old
Swede’s Church, “where master shipwrights Coates and
Humphreys directed carpenters to strengthen the gun decks
and cut additional gun ports in the hull to mount twenty 9
pounders and ten 6 pounders. The conversion took forty-two
days, used 1,056 feet of two inch plank and cost Congress
only 350 pounds. Commodore Barry superintended rigging
to allow Alfred to carry more sail. Southwark chandlers
John and Nathaniel Falconer completed outfitting.“ 247 The
first ship of the new American Navy had been completed.
Figure 90-The Ship Black Prince renamed Alfred
after the Creator of the British Navy.

Delegates from Congress, along with members of the
Defense Committee must have visited the Wharton &
Humphreys shipyard where young shipwright Joshua Humphreys still had his first completed
ship up on stocks, an example of is mastery. Imagine, John Adams, Silas Deane, Hopkins and
the rest of the delegates from New England strolling about surveying the yard and viewing
Humphrey’s single-handed masterpiece ship Sally. The ship by then had been purchased from
Humphreys by Defense Committee member John Maxwell Nesbett, and renamed Columbus.
The ship Columbus was kedged down to Wharton and Humphreys yard at Christian Street where
“Coates and the same ship carpenters and laborers who built Experiment and Washington,
converted Alfred would next modify Columbus to carry 28 guns. The second naval ship was
now completed. The new American Navy was finally taking shape.
Two other ships had now been secured by the Marine Committee feverishly pressing the building
of a small fleet that would be the Continental Navy. Next the brigantine Defiance was
purchased and renamed Andrew Dorea, the third ship to be purchased to be retrofited. The Coats
and Humphreys yards were buzzing. Another ship (possibly from New England) was purchased
and renamed Cabot, the acquisitions concluded as frigid northeast winds once again raked across
Pennsylvania in November of 1775. The smaller 112 ton, Andrew Dorea would carry sixteen
small cannons; the same shipwright work continued at the Willling and Morris yard further up
Water Street with retrofiting work on the Cabot. 248
Only a few weeks after these purchases “Rhode Island merchant John Brown’s armed sloop
Katy, rated to carry ten guns, arrived in the Delaware River. It was purchased by Congress and
renamed Providence. (the ship Katy that made the unsuccessful powder run for Washington.)
Wharton & Humphreys shipyard performed a six-day overhaul on this small Rhode Island
vessel. In late November the Continental Fleet lined up at the wharves of Thomas Cuthbert and
Willing and Morris to raise crews and receive provisions from the new ship chandler James
Wharton. Clement Biddle delivered gunpowder from the Provincial works and James Craig
finished rigging all sails. 249

P

erhaps Samuel Chase of Maryland in his famous ‘madness’
remark about creating a navy needs to be countered by an
equally sober fact already established by Abraham Whipple in
1772. Three years before these activities of the Continental Congress
in 1775, Abraham Whipple burned his name into the pages of naval
history by engaging in the first enemy naval interdiction of the
American Revolutionary period. It became known as the Gaspee
affair and quickly branded Rhode Island as the hot bed of citizens
and mariners with whom Washington and the Continental Congress
would become well aquatinted. 250
Following the slow boil of discontent with the British from as early
as 1764. One might quip that Rhode Island at that time was "Big Do,
No Talk." Whipple had gained distinction early in his apprenticeship
Figure 91- Abraham
among privateers. With his first command, the Gamecock his skill
Whipple of Rhode Island
claimed French and British prizes under letters of marque. This is
before Washington took command in Boston in 1775. On June 9
1772 the first spark of the American Revolution ignited with the attack on the British ship
Gaspee. Abraham Whipple was the leader.
The British schooner Gaspee, captained by Lieutenant Duddingston, Revenue Officer of the
King in pursuit of tax revenue ran his ship aground on Namquit Point just off the coast
at Warwick. Word quickly spread among citizens ashore that the schooner was at the mercy of
the tide and would continue to be throughout the night. There would be no mercy from angry
rebellious Rhode Islanders. Gathering at Sabin Tavern on June 9, 1772 the brazen citizens, about
fifty in number, plotted the destruction of H.B.M Schooner Gaspee251.
As the conspirators, oars silenced with rags and oil, drew near the beleaguered Gaspee, they
heard the challenge of the watch call out across the water, to which Whipple responded, "I am
the sheriff of the county of Kent!" (I can almost hear the muffled laughter, mtm) Then a shot
rang out. The commander of Gaspee fell wounded. Citizens boarding the Gaspee, the officer and
crew were hustled off to shore and the Gaspee was promptly burned to the water. The British
identified Whipple as the leader of the conspirators and soon after, dispatched a letter addressed
to him. 252
“From Captain Sir James Wallace of the Rose:
You, Abraham Whipple, on the 10th of June 1772 burned
His Majesty's vessel, the Gaspee, and I will hang you at the yard-arm
James Wallace”
“To Sir James Wallace, of the Ship Rose, Sir:
Always catch a man before you hang him.
Abraham Whipple”253

In the aftermath of the rebellious act demonstrated in the Gaspee Affair and through the debates
on the floor of Congress described here, the two factions of rebellion, from the naval perspective

finally fused into one charging headfast for Independence. So the last vessel to join the new five
ship American Navy, was the Katy (also Caty), Abraham Whipple at the helm, soon to be
renamed Providence, were all paid for provisioned and crewed, not by the individual states, but
by an emerging government of united states operating of by and for the people.

Saturday, December 2, 1775: Among a flurry of resolutions to pay express agents, to hold up
deployment of vessels being refitted at that moment, the gavel struck at Independence Hall.
“Refolved: That the naval committee be directed to employ the armed sloop, commanded by
Captain Abraham Whipple, of Rhode Island, now on a voyage to this port, and dispatch her
forthwith to aid the marine [illegible ] to the southward.”254
Only a few weeks after the purchases in Philadelphia, Lieutenant John Trevitt of Rhode Island
made the following entry into his journal: “This is to whom it may concern; I John Trevett, sailed
from Providence in a sloop called the Cate, commanded by Abraham whipple, Esq. of
Providence, with a number of passengers to sail with a fleet of armed vessels fixing at
Philadelphia, in the month of November 1775. Arrived there the same month and found the ships
Alfred and Columbus, and brigs Calbot and Andrew Doria, and then our sloop’s name was
altered to the Providence. I went on board the ship Columbus as a first Lieutenant of the
Marines…” 255
The Cate belonged to Rhode Island merchant John Brown’s and was the same sloop that made
the unsuccessful powder run for Washington early that summer. The Cate carried ten guns when
it arrived in the Delaware River. Wharton & Humphreys shipyard performed a six-day overhaul
on the small Rhode Island vessel. In late November the Continental Fleet lined up at the
wharves of Thomas Cuthbert and Willing and Morris to board crews and receive provisions from
ship chandler James Wharton. Clement Biddle delivered gunpowder from the Provincial works
and James Craig finished rigging all sails. 256
It is not a coincidence that during that same month, Samuel E. Nicholas was commissioned by
John Hancock as the first Captain of Continental Marines aboard the ship Alfred. Paul Jones,
having spent nearly all of his life at sea, and seizing his opportunity at last accepted a
commission of Lieutenant aboard the same ship. Nicholas’s task was urgent and immediate: to
recruit with the assistance of Robert Mullen, keeper at the Tun Tavern, two battalions of
Continental Marines. Congress ordered the fleet to be secured by a detachment of on board
guards “to prevent pilfering of supplies, sabotage by local Tories sympathetic to Britain.” As the
grip if winter tightened and ice formed on the Delaware River noisy sea gulls fussed for the best
perch upon the yard arms. Congress ordered “The Fleet of the United Colonies” under command
of Rhode Islander Esek Hopkins, navalist Stephen Hopkins brother, to leave Philadelphia in
December 1775 and cruise south against British shipping.” 257
During mid to late summer of 1775, John Paul Jones, who then used the name John Jones,
remained at his lodging with Presbyterian Reverend [Spoats]. Having exuberantly sold his
expertise to the Marine Committee under the blessing of Delegate Hewes, Jones worked
feverishly supervising re-rigging of the Columbus, Alfred and other vessels intended for
immediate departure. Among new well-connected arrivals in town, Jones was a man of

questionable origin. The notables, Hopkins, Saltenstall, all came from well know seafaring
families. Whipple was from a farm family. In a society where reputation was preserved with
letters of introduction, Jones’s reputation tethered only by his associations with Free Masons
caused hesitation, over shadowing his encyclopedic knowledge of all matters of the sea,
especially intuitive mastery of sailing ships and navigation upon global oceans. But Jones’s hour
was fast approaching.

The committee consisted of Jones, Robert Morris and four merchant captains. One of the sea
captains was Nicholas Biddle, one of ( ) brothers all of Philadelphia. Among several ships
surveyed were the Alfred, the Reprisal, and the Lexington. The Reprisal had only recently
delivered Benjamin Franklin to France. The surveys resulted in the selection of the Alfred which
up to the outbreak of the revolution, would have embarked upon her third voyage to India in June
but sailing plans and Jones’s fate quickly changed.
After the ship surveys and retrofits were underway, Jones supported by the sponsorship of his
friend Joseph Hewes of (state) laid before the Marine committee a long letter. The letter, the
second part of his consulting task to the committee, answered to the criteria of selecting officers
and specifying their duties on a man of war or ship of the line. The letter, anticipating his
commission, is also a presentation of his own qualifications. Before passing the letter around
Hewes handed it to George Washington. The careful scrutinizing Washington’s comments: “Mr.
Jones is clearly not only a master mariner within the scope of the art of navigation, but he also
holds a strong and profound sense of the political and military weight of command on the sea.
His powers of usefulness are great and must be constantly kept in view.”
As the portion of the Second Continental Congress in 1775 pertaining to Samuel Nicholas
concludes his commission, presented here culminates all details, both fact and circumstantial that
we know about him. Nicholas reported to either Tun Tavern or to Independence Hall, then the
State House, to receive his commission. Signed by John Hancock President of the Congress and
Secretary of the Congress Charles Thomson as witness, a men we know well. It is a form
completed in quil and ink and is the handwriting of Charles Thomson. The signature is of course
the unmistakable one of John Hancock. The date on this document is November 28, 1775,

Copy of Samuel Nicholas Esquire’s commission as ‘Captain of Marines’ November 28,1775, ( ) years after
Lawrence Washington’s commission of the same rank as “Captain of Marines” in the Royal British Navy at
Cartagena. November 28,1775258

Silas Dean of Connecticut, satisfied that he finally had navigated a difficult task sat, put pen to
paper and wrote the following comment in a letter to his wife back home.
“Naval preparations are Now entering upon with Spirit and Yesterday the Congress chose a
Standing Committee to superintend this Department, of which I had the honor to be
Unanimously chosen one,” Dean wrote to his wife excitedly. They had given birth to a fleet, a
Navy Department, and in the process to the Philadelphia Navy Yard.259

CHAPTER 9
SHIPS OF THE LINE

B

uilding the world around the first Marine Corps officer and Commandant, Samuel
Nicholas now shifts from the close quarters of midcentury Philadelphia to the open sea.
Sailors and Marines have made this transition constantly in peacetime and at war.
Regardless of the circumstance, weighing anchor and getting about the business of the ship is
always a time-honored beginning. It represents a fresh start. Having gone to sea myself, I am
sure Captain Nicholas felt the same way. The sound of the boson’s whistle and the order “Stand
by special sea and anchor detail.” begins a journey. The call, “Cast off all lines fore and aft”
severs the ties with life ashore flinging the stardust of the open sea into a new reality thus sealing
crew officers and the ship itself into close quarters for months or in centuries past, for years.
F.E. Chadwick in “Graves Papers260”, describes the dismal history of a crew in 1706 at sea for
six years never seeing their families but once. Another ship-of-the-line the Dreadnought in 1744,
the year of Samuels birth in Philadelphia, the crew of two hundred and fifty had not set foot ashore for two years. 261
Samuel Nicholas, graduate of the Philadelphia Academy, sportsman, tavern keeper and very
visible man about town; a sure activist in the turmoil of the Philadelphia Revolution, boards his
ship the Alfred as a newly commissioned Marine officer in the late fall of 1775. His age was
thirty-two. Some of his fellow officers would occupy the pages of naval history. The events of
his tour of duty will establish the beginning of the United States Marine Corps and Captain
Nicholas’ first interdiction with a formidable enemy. The long history of the British Navy at that
moment, November 1775, had caused an outburst from the delegate from Maryland, Samuel
Chase. “This is madness!” he railed on the floor of the Second Continental Congress only
months before as the debate for and against some type of naval force ground onward.
At the time of the start of the American Revolution the British Navy had 18,000 seamen262. The
time of the great British admirals like Rodney, Hawke and Jervis 263 had passed and new blood
was coming on board. The duet of death performed at sea by ships-of-the-line, through failure
and redesign, had generated a manual of battle. An SOP, standard operating procedure; ideally,
the delicate sway of opposing enemy ships masterfully sailing in line a half mile apart slowly
aligning hull to hull, producing a rain of iron and smoke, a hell unimaginable. The rules of the
book were expected to be followed to the letter. Any lackluster adherence to expectation
revealed in tedious courts martial testimony, would result in severe punishment. Such an
outcome in fact did cost Admiral Bing, his life, executed by hanging.
So before taking up the first sea battle engagement by the new ships of the American Colonial
Navy, it is essential to establish conventional wisdom of the day. Most people of the time had
seen painting, heard or read details of engagements between ships of the line, British against
Spanish, French or Dutch in past conflicts. Samuel Leech in writing about his time at sea, was
convinced by his colleagues to include a detailed description of the experience. Having no such
account of ship Alfred and her small fleet, except for Captain Nicholas’ letter, ( a sort of after
action report ), I paraphrase Leech’s account in exquisite detail here as a prelude to task force
Alfred’s interdiction with the HMS Glasgow, April 1777 off Block Island.

In his recollection of a battle at sea he describes a British ship-of-the-line, its captain nervously
moving about the deck in a state of alert. A captain’s behavior became a war time observation a
nonverbal signal to his crew. He is up and about the deck. He looks constantly up to the
lookouts on the top gallant and fore yards. The watches fore and aft scanned the horizon for
objects of concern. There was often a reward to the crewman who caught the glimpse of a speck
of distant sail. A shout from aloft that a distant ship has been spotted, his call “Mast head there!”
sends a shock up the spines of officers and crew. A sighting, they know might be mail or news
from home or the beginning of a white-hot hell.264
Except for the Sabbath when deck uniform is dictated by the Captain and a day of personal time
would find the crew writing letters or mending clothing, the rigors of ship life was alien to
leisure. From scrubbing decks with vinegar wash to wrapping railing, mending rope block or
chafed lines, to carpenters sawing away on new boards to repair, commencing with the ships
work was much the rule then as it is today. Except for the moment after a hollow call down from
top gallant, “Mast head there” or “Sail Ho!”, an icy suspension in movement on deck always
followed.265
Grasping the moment, “Where away is the sail!” the Captain yells standing from the stacks of
coiled rope lines, blocks and stations about the deck. “Where away is the sail.” 266
“A large ship, sir, standing toward us!” words tumbling down not only upon the Captain’s ears.
With most of the crew now on deck straining to see the ship each venturing an identification, the
Captain orders sharply, “Keep silent fore and aft!” Then but for the sound of the sea, dead
silence. “What does she look like!”
“A large frigate bearing down upon us sir!” comes the voice from the top gallant, then
“It’s a Yankee frigate sir!
A sudden urgent stir of activity on deck anticipates the next command. “All hands clear the ship
for action! Ahoy! Beat to quarters!” The order delivered sharply comes from deep in the
captain’s guts.
Two uniformed lads appear immediately one with drum the other with fife beating the signal to
quarters. Like a Broadway stage, bulkhead partitions are knocked away. Cannon are released
from securement and the scene of a hideous event to come materializes in an instant. 267 The
dirge of crewmen executing assignments suddenly settles with every man and boy at his position.
The smell of sweat, fear, adrenalin mix in the dank ships air below on the gun decks. The band
and their instruments safely stow in a rope locker, waiting. The sick and injured infirming below
rise from their cots and proceed to their battle stations.268
Midshipmen and sometimes marine guards appear, stand watch under orders to shoot any
crewman who attempts to abandon his quarters. Hoping for the best, the idea mumbled about
from sweaty faces entertains that the frigate approaching is, after all, of French origin importing
a second of tactical relief. Then if American or Yankee, conventional wisdom is the contrary.
Expect more iron and heavy metal. Prisoners, approach the captain to seek recusal from the fight

see only the barrel of his pistol and hear his sharp order to report to stations immediately or die
on the spot. Through tiny cracks in the gun ports a glimpse of the yawing alien ship now loomed
and filled their field of vision. At this moment interdiction is fact. Each crewman and officer
retreats into practiced execution of task that might insure victory. The crews of both vessels, now
two hundred yards apart upon a gently rolling sea, easing toe to toe, know that they must now
fight.
The guns are released from lock-down. “Shot your guns!” the command to load grape or ball
into the gun barrels. “Light your match “the command for gun crew to take hold of lanyards and
light the ignition match and ready themselves in case the flint locks misfire. A lieutenant shouts
orders across deck to marines and borders to prepare with pikes, cutlass and pistol. “England
expects every man to do his duty!” exclaims the captain. Amidst the theater on deck, crewmen
and marines scamper up the lines, man the sails and be ready with musket and pistol as the
enemy ship comes into range.
Young boys take their positions as “powder monkeys” to supply the guns with powder along the
side (port or starboard) that will engage the enemy. A cloth screen is hung in front of the
magazine powder storage. A small window in the canvas screen allows the powder monkeys to
receive the explosive cartridges, tuck them in their jackets and run to their guns. Gun crews stand
silent and motionless. As the enemy ship fires its guns the horrific sound of wind, “like the
tearing of sails”269 over the heads of crewmen. It is the same description combat veterans today
use when describing the sound of incoming fire.
The cannon of both ships roar like jack hammers. Shot and ball strike the sides strewing lead
ball, wood splinter and grape shot. The order of those moments before now disintegrate into
horror and confusion. The decks become strewn with streams of blood. Blood spews from the
arm of a sailor on one gun. Someone throws a tourniquet around the wounded sailor and sends
him below to the surgeon. Projectiles traveling at the speed of light instantly decapitate another
soul. A stream of wounded now form a procession to the surgeon below. A stack of the dead is
tossed overboard. Sailors carry and drag the wounded across the blood-soaked deck to a queue
now situated at the ladderwell below. Buckets of more sand are scattered over the blood to
improve traction. A cartridge carried by a powder monkey, a young boy ignites prematurely in
transit to the guns, incinerating his face. Seconds later, as if to answer a plea for mercy, a round
cuts the boy in half.
“I was an eye-witness to a sight equally revolting. A man named Aldrich had one
of his hands cut off by a shot, and almost at the same moment he received another
shot, which tore open his bowels in a terrible manner. As he fell, two or three men
caught him in their arms, and as he could not live , threw him overboard.” 270
Samuel Leech, Thirty Years from Home: A voice from the main deck.

To Sea At Last

Commodore Esek Hopkins fleet commander
aboard “flag ship” Alfred
THE SHIPS
Alfred 30, Captain Dudley Saltenstall; Providence guns? Captain?; Columbus 28 Captain
Abraham Whipple; Cabot 14 Captain Joshua Burrows Hopkins; Andrew Doria 16, Captain
Nicholas Biddle; Fly 0? Captain Hoysted Hacker; and Wasp 0? Captain Joe Blow.





13 October 1775-"Resolved, That a swift sailing vessel, to carry ten carriage guns, and a proportionable
number of swivels, with eighty men, be fitted, with all possible despatch, for a cruise of three months, and
that the commander be instructed to cruize eastward, for intercepting such transports as may be laden with
warlike stores and other supplies for our enemies, and for such other purposes as the Congress shall direct.
That a Committee of three be appointed to prepare an estimate of the expence, and lay the same before the
Congress, and to contract with proper persons to fit out the vessel.
Resolved, that another vessel be fitted out for the same purposes, and that the said committee report their
opinion of a proper vessel, and also an estimate of the expence."271
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February 17 1776: Philadelphia -It was a freezing Saturday morning when two
of the five ship fleet standing off Chestnut Street wharf, hauled anchor chains and cast off all
mooring lines. In spite of the biting cold, Water Street was so crowded the usual shop and
maritime activities had come to a halt. All eyes were on the Ships Alfred and Providence. The
sound of drummers loudly tapped to the shrill fifing of Yankee Doodle Dandy. Members of the
Marine Committee, Delegates of the Continental Congress, and citizens of every class mingled
as children wove in and out britches, coat tails and dresses toward the icy waters edge for a better
view. Citizens leaned from windows along Water Street. At last! America’s new navy was
putting to sea.
Note: Historians and writers seem to vary in the description of the departure of these ships. It
was indeed a momentous event, the launching of America’s first Navy, small as it was. William
Bell Clark consistently shines as a result his tedious and focused research on this particular
subject, the early Navy. I have set his standard for the accurate rendering of this event. Leave it
to politicians to pontificate. Christopher Gadsden, delegate sitting on the Naval Committee,
released his statement to the press. “The first American fleet that ever swelled their sails on the
Western Ocean…sailed from Philadelphia amidst the acclamations of many thousands
assembled on the joyful occasion.” 272 Clark dug up other conflicting comments. I recall one
writer citing John Adams letter to his wife. Searching the entire month of December and January
1775-76, I found no such description by Adams. Clark continues. “A British informer, whose
story is convincing, makes no mention of a great audience; he would not hae been likely to over
look such a demonstration. Lt. James Josiah seems to have made the operative statement about
the deployment. In the log book of the Andrew Doria, on which he served, “A Journel of a Cruse
In the Brig Andrew Doria, Nicholas Biddle Esqr, Commander from ye Port of Philadelphia,
Begun January 4th 1776. At 2 P.M. Cast off from ye Warf In Company with ye Comodore Ship
Alfred, Columbus & Cabot. Light airs from ye Westward & much Ice in ye River.” 273

The precise business of sailing these Man-of-War
manifested in commands, brief sharp shouts from officers
relaying the crisp orders of their lieutenants and NCOs,
Dudley Saltenstall and Esek Hopkins. The new Marines,
receiving a last minute shipment of fifty muskets274 could
relieve the First Pennsylvania who had already
Figure 97-Reedy Island and the Pea
Patch

commenced guard duty over the ships and provisioning for several weeks along Robert Morris’s
massive wharf. Captain Nicholas with the help of fellow officers, one a Lt. Craig, had recruited
two hundred Marines. Now under the command of Captain Nicholas, the 65 Marines on board
the Alfred and the 10 Marines on the Providence, each humbly uniformed, stood his security post
along rail.
NOTE TO EDITOR: The highlight in yellow plus some details added down to the beach photo.
“Uniforms for the officers of the navy were adopted by the Marine Committee
September 5, 1776, but probably they were not commonly worn, as few officers
could affort a complete outfit. For line officers a blue coat with red lapels, blue
breeches, and red waistcoat were prescribed; for marine officers, a green coat faced
with white and with a silver epaulette on the right shoulder, white waistcoat and
breeches and black gaiters”. 275
Even at this late hour they surely scanned the shore
line for Tory saboteurs known to be in their very
midst. Spies had already sent out a description of
the Alfred. Rowers in skull boats tugged the ships
out into the river, the tenders cracking through thin
plates of forming ice. The vessels drifted
southeastward with the tide flying light spanker
sails and shortened mizzens hoisted, massaging
light air and working in concert with the massive
rudders to steer the ships into the natural channel. A
sailor at the starboard shouted soundings echoed.
“twenty feet sir!... twenty five feet!” The pilots
knew these channels and standing at the wheel
under the crusty Captains’ cautious eye, each
skillfully, even proudly navigated his charge further
down into the ever-widening Delaware River
toward the bay.

Figure 98-Crewman's sketch uniform of the
Cheers had grown louder along Water Street, Tun
day1776 . McClellan archive USMC
Tavern then along Swanson passed Christian and
Catherine, the Humphreys, Dennis and Warwick
Coats boat yards that were their birth places, the steeple of Old Swedes Church, then fading to
the roiling sound of the brine shipping, swirling passed them, the dank odor of mud, fresh sea
water and fish fill the crew’s nostrils; on past Mudd Island where young boys on skiffs waved

and cheered, “Hooza! Hooza” beneath darting seagulls gliding up the bay in search of food in
the dreary winter scape.
The ship Alfred 36 guns along with her four ships of the new fleet departed Philadelphia on the
3rd of January 1776 in the death of winter. Then abruptly the two ships became hopelessly iced in
at Reedy Island, Delaware, a well-known landmark in the Delaware before it opens out into the
wide Delaware Bay and the sea beyond. Whatever pomp and excitement, now dead in the water.
The Alfred, Andrew Doria and Columbus became gripped by winter ice at Reedy Island. A
detail of seamen and pilots loaned by the Marine Committee, departed over the ice to New Castle
and returned to Philadelphia instructed.

Dispatch from Molyneux Shuldham British Admiral of the White
INTELLIGENCE FROM PHILADELPHIA
“Thursday, 4th of January 1776 This
day about one o”Clock sailed the
Ship Alfred and the Ship Columbus
with Two Brigs the Alfred Carries 36
Guns 9 and 12 pounders, 60 Marines
and about 200 sailors. Columbus
about the same number of men and 32
Guns, the two Brigs carries 16 Guns,
they sailed with 5 or 6 Merchant
Ships Loaded with Flour from the
Figure 99-Cohorn 18th Century cite Wikiwand
Congress. Hopkins Commands the
Alfred, she has Yellow sides, her Head a figure of a Man. English Colours but more
striped;- The Columbus is all Black, except white bottom, Commanded by one
Whipple. Hopkins says he will board after a few Shot at all evens, they have go a
Number of Grapples, Spikes &ca for boarding, with Cohorns on the Main top. A
Sloop of 12 Guns is to sail this evening, she is a Sloop that came from Rhode Island,
I don’t know whether or not these vessels are going bit it is probable that they will
Convoy….off the coast as they are going for Powder……”

The routine of the ship settled in, particularly at this early hour even before putting to sea, a
proactive man of the sea, Lieutenant Jones aboard the Alfred, drilled the new recruits on the

choreography of general quarters. Captain Nicholas on the bridge heard below the well-known
yelling of the British drill to establish a cannon fire and reload cycle of under two minutes.
Knowing that drill and purpose was the sure prescription against low morale and desertion, the
sea wise Jones’s sharp voice could be heard in steady repetition, as the crews struggled to meet
the two-minute mark. Flamboyant Lieutenant Jones later testified his thorough drilling of the gun
crews had proved invaluable.276 Like Marines today at a heavy gun range, he no doubt enhanced
his drill call with descriptions of an imaginary British ship about to square away to a devastating
broadside. Author Evan Thomas documents the drill: “Quickly! Quickly! Cast lose your
guns!” Level your guns! Take out your tompions! Load with cartridge! Shot your guns!
Run out your guns! Prime! Point your guns! Fire!!! Sponge your guns!” 277 Again, and
again they worked to beat the well-known British standard of two minutes. There was little
powder for practice so Jones likely called for a loud vocal bark from the gun crew to simulate
firing. A reward of extra rum was the customary if successful.

TO HERE

During the period between January 1 and
February 17 there were beatings on these ships.
An icy wind from the northwest sliced across
the decks. As with all ships of the day
sanitation was a problem. The smell of bilge,
unwashed clothes and poor hygiene wafted up
from the champion way and the quarters below.
The weather that winter was unusually cold.
Small pox had broken out, all combining to
create a hell in cramped quarters.
Figure 100-Beach adjacent to Reedy
Island

Figure 101- Captain Nicholas's
Marines

A fraudulent three volume biography of John Paul Jones was written in 18— by Augustus Buell
of Philadelphia. Buell included many tasty letters supposedly written by Jones. I read the work
only after learning that contemporary naval historian Eliot Morison in his excellent biography of
Jones had examined Buell’s work in detail and found it a work of complete fiction, a fraud.
Nevertheless, I had made a note from Buell’s work that Jones had written a later letter to Robert
Morris dated 17 October 1776, after the Providence expedition and the Glasgow battle, stating
that, “ in the Alfred where I was only first lieutenant, there were many floggings. Every one was
ordered by Captain Saltonstall.,278, The sea wise Jones squelched a seething dislike for Dudley
Salenstall, Captain of the Alfred, cautiously reigning in his contempt.
His own rage had caused him to kill a ruffian white sailor he called “Ringleader” back in
Tobago279 three years earlier. Ringleader was among a rag tag crew Jones took aboard the ship
Betsy in [date]. The code of the sea gave the ship captain, Jones’s title at that time, more power
that the King of England. Ringleader had challenged Jones repeatedly, ending in imminent
physical conflict on deck. Jones, defending his command of the ship, pulled a sword and killed
him.
A safe somewhat humerous characterization of some members of this command appears in a
letter from Nicholas Biddle written to his sister.
January 5, 1776
“So when the captains- Whipple of the Columbus; John Burroughs Hopkins, of the Cabot;
Hazard of the Providence,;Stone, of the Hornet; Hacker of the Fly; Hallock, of the WASP AND
Biddle – boarded the flagship, [Alfred] they found Saltenstall and the commodore awaiting them.
Of all these captains save Abraham Whipple and William Hallock, Biddle supplied thumbnail
sketches written later that day to his system Lydia. He catalogued them thus: “280
“Captain Hazare, a stout man. Very Vain and Ignorant- as much low cunning as capacity.”
“C. Saltenstall a Sensible indefitiguable Morose Man.”
C. Hopkins a Good Natured Man.
C.B a Mighty Good Young Man.281
Having been confined as officers and crew in that dismal winter isolation near Reedy Island, I
searched for some acceptable mention and Jone’s letters suggest distaste for his command style.
On February 17, the two ships Alfred and Providence broke loose from their moorings at Reedy
Island, their snapping top gallants and mains launched them like sea birds into the open Atlantic.

This same period of 1776, British Admiral of the Blue, Molyneau, Shuldham, shouldered the
painful burden of getting provisions to hungry British troops hold up in Halifax. “Nothing to eat;
less to drink.”, wrote one of the field officers. The ships crews went on half rations just to
preserve food for them once in port. Starvation was a real possibility. The state of British vessels
deteriorated with the lack of resupply and repair opportunities. The colonists in New York
swarmed with military zeal as General Washington moved into the area in March. British naval
officers complained of constant harassment from privateers and even a report of the building of a
rebel warship in Poughkeepsie.
A British officer Captain Hammond assigned to patrol the Delaware to Norfolk promised
Admiral Schuldham that he would do his best but his activities were severely constrained by
crew shortages and fortifications in the Delaware River. On the very date of his letter to the
admiral the HMS Glasgow was on its way from Halifax to join his beleaguered force. The
Glasgow 24 guns Captain Tyringham Howe carried important dispatches from the Commander
in Chief but the Glasgow never arrived at its destination.

Marine Captain Nicholas: “The 17th of February, left Cape-Henlopen, and after a very
pleasant passage of fifteen days, came to anchor off the Island of Abaca, about seven leagues
distance from New-Providence…” 282

Figure 102-View of Reedy Island viewed
from Delaware City- photo by author

Search any comments made by Jones about Saltenstall regarding his command style and possible
treatment of his crews.

Figure 103- Open sea beyond Reedy
Island (photo by author)

By June 1776, Washington, in command of the Continental Army had avoided lengthy
enlistments because he had hoped a single campaign

would induce a settlement.283 When the proposal by Congress had reached him that two
Battalions of Marines be raised under a two-year enlistment, Washington reported the feelings of
his officers that, “it will be impossible to get the men to enlist for the continuance of the war.”.
Washington, in correspondence of November 1775, wrote of his struggle during the French and
Indian War stating that,” Brief service hobbled an Army and might ruin a cause.”284

Accounts of the New Providence Expedition up to HMS Glasgow encounter:
Excerpts from letters and logs form revealing testimony about the New Providence Expedition
and the surprising effectiveness of this first fleet of the American Navy in 1776.Except for Elliot
Morison’s biography of John Paul Jones, all accounts of this battle I’ve read are brief. Probably
in preparation of the court martial of Abraham Whipple participants of the battle put pen to paper
to document observations of the battle between the battle group lead by the ship Alfred and the
HMS Glasgow. In a letter to Congress in Philadelphia, Nicholas begins with his account of the
New Providence Expedition. Participant’s actual statements are in italics and quotation marks.
Other descriptions are my own interpretations derived from various published accounts of the
expedition. These interpretations are footnoted with citation number citing source.
Brief paragraph about the role and history of the Bahamas. Enter Photos here:

Marine Captain Nicholas:
March 3, at 2 O’clock he landed
all 270 men on the east end of the
island at a place called “New
Guinea”. Alarmed inhabitants at
first thought the Marines to be
Spaniards. Just as his men were
formed up a messenger arrived.
Figure 104- New Providence Bahamas photo
circa 1850.- British Museum

The Governor of New Providence desired to know their
intentions. By return message Captain Nicholas informed that
he would take possession of all warlike stores that belonged
to the crown and there was no intention to touch any property
nor harm any of the inhabitants unless in their own defense.
The messenger departed, and Nicholas’s marines marched on
in to Fort Montague, a stone fortification half way between
the LZ and town.
Approaching the fort within a mile Captain Nicholas saw that
a deep cove flanked them on one side and a “prodigious
thicket”285 on the other, left them entirely exposed. Suddenly
three twelve-pound shot were fired halting the advance.
Nicholas sent for instructions, Consideration was given to
sending a flag ahead advising on intent. Then it was learned thFaitgtuhre 1G0o5-vNeerw
noPrrhoaviddegnicveenMtahpeLZz
orders to fire the twelve pounders. Inhabitants of the fort then M
spaikrkeeddthe cannon and left the fort.
Captain Nicholas’s Marines then marched into Fort Montague.
Once in the fort, seventeen cannons, thirty-two pounders, eighteens and twelves were restored by
easily removing the spikes. The Marines settled in for the night at Fort Montague. That evening
Eseck Hopkins, Commodore of the Fleet upon learning that his force of over two hundred
Marines had secured the main fort, published and distributed a manifesto addressed to the island
inhabitants.
To the Gentlemen, Freemen, and Inhabitants of the Island of NEW-PROVIDENCE:
The reasons for my landing an armed force on the Island is, in order to take possession of the
powder and warlike stores belonging to the Crown; and if I am not opposed in putting my design

in execution, the persons and property of the inhabitants shall be safe; neither shall they be
suffered to be hurt, in case they make no resistance.
Given under my hand on board the Ship Alfred, March 3, 1776.
ESECK HOPKINS, Commander-in-Chief. 286
The next morning at daylight Nicholas’s Marines marched from the fort into the town of Nassau
to take possession of the Governor’s house. The house stood on an eminence with two four
pounders that commanded the
garrison and town. During the
march, Captain Nicholas met an
express from the Governor to the
same purport as the first. Captain
Nicholas sent him the same
answer as before. Nicholas was
told they might march on into the
town and if thought proper into a
second fortification without
interruption. The Marines
marched on into the town. A
Marine guard was drafted and sent
up to the Governor’s demanding
the keys to the fort. The keys were
Figure 106-Fort Montague, Nassau
presented without incident. Then…late
Bahamas-British Museum
morning…Nicholas’s Marines took possession of Fort
Nassau.
Fort Nassau had about forty cannon mounted and well loaded with round, landridge and canister
shot for the Marine’s reception. But not a single shot was fired. The fleet lying at anchor behind
Hog Island at this point came into the harbor. Commodore Hopkins and his naval captains
landed and came up to Fort Nassau. They found great quantities of military stores, including
seventy-one cannon, nine pounders, thirty twos, fifteen brass mortars and twenty-four casks of
gun powder.
The governor, they learned, sent off a hundred and fifty casks of powder the night before thus
defeating the primary objective in taking the island. At that moment General Washington [ was
where? ]. The value of other warlike property taken away made up for the loss. The Governor
was kept under guard in his townhouse until the fleet was ready to sail. A large sloop, The
Endeavor, at anchor in the harbor was commandeered to freight the goods to the ships of the
fleet. In the custom of prize seizure, Navy Lieutenant Hinman of the Cabot was put in command
of this sloop. At this time the “Fly”, a wayward sloop in the Continental Fleet sailed into the
harbor with a full explanation as to how it had crashed into its sister Continental ship, “Hornet”,
the collision carrying away “Hornet’s” boom and her mast head. The “Hornet” as the explanation
went, was thought to have pulled into the Delaware Bay around April 1. Both the “Hornet” and
the “Fly” missed the entire operation.

The fleet, under orders, put to sea again on March 17. Commodore Hopkins: “You are to keep
company with the ship (Alfred) I am in if possible, but should you separate by accident you are
than to make the best of your way to Block Island six days, in order to join the fleet. If they do
not join you in that time, you may cruise in such places as you think will most annoy the Enemy
or go into Port, as you think fit.”

Figure 107-Captain Nicholas's First
Operation-British Museum

Figure 108-Road to the Governor’s
House-British Museum

The “Wasp” a small sloop
parted from the fleet for a twoweek cruise for Rhode Island soon after the fleet’s departure from Nassau. All ships proceeding
on a northerly course, the “Columbus” captured the British vessel “Hawk” out of Newport.
Marine Captain Nicholas: “We made Block Island in the afternoon of April 4; The Commodore
then gave orders to the brigs to stand in for Rhode Island to see if any more of the fleet were out
and join us the next morning, which was accordingly done, but without seeing any vessels.” 287
Capt.Nicholas continues: “At daylight April 5th the British brig Bolton was taken by the Alfred
the command ship after firing a few shots; she was a bomb-vessel of eight guns and two

howitzers. The fleet cruised all day in sight of Block Island and in the evening, took a brigantine
and sloop from New York. We had sunset 12 sail, a very pleasant evening.” 288
Commodore Esek Hopkins: “Very
early in the evening of April 6 the
fleet fell in with the Glasgow and her
Tender and engaged her for near
three hours. We lost 6 men killed and
as many wounded; the Cabot had 4
men killed and 7 men wounded, the
Captain is among the latter; The
Columbus had one man who lost his
arm. We received a considerable

damage on our ship (Alfred) but the
greatest was in our Wheel and Blocks shot
away, which gave the Glasgow time to make
sail, which I did not think proper to follow as it would have brought an action with the whole of
their Fleet and as I had upwards of 30 of our best seaman on board the prizes, and some that
were on board had got too much Liquor out of the Prizes to be fit for duty; thought it most
prudent to give over Chance and Secure our Prizes and got nothing but the Glasgow’s Tender
and arrived here New London the 7th March with all the Fleet. The Officers all behaved well on
board the Alfred, but too much praise can (not) be given to the officers of the Cabot, who gave
and sustained the whole of Fire, for a considerable time within Pistol Shot.”289
Figure 109-View of the site of the battle from
Block Island-source credit

Marine Captain Nicholas: “At 12 o’clock went to bed and at half past one was awaked by the
noise of “all hands to quarters”; we were soon ready for action. The best part of my company
with my First Lieut. Was placed in the barge on the main deck, the remaining part with my
Second Lieutenant and myself on the quarter deck. We had discovered a large ship standing
directly for us.”
“The Cabot was foremost of the fleet, our ship close after, not more than 100 yards behind, but
to windward with all, when the brigantine came close up. The ship was hailed and was soon
answered by the Cabot, who soon found her to be the Glasgow; the brigantine immediately fired
her broadside and instantly received a return of two-fold which owing to the weight of metal
damaged her so much in her hull and rigging as obliged her to retire for a while to refit.” 290
[Author’s Note: Lieutenant Paul Jones was below decks with his guns and crew and was
responsible for this devastating return fire.]

Navy Lieutenant Paul Jones: “The Cabot being between
us and the enemy began to engage and soon after we did
the same. At the end of the third glass [3 hours?] the
enemy bore away and by crowding sail at length got a
considerable way ahead, made signals for the rest of the
English fleet at Rhode Island to come to her assistance,
and steered directly for the harbor. The Commodore then
thought it imprudent to risk our prizes etc by pursuing
farther; therefore, to prevent our being decoyed into their
hands, at half past six (morning of April 7) made the
signal to leave off chase and haul by the wind to join our
prizes. The Cabot was disabled and at the second
broadside, the captain being dangerously wounded, the
master and several men killed. The enemy’s whole fire was
Figure 110-Painting of the HMS
Glasgow
then direct at us and an unlucky shot having [tore into our
wheel block and ropes] carried away our wheel block and
ropes. The Alfred broached to presenting a target. The Glasgow racked our ship with several
broadsides before we were again in a condition to steer the ship and return fire. Several
Glasgow cannon shot hit the Alfred underwater inflicting hull damage and resulting severe
leakage. Our main mast was shot through and upper works and rigging considerably damaged.
Yet in all this I was surprised that we only lost the Second Lieutenant of Marines and four men,
one of whom Martin Gillingwater, a midshipman prisoner, who was in the cockpit. He had been
taken from the bomb rig “Bolton” the day before.291 [“on April 13” I omitted as transcript error
of Jones’ statement. If Nicholas’s date of April 4 is accepted, The day before would have been
April 3. I noted two date conflicts in the actual date of the engagement- Jones’s- 14th, Nicholas’s
4th, Capt. Tyringham’s date 6th, differ. Rather than alter either record I leave the discrepancy
unresolved. ] [April 6 is the correct date per two prominent authors]
Marine Captain Nicholas: “Our ship [We then] then came up, not having it in our power to fire
a shot before with out hitting the brigantine, and engaging her side by side for three glasses as
hot as possibly could be on both sides. The first broad side she fired, my Lieutenant fell dead
close to my side, he was shot by musket ball through the head. In him I have lost a worthy
officer, sincere friend and companion. He was beloved by all the ship’s company.” 292
“Unfortunately for us, our tiller-rope and main-brace were shot away soon after the firing
began, which caused the ship to broach to, and gave the enemy an opportunity of raking fore and
aft. The battle continued till daylight, at which time the Glasgow made all the sail she could
crowd, and stood in for Newport: and our rigging was so much hurt, that we could not make sail
in time to come up with her again. At sunrise, the Commodore made the signal to give over the
chase, he not thinking it prudent to risk our prizes near the land, lest the whole fleet should come
out of the harb; or. The Glasgow continued firing signal guns the whole day after.

“In the action I lost three of my people out of twelve that were on the quarter-deck, and two
others, who were in the barge, were slightly wounded. Captain [John Burrows] Hopkins, of the
Cabot, is wounded, his Master killed; five and the Second Lieutenant of Marines wounded, and
since dead 6. Upon the whole, it was a very hot engagement, in which our ship and the brig were
much damaged; but we have this consolation, that the enemy is full as badly off; for by several
expresses from Rhode Island, we are assured that it was with much difficulty she got into port,
both pumps”293
Lieutenant Paul Jones: “I have the pleasure of assuring you that the Commander-in-Chief is
respected through the fleet, and I verily believe that the officers and men, in general, would go
any length to execute his orders. It is with pain that I confine this plaudit to an individual; I
should be happy in extending it to every Captain and officer in the service. Praise is certainly
due to some; but, alas, there are exceptions.” 294

To British Admiral Shuldham-London, from Captain Tyringham Howe, HMS Glasgow:
“On Saturday, the 6th of April, 1776, at two A.M, Block-Island then bearing northwest about
eight leagues, we discovered a fleet on the weather-beam, consisting of seven or eight sail;
tacked and stood towards them, and soon perceived them to be two or three large ships, and other
square-rigged vessels; turned all hands to quarters, hauled up the mainsail, and kept standing on
to the northwest with a light breeze and smooth water, the fleet then coming down before it. At
half-past two, a large brig came within hail, and seemed to hesitate about giving any answer, but
still kept standing towards us; and, on being asked what other ships were in company with her,
answered “the Columbus and Alfred, a twenty-two-gun frigate”; and almost immediately a hand
grenade was thrown out of her top. We exchanged our broadsides. She then shot ahead, and lay
on our bow, to make room for a large ship, with a top-light, to come on our broadside, and
another ship ran under our stern, raked as she passed, and then luffed up on our lee-beam, whilst
a brig took her station on our larboard- quarter, and a sloop kept altering her station
occasionally.”
“At four, the station of every vessel was altered, as the two ships had dropped on each quarter,
and a brig kept astern, giving a continual fire; bore away, and made sail for Rhode-Island, with
the whole fleet within musket-shot on our quarters and stern. Got two stern chase guns out of the
cabin, and kept giving and receiving a very warm fire. At daylight, perceived the Rebel ships to
consist of two ships, two brigs, and a sloop, and a large ship and a snow. Which kept to
windward as soon as the action began. At half-past six, the fleet hauled their wind, and, at seven,
tacked and stood to the south-south-west. We had one man killed and three wounded by the
musketry from the enemy.” 295
PRESIDENT OF CONGRESS TO CAPTAIN SALTONSTALL.
Philadelphia, June 14, 1776.

SIR:
The present inactive state of the Navy of the United Colonies, the many complaints exhibited to
the Marine Board against some of the officers of the ships, and the daily applications of both
officers and men who have left the fleet in consequence of very severe usage, have constrained
the Marine Board to make a representation of our Naval concerns to the Congress, which require
a speedy reform. And in order that the true and just reasons of this very great uneasiness and
inactivity may be fully investigated, it is necessary that the officers against
whom complaints have been lodged should be fully heard. I have it in command, therefore, from
Congress, to direct you, immediately upon receipt of this, to repair to the city of Philadelphia by
land, and on your arrival here to give notice to me as President of the Marine Board. The
command of the ship will naturally devolve upon the next officer. And you are to bring with you
an exact state of the ship under your command, the list of the men remaining, what number of
effective and non-effective, the state of the stores of every kind belonging to the ship, and
everything relative to your ship. As you will be called upon in general to answer for your
conduct since you left this city, 1 give you this notice that you may come prepared for that
purpose. I am to repeat to you that Congress expect your immediate
compliance with this order; and am, sir, your very humble servant,
JOHN HANCOCK, President.
To Captain Dudley Saltonstall, of the Ship Alfred.
(Same to Captain Abraham Whipple, of the Ship Columbus.) 296
Proceedings of Court-Martial on Abraham Whipple, Commander of the Columbus
v6:532
Proceedings of a Court-Martial on ABRAHAM WHIPPLE, Commander of the
COLUMBUS.
At a Court-Martial, held on board the Alfred, at Providence, in the Colony of Rhode-Island,
on the 6th day of May, 1776, by order of Esek Hopkins, Esquire, Commander-in-Chief of the
American Fleet, and at the desire of Abraham Whipple, Esquire, Commander of the ship
Columbus, for an inquiry into his, the said Whipple' s conduct, on the 7th of April last in an
engagement with the Glasgow ship-of-war; Present:
Captain Dudley Saltonstall, President.
Members.
Capt˙ Nicholas Biddle,
Lieut˙ Hoysteed Hacker,
Capt˙ John Hazard,
Lieut˙ Elisha Hinman,
Capt˙ Samuel Nicholas,
Lieut˙ Jonathan Maltbie,
Capt˙ John Welch,
Lieut˙ Matthew Parke,
Lieut˙ John Paul Jones,

Lieut˙ Rhodes Arnold,
Lieut˙ Henry Daton.
Abraham Whipple, Esquire, aforesaid, appeared before this Court, and says his character
stands aspersed for cowardice on board the Columbus, the 7th of April last, in an
engagement with the Glasgow ship-of-war; therefore, desires to be heard touching the same.
Whereupon this Court proceeds to hear him; who sets forth in his declaration, that for want
of wind, and by means of the Glasgow' s firing stern guns, together with his firing bow guns,
and now and then a broadside, he was unable to make his attack closer than he did.
This Court, having heard sundry evidences, who were present in different vessels during the
engagement with the Glasgow, respecting the matter now before us, are of opinion, that the
said Whipple' s conduct, on said 7th of April, was agreeable to what he hath set forth in his
foregoing declaration, and that his mode of attack on the Glasgow, in our opinion, proceeded
from error of judgment, and not from cowardice.
DUDLEY SALTONSTALL,
RHODES ARNOLD,
NICHOLAS BIDDLE,
HOYSTEED HACKER,
JOHN HAZARD,
ELISHA HINMAN,
SAMUEL NICHOLAS,
JONATHAN MALTBIE,
JOHN WELCH,
MATTHEW PARKE,
JOHN P˙ JONES,
HENRY DATON.
A true copy of file:
DUDLEY SALTONSTALL.
The above is a true copy:
SAMUEL LYON, Secretary. 297

proceedings of a Court-Martial on John Hazard, Commander of the sloop Providence,
May 8
v6:553
Proceedings of a Oturt-Martial on JOHN HAZARD, Commander of the Sloop
PROVIDENCE.
At a Court-Martial, held on board the Alfred, at Providence, in the Colony of Rhode-Island,
on the 8th day of May, 1776, by order of Esek Hopkins, Esquire, Commander-in-Chief of the

American Fleet, for the trial of John Hazard, Esquire, Commander of the sloop Providence,
in the Continental service, for misconduct; Present:
Captain Dudley Saltonstall, President.
Members.
Capt˙ Abraham Whipple,
Lieut˙ Hoystecd Hacker,
Capt˙ Nicholas Biddle,
Lieut˙ Elisha Hintnan,
Capt˙ Samuel Nicholas,
Lieut˙ Jonathan Maltbie,
Capt˙ John Welch,
Lieut˙ Matthew Parke,
Lieut˙ John Paul Jones,
Lieut˙ Rhodes Arnold,
Lieut˙ Henry Daton.
Captain Hazard, aforesaid, being brought before this Court a prisoner, on the complaint of a
number of officers belonging to the sloop Providence, aforesaid, bearing date May 6, 1776,
setting forth a number of crimes and misdemeanours against him, as per complaint on file,
which will appear at large: The charge being read in the hearing of the prisoner, and the
question being put to him, Whether he was guilty or not guilty? He answered, not guilty; and
desired he might be heard. Upon which this Court proceeded to hear him, and, on trying the
merits of the case, find him guilty, as follows:
Question 1st. Whether the prisoner was guilty of breach of orders at Reedy-Island, in not
delivering a certain parcel of wood which the Commander-in-Chief had directed to be put on
board the sloop Fly?
Passed in the affirmative unanimously.
Question 2d. Whether the prisoner was guilty of neglect of duty on the night the fleet
engaged the Glasgow, in not preparing for action before the engagement began, he having
timely information?
Passed in the affirmative unanimously.
Question 3d. Whether the prisoner was guilty of embezzling part of the vessel' s stores?
Passed in the affirmative unanimously.
Question 4th. Whether the prisoner was guilty of breach of orders going up Providence river
the 26th April last?
Passed in the affirmative unanimously.

In consequence of the foregoing trial, this Court are unanimous in their opinion, that the
prisoner, John Hazard, Esq˙, has rendered himself unworthy of holding his commission in
the Navy of the United Colonies of North America, and adjudge him accordingly.
D˙ SALTONSTALL, President,
RHODES ARNOLD,
ABRAHAM WHIPPLE,
HOYSTEED HACKER,
NICHOLAS BIDDLE,
ELISHA HINMAN,
SAMUEL NICHOLAS,
JONATHAN MALTBIE,
JOHN WELCH,
MATTHEW PARKE,
JOHN PAUL JONES,
HENRY DATON.
A true copy from the file:
DUDLEY SALTONSTALL, President.
Having this day received and examined the above sentence of the Court-Martial pronounced
against Captain John Hazard, do hereby ratify and confirm the same, and order that the said
Hazard forthwith surrender his commission to the President of the said Court.
ESEK HOPKINS, Commander-in-Chief.
Providence, May 9, 1776.298
The above is a true copy:
SAMUEL LYON, Secretary.

Amidst formalities of early naval protocol, proceedings of military justice, viz courts martial,
and hearings before the Continental Congress an amusing camaraderie appears among the
letters of then Lt[John] Paul Jones. Writing to Captain Abraham Whipple, Paul Jones alludes
to a “certain agreeable widow” whom they both entertained, one of Jone’s many well-known
amorous exploits. As for Samuel Nicholas, we can only assume from his few letters, his
disappointment in not continuing in a naval career, losing an election for sheriff, his return to
family and tavern duties back in Philadelphia, apparent strong ambition, not to mention his
Quaker straight and narrow, that Samuel’s comfort zone was as man about the small town he
loved. Unlike multilingual Jones who skipped about continents, comfortable with risk.

In a collection of letters written by Nicholas Biddle largely to his family, Lydia McFunn his
sister, there appears the one best clue to Samuel Nicholas’s network of friends in small town
Philadelphia. The date of the letter is [
] around the time the ships of the new small
Continental Navy are preparing to cruise south. Even close friends in caught up in the
turmoil of revolution and the mechanisms of the Continental Congress are too busy in their
own circles, so Nicholas Biddle confines his thoughts in his letter.
[February 15,1776 “…… Four Raskels stood on their defense Barricaded their Room door
which Obliged me to force it. Tell Couzin Clemmy I must owe him a letter till I can find
Something worth telling. I am very happy in having Sam Nicholas in the fleet. If he wants
any news in the small [ ware?] way, tell him come to you, that I write you ten times as much
as you can have patience to Read. Give my love to Mother, Charles and all Friends, I am
your Aff
N.Biddle”
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The date of the letter is also interesting. Record shows that the ships broke loose from Reedy Island on
February 17. Captain Biddle’s letter to his sister Lydia is dated February 15, he includes an account of
going into New Castle to bail out a deserter jailed by the local sheriff. Is it possible that Captain Samuel
Nicholas of the Marines was among them aboard the Alfred and Biddle is writing as if he didn’t know of
Samuel’s commission or assignment actually serving among them?
After the New Providence expedition and the Glasgow battle at sea, Captain Nicholas Biddle, was put in
command of the Randolph June 6, 1776. Logging a fine performance in command, on March 1777 he ran
upon the HMS Yarmouth off Barbados. It was a hot engagement, during which he was badly wounded in
his leg. He summoned a chair so he could sit on the bridge and continue to direct is crew in the battle. A
round from the HMS Yarmouth hit his magazine killing the captain, most of his crew and destroying the
Randolph. A few of his crew survived to tell the story and were taken prisoner by the HMS Yarmouth,
They told the story of Captain Nicholas Biddle’s bravery under fire. He would be among many to begin
the extensive list of United States Naval heroes in the long history to follow as the United States Navy
came of age and beyond.
The two men, Samuel Nicholas and Nicholas Biddle, would also share another distinction, their names
upon the brass plates of United States Navy ships rolling out of Bath Iron Works, Maine.. The first in
1901, The USS Biddle TB26, a torpedo boat, was assigned to Philadelphia, Captain Biddle’s home. The
USS Biddle christening ceremony then included Captain Biddle’s Great, Great,, Grandniece, Miss Emily
B.Biddle.
A Fletcher Class Destroyer also a product of the Bath Iron Works, hull number 388 was christened the
USS Samuel Nicholas FFG47 in April 1983. The sponsorship during this launch included Samuel E.
Nicholas’s great, great, great, great, granddaughter, Diana Pope PhD, an editor for this book project. The
USS Nicholas crews saw deployment in the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean and the North Sea. The decommissioning ceremony for the USS Nicholas may be viewed at:
http://taowriter5000.com/OldTextbookProj/index.html Haze gray and underway! Semper Fi! Next, in
Part Two of The Search for Tun Tavern, we will take a detailed look at Samuels’s deployment with his
marines that cold Christmas night in 1776. An interactive page in the 18th Century Section on my website

www.taowriter5000.com is available. This scrolling popup page traces General Washington’s
correspondence from Brunswick to Trenton in December 1776. Washington’s dispatches to General
Cadwalader, to whom Maj.Nicholas’s Marines were attached helps to trace Maj. Nicholas into the Battle
of Princeton.

Figure 111-USS Biddle TB26 -1901

Figure 112-USS Nicholas FFG-47 1983

END OF SAMPLE CHAPTERS PART 1 - SEE ALSO THE INTERACTIVE TOUR
MAP OF PHILADELPHIA CIRCA 1750, WALK THE STREETS AND ENTER
THE
BUILDINGS DROP BY [AND CLICK ON] THE NAVY YARD AND THE OLD THEATER,
BUILDING 26 ON THE MAP.
http://www.taowriter5000.com/IMVarleTOTIM.html

FURTHER CONTENT IN THIS SAMPLE MANUSCRIPT WILL EXPLORE SAMUEL
NICHOLAS’S LIFE AND FAMILY CORRESPONDENCE FROM 1777. INTRODUCING
THE ARRIVAL OF THE FOURTH GEORGIA BATTALION., LETTERS AND DIARIES A
BROADER VIEW OF THE REVOLUTION THAT INCLUDES GEORGIA AND THE
CAROLINAS IS PRESENTED; MAJOR NICHOLAS’ VALUE IN-TOWN PHILADELPHIA
AND TO CONGRESS SEEMS TO HAVE STIFLED HIS HOPE FOR A MILITARY
CAREER. HIS EXIT FROM THE CONTINANTAL MARINE CORPS BACK INTO
CIVILIAN LIFE LEFT ONY A FEW LETTERS, ACCOUNT SHEETS AND CLUES TO HIS
LAST YEARS, ALL AMIDST THE TURBULENT LAST HALF OF 18TH CENTURY
PHILADELPHIA. THESE SAMPLE CHAPTERS ARE TENTAIVE FINAL DRAFTS. MTM
November 2018

PART TWO
Chapter 20b-Rev. Zubley
December 1776
Reverend Zubley’s Journey
General Washington’s dispatches
The word around Philadelphia
Prelude to the Battle of Trenton
Major Nicholas under Brig Gen.Cadwalader
Action at Assunpink and Princeton
Writing date: May 2020
Continuing this study of the life and times of Samuel Nicholas, and before moving on to Samuel’s part in the Battle of
Trenton, it is meaningful to examine a few of his contemporaries. Evolving from a tragic childhood, Samuel by the
grace and charity of his Uncle Atwood Shute, and distant benefactor William Atwood, grew to enjoy high visibility in
busy mercantile midcentury Philadelphia. Previously in this work, Charles Thomson, Secretary to the Congress was
witness to Samuel’s commission as one of the first Captains of Marines. Thomson has been part of this study in part
one. A cross examination of events in the chronologies of these individuals further illuminates the forces and
struggles in Samuel Nicholas’s life.
Reverend John Zubly, a Presbyterian in a single utterance swayed the raging debate over creating a navy. His diary
provides us a breathtaking broad-brush view of the geography traversed by one man heading home aboard his horse
drawn chaise. He departed Philadelphia, leaving a stormy session of the Second Continental Congress. Unknown to
him, he departed in whispering controversy. His journey over land serendipitously occurred at the same time Samuel
put to sea. Captain Nicholas commanding his fresh crew of marines. New sailors under Lt. John Paul Jones lay below
on the gun deck of the Alfred. This first taskforce of a new American continental navy set sail past Reedy Island for
the open ocean, Rev. Zubley made his way south overland.
Among the priceless records of events in those days is the Journal of the Reverend John Joachim Zubly A.M.,D.D.
March 5, 1770 through June 22, 1781. The following are excerpts from the meticulous transcription and research
done by Lilla Hawes, author and Director Emeritus of the Georgia Historical Society. Zubley had come to
Philadelphia along with other southern delegates on a packet boat. After intermingling with delegates to Congress, he
took the backcountry route home. It was a landscape void of any landmark casually viewed today by I-95 travelers
driving in air-conditioned luxury. Rivers and narrow mountain passes were constant obstacles on his road home. I
take a moment to define Zubley’s destination in my own contemporary context.
My roots are in the South and I fondly remember my boyhood days there. But in Zubly’s time not a particle of the
South I remember even existed. The question might be posed, how, when and where did the language, accents and
distinctly different attitudes of today’s south begin? Zubly was Swiss. What does his acceptance by these early
southern colony settlers tell us about the South’s place in the American Revolution and early history of the United
States?

At the time of J. Zubley’s journey home from the Second Continental Congress, this contemporary South to which I
allude, its accents, its style, mannerisms and broad middle class manners did not exist. Rather, Carl Bridenbaugh in
Myths and Realities; Societies of the Colonial South, presents three specific societies one of which would eventually
make up what we know today as The South. J. Zubley’s plodding journey back to Midway, near Savannah, from the
Second Continental Congress in Philadelphia that November 1775 traversed all three of the societies identified by
Bridenbaugh as, “The Chesapeake Society, The Carolina Society, and the Back Settlements”
2
. Now we ride with the Reverend in his chaise during his meandering hazardous journey homeward.
*

*

*

Driving south from Philadelphia I often searched for that invisible line miles after Richmond and before I reach the
Big and Little Pee Dee Rivers, lines that when crossed, placed me in “The South”. Reverend Zubley crossed these
very rivers in 1776..
***

Reverend John Joachim Zubly
As player on the Philadelphia stage Zubley’s brief spotlight lasted from mid-summer through the fall session of
Second Continental Congress beginning in August 1775. He departed for home a month later in November 1775. His
presence and notes at that Congress are subtle yet significant. At one point he observes: “Sat. Aug.12: About 3AM
in the Morning safely reached Philadelphia [by packet boat]…the News of our Coming ..had been here long before
us..found the Congress adjourned and Dr. Hall 3 departed for Georgia.” And later, “Thurs Aug.28 It was observed
that the thermometer this summer has risen to 96 degrees.” Zubley’s journey home restores an often-forgotten
linkage of the Northern Colonies to the contrasting middle and deep southern regions. His notations during his
journey home are revealing about the early American midlands. A following chapter, about the Fourth Georgia
Battalion’s noisy arrival in Philadelphia in 1777 the summer after the Battle of Trenton [December 1775] will
conclude this rendering of all thirteen colonies hell bent on revolution, all with mixed motives. It was an event in
which my subject Samuel Nicholas played an integral part. The political and religious ferment of Georgia and the
Carolinas characterize not only the elements of the forces that formed the region but the indelible watermarks that
breeds divisiveness in the United States today.
Referencing historian William Bell Clark’s article in The
American Neptune4
in Part One, Clark observes that Joachim Zubley’s unexpected
neutrality broke
the stalemate that gave way to create a new American Navy paid
for by Congress. A
close examination of Zubley the man is a valuable dimension to
this broad mosaic.
The heated debate in the Marine Committee and on the floor of
Congress at
Independence Hall ended with the resolution to cover the
enormous cost of
launching American retrofitted ships to sea to fight the British.
Samuel Chase of
Maryland called the act “Madness”.5 But the resolution was
passed and that
Figure 1-18th Century Packet
November Reverend Zubley packed his bags, loaded his chaise,
homeward bound.
Boat
He had come on a packet boat from Savannah that summer of
1775 and perhaps
to save money he committed himself to the long journey overland through his old familiar preaching grounds
southward.
*

*

*

In the chapter covering the naval debate of the Second Continental Congress naval historian William Bell Clark
placed Zubly in that debate. He was there on November 10, 1775, the day, Samuel Nicholas at age 31 was being
presented with his commission in front of John Hancock. Charles Thomson, Secretary of Congress witnessed and
signed the commission on that auspicious occasion. It was a Friday. Outside Tun Tavern the weather according to
Zubley was cold and dismal. Preacher Zubley, departing from the home of Rev. Mr. (Hell fire) Tennent was
preoccupied with the details related to his long journey back to Midway, Province of Georgia. That Thursday the 9th
he had attended Congress for the last time. He was surely no longer concerned with the matter of independency, the
creation of a navy, or the enforcement of the boycott, or even non-importation. He had done his best for those
Georgia Presbyterian parishioners who had sent him. Reverend Zubley was going home. The new five ship navy task
force would not clear the Delaware breakwater for the open ocean until February three months later. During the
Zubley chronology here, General Washington’s army had moved from it first headquarters the spring of 1775 in
Boston.
Zubley’s journal simply begins with, “November 10, 1775 Friday: Sat off from Phila on my Return- dismal roads &
disagreeable Weather- the chair overturned but thro Mercy without any hurt done to myself or horse & Carriagereached Kings Arms a little before night- disagreeable & dismal road but it leads towards home- This Journey is a
thorny Maze may I march upwards still. [ Zubley, traveling west along the Old Lancaster Road which is now Rt. 30
or Lancaster Pike, did not get very far before putting up at the tavern not far from Philadelphia. This early road was so
bad travelers from Lancaster to Philadelphia often got out of the coach and walked.
Nov. 11- Saturday- “Sat off early, - reached Lancaster after Sundown – again overturned in the Chair & received no
damage the Jolting was so violent that it broke the Glass to my wife’s miniature in my pocket book.- some snow & fair
– made myself known to some Germans & offered to preach tomorrow.” [Note that November 10 is the Marine Corps
Birthday, the day Samuel Nicholas received his commission from John Hancock. Rev.Zubley informs us of the
weather on this day, “some snow & fair”. mtm]
Nov. 12- Sunday: “The Elders of our church visited me preached in german on Jer 48:18, Act 2:37 & in the Evg in
the Lutheran church in English Luke 19:42. – Spent the Evening very argeably with the Revd Mr. Helmuth & I am
afraid I shall not soon have another opportunity to preach – bless God for the opportunities of this day- passed in
hope.”
Nov 13, Mon: “crossd Susquehannah in an overloaded boat, fresh & high
wind, reached Yorktown & [present day York-central PA] spent the
Evening very happily with my old friend Revd Mr. Kunz. A fair cold day river 1 mile 12 Rods”
[A rod is an ancient
Roman measurement
equaling about 16 feet.
The river is 16 feet
wide.]
Nov.14- Tues:
“disagreeable Weather
passd Cordres Bridge dind at Mr. Culliessen – Hanover [Present
day Hanover is south off Rt 30 beyond York] town & got as far as
Figure 2-Susquehanna River in winter.

Litles town.” [Note that weather experienced by Zubley is the same
Figure 3-Cordorus Creek crossed by present
day Route 216, Zubleys old route homeward.
weather at Philadelphia as the ships prepare to depart for the
Providence Expedition by February, the Pennsylvania militias deploy to the battery fort and the delegates to the
Congress continue to deliberate, some like Zubley, hoping still for reconciliation with England. Cordorus Bridge is
near Hanover, PA referred to then as Hanover Town. Zubley diligently pressing onward by horse and chaise left the

Old Lancaster Road outside of York and headed southward on
Hanover Road.]
Nov. 15 – Wed: “much rain in the Night- baited at Taney town
……… – crossed 2 bridges pipe Creek & reached Bentleys
tavern – early & found my horse had drawn me 14 miles bad
road (in part) in little more than 2 hours.- Crossed Monacasee
fery – here the water runs to the left – till now all runs to the
right- reached Fredk an hour by Sun- still known by some who
heard me [preach] 21 years ago – the Colonist minister absentRoads not quite so bad hitherto-“ [As clues to Zubly’s progress
Figure 4-Monacasse at the Potomac
southward, Pipe Creek still runs into the Monacacy River at the
Pennsylvania, Maryland state line. Tanneytown was and is the last settlement or town before Maryland. The
Monacacy River runs roundabout southward and meets the Potomac.]
Nov. 16 - Thurs “Sat off from fredk for Nowlands ferry the Road being blind cross Monacassee instead of
Potowmock, turned back 2 miles and ugly run near the ferry the Water came up to the chair - & wetted everything
poled over Potk in a high Wind.- Came to Leesborough & was agreabley entertained in a serious family.” [Zubly
crossed the Potomac somewhere along present day Rt. 15 South and entered Leesborough – present day Leesburg,
Virginia]
Nov. 17 – Friday – “dind at a place calld the red house- a Report that one [Stephen] Trigg acted the part of
Clerk…..reached Widow Neals – she remember to have heard me 21 years ago – happy in an opptty to pray in her
family – she said our Lord ordained 7 churches but only one religion.” [Captain Stephen Trigg was among radicals
of Fincastle County, Virginia who drafted a document declaring independence from England. The document, sent to
delegates in Philadelphia, was a powerfully worded radical statement essentially declaring independence. The local
news of Trigg’s new post on the Virginia Committee of Safety, must have sent chills up Zubly’s spine since he had
left Philadelphia definitely not in support of the radical cause.]
Nov. 18 – Sat ‘passd Germantown…a most dismal
which I [would have] never found witht a Guide that
fell in my Way & piloted me over Stony ford- forded.
good house, very disagreeable Company.”

road, blind rocky
very providentially
Got to Bradley’s a

Nov.19- Sunday “a very raw morning…forded
fork…This is to me a silent Sabbath…..blessed be
only one so in this whole Journey….I thought on them
being driven from home and their flocks
came to Parten ..they took me for a Dr a man had been
last night, in both his thighs and no Dr coming I
Figure 5- Rapidan River
Wounds…offered to preach….reached orange
for want of a proper Stage further on, put up here…a good afternoon. “

Rapidan at Racoon
God that it is the
that could not preach
scatterd….When I
stabbd there in a fray
dressd his
Courthouse early but

Nov. 20- Zubley notes that he has completed one third of his journey. After crossing the James River on the 21st
Zubley’s carriage springs broke. Fortunately, a blacksmith was nearby. It was snowing.
Nov. 22- “a most pleasant day and very good roads, travld near 50 miles with Ease and reachd the Revd Mr. Smith
near Prince Edwards Courthouse before they went to dinner…Spent evening most agreeably….
Nov.23 – ‘ Mr. Smith kindly accompanied me about 12 miles…passd Charlotte CH near which is a most agreeable
prospect….the blue mountains at a distance…got to Mr. Caldwell who gave me directns to proceed and informed of
some disturbances near 96[latitude 96]…Lead me my father and my God in the Way in which I should go for thy
Name’s sake.”

Nov.24- past Stanton River a branch of Roanoke people in general ford it ..the Kalmia trees serve as a genl direction
for the Carolina road. Genl complaints of the Want of Salt Pins Wool lard…I was obligd to stop at Mr. McDanials but
the Weather looking unpromising I go to Halifax.” The blacksmith had repaired Rev. Zubley’s carriage poorly and it
continued to break down, finally repaired at some expense. Stayed in a lonely cottage with poor accommodations.
Nov.26 – Sunday “reached Dr. A by noon. Now informed that the roads are good. Salisbury dist 200 Chtown 300
miles which I fear falls short of the Truth. Accounts of the Batle likl to be fought near 96. Got to Mr. Js Fery about
night- exhausted.”

Having made some distance now from the epicenter of a ripening revolution Preacher Zubly could not know that his
moment of acquiescence in the dialogue with John Adams and members of the pro navy cabal had been a critical
turning point in the skillful polemics that would in fact create the first ships of an American Navy. The well-educated
ministers in all of the colonies, especially Philadelphia, had become powerful figures who in conducting their day to
day missions as messengers of Christ were looked upon by zealous, god fearing parishioners as leaders in the
darkness, even if their paths were away from a desire for independence from England. Duche’s sermon at the funeral
October of 1775 of Peyton Randolph, was subtle and skillful persuasion to an attentive, anxious and distraught
congregation, to be very careful.
Continue Zubley Journal entries through to his tragic arrival at Savannah.

The veil of suspicion about Zubly had traveled by packet boat more swiftly than he, arriving in Savannah in document
form before Zubly arrived at his home in Midway. Placed in the hands of revolutionaries and the Committee of
Safety in Darien and Midway, Zubley was charged with treasonous acts against the revolution. His property and
belongings were seized leaving him destitute. By the time all was settled with Zubly, the Southern Colonies of South
Carolina and Georgia had mobilized as the Southern Department against the British under the command of General
Washington’s subordinate officers. Captain Samuel Nicholas, promoted to Major by Congress, had by the time of
Zubley’s arrival, endured the sea battle with the HMS Glasgow and returned to Philadelphia. Under Robert Morris
Samuel Nicholas conducted and participated in the first naval Courts Martial. Congress placed him in command of
marines then garrisoned in Philadelphia as security over ships and property. Washington, leading his weary battalions
south as winter’s freeze passed through New Brunswick, New Jersey on December 1, 1776. From New Brunswick on
the post road south, it was the prelude to the staging the Battle of Trenton.

CHAPTER X
MAJOR NICHOLAS’S MARINES
JOIN THE BATTLE OF TRENTON

T

he year 1776 stands iconic among the benchmarks of American History. 1812, the continuing war with
England, April 1861 the firing upon Fort Sumter and the outbreak of Civil War. Equally pivotal were the years
between 1914 and 1918 when American soldiers crawled with their allies in the trenches of France, the
Battle of Belleau Wood occurring in 1918. The year of the Crash and the beginning of the Great Depression 1929,
followed by the Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor in December 7, 1941, Roosevelt’s articulation of that exact date, “a
date that would live in infamy.” D Day June 6, 1944 but then the icons of actual years begin to dissolve into a haze of
ever swiftly moving time, The Atomic Bombs dropped upon Nagasaki and Hiroshima, the start of the UN police
action in Korea, the fall if Dienbienphu and the beginning of America’s bloody investments in Indochina and finally
to the present, the wars against international terrorism and the birth of the newest icon, 911. Marines along with other
service men and women were the armed backbone of events occurring around each of these events. A close
examination of the most mundane activities of the year 1776, then becomes exemplary because of all that followed.
* * *
Retuning in this account, to the stirrings in the streets of small-town Philadelphia of 1776 somehow anchors the great
chronology to this long overlooked story about Samuel Nicholas. He was a boy who loved fishing, fox hunting and
was ever visible to his extended family of Quaker Friends, and most important his town and the powerful men who
ran it. Samuel represents a beginning. The previous chapters in Part One painted a broad canvas around Samuel,
particularly his school environs and socialization immediately afterward. His apparent wide circle of friends includes
Nicholas Biddle who writes that he is glad his friend Sam is coming along in the fight.6 Samuel’s bustling small town
of thirty thousand is the center of commerce. Sporting well-dressed merchants and magnets are bigger than life. The
vicious and industrious poor, the middling citizens strolled about with equal industriousness essentially driving
William Penn’s great democratic experiment forward.
They spoke on the streets, smoked their pipes and nodded to the passing ladies who took care not to step in the hog
and horse excrement scattered about. Everyone used public privies. There was a public bath. Elizabeth Drinker a
diarist and strict Quaker lady expressed reservation taking a bath in a public place7. Samuel grew up and into the
American Revolution, much the way war babies of World War II found themselves squaring up for the draft that
would feed American’s entry into the Korean War, Indochina and the Vietnam War that it would become. The
polemics of Samuel’s war were just as contentious. And so, we take up Samuel Nicholas’s story soon after he returned
from duty as Captain of Marines aboard the new American flotilla of retrofitted war ships. A combat veteran returning
in April or May of 1776 he is promoted to Major Nicholas. As the year ends, December 1776 brings to town constant
desperate news of General Washington’s approaching army.
The General had egressed from Boston from early spring 1775 through a nightmare in New York moving ever
southwestward to New Brunswick and Princeton. He proceeds from New Brunswick, New Jersey in December 1775
toward the Delaware River at Trenton to make his next move. It would be a move, finally, that would mark the turning
point in the creation of a free United Thirteen Colonies of America, the very beginning of the United States. The
American Revolution is well underway. A few of Washington’s dispatches to his commanders from New Brunswick
on December 1st 1775 to December 25th Christmas Eve, and the even of the Battle of Trenton sets the mood.
Brunswick,New Jersey-December 1, 1776: General Washington to Sir William Howe, New York;
Exchange matters; Proposed exchange of Gov William Franklin for Brig.General Thompson
Gen Washington, Brunswick to Major Charles Lee, Phillipsburg...Weakness of Army; urging his
march to Jerseys...
Mordecai Gist- Return of six Independent Companies & First Maryland Regiment. "Return of
Gen.Smallwoods late regt."8

***************************************
Dec 2 1776 -Washington, George -Princeton to Baron de Ottendorff -Princeton Authorizing raising of a
German battalion;

Gen. William Heath - Peekskill NY to George Washington Princeton...Forwarding stores and lead to
Fishkill...obstructing the Hudson river...troops returning home...small number of troops at Peekskill...resolves
of new York Committee....commencement of Maj.Gen. Charles Lee march;
Lowry, Stephen - Trenton Estimate of provisions at and near Trenton and of cattle on east side of the
Delaware;
Sargent Paul Dudley-Haverstraw NY to George Washington - Princeton..Introducing Joseph Allen.his ability
as paymaster;9

But on the ground in Philadelphia the machinery of revolution had become well oiled. Diligent, increasingly powerful
committees for, fire wood, clothing, surveillance, ordnance, harshly engaged in their service to the revolution. The
investigation of naysayers had become intense, a citizen’s careless words spoken came under carful surveillance,
merchant activity straining under rumor, houses shut to all but close family.

Trenton, NJ -December 3, 1776 -George Washington-Trenton to Sir William Howe- New Jersey Forwarding
Prisoners;
George Washington-Trenton to Maj.Gen Charles Lee -West Side of Hudson.... Pressing need of his troops;
Dec 4-5-7- - Gen Charles Lee Haverstraw NY to George Washington-Trenton Chances of joining
Washington...intentions of making a diversion on enemys flank...removal of my mare from enemy reach;
William Bartlet-Beverly Massachusetts to Stephen Moylan (Washington’s Aide) Cambridge..Capt John
Derbys demand for guns loaned [to]the armed schooner Lee;
Jotham Drury -Trenton....Return to the state of part of two companies of artillery commanded by Col. Henry
Knox...Capt. Drury and Hamiltons Company...;
Gen.Robert Howe-Savannah Georgia to Speaker of Georgia Convention -Savannah...Delay in preparing
defensive measures...disadvantages and lack of supplies...need of haste;10

December 8 1776- Crossed to West side of Delaware- HQ at Thomas Barkley House...General Washington Falls of the Delaware. Orders to Brig.Gen William Maxwell Camp Seizure of boats at Tenicum and
destruction of such as might fall into enemys hand. in handwriting of Trench Tilghman;
John Philip DeHaas New Germantown, Pennsylvania....Return of regiment commanded by him;
Gen William Heath-Peekskill NY to George Washington - Barkley House...Forwarding troops to your
assistance...movement of British ship...Capture of prizes...stores at compound...discharge of sick and
convalescent...recruiting...conflicting rumors;
Maj.Gen. Charles Lee-Morristown NJ to George Washington-Barkley House....Strength o militia and his own
force...proposing to hang on enemy rear and take post at Chatham...need of shoes;

Maj.Gen Charles Lee-Chatham NJ to George Washignton-Barkley House...Surprise at Washingtons weak
force...movement of enemy...his [Lees] attack on their rear;
William Shippen Jr.-Bethlehem PA to George Washington-Barkley House...Requesting permission to use Dr.
John Morgans hospital stores...Introducing Dr. John Cochran;11
William Matthias -Morristown NJ to George Washington -Barkley House....Ill success efforts to draw out the
Jersey militia...Williamsons health..endeavors to serve his country;

Dec 10 1776 -George Washington -Trenton Falls Kieth House Hq...to Maj.Gen Charles Lee near
Morristown NJ Weakness of Army and need of (your reinforcement...urging (your)
coming...Handwriting of Robert Hanson Harrison;
General William Heath -Peekskill NY to George Washington -Barkley House forward to William
Kieth House Trenton Falls...Forwarding of troops..defenseless condition of Peekskill..movement of
British ships;12

Dec 11 1776 -Gen Heath-Haverstraw NY to George Washington -Trenton Falls...Forwarding troops distress
of inhabitants on west side of the Hudson...plan against the enemy...arrival of a flag boat and precautions
taken.; Charles Lee -Morristown NJ -Peekskill NY to George Washington -Barkley House forward to
William Kieth House Trenton Falls...Delay of march through want of shoes....proposed forced march militia;
Dec 12.. Gen Washington..Trenton Falls..Orders...Col John CADWALADER to take post a Bristol and guard
Neshaminy Creek...query disposition of troops. Orders...Brig Gen Philemon Dickinson..Guarding Yardleys
Ferry and banks of Delaware....Orders Brig Gen James Ewing Guarding the Delaware...patrols works general
orders in case of attack....To Maj.Gen Heath Peekskill NY... Weak state of Army...need
reinforcements..query position and object of British. To William Howe..Exchange of prisoners....To William
Shippen Bethlehem, PA..Authority to use medical stores...;
Israel Putnam..Philadelphia..to George Washington...Confusion in Philadelphia...fortifying the city...removal
of stores. Orders to Capt Nicholas Biddle..Ship Randolph...Lt Col Wuiberts treatment by British....Joseph
Reed to Washington...Position of British Army and its probable movements...militia returning home..Col
Moylans suggestion of informing Maj.Gen Charles Lee of condition of affairs. Lord Wm Stirling Blue Mts
PA to Gen Washington Barclays..Intelligence of situation of the British Army..suggested surprise of their
flying camp. John Sullivan-Germantown to Gen.Washington Trenton Falls Capture of Maj Gen Charles Lee.
Joseph Trumble- Morristown to Gen.Washington...Need of laying up salted provision...want of
money...flour...necessity of his presence in New England..British fleet off Newport..report of Maj.Gen. Lees
capture;
Dec.14 1776-Gen Washington to to Maj.Gen Benedict Arnold - en rout4e from Ticonderoga...Ordered to
Connecticut....Gen Washington at Keiths to Maj Gen Horatio Gates-on march through Jerseys...the military
situation...position of enemy troops...Gen Washington Keiths to Maj Gen Heath Hackensack His march to
Washingtons assistance..concentration of troops....Gen Washington to Maj Gen Charles Lee
Baskingridge...His hesitancy in advancing...adjournment of Congress to Baltimore...need of Lees
troops.....Gen Washington to Brig Gens Merecer..Lord Sterling...Adam Stephen and Mathias
Fermoy...Directions for defense of the river...obtaining intelligence of enemys intention...Gen WashingtonBucks County to Gen Spencer -Highlands...Ordering him to Connecticut;13

As December 25th, the evening of the attack approached, Washington draws scattered units into one focus, crossing
the Delaware River to strategic assignments around Trenton. A hammer and anvil Washington’s immediate command
would attack hopefully in darkness in early morning hours just before dawn. As his units crossed the river at

McKinley’s Ferry other units down river became hopelessly blocked by jagged ice flows. Only BATS were
successful taking up anvil positions at the base of MAIN street. Among those detained units in crossing was
Brigadier General John Cadwallader. Earlier the evening of December the 25th, Cadwallader then headquartered in
Bristol, received the following dispatch from General Washington.

“Hdq 24 Dec. 1776-To John Cadwllader Esq Fix with Col Griffin on your points of attack – In this, as circumstances
must govern I shall not interfere, but let the hour of attack be the 26th, and one hour before day” (of tht morning)

I have wrote to Col Hitchcock to join his
Brigade to yours, and cooperate therewith If you should be successful ( of which I have
the highest hopes) Move forward if possible
so as to form a junction with me, if the
likelihood of good fortune should attend our
Enterprise, either at Trenton or Princeton.
Let your men be provided with Blankets and
three days provisions ready cooked. Most
prudently wishing you success I am Yr.
Most Obed. G. Washington. Hdq 24th Dec
1776

Transcript of the 24th to Gen. Cadwallader follows:

To Gen Cadwallader Esq
As your troops from
Philadelphia can be better
accommodated in this place
than
at Princeton, where quarters
are scarce, I would leave
your seamen here till the
whole of your Brigade
comes up - in the meanwhile,
keep me regularly advised of
their arrival, that I may
endeavor to time other
matters there.
If they are not already
proper arranged no time
should be lost in doing of it.
- nes
in complete attire them with
ammunition. - keep them
regularly supplied with
three days provisions - ready
cooked-that they may march
at a moment’s warning.
The Marines and Sailors and ...fsen?...in Philadelphia you will take under your [care?]

till a further disposition of them can be made, if necessary, letting me know in
the mean time while if they came out resolved to act upon land as meant to
confine their services to the water only. Delay no time in advising me of your thenph? With sincerest esteem and
regards
I am your most obedient svt George Washington
Transcript of December 25th follows:
“To: General Cadwallader Brigade outline Discharge in 1776
McKonkeys’s Ferry 25 December 1776 Six O’clock P.M. Dear Sir,
Not withstanding the discouraging accounts received from Colonel
Reed of what might be expected from the operation below dam. I
determined, as the night is favorable, to cross the river and make
the attack upon Trenton in the morning. If you can do nothing real
at Bristol make as great a diversion as possible. I am your most
obedient servant. Ge Washington.”
Cit C.R.Smith....Marines in the Revolution....Ref not
quoted...General Cadwaladers orders of December 12 to
advance from Bristol to cover Nesheminy Creek, and
Figure 6 -Marines hold up at Crosswicks, NJ. Crosswicks
Friends Meeting House.
the delay of information, had set into motion a fog of
war. As the successful Battle of Trenton got underway,
Generals Cadwaladers and Ewings units failed to cross the ice bound lower Delaware River. It was not
until after the battle on the 25th that Washington heard from Cadwalader and his attached Marine units.
Washington messaged Cadwalader to hold his position on the west side of the river, but on Dec 27
Cadwalader had already found a crossing and moved into Burlington;
There he found abandon stores left by the Hessian rout and proceeded to Crosswicks to find food. Some
descent occurred among Cadwallader’s staff concerning further deployment to Allentown. Only one party
was sent, and the remainder stayed in Crosswicks. On a patrol of Major Nicholas, a British sympathizer
who informed them that an official from Monmouth was recruiting for the British and had imprisoned
some 20 Americans. Cadwallader refused Maj.Nicholas’s request to pursue the potential problem.
Receiving a new dispatch, Washington ordered Cadwallader and General Mifflin then at Bordentown to
Trenton for an attack on Princeton.
On Jan 1 the British under Gen. Cornwallis began moving south from New Brunswick. General Cornwallis
in a hopping rage arrived from New York and ordered all units on the road to Trenton, leaving a British
brigade and a unit of dragoons at Princeton.
BACKGROUND...earlier that Spring and Summer...Around late April early May Major Samuel Nicholas
had returned from the battle at sea off Block Island between the HMS Glasgow and the newly retrofitted
American ships of war. He was ordered by Congress to remain in Philadelphia. Nicholas and his new
Marine Officers formed the core of security around town and along the ships still docked at Water Street;
several courts martial were held at that time for deserters and especially for Commodore Esek Hopkins
brought back to Philadelphia to answer charges for his lackluster performance during the interdiction at
sea with the HMS Glasgow. As an event filled Spring and Summer of 1776 swiftly passed into Fall,
Nicholas probably headquartering himself at his Conestogoa Wagon Tavern at 4th and Market. He found
himself quickly mix-mastering his units to cover expanding responsibilities. General Cadwaladers city
militia of Associators formed the main body of military force to which, under orders of General

Washington, Maj.Nicholas Marines became TAD -Temporary Attached Duty-to Brig.Gen. Cadwallader up
the river at Bristol. 14

Sarah Fisher, British sympathizer, makes her diary entries in Philadelphia:
Philadelphia December 1776...Sarah Logan Fisher Diary “ Dec 2 ...Heard in morning that Howes army
were on this side of Brunswick. The Town in very great confusion. A party of armed men went about the
city to shut up the shops and break up the schools by order of the Committee of Safety. Dined alone. In
the afternoon a company of men came to take Tommys name down...and to look at our servant boy Jim
with an intention if he was big enough to take him by force for a soldier...but as he was under 15 they left
him though they took several othes not much older...Sister Fisher came here with her child and nurse for
the fist time since lying-in Coz S. Pleasants and Myers drank tea here. Supd at Mammys.; Dec 6 Very
busy in the morning cutting up our pork. Sister Gilpin drank tea with us...she and Tommy supd with us.
Dec 9 Went up directly after breakfast to Aunt Emlens to see Peggy Howell and to try and prevail on her
to lie-in in town. Heard the Howes army were at Trenton;....Dec 11..Busy getting our beef cut up and
salted.
Cuz Fielding dined and drank tea with us. Spent an agreeable evening with my beloved Tommy; Dec 12
- Busy in the morning mending cloths. Heard that 2 men-of-war were in the bay and that several vessels
were seen off the Capes...heard also that some of the Kings army were at Burlington and taht they were
met out of the city by the Corporation. Dined at Mammys and drank coffee there. In the afternoon an
edict came out signed by General Putnam..warning all the inhabitants to be in their houses at 10 o
clock..at the peril of their being sent to jail and that no physicians are to go out without a pass from
Headquarters..though the Council of Safety had the day before given the Wardens leave to patrol the city
for fear of fire....edict greatly alarmed the inhabitants. Supd at home.; Dec 26 -A very rainy snowing
wintery day so bad that I could not go to Mammys as usual but stayed at home my Tommy reading to
me in the afternoon and evening Lyteltons History of England. Cleared up this evening. David Franks
came yesterday from New York and brought a York newspaper which he looked upon as a great
prize.;Dec 27 This morning heard an account of the success of our American army against the English at
Trenton on Christmas night which was a very stormy night. Report says that General Washington
crossed the river before day at the head of a large body of his army and surprised the Hessians and
English before day...that there was not a sufficient number there to oppose them and that they
surrendered themselves prisoners to General Washington except what betook themselves to flight..that
he took about 700 prisoners and some cannon with a thousand stand of arms...The piece of news greatly
elated our Whigs and as much depressed the Tories, but I sincerely hope and believe that before long
General Howe will subdue their rebellious spirit and give them but little reason to rejoice.”15

Christopher Marshall 1709-1797 was a Quaker’s son in one of the oldest families of English origin in the Province
of Pennsylvania. Among his family’s memories would surely have been the English Civil War under King Charles.
A prominent figure in Colonial Pennsylvania politics, he was a Whig that is to say he sympathized enthusiastically
with the emerging American cause. His choice of political party caused him to be disowned or disassociated along
with Samuel and many others, from his religious denomination the Quaker Friends. But to them he would remain a
Remembrancer,16 one who recorded his daily life in his diary. Like Zubley, writing daily, he chiseled out a porthole
through which, centuries later, we might view contemporaries of Samuel Nicholas moving about the Philadelphia
streets in 1776. Using Marshall’s diary, I have paraphrased his daily events and the events of other diarists.17 But
we begin with the daily life of Christopher Marshall. It is the first month of a year if key chronologies of 1776 that

will end with the Battle of Trenton in December.
January 1775: Josey Lukens a citizen of Philadelphia had been killed in a skirmish between Pennsylvania and
Connecticut militias. It was a long festering matter over a land dispute in Wyoming County, near Reading. During
the months previous the escalating political activity began to boil between the long standing Quaker dominated
Pennsylvania Assembly and the Whigs. Delegates had come to town to attend the First Continental Congress midsummer 1774. Pennsylvania as one of the thirteen colonies had been uncharacteristically opposed to the agenda of
independence from England. With the eventual collapse of the conservative Assembly, numerous revolutionary
committees materialized to assume the responsibility of running the city. That late summer of 1775 Christopher
Marshall was appointed by the Second Continental Congress to the head the Committee of Safety. The committee
would ensure compliance with the new rules of the revolution.
As the cold north winds of January 1775 rattled the shutters, Marshall met with Trench Francis and Parson Smith
whose counter revolutionary utterances against the Congress had been overheard. Punitive actions were discussed
but postponed by vote of the Committee for further study. The lines at this point are still vague between who was a
Tory and who was a Whig. Suspicion and rumor circulated the town like a blowing sleet. Reflecting the more
urgent needs of the time, express riders came and went, a new service funded by Congress. One January express
announced the arrival of three tons of gunpowder at Egg Harbor a convenient access port one day east south east by
freight wagon from Philadelphia. The disempowered Friends continued to meet under the watchful eyes of the
Committee of Safety. News arrived that General Montgomery, a Philadelphian, was positioning for an attack on
Quebec. Escalating ordnance purchases by Congress, the ship Charming Polly, a familiar merchantman in the port
arriving from open sea tied up in Chester with six tons of Saltpeter and a thousand pounds of gunpowder. Saltpeter
is an essential element in the manufacture of gun powder.
PAUSE EDIT 1/4
Breakfast rumor had it that a servant of the Governor of New York, Governor Tyron, was suspected as an
informant. Interrogations of all suspects associated with the servant by the Committee quikly followed. The servant
was brought in for questioning. Christopher Marshall informed the surprised owner of the servant, a New York
delegate to the Second Congress. The delegate and members of the Committee of Safety persisted with the
interrogation in an upstairs room. At an inattentive moment the servant slipped out a back window and was never
seen again.
Among the pedestrian traffic in and out of Bell’s a Philadelphia printing office, many carried a fresh copy of a
pamphlet entitled “Common Sense” by the radical Whig Thomas Paine. The New York Post reported that five
hundred new British troops had arrived in Boston from Ireland under command of Admiral Shuldam. They were
bound for Halifax. Five thousand men had joined General Washington in Boston to replace troops who simply
chose to seek more action and fortune aboard growing number of Privateers.
Snow had fallen in Philadelphia over the night of January 23. Briefly during the cold morning, a gathering of towns
people watched the boarding of a ship off Water Street, among them Christopher Gadsden and his son heading
home to South Carolina, a brief recess from Delegate Gadsden’s duties in the First Congress. The Congress in
recess, the committees continued to work. Marshall met with Committee members to discuss candidates for the
upcoming election. Blankets for the troops in Quebec were desperately needed. Captain Dorsey’s Company of
militia began the march from Philadelphia to Quebec before noon, the younger recruits not yet realizing the great
distance ahead of them. The Committee discussed breaking open a loyalist store and selling the inventory in a
public vendu. A vendu was similar to a modern-day flea market or auction.
Townsfolk watched the mooring of a new floating battery in the river. The Committee, considering two candidates
George Clymer and Joseph Reed selected Reed to replace General Thomas Mifflin, a Quaker Friend and Academy
classmate of Samuel Nicholas in their younger days. Mifflin left his post in Pennsylvania Assembly for military
duty on January 27. Both men, Reed, a successful lawyer and Clymer a prosperous merchant orphaned early in his
life and raised by Quakers, championed the Revolution and the Cause. But the Committee, treading cautiously,
chose the non-Quaker Clymer for the Assembly post. News arrived that privateers had seized several English
transports off Boston and put in at Newburyport with the prizes. John Drinker, a Quaker Hatter had refused to take
continental currency. The Committee met with him, soundly censured him but allowed him time to reconsider
before punitive action was pronounced. 18

John Drinker a Quaker Friend and productive merchant citizen of Philadelphia was the brother-in law of Elizabeth
Drinker another diarist of the time. Families of post-revolutionary Philadelphia were not apathetic or passive about
what had transpired in their lifetimes. The children of the revolution felt the duty to capture all that was recordable
before it drifted into antiquity or vanished altogether. One such capture was Henry D. Biddle’s 1889 compilation of
Elizabeth’s diaries. 19 Her diary entries for this year present equal time, as the networks would call it, for the loyal
opposition, the largely Tory Quakers whose business acumen had built and governed Philadelphia for a hundred
years. Elizabeth Drinker’s entry is highly material and relevant when presented at this point, the action by the
Committee of Safety to close a Loyalist’s store.
January 30: A small town is no place to be in a revolution. John Drinker, the Hatter referred to in Marshalls diary
was the brother of Elizabeth’s husband John Drinker called before the Committee for refusing to take the new
Continental Currency. The following month, February 15, Elizabeth records, “John Drinker’s store shut up by the
Committee.” 20 Numerous merchants were treated similarly by the Committee, resulting in more censure by public
notice. In effect merchants were being asked to take a devalued legal tender, paper money which had wildly
fluctuating value against the customary hard Spanish silver or specie. The demand by new Revolutionary
Government was so counter to the sound disciplined accounting principles of even the smallest merchant that most
when asked to reconsider would not pledge to use the new paper money for fear of ruination, even at the
consequence of being labeled by Congress the enemy of America. As January 1776 closed newly armed ships
readied for departure off Carpenter’s Wharf.
February: Christopher Marshall spent some time at his home writing an address to Congress which needed
approval by a subcommittee meeting later at the London Coffee House. He then went over to John Adams’s
boarding house apartment and conversed with him by the fireplace to near nine in the evening.
On the 11th in the dark of night man-of-war British transports and their tenders having sailed over to Elizabethtown,
New Jersey from New York put in to refill their water supplies. On board were two hundred marines under orders to
pillage Staten Island and refurbish their stores of livestock. General Livingston, in command of militia under
General Washington mustered three hundred troops to march and prevent the invasion. The transports departed
without contact. Livingston’s militia deployed around the light house as security against their possible return. The
mobilization of so many militias in such a short time suggests a far from apathetic local population.21 Previously,
the news originated in Boston. Now in February the express news quickly traveled into Philadelphia from
Elizabethtown, two days away by chaise.
Captain Mason traveling overland through New Jersey arrived in Philadelphia on the Gloucester Ferry, having left
his Brig in the convenient mooring at Egg Harbor near Cape May. Like the ship Charming Polly, his Brig too was
loaded with arms, ammunition and saltpeter. News around town had it that General Clinton had arrived at
Governor’s Island in New York with six hundred men and two men-of war (frigates). General Richard Henry Lee of
Virginia also arrived in New York with fifteen hundred men. In Philadelphia Christopher Marshall reviewed four
battalions of Pennsylvania Associators saddled up and also headed for New York. Later that morning Marshall
entrained with a funeral procession to the Calvinist Church on Race Street. Doctor Smith delivered a funeral sermon
on the death of General Montgomery, killed in action in Quebec. At the close of the morning of the 22nd Marshall
stopped by the tax collector’s and paid a poor tax for the Northern Liberties.

Tuesday 25 June 1776: The Marine Committee having recommended Captain Samuel Nichols [Nicholas] to
be promoted to be Major of Marines; Andrew Porter, Joseph Hardy, Samuel Shaw, Benjamin Deane, and
Robert Mullin, to be Captains of Marines; Daniel Henderson, David Love, Franklin Reed, and Peregrine
Brown, to be First Lieutenants of Marines; James McClure, William Gilmore, Abel Morgan, and Hugh
Montgomery, to be Second Lieutenants of Marines; John Stewart to be Captain; Thomas Pownal First
Lieutenant, and Richard Harrison Second Lieutenant of Marines, for the Frigate building in Maryland;
John Langdon, Esq., to be Agent of Prizes for the Colony of New Hampshire: Resolved, That they be approved, and
that Commissions be granted to them accordingly. Resolved, That the Secret Committee be directed to sell to John

Maxwell Nesbit & Co. one hundred and twenty-five pounds of Powder, for the use of the Privateer they are fitting
out. Resolved, That the Committee appointed to contract for making Muskets, be directed to consider the propriety
of granting a bounty, or other means, for encouraging the making of Muskets.
Adjourned to four o' clock.

Chapter X
December 1776Precipitant Elements of Battle Join

P

hiladelphia: After the Alfred had completed its mission to the New Providence in the Bahamas, to include the
ferocious night long battle at sea with the HMS Glasgow off Rhode Island in April 1776, the Alfred put in at
Providence. Nicholas remained on board for weeks, probably bored, writing letters, and thinking of Miss Mary
Jenkins, Fox Hunting orafternoons at the Conestoga Wagon and Philadelphia Coffee House. Evidenced by his later
requests for further sea duty he liked the sea and the sea duty he had successfully completed and hoped the Alfred
would receive another sea assignment. But by midsummer the vessels had been stripped of their crews. The only
billets left were aboard the smaller vessels, to which Nicholas the Marine officer with the most seniority, was not
eligible. Nicholas requested from Commodore Hopkins permission to return to Philadelphia to conduct some personal
business. Hopkins granted his request in mid-June sending him off with dispatches for Congress, considering him
“very Capable of giving…and impartial history of our whole proceedings.”22
Nicholas, upon reaching Philadelphia May contacted John Hancock and was instructed to meet with the Marine
Committee to testify as to the conduct of Commodore Hopkins during the New Providence raid as well as complaints
against Captains Dudley Saltonstall and Abraham Whipple. Upon completing the inquiry, Nicholas requested to
return to Rhode Island. This request was denied. He instead received a new assignment, orders, to remain in
Philadelphia “to organize and discipline the four Companies of Men being then raised by newly commissioned Robert
Mullan for the Frigates on stocks.”23 The Frigates were the Randolph 32, the Washington 32 and the Effingham 28
guns. Samuel Shaw was commissioned as Captain of Marines aboard the Randolph 32, Naval Capt Biddle and
Marine Captain Robert Mullan, already commissioned, would occupy the same billets aboard the smallest of the
Frigates, the Delaware 24 guns. 24 With naval and marine crews scattered about Philadelphia became became an asset

Commented [mtm1]: NICHOLAS RETURNS TO
PHILADELPHIA- IS ASSIGNED TO CADWALLADER
AND A REINFORCEMENT DETAIL HEADS UP RIVER
TO TRENTON.

of which Washington, his moving headquarters along the Delaware River, was well aware.
Nicholas and Mullan had been key players in the initial jump start of the Marine elements of the naval and military
buildup back in late 1775. Not alone in the desertion problem, plagued with poor élan, lack of leadership by many of
his officers, cowardice and desertion among his troops, General Washington’s unceasing retreats in November had
become an alarming spectacle. From Harlem Heights, to White Plains, to Peekskill in Northern Westchester County,
crossing the Hudson, withdrawing to Hackensack, Newark and Elizabethtown and then to Brunswick the yearning for
good news was palpable in Philadelphia. Washington sent an express
dispatch from Brunswick New Jersey to John Hancock in Philadelphia
pleading for reinforcements. British forces numbered ten thousand.
Washington’s dwindling forces numbered three thousand.
After his battalions marched through Princeton, Washington held up on the
Pennsylvania side of the Delaware River and ordered staging from Dunks
Ferry to Johnson’s Ferry a distance of roughly twenty five miles along the
Pennsylvania shoreline. He issued orders to scavenge all boats up and
down the river and set a schedule which would put his battalions in motion,
crossing the river at 04:00 AM in the morning. Seeking the advantage of
cover and surprise, the attack on the Hessian encampment at Trenton would,
must, occur before day break. The dispatch to John Hancock had arrived in
Philadelphia on [ ]. Three companies of Continental Marines in
Philadelphia, including Samuel Shaw’s company then aboard the Randolph,
mustered somewhere on Water Street and formed up. Philadelphia was in a
martial state General Putnam placed in command25. Schools and shops
closed. Citizen’s slam closed their shutters. Congress fled to Baltimore. Hungry dogs barked. Philadelphia up and
down her snow banked streets was closed. It would be a somber, anxious Christmas indeed.
ENTER HERE: SOME MATERIAL AND IMPRESSIOINS FROM JAVA STUDY FROM DEC 1 IN BRUNSWICK
TO DEC 25 LAUNCH OF THE OPERATION.
PAUSE EDIT JUNE 7 2018
Christopher Marshall’s Diary-Philadelphia- December 20: “Waited on Gen. Putnam respecting firewood’s being
cut for the soldiery, as little came now by water. No news stirring to be depended upon. Dec. 21: Past nine, went to
office, thence I waited upon Gen. Putnam; then back to the office; past twelve waited upon [the] Council of Safety,
respecting the sending of hands to cut firewood for the troops in and about the city. News brought that a ship from
England, mounting eighteen guns, having fifty-odd officers and two Generals sent to replace all officers here in
America..was taken by[ ] Captain [ ], one of our Continental ships and carried into [ ]. Great numbers of our
militia are arriving in this City. This day the American Crisis, No. 1 written by T. Paine, was published. Dec. 21st No
news I heard today.“26
“Dec. 23: With Dr. Allison to College, some of the Country Militia being quartered there. Yesterday, it’s said, the
Brig Andrew Doria, arrived from Saint Eustatia, with goods on account of Congress. It is said she has taken two or
three prizes, not arrived; that she ran through the several men-of-war now lying in our Capes.”27 December 25th:
This day, numbers of men came in from [the] back counties, and a detachment of Three Thousand, with Gen. Putnam,
was agreed upon to leave this City and pass into the Jerseys to-morrow morning. The mean were in high spirits.”28

So much has been written about colonial soldiers with worn out shoes, exposed flesh bleeding into the snow, or
starvation threatening at every turn of events. Present day survival skills featured on a variety of networks offer a
realistic reference to the durable human condition, if one is smart. The survival situations at the Battle of Trenton
suddenly demolished the customary concepts of class, upper, middle and lower sorts. At Trenton Washington’s Army
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was united in surviving both the deadly nor’easter blizzard as well as the battle. Similar to likely utterances at Bella
Woods, Iwo Jima and Khe Sahn the infantryman’s innate probing for the abstract endurable limits, “this is as bad as
it gets.”or “surely this is as bad as it will get.”
John Adams, Delegate from Massachusetts had departed Philadelphia late October 1775 for home. The achievements
of Congress had been seismic to include the forming of a small navy. After a short recess, his letters to his wife begin
again immediately after departure from Braintree, the letter “Hartford Jany. 14, 1977. His travel route was well to the
west around the locations of the British unit; then to Fishkill, then Poughkeepsie where he confirms the raw winter
weather that just two weeks earlier had cloaked the battle he was yet to learn about. “Fish Kill 17 or 18 JanuaryAfter a March like that of Hannibal over the Alps (Adams had a cinematic ability to see himself in an event.) We
arrived last Night at this Place, Where We found the Utmost Difficulty to get Forage for our Horses, and Lodgings for
ourselves, and the last were indebted to the Hospitality of a private Gentleman Coll. Brinkhoff [Brinckerhoff] who
very kindly cared for Us….of all the Mountains I ever passed these were the Worst…I do not find one half of the
Discontent, nor of the Terror here that I left in the Massachusetts….January 20- This Morning We crossed the North
River at Poughkeepsie, on the Ice, after having ridden many Miles on the East side off it to find a proper
Place…Arriving at New Windsor opposite Fish Kill “Where We put up, and now We have a free and uninterrupted
Passage in a good Road to Pensilvania.” His party continued to Easton but learning of Congress’s evacuation from
Philadelphia, he continued by horse to Baltimore where he arrived February 15, 1777, All that his Second Congress
had set in motion was swirling around him, and then some.
The most appropriate example of skills that naturally apply to Washington’s Colonial Army at Trenton and a year
later at Valley Forge are those presented by survivalists Cody Lundin and his partner Dave Canterbury during winter
survival trek on a Montana range. The conditions at the Battle of Trenton were most like a feature aired May 20, 2011
NatGeo in the below zero winds of deep snow covered western plains. Deteriorating conditions of both soldiers and
weather threatened to fragment the order that Washington struggled to maintain. “For god sake men keep with your
officers.”29 Washington directed to the first soldiers to cross. Washington’s back was to a wall that was the Delaware
River and Philadelphia herself. He had requested reinforcements from John Hancock in Philadelphia. The
conveyance of the situation inferred in Washington’s express letter to Hancock, the President of Congress must have
been electric.
ENTER EXCERPT FROM THIS LETTER AND CADWALLADERS ASSOC. DEPLOYMENT- SEE HSP BOX
‘WASHINGTON TO CADWALLADER’
As Adams meandered his way across the snow-covered Catskills, it is worth a few words to consider the weather
situation along freezing Water Street in Philadelphia at that very moment. The chain of command had established
Colonel John Cadwallader commander of the Associators in command of the reinforcement detail.30 Cadwallader was
Major Nicholas’s old Gloucester Fox Hunting buddy and fellow alumni from the Academy. It would be the marine
units of Major Nicholas, Captains Mullen and Shaw and the Associators and the showy “silk stocking outfit” who
would participate in what was surely rumored to be an imminent and decisive interdiction. Marine Lieutenant
Jennison of Boston, prior to his sea duty, had also belonged to the same type of silk stocking unit, lending only a
suggestion that a hierarchy of units had emerged, the finest exhibiting elite marksmanship, military bearing and drill
skills on foot and mounted, and could afford to buy their uniforms and equipment.

Only a few among us know the atmosphere within a unit about to face an enemy. By this time Nicholas and Mullen
were experienced in such deployments from the Providence Expedition back in early 1776. But with the exception of
the nightlong engagement off Block Island between the ships Alfred and the Glasgow resulting in a brief but
destructive broadside to the Alfred, combat had been a bloodless encounter mixed with some trying troop command
challenges along the approach road to New Providence. David Hackett Fishcher writes in Washington’s Crossing 31
that Trenton would be the first time Washington’s Army would see blood in the streets. Benjamin Rush, the Army’s
volunteer surgeon would write of the aftermath in his diary, “..The first wounded man was a New England soldier.
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His right hand hung a little above his wrist by nothing but a piece of skin. It had been broken by a cannon
ball…”finishing their work Rush recalled that the doctors “…all lay down on some straw in the same room with the
other wounded patients…..for the first time war appeared to me in its awful plentitude of horrors. I want words to
describe the anguish of my soul, excited by the cries and groans and convulsions of the men who lay by my side. I
slept two or three hours.” 32
The age-old characters, the ten-percenters ever present
in armies ancient and modern, suddenly weld to their
squads, looking for leadership from the more elite,
experienced soldiers and Marines while at the same time
keeping a brave front. Whatever happens there is an air
of acceptance saying in effect, “but we may be looking
at each other in this life for the last time.” This
interpretation of such a moment better illuminates the
more vacant accounts of Samuel Nicholas in the past
that, simply “..he reinforced General Washington at
Trenton…” Nicholas, the first commissioned Marine
officer, tasted the fear, felt the adrenalin and saw
elements, snow, the river, the beauty of Figure 7-Marine Infantrymen preparing to go into battle in 1965 the black skeletal
forests differently from his fellow Philadelphians. This defining moment establishes from the very beginning a kinship
of all Marines with the once bon-vivant Major Samuel Nicholas who was about to enter the darkness and lethal
roulette of mortal combat.
Along Water Street, there was probably the usual clamor to get troops from quarters into formation in the increasing
howl of the nor’easter. Where would the marines have been on that cold Christmas Eve? Drummers marched and
wrapped the call up as far as the Highlander Barracks above Green and Noble Streets in what is now Kensington. The
drums sounded an urgent call to muster to the commonly known rendezvous point in front of Tun Tavern, Their
training well along by then, in only a few hours would put the units of Colonel Cadwallader, Major Nicholas and
Captains Mullen and Shaw in formation standing tall, in the dim blizzard day light of mid morning at the latest,
Christmas Day December 25, 1776. Durham boats, the usual freight vessels from Durham Iron Works that
transported pig iron up and down the river to the forges at Trenton were loaded with Marines and Pennsylvania
Associators, among them Lieutenant Charles Wilson Peale, and off they went, to join up with Colonel Timothy
Matlack’s battalion of Pennsylvania Riflemen then positioning at the lower planned crossing point near Bristol.
All units would have had to put to the water, pushing the barge like Durham Boats off at Morris and Carpenters
Wharves thus beginning the arduous rowing upriver north to Trenton. The weather had only been freezing but the
swelling nor’easter had begun to howl with every conceivable sideways winter mix one could imagine. One soldier
remembered it was like a hurricane. 33 Farther up the river towards Trenton, fence posts placed on fires incinerated in
moments. 34 Soldiers and officers alike spun round and round like Betsy’s beefsteaks close to the fires to keep from
freezing. As the day wore on thick blocks of ice shifted in noisy collision wedging at all angles. The dark fell ending
Christmas Day. At 00:00 hours Continental soldiers at their staging areas along the river, [ units and commanders and
origin ] receiving their orders to move out began to stir and shiver from their miserable wet and freezing states and
prepare for their nighttime crossing at particular locations along river which at some places was as wide as [ ]. SEE
FISCHER

Although many continued and struggled steadfastly, there were failures to cross the
ice. The wavering spirits of some, hesitancy, cowardice, was behavior Washington had
seen before was a reality that left him temporarily sitting on a [ ] pondering a
possible dilemma. FN He was at the point of no return, of commitment to the battle
plan he had set however frayed as it might have been at that moment. Aboard UH-34s
in 1965 flying toward potentially hot landing zones I recall a motion made by the crew
chief that we had just crossed the Line Of Departure; there would be no turning back.
Commitment. Weapons were made ready.
One of those who, along with his Associaators and Marine attachment failed to cross
was Colonel John Cadwalader. The point at which he was to cross with his
reinforcement detail at Dunks Ferry and Bristol Neshimony was so strewn with
buckled and sharp ice blocks that no man nor horse nor artillerymen dared a traverse.
Colonel Cadwallader doggedly probed for a viable crossing point further south, back
where they must have left the Durham boats and continued on foot because of ice.

Along Washington’s line farther north, Ewing’s Unit stationed directly across the river from Trenton failed for the
same reason. The ice packs below the falls (which still occur there) remained an intimidating impediment. But on the
northern most flank of the line, at McConkey’s Ferry, Washington’s Continental Army broke through crossing into
New Jersey and rallying on the road from Johnson’s Ferry up to Bear Tavern. The freezing nor’easter in all its
howling fury welcomed them with an icy smile.
The marines from their embarkation on the gondolas were continually under the command of Colonel Cadawallader.
Tracking Major Nicholas, Captains Mullan and Shaw through this campaign, it can be assumed, since neither of the
three kept a diary or wrote a recollection, that diaries of other participants recording events from the Associator’s
perspective would suffice to tell the Marine’s situations as well. Among these diarists was Charles Peale.

Charles Smith, The Marines In Revolution in a broader focus is less descriptive of the weather as major an element
than David Hackett Fischer in his Washington’s Crossing. Fisher’s citation of evidence, letters, recollections and
diaries completely supports this severe weather as fact. Many witnesses give varied accounts and thus produce the full
dimension.
Consider omission- continue with the Trenton Battle. Colonel Cadwallader’s reinforcement unit (continue to track).
ADD Some description indicating, that it was successful in routing the Hessians. The aftermath best described by
Benjamin Rush, volunteer surgeon, at the carnage in private residences that became charnel houses, [the scene].
Because of the delay in crossing caused by the ice on the Delaware, Colonel Cadwallader’s units joined Washington
after the Trenton engagement, arriving from the [ ] with fresh intelligence regarding a skirmish they encountered as
well as exact positions of the British up the Princeton Road.
A council of war called by Washington on January [ 2 ] (1777) lists as present, Generals “Nathanial Green and James
Sullivan, Brigade commanders John Cadwallader, Thomas Miffilin, James Ewing, Arthur St.Clair, Daniel Hitchcock,
Hugh Mercer and Adam Stephen…Artillery officer Henry Knox and Adjutant Joseph Reed.“35 In General
Washington’s style of open forum consensus, there were many more present including civilians in the Douglas House
on Queen Street, Trenton (now South Broad Street). Among them were surely, Cadwallader’s attachment of Marines.
The next move would be on Princeton. 36
Washington’s success at the battle of Trenton was welcome news on the streets of Philadelphia. The nearness of
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British and Hessian units to the city sparked uneasiness, especially with the revolutionary Congress which packed
papers and personals onto wagons and departed for Baltimore.

February
John Adams to Charles Adams- Philadelphia- March 30, 1777
“Yesterday, I took a Walk upon the Wharves, to see the Navigation. The new Frigate called the Delaware is
hawled off, into the stream a fine Appearance. – I then went to the house of one Humphreys an ingenious shipwright
and found him making a Model of a seventy-four Gun ship. He has nearly completed it. You see every Part of the
Ship, in its just Proportion in Miniature. After this Model the new seventy four Gun Ships are built, one at
Portsmouth, one at Boston and one here.
I then went to the Foundry of brass Cannon. It is in Front Street in Southwark, nearly opposite to the Sweedes
Church. This Building was formerly a China Manufactory, but is now converted into a Foundry, under the Direction
of Mr. Biers, late of New York. Here is an Air furnace, in which they melt the Metal. There is a great deep Cavern
dug in the Ground in which they place the Mould into which they pour the melted Metal, and thus they cas the Gun in
a perpendicular Position, and Several old ones, to be cast over.
There is another Man, one King, who lives in Front street, at the Corner of Norris Alley, who casts Patterara’s
and Howitzers.
Thus you see, that a Foundation is laying, in Arts, and Manufactures, of a rising State. May you enjoy the
Fruits if it, in greater Tranquility of Mind, than your Father has enjoyed, while it is laying.”

AprilNicholas and Mullen’s muster roll.

Figure 8-Muster roll dated April 1, 1777.

May
June

Figure 9-Recruitment after the battle of Trenton, shortly before Washington's Valley Forge encampment.

July 11: Lt.Jennison:We arrived and put into Sheeps Gut River and Anchored.
Chapter

Chapter X
THE 4TH GEORGIA BATTALION

The Fourth Continental Battalion from Georgia 1777
A footnote from the dusty records of the American Revolution.

Figure 10-Mile Marker 7- Merionville 1777

T

he annals of military history are full of misfiled unit
actions summarized expeditiously and placed in the
vast depository of records hither and yond. The
letters of notable and insignificant souls, then
written in a fever of urgency are strewn from public and
university libraries to the Library of Congress. Huge
volumes of published works on the colonial period date
from the end of the American Revolution to the present.
Some event happens and historical activists exhume and reexamine.
Recently such an event occurred in an old house in Lower
Merion Township, Bala Cynwyd west of Philadelphia.
Amidst basement rubble, workers found old historical
marker cast with just enough information to pique the
interest of the saltiest historian. The subject: The Fourth
Continental Battalion from Georgia; Their guard duty
assignment, August of 1777, at Merionville, Mile Marker 7,
the old Lancaster Pike. 37 Exercising considerable research,
The Daughters of the American Revolution mounted the
marker on a tree in 1919. At some point the tree was
removed and the marker disappeared. Who were these
soldiers? From where exactly did they originate? What
authority or authorities put them in a place that would soon
represent a turning point in history? What records might
account for this unit’s performance? The British
Occupation of Philadelphia was only a few months away in
October of that year? Georgia of that day a mere
Figure 11-General Washington's accounting of his battalions and their
steamy province was so far away from this place, yet
source. Note the Southern Army he expects 15 battalions.
threads of correspondence slowly brought this distant colony into the fray and into the early union of the original
Thirteen American colonies.

A fast-forward style military calendar might begin with General Washington traveling up the post road to Boston to
take command in June of 1775. The enlistment situation became apparent and continued to plague the General and
Congress up to the spring of 1777. Do recall that a major problem facing Washington from White Plaines to Trenton
in December of 1776 was expiring enlistments leaving Washington to cajole and promise reenlistment bonuses, with
the help of Congress and his friend Robert Morris. The solution to the problem, Washington felt, would be to recruit
for the duration of the war as opposed serving a single year. 38 Initially it was consensus that reconciliation with the
King would occur within a year or so then the battles of Long Island and New York happened.
Young William Jennings from Boston had taken a commission in Washington’s Army at Boston in 1775. His
enlistment up, he departed at the end of the Battle of Long Island August of 1776 and walked back to Boston. He
briefly joined the light horse, and then in 1778 took a commission with the Marines to serve aboard the Ship Boston,
Richard Palmer Captain. 39
By late summer of 1776 consensus in Congress and the Officer Corps shifted from local, continental soldiers and
militia to a three year enlistment into a Grand Army. John Adams wrote that the newly independent nation needed a
“regular Army…with the most masterly discipline, because without these we cannot hope to be a powerful, a
prosperous or a free people.” 40 In September an amended plan known as the “eighty-eight battalion resolve”
provided for eighty eight regiments. Congress established that an estimation a state’s population should govern its
quota for military enlistments. Quotas ranged from fifteen regiments for the larger states to a single regiment from
Delaware and Georgia for example. To incentivize recruitments, enlistment bonuses and land grant benefits were
offered.41 Washington had determined also that the states, rather than sending their best most experienced officers to
serve under him, were holding them back for their own use. Nipping this in the bud, Washington requested that only
Congress vet and appoint officers although candidates might be recommended by the state’s delegates to Philadelphia.
One such appointment was Colonel Lachlan McIntosh of Georgia commissioned around January 1776 .
In addition to the enlistment issue, Washington had decided during the summer (1776) while engaged in New York
that existing Articles did not take in consideration a reality that he had become keenly aware of since taking over in
Boston; misbehavior 42. General Washington sent Judge Advocate William Tudor down to Philadelphia to suggest
changes to Congress. The central changes added to the list of capital crimes- the punishment for desertion was death
by hanging- and increased the maximum corporal or minor intra unit infraction punishments from 39 to 100 lashes.
Today judicial and non-judicial punishment are the terms. This version remained in effect for the rest of the war.
Tudor received a commission of Lt. Colonel and authorized a corps of deputy judge advocates (JAGs) to assist him in
the growing number of cases.43 The JAGs under his command would become involved with issues generated by the
so called Georgia Continentals.
A thumbnail history: James Oglethorpe, the first Georgia governor at quite a young age, back in England had
proposed to parliament from his chairmanship on the board of prisons to allow him the adventure of opening a new
colony, a colony in 1732 which would be populated by only a select number of debtors from the dingy jails of
England. But far more immigrants than debtors flooding to the new
world made up the
early population mix. What a great idea it was. As indentured
servants these debtors
could work off their debts, generate vast export crops of rice and
indigo, even silk, and
contribute to the already far reaching power of the British Empire.
There were objections
to the idea because Georgia was dangerously close to Spanish
Territory in Florida.
Plus, eighteen Indian cultures originating from the beginning of time
surrounded them in
the larger southeast. Sir James established military units of Scotts
Highlanders as
security along the Georgia frontiers. These original Scotts settled the
town of Darien44 , the
Parrish of St. John in 1735 and their children would become players
on the stage of
revolution. One of these Highlanders was an officer and friend of
Oglethorpe, Captain
John McIntosh Mohr. Mohr’s son Lachlan would recruit the first
soldiers of the
Georgia Continentals to serve under Washington at Valley Forge in
1777.
The long roots of American colonial history reach deeply into early
arrivals from
Jamestown and Plymouth to Savannah. From those 16th and 17th
Century stirrings in
the new world family lineages of old Europe began to cross pollinate
from what David
Hackett Fischer calls Albion’s Seed.45 Old grievances came with them. In political, social and economic potency,

Colonial Georgia was thirteen distinctly different parishes situated along the swampy fertile, crop rich Georgia coast.
Its contact with the outer world was through Savannah and Charleston. Those early independent, self-sufficient
settlers of Darien added a third port, Sunbury. All of the parishes were exposed to three of the thirteen Native
American Indian tribes of the southeast, Cherokee, Hitchiti, and Yamacraw, all vying with one another to develop
strategies of defense, diplomacy or war. In one of his first letters to General Washington dated February 1776, the
newly commissioned Colonel McIntosh offers testament of his experience and predicament.
“Our settlements extend back to the northwest above two hundred miles, in other parts to the southward not above ten,
and very thinly inhabited; indeed, this large space of land, altogether, has not more than three thousand men, chiefly in
the back country, and many disaffected and doubtful in our cause, especially the men of the greatest property among
us. Our slaves will be above fifteen thousand souls, mostly within twenty miles of the sea-coast, and make above
thirty-five thousand tierces of rice, annually, besides many other articles of provision, which, with our fine harbours,
make the security of this Colony, though weak in itself, of the utmost consequence to the whole Continent of America;
and we have every reason to think our enemies intend to make it a place of general rendezvous and supplies.”46
Lachlan McIntosh to General Washington Feb 1776

This letter probably reached Washington by March or April of 1776 when he was moving swiftly into New York.
The Two letters by McIntosh to General Washington dated February and March of 1776 acknowledge his commission
and go on with a long list of issues facing him and the colony. The highlights of McIntosh’s lengthy letter under
candlelight no doubt caught the General’s weary eyes; Indian Tribes on all sides, Spanish to the south and meager
resources, British ships threatening in the harbor, troubles ahead, troubles behind. This was the kind of officer with
whom the General could relate. Washington repeatedly deferred correspondents to Congress on issues like enlistment
quotas, a quality of management that sparkles in swiftly growing government bureaucracy engaged in a revolution.
The delegates from Georgia had failed to appear at Carpenter’s Hall in Philadelphia 1774. The political roil in that
province was in the throes of metamorphosis. Governor Sir James Wright, not a malevolent figure47 ruled with a
slack rein. But any legislation passed by parish representatives in the Assembly even suggesting resistance to the
King, Governor Wright deep sixed. By the time of the meeting of the Second Continental Congress in the summer of
1775, the two fermenting rival internecine factions began to emerge, the Radicals of St. John Parish and the
Conservatives of Christ Church Parish. The conservatives were wealthy plantation owners mostly of Anglican, Christ
Church religious denominations with strong ties to England.
The radical governing body of St. John’s, seizing the opportunity of representation the following year at the
Continental Congress in Philadelphia, went ahead without the rest of the province parishes and made the selection of a
delegate. Carrying a letter of instruction from St. John’s Parish, Lyman Hall departed on horseback. The people of
radical St. Johns Parish wanted Hall to convey to congress the understanding that [British] soldiers at Saint Augustine
were “in our very neighborhood” along with elements of the enemy to include “our blacks and tories”.48 The puritan
like culture of St. John’s Parish had become self-sufficient by virtue of a strong God fearing work ethic that had
rooted out their subsistence and survival without slaves, as the original charter specified. Royal Governor Sir John
Wright, hardly ignorant of the nature of his citizens, even validated the St. John’s culture as “Olivarian”. The previous
century, Oliver Cromwell’s arch enemies were the Royalist whom he drove from power. The Royalist hated him so
that when they returned to power in 1660, they dug up his remains at Westminster Abby, hung them in chains and
beheaded the corpse. 49 Old cultural grievance had come with their baggage. So the first delegate to Congress in
Philadelphia from Georgia was Lyman Hall from St. John’s Parish. Journal of Continental Congress entry: 50
Journals of the Continental Congress, 1774-1789 51
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1775 The Congress met according to adjournment.
Present, the same as yesterday, and also Mr. J. Jay from New York and Thomas Stone from Maryland.
The Congress being informed that Doctr. Lyman Hall attended at the door, as a delegate from the parish of St. John's3 in the
colony of Georgia, and desired to know whether, as such, he may be admitted to this Congress;
Agreed unanimously, That he be admitted as a delegate from the parish of St. John's, in the colony of Georgia, subject to such
regulations as the Congress shall determine, relative to his voting.
Mr. Lyman Hall being accordingly admitted, produced his credentials, which were read and approved, as follows:

John Adams biographer, Catherine Drinker Bowen’s dramatization of Lyman Hall’s arrival at the Second Continental
Congress, State House, (now Independence Hall), in Philadelphia, Saturday May 13, 177552:
“Here and again, it was true, something happened to lift the gloom of these first days. There was knock
at the door one morning and a traveler entered, his face and cloths streaked with dust. It was a Dr.
Hall, from the Parish of St. John’s, Georgia. The Parish- a whole county- had sent him as delegate, he
told Congress a trifle breathlessly. He had ridden nearly eight hundred miles. Of course he couldn’t
expect to vote, he added hastily, seeing that the rest of Georgia had not joined the union. But could he
sit here, that his constituents might know they were part of the union? John [Adams] all but wept as
the Doctor walked to the seat assigned, limping a little from six consecutive weeks on horseback.” 53
Delegate Hall presented the following letter:
"To Archibald Bulloch, John Houstoun, Lyman Hall, Button Gwinnett and George Walton, Esquires, or to such of them,
who shall repair to and join the Congress at Philadelphia.
Gentlemen,
"Our remote Situation from both the Seat of Power and Arms, keep us so very ignorant of the Counsels and ultimate designs
of the Congress, and of the Transactions in the Field, that we shall decline giving you any particular instructions, other than
strongly to recommend it to you, that you never lose sight of the peculiar situation in the Province you are appointed to
represent. The Indians both South and North-westardly upon our backs, the fortified Town of Saint Augustine made a
continual Rendezvous for Soldiers in our very Neighbourhood, together with our blacks and tories within us. Let these
weighty truths be the powerful Arguments for support. At the same time we also recommend it to you, always to keep in
view the general Utility, remembering that the Great and Righteous Cause in which we are engaged is not Provincial but
Continental.
"We therefore, Gentlemen, shall rely upon your Patriotism, Abilities, Firmness and Integrity, to propose, join and concur in
all such measures as you shall think calculated for the common good, and to oppose such as shall appear destructive.
"By Order of the Congress,
"Archd Bulloch, President.
"Savannah, 5th April, 1776."
Addressed "Lyman Hall, Esquire, at his plantation, St. Johns."] 54

During July, General Washington [ ] in New York, Georgia five delegates were finally elected by the Provincial
Congress. 55, Two months later, John Hancock, President of Congress, included the good news in a letter to General
Washington dated July 24, 1775.

“I have the pleasure to inform you that the Congress have received a letter from the Provincial Convention of
Georgia dated 8th instant,(5) informing that all the parrishes in that colony except two, which it is supposed do not
contain a score of freeholders inhabitants, met by their delegates in convention on the 4th inst.; that those parrishes
that upon former occasions seemed reluctant have manifested a laudable zeal on this occasion; that several
Gentlemen in Savanna, that have hitherto been neuter or declared against America, now speak of the proceedings of
parliament as illegal and oppresive; that the convention had applied to the Governor to appoint a day of fasting and
prayer with which request the Governor informed them he would comply; that they have chosen five delegates to
represent their colony in this Congress viz, John Houston, Archd. Bullock Esqr., The Revd. Doctor Zubly, Lyman
Hall and Noble Wimberly Jones Esqrs; and lastly that they have resolved strictly to adhere to the Continental
Association and are heartily disposed zealously to enter into every Measure that the Congress may deem necessary
for the safety of America.
Mr Thomas & Mr. Trumbull's Commissions are Inclos'd in unseal'd Letters to them.
When any thing Occurrs Respectg your Department you shall be made Acquaintd.
I have the honor to be with great Esteem, Sir Your most Obedt. hum Servt
John Hancock President

Note that Hancock’s letter of July 24th to General Washington list names other than the original letter carried by
Lyman Hall of St. John’s Parish. Except for one name, a minister Doctor Jochem Zubley, all of the delegates were

conservatives. Eight delegates in all were tapped for attendance in Philadelphia. In the end Houston, Bullock,
Zubley, Hall, Gwinnett and Walton remained. Some entries in the Congressional Journal indicate Gwinnett as
unavailable ; one in particular was the all-important Marine Committee. His close friend Lyman Hall took his place.56
In his diary Christopher Marshall, of the Committee of Safety notes that “..Last night, arrived the Georgia Packet,
from Georgia in which came passengers the Hon. John Jouston, Archibauld Bullock and Dr. Zubley, Delegates
appointed to represent that colony….” 57
As 1775 played out, in September John Adams noted in his diary that he had spent a “very agreeable ” evening with
“Mr. Bullock and Mr. Houstoun, the Gentlemen from Georgia. Mr. Langdon of N. Hampshire was with us. Mr.
Bullock after Dinner invited me to take a ride with him in his Phaeton, which I did. He is a solid clever man. He was
the President of their Convention.” 58 In September Dudley Saltonstall in New York received a letter from John
Adams to proceed in raising as many officers and sailors as possible to man two Brigantines being fitted out in
Philadelphia. If he needed money he was to see Eleazer Miller a Merchant in New York. A Mr. Mumfords was to call
shortly with particulars regarding “conditions and encouragement offered to seamen.”59
The Naval or Marine Committee’s imagination through long debate materialized in the form of the first five ships of
an infant American Navy moored under guard by new Marines and the Pennsylvania Battalion along Water Street that
December. Finally sailing in the freezing air of February 1776 to the cheers of on lookers the vessels became iced in at
Reedy Island but soon broke for open sea. With a mission similar to Harassment and Interdiction, Saltenstall and
Commodore Esek Hopkins lead the fleet of five on past the Chesapeake Capes, the Carolinas and the Georgia coast
bound for New Providence, Bahamas. Aboard the flag ship Alfred the newly commissioned Captain of Marines
Samuel Nicholas maned his charge of two battalions of Continental Marines in the flotilla.
During this time also, the delegates from Georgia got to work
taking their assignment to committees. Dr. Zubley, Accounts or
Clams; Lyman Hall, Clothing; George Walton, Executive;
Dr.Lyman Hall, Medicines; Button Gwinnett ?, Naval Committee;
Bulloch, Secret Committee. There were thirteen committees during
this period, some delegates sat on two or three.
In April General Washington perused an accounting document
from Colonel Lachlan McIntosh sizing up a rather weak recruiting
campaign to raise a Battalion of Continentals in Georgia.
By June of 1776, George Walton writes to his friend Colonel
Lachlan McIntosh in Georgia that he has been in ill health since
leaving Georgia but states “I am not too late for the great American
question- if a question now it may be called!” Walton continues, “I
shall set out after Dinner for Philadelphia, and having recovered
my health considerably in this place, and having also obtained
fresh horses of my friends in this country, expect to be there in
seven or eight days.” 60 Walton concludes that he has “Secured
permission from the Virginia Convention for the recruitment of 300
Virginia men for McIntosh’s battalion.” 61

General Washington, having sized up the developing military situation in Georgia sent the following letter to
Lachlan McIntosh. Now, keep in mind the military history that had become a part of General Washington the
man, at that moment commanding a new army in the midst of a revolution. Do recall the lengthy letters
McIntosh had sent the General since his commission five months earlier.
From George Washington to Colonel Lachlan McIntosh, 4 June 1776
To Colonel Lachlan McIntosh
Philadelphia June 4. 1776
Sir
I received your favor of the 16 of Feby by Yesterdays post, with Its Inclosure for which and the
Inform[atio]n respectg the state of your province, I return you my thanks.
I am exceedingly sorry for the difficulties you have had to encounter, and that they are not yet all at
an End—but I am hopefull by your perseverance and activity, they will be surmounted and that
things will assume a more pleasing appearance.
Being far removed from the department you are in, It will be impossible for me to know or Transmit
the Orders necessary for regulating your Battallion; I must therefore refer you to Majr Genl Lee
who has been appointed to command in the Southern District & to Brigadr Genl Armstrong in South
Carolina who are now immediately over you—they will give you from time to time such Instructions
as appear to them necessary, proper & likely to Advance the public good, which you must make the
rule of your conduct—You will be particular and punctual in making your Returns to these Gentn
who will forward’em to me, and trusting that every thing in your power will be done to promote the
Common cause and Interest of the United Colonies I am Sir &c.
G.W.

Into the late summer and fall of 1776, as the mind numbing stream of issues passed endlessly before the delegates; a
single sentence appears in the Friday August 2, 1776 Journal.
“The declaration of independence being engrossed and compared at the table was signed [by the members]”

62

Three of the five delegates from Georgia, Lyman Hall, George Walton and Button Gwinnett affixed their signatures to
the document along with fifty-three of their fellow delegates. Georgia had finalized a semblance of a united support
of the cause and joined the Continental Association. Gwinnett not a man to involve himself in trifling committee work
sensed that opportunity and windfall for himself in Philadelphia had played out after signing the Declaration and
hurried home to re-enter the political fracas in Georgia. And enter he did.
Archibald Bulloch, president of the Georgia Assembly had also returned home from Philadelphia and shortly
afterward turned up dead. There was a suspicion of poisoning but no proof. The Assembly leadership position then
defaulted by his own vote. 63 Button Gwinnett. In an ambitious military campaign to clean out Loyalist, Gwinnett
wielded his power to lead the militia in the campaign. Washington’s officers present in Southern Department advised
Gwinnett that the plan was unsound. General McIntosh ended up deploying his under strength Continental Battalion
against St. Augustine the British strong hold.

The OICs of the Southern Department, Major General Lee and General Howe’s over all assessments of the activities
in Georgia can further illuminate the situation from an outside perspective. Congress authorized money and
incentives that fall [1776] for the raising of a Georgia Brigade. Congress also promoted Colonel Lachlan McIntosh to
Brigadier General. While the leadership of the St. John’s Radicals had been away in Philadelphia, the Conservatives
moved quickly but unsuccessfully restore their former dominance. McIntosh’s, whose loyalties stood in both camps,
could report the recruiting situation had vastly improved into late 1776. In the wake of Washington’s victory at
Trenton, McIntosh could report the First Georgia Battalion of 538 soldiers, two artillery companies of 40 men, and
brother, Colonel William McIntosh’s regiment of Light horse of 300. A troubling element of ‘freebooters’ numbered
among these soldiers.64 Thus far no enlistments existed for the third and fourth battalion, the subject of this research.
The additional Virginia recruitments of 300, would allow for the third and fourth battalion, the subject of this inquiry.
NEXT EDIT
Elements are now in place to examine correspondence relating to the recruiting activities in Georgia and the first
mention of a Fourth Georgia Battalion. McIntosh would remain in Georgia until shortly after a significant event in
May if 1777 a duel resulting in the death of Governor Button Gwinnett. The mention of the 4th Georgia Battalion
begins to appear early in May 1777. Georgia Historical Society Abstract: “John White was born in England and
served in the British Navy. After emigrating from England, he joined the American Army as Captain in the 2nd North
Carolina in 1775. He was promoted to Major in 1776. In 1777, White was appointed Colonel of the 4th Georgia
Battalion. On October 1, 1779, White led a small patrol to capture a British detachment of 111 troops, commanded by
Lt. James French, camped at Savage Station, Georgia. He was wounded and taken prisoner at the attack on
Savannah, October 9, 1779. He escaped but died soon after.” 65

George Walton to General Washington [Regarding Colonel John White]

Philadelphia 27 May 1777
Dear Sir,
Well aware of the many great objects which [
] occupy your mind, I would not trouble upon the present occasion,
were I not [
] to it the [ asses]. He is appointed to the command of the fourth Georgia Battalion, which is yet
in great part to be raised, and that [ ] in other [ ].
I have suggested to him [
] the general difficulties. I have told him that as Congress have required of the States
certain quotas of troops, they would not by any recommendation [ ] them until those quotas were completed.
Colonel White still urges that Georgia opposed by Savages on one side and [Loyalist] Floridians on the other ought to
be upheld; and thinks he can by a [ ] referendum convince your excellency that there is necessity for more thought.
If he should succeed in this; it is probable that you will recommend [ ] to the southern states to [ ] him to recruit a
few companies, I beg leave to suggest one thing if the enemies army should be divided this [
]in any part of the
campaign, these companies under a good officer. Would be at your Excellencie’s hand.
I am, with a the greatest esteem and & [ ]
Your Excellency’s most obs Servant,George WaltonExc’y
Gn Washington
Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 6 January 1, 1777 – April 30, 1777
George Walton to George Washington

May 1777- McIntosh to Washington – explaining the complexity of issues after his duel.

Head Quarters, Middle Brook, June 2, 1777.
Sir: I have the pleasure of yours of the 27th May by Colo. White.62 I think the Answer which you gave him respecting
his request for Liberty to recruit a Regiment for Georgia, in the other States, at this time, was extremely proper. For
experience shews us that the Quotas already allotted to them are full as much and I fear more than they will be able to
furnish. At any rate, a recommendation of this kind would go very improperly from me, as it would be assuming a
kind of right, to levy Men upon the States, which right is and ought to be solely vested in the Members of the different
States in Congress. To them therefore I think he ought to apply for a recommendation for such liberty, if it is thought
expedient. I am &ca.63
[Note 62: Col, John White, of the Fourth Georgia Regiment. He was wounded and taken prisoner at Savannah Oct. 9,
1779; made his escape but died shortly afterwards from his wounds.]
[Note 63: The draft is in the writing of TenchTilghman.]
The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799. John C. Fitzpatrick, Editor.

George Walton to General Washington
Philadelphia August 5, 1777
Sir,
Moved Congress a few days ago to order Brigadier General McIntosh from his position in Georgia to join the Grand Army; and
if it was objected to because it was feared it might derange the Army or that you would have no command for him. The cause of
my having made this proposition was, that he had lately fought a duel with Governor Gwinnett in which the latter had fallen
and was afraid the friends of the deceased made [ sore ] by the [ ] of the principal would [ ] blow up the [ embers ] of party
definition and disturb the [harmpony ] and viguor of the civil [ & Military ] authorities.
I have since received a letter from Georgia proving that my concerns were too well founded, [ I therefore ] take the liberty of
requesting to know who [whether ] it will be [convenient ] and agreeable to you that he [ would ] be ordered to join the Grand
Army. He is a man of sense and judgement with [ a great ] experience of the [sword, world]? And in point of bravery he is fit to
fight under the banners of General Washington.
I have the happiness to be ……
Excellencys most …… George Walton
P.S. I Intend to send off an Express to Georgia [

A

] should be obliged by an answer today.

t the time of this letter the Georgia Continentals were in position guarding Lancaster Road west out of the
city. DAR documents 66 indicate that complaints from local farmers had streamed into President of Congress,
Thomas Wharton’s office that the Georgia Continentals under Colonel John White were pilfering crops for
food at the location now occupied by residential homes, businesses and St. John’s Episcopal Church.
Washington headquartered in Potts Grove by September. After the Battle of Brandywine in early September,
Washington interdicts the British at Germantown suffering heavy casualties on October 4th. After two years of
fighting and his slow struggling egress southward Washington writes Delegate Henry Laurens from his Headquarters
at White Marsh (now Ft. Washington). It is November and among a trove is other matters, quartering the Continental
Army for the winter of 1777 is under his consideration. The “Georgia Battalion” has at some point between August
and November been pulled from Lancaster Road along with the rest of the units in suspension at White Marsh. The
composition of this Battalion has changed from original recruits from Georgia and South Carolina to British prisoners,
impressed to serve General Washington.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 7 May 1, 1777 - September 18, 1777
George Walton to George Washington

Sir, Philadelphia 2d. Augt. 1777.
Despairing of an opportunity of personally communicating a piece of business, in your present perplexing situation, I
beg leave to take this method of doing it.
The exposed state of Georgia calls aloud for a pretty formidable force to defend it; for this reason congress have not
forbid Col White recruiting deserters from the British Army. I have been informed that there are a considerable
number now in the grand army; and [these?] I conceive might be more safely and better employed at a distance from
the army from which they deserted. I would then submit it, whether it would not be eligible to turn them over to
White, he refunding to the officer the bounty?(1)
It is not necessary to adduce reasons to a Gentleman of your discernment, to prove what ought to be done; but I would
only observe, that I have no view in making the proposition but the public service.
It may be objected, that, if deserters are refractory, or willing to return, in the face of the grand Army, they would
more probably be worse in a distant weak state. Against which I would say, that Discipline is much severer there-they
might be incorporated into other regiments, & kept in Garrisons and upon the Indian line to awe the Savages.
I have the happiness to be your Excellency's most Obedient Servant , Geo Walton.
N.B. I have desired Colonel White to wait upon & deliver this to you, of whom you may satisfy yourself as to any
particulars.
RC (DLC ) .
1 There is no evidence that Washington responded directly to Walton's request that British deserters serving in the
American army be transferred to the Georgia battalion, but Col. John White's recruiting activities were examined by
a board of general officers on August 12 and White was cleared of charges that he had been recruiting men for the
Fourth Georgia Regiment from other Continental regiments. Washington, Writings (Fitzpatrick), 9:64.

August 1777- Hall to Washington- re Col John White

By Friday October 10, 1777 after this battalion’s duty at Mile Marker 7 in August, and subsequent deployment to
Lancaster probably in September, Colonel White’s 4th Battalion was on the march South back to Georgia after
inflecting further damages in Maryland in October. The following instruction to Colonel White from Congress
specifies a strict code of conduct in his remaining service to General Washington’s Army. October 1777.
Journal of Continental Congress page 793, October 1777:
“Congress being informed of great irregularities committed by the fourth Georgia batallion, commanded
by Colonel White, contrary to all order and discipline, and to the great annoyance and injury of the good
people of the country through which the said regiment hath passed:
Resolved, That Colonel White be ordered immediately to join his regiment, and continue with it until the
regiment shall arrive in Georgia: that he take the most effectual care to prevent future irregularities of any
kind being committed by the said regiment on its march: and that his excellency the governor of
Maryland, be requested to appoint proper persons to value the damages done by the said regiment since it
entered the State of Maryland, and that the same be sent to the regimental pay master, who is directed to
deduct the amount from the pay of the said regiment, and pay the same to the order of Governor Johnson,
for the benefit of the sufferers.”

Chapter 26
The Last Detail
There is an interesting story concerning Robert Morris and Samuel Nicholas. In July of 1781 Robert Smith who had
been captain of Continental Dragoons, was employed as a business agent in Cuba by Robert Morris. Too many
“burdensome discriminations” had occurred in Cuba, and the presence of good
agent Smith would serve to reverse the poor fortunes. Serving as Superintendent of
Finance Morris financed the frigate Trumbull, loaded with flour, to sail to Havana.
Adding value to the cargo, with the bill [of lading] went a bill for 500,000 livre,
French currency, drawn at 60 days at sight of French bankers, It was a promissory
note. There was also about $120,000 worth of old bills, drawn on John Jay at
Madrid. Allowing Smith plenty latitude, these notes were to be sold on the best
terms possible to the Governor of Havana or to private individuals. The term today
for this floating note is a derivative and it was Smith’s assignment to sell the notes.
Morris preferred Spanish silver so Smith was instructed to steadfastly pursue a deal
with the Spanish government in bills.
[Was Nicholas aboard the Trumbull as Captain of the Marines]
If the bills were not honored by the Spanish court upon arrival in Madrid, Robert
Morris pledged himself to “send the Governor flour at a stipulated price to
remunerate him in full for his advances [of silver] on the bills. Morris indemnified
Figure 12-Minister of Finance,
the transaction, that is, Morris would make good to the buyer whatever his selling
Robert Morris
circumstance. In a message delivered by the Frigate Trumbull’s Captain, the
Morris stated, “I hope, sir, you will find it agreeable to your inclinations and perfectly consistent with the duties of
your station to gratify my desires. [Take the deal-mtm] They are very moderate, considering the necessities of this
country [America] and your ability to minister to its relief.”
The word was circulated that the frigate would carry flour from Philadelphia to the French interests then in Rhode
Island but the true destination of the Trumbull [Cuba] was kept top secret even from the ship’s officers. The sealed
instructions were opened, by order, when the ship was quieted and well out at sea. The packets of letters to the
Governor of Havana and Mr. Smith enclosed in the orders “…must not on any account fall into the hands of the
enemy….they must be slung with proper weights to sink them if any extremity happens to induce you to throw them
overboard.” There was to be absolutely no pursuit of prize and engagement in a sea battle only if necessary. The sole
object of the voyage from Philadelphia to Havana was to secure the silver.
Morris’s note to Smith in Havana emphasized, “It is necessary for me to mention to you that we want money
exceedingly. This very measure must convince you of it. Exert yourself, therefore, to get it, and you will merit much at
the hands of your country. Should you not succeed in getting the whole sum I have asked for, get as much as you
possibly can.” Further, upon the debarkation of the Trumbull [from Havana-mtm]l, if merchant vessels were at hand
in Havana who would agree to carry the coin at no charge in return convoy, Morris instructed Smith to distribute the
silver among merchantmen as a further safeguard against capture.
The plan failed at the start. Not far out of the Delaware Bay, damaged by heavy weather and carrying the secret packet
the Trumbull was overtaken by British Frigates and the crew taken as prisoners. As planned, the weighted letters were
successfully deep sixed. Among the prisoners taken was “Fighting Dick” Dale survivor of the infamous Black Hole

solitary confinement in an English prison. Dale, a marine, had escaped and joined the crew of John Paul Jones on the
Bonhomme Richard in the ferocious battle with the HMS Serapis. He sailed again on the Trumbull and was captured a
second time in this encounter. The plan of importing money from Cuba now fizzled, the savvy iron willed Morris,
looked elsewhere for the cash. Dale was later exchanged. The ace in the hole was Captain Laurens who, some time
before had been dispatched by Congress to France to also find money.
Captain Laurens’ perilous voyage was on the French frigate, LaResolve, the ship assigned with the dangerous transit
by the King of France. The anxious Morris awaited an express by his spotters along the coast advising of the arrival
of LaResolve. Nothing. The ship, driven off course by storms, was running an unusual sixty-two days out of Brest.
Then Laurens arrived not on his ship but rode into Philadelphia on a horse announcing the LaResolve’s safe arrival in
Boston. The money was nearly in hand and the French Fleet had just arrived in the Chesapeake Bay to assist with
Yorktown.
Morris must have been elated and annoyed at the same time. The money had arrived but it was in Boston! It was
needed urgently in Philadelphia. Now it had to be expertly
packed, camouflaged
and transported down the coast through the countryside by
wagon, where the
British would be searching high and low, land and sea for it.
Morris contacted his
trusted business friend Trench Francis. Trench had been the
butt of unfounded
suspicion related to his politics, which Morris knew was
more his personality
than his political leanings. During the desperate days of
1776, it was
Christopher Marshall of the Committee of Safety who
rounded up Francis
and an associate for derisive remarks they were overheard to
have said about the
Figure 13-Trench Francis, Esq
new Congress. Francis, a prosperous young Chester County
lawyer in 1741 had
served as Attorney General under the Pennsylvania
Assembly which had
been rendered powerless
by a bloodless coup
in 1776.
Loyalists were being
hanged by the new
revolutionary
committees. In the
face of skeptics in
Congress, Morris
stood by his decision. In a time when power of the individual delegate was a
fluctuating currency the resolute and powerful Morris remained steadfast. A
patriotic moderate, Trench Francis was delighted to be asked by Morris to perform
this most urgent mission for his country. “I employ him with pleasure, having full
confidence in his fidelity, integrity and abilities.” Trench Francis had also been a
member of the Schuylkill Fishing Company and Gloucester Fox Hunting Club and
thought by Morris to be a suitable protégé for Major Nicholas and his seasoned
marines assigned to the security detail. As soon as the detail completed their work
in returning to Philadelphia, Trench Francis dashed off an express across town to
Robert Morris.
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September 9, 1782: To: Hon’ble R.Morris Esqr.
Sir
In consequence of your Orders I set off for Boston with Major Nicholas where I arrived in nine days. I found the
treasure had been delivered to Govr. Hancock by the Captain of the Frigate who had taken the Govrs. Receipt for it.
On which I applied for Permission agreeable to your directions but the Governor absolutely refused to let it be
removed from his House. He said it was safest to do it there as the Guards were provided and would attend until I put
it into my Waggons. With all the care and dispatch possible we counted and Weighted the whole, when we found a

deficiency of 449 Crowns. This we flattered ourselves might be a Mistake, as we were obliged to go through a great
part of the Business in the dark Cellar the Casks were almost all filled with bilge water which rotted the Bags to a
pulp, and therefore they could not be compared with the Invoice. We could not think of opening all of our Boxes and
go through a second counting to rectify our Mistake, but concluded it best to give a Receipt for the Whole Sum. We
were both of the opinion that the Expense of our Oxen which were all bought in pasture with the Wages and Expenses
of the Teamsters which were all provided would greatly overbalance any advantage of a second Counting, besides we
were daily in dread of the rainy season which would injure the Roads. Add to this our Escort was on March to Boston.
On counting the Money into the Bank I find the Deficiency only 366 Crowns, which I shall think very hard if I am
made Answerable for. Inclosed you have my account. I am with the greatest Respect your most Obedient.
(signed) Trench Francis 67
Alng with the aging Trench Francis, went Major Samuel Nicholas, the convoy taking a planned route to meet with
General Heath who was commanding New England. Trench carried letters to General Heath, John Hancock and
Captain de Langle then in Boston. “It is my intention to have this money brought from Boston to this place
[Philadelphia] as soon as the necessary attention to its safety will permit; at the same time I mean to have it
transported with the utmost possible economy.” Accompanying Major Nicholas’ detail, General Heath attached a
body of dragoons and teams from Boston. Parties of infantrymen were also detailed by General Heath to guard along
the way. Sturdy oxen “from seven to ten years old” were to be purchased at the best possible terms. [Robert Morris
never let a crisis relax his attention to cost] Filled with no false sense of security by the infusion of funds, Morris
apparently would agree with Trench Francis that the oxen could be sold in Philadelphia for far more than they had
cost in Boston. Honest sober teamsters accompanied [the wagons] with good musket and bayonet. It must have been
a sight to behold to foot travelers along the road.
The money in damaged casks in arriving in Boston after a rough Atlantic crossing had amounted to 2,500,224 livers
and 18 sous. The entire cash cargo was to be boxed in twenty, iron strapped oak crates. The iron straps were to be
welded by a blacksmith. The return route: Boston, Worcester to Springfield, to Greenwood to Salsbury, to Fishkill, to
New Windsor Connecticut then to Newburgh [on the Hudson], on to Sussex Court House or Newton, then to Easton
[Pennsylvania] and finally to Philadelphia. A rumor of a different route was circulated. The mission was successfully
executed, for on a chilly November 6, 1781 six years after his commission Captain of Marines, Major Samuel
Nicholas, left the wagon train and dragoons, riding out as an advance courier he walked into Robert Morris’s office
announcing that Trench Francis and his oxen train were, when he parted them, just sixteen miles from the city.
[coming down the most likely road, present day route 611 from Easton, that would put the train at about Jenkintown,
home of Nicholas’ in-laws] The teamsters, detail of dragoons arrived in Philadelphia a few hours later, the enormous
quantity of silver delivered to Mr. Hillegas, Treasurer of the United States. 68
Of this total amount of silver $463.000 delivered by Francis and Major Nicholas, Robert Morris immediately
subscribed $254.000 to capitalize the Bank of North America, thus infusing desperately need cash into a struggling
young nation.

Chapter X
Chapter 27
SAMUEL NICHOLAS CIVILIAN
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he building of two ships, the America-74 and the Bourbon-36 are significant in concluding this circumstantial
life study of Marine Major Samuel Nicholas. The orders for construction dated back to 1776. The work on
America only began in 1777. Robert Morris was instructed by the Marine Committee to press for completion
of the ship-of-the-line as soon as possible. In late June, John Paul Jones was appointed as commander and both Jones
and Morris worked feverishly to finish the enormous task. The Frigate America was not launched until November
1782 and the ship was presented to the King of France, Louis XVI, as a replacement for the vessel Magnifique-74 lost
earlier in Boston Harbor. As a result, Nicholas’s request for reassignment at sea once more was not granted. In
addition to his request for assignment to the America, Major Nicholas included in this same letter that he had not
received pay in a year, a common problem, which very likely left the only family income from the Conestoga Wagon
and whatever his wife Mary or the two families, the aging widow Nicholas, Samuel’s enterprising mother, could bring
in. The ship standing in view of Old Swede’s Church was finally completed in the Wharton & Humphreys Yard on
Queen Street Philadelphia but never sailed as an American ship of the line
Silas Dean’s pork barreling finally succeeded. The lofting lines of Bourbon-36, a Middletown, Connecticut project,
were laid down in 1780 and launched midyear in 1783, but because of lack of funds, Bourbon-36 was put up for sale.
Some Marine officers requested or were appointed to commands to be assigned to these ships. There were more
former officers than openings as the revolution drew to a close. One officer was appointed by Commodore John
Barry, as Captain of Marines aboard the Frigate America. The officer instead resigned to return to private life. Upon
learning of the opening, Major Samuel Nicholas then applied. The Board of War recommended his appointment, but
withdrew it without reason. Another Marine applied for a command aboard the Bourbon. Finance Minister Robert
Morris, having a realistic perspective of logistics, wrote Congress that no appointment should be made for the
Bourbon-36 because it was not yet fitted out. The Bourbon-36 was later sold and like the America never saw action in
the fledgling Continental Navy.
The year of Major Nicholas’s security detail for Robert Morris [year], America was still at war with Britain. Morris or
someone on the Marine Committee needed Nicholas to remain in Philadelphia so his management performance stood
out. Robert Morris wrote a letter appointing Major Samuel Nicholas as an officer of a Courts Martial Board. After this
duty Samuel concluded his service to the Marines as muster master, or administrator of those Marine Corps battalions
still in service. It is the reason we today call him the first Commandant of the Marine Corps. 69 FN
Charles Smith [Marines in the Revolution] FN writes that after this assignment, Nicholas concludes his duties with the
Marines and, except for a run for sheriff, leaves no further record of his life up to his death in August 1790. FN. This
period of about ten years then is left to further research and speculation. Because, Nicholas, Mary and their three
children are now a Philadelphia family dealing the economic realities of that period, an attempt to find traces of his
and his family’s existence should begin with B.G. Smith’s excellent study of the material lives of laboring
Philadelphians over the last half of 18th Century Philadelphia. Nicholas was neither a laborer nor man of wealth. Not
receiving the naval officer assignment, he agreed to remain in Philadelphia as administrator until serving Robert
Morris in a Courts Marshall function and the security detail to Boston. The only clues to Nicholas’s condition and
motivation at this point are that he desired to continue as a Marine officer aboard the Frigate America, that he needed
money, and concluding his officer role as Major of the Marines decided to run for Sheriff of Philadelphia. He lost that
election leaving him basically unemployed.
Because of his plea for full years back pay; we might conclude that during this time the Nicholas Family was enduring
severe economic hardship which Samuel constantly sought to relieve either through further military service as a
Marine officer aboard the Frigate America or as Sheriff of Philadelphia if elected. He may also have worked in some
capacity at his old tavern and stable, the Conestogoe Waggon. At the time of Samuel’s transition back into civilian
life, his mother the Widow Nicholas [estimate age] had run the Tavern and stables for a few years. The Fagan article
indicates without documentation, that Samuel was employed by Stephen Girard as supercargo in one of the first
voyages engaging in the China Trade. There are artifacts once belonging to the Nicholas family still in existence that
somehow came into the Nicholas household as a result of at least one China voyage, a journey lasting nearly two

years. A China voyage would be a superb final chapter in the life of that first iconic officer, among other officers who
inaugurated U.S. Marine Corps history.
At the close of the Revolution in 1784 a little over a year after the Morris security detail, consider that Samuel
Nicholas, as these artifacts suggest, did find employment as supercargo aboard one of the few China bound ships then
sailing out of Philadelphia. The easterly route would have taken his unknown ship around the Cape of Good Hope,
across the Indian Ocean, through the Sunda Strait at Batavia (Indonesia), then northward through the South China Sea
and up into Pearl River near Canton, China. As supercargo, the agent placed aboard merchant vessel acting on behalf
of the cargo owner or owners, Samuel would have received a percentage of all selling transactions, which in the case
of a profitable voyage had made men in similar positions lavishly wealthy.70 It now remains, in execution of this
story, to find the records of that employment. Had he undertook that voyage, Samuel would have to had cared for his
family with the back pay let’s assume he received. First we need to examine the condition of Major Nicholas’s family
as the economic environment changed on Philadelphia. At some date after his separation from service to the
revolution as a Marine, he received the medal and membership to the society of Cincinnati, a society formed by
George Washington. Membership in the society would carry forward to his sons and the Nicholas decedents to this
day.

1782-The state of the economy in Philadelphia
The dynamic relationship between the cost of living and the mean income allows a view of the level of desperation
experienced by laboring Philadelphia citizens during this period. B.G. Smith gives a clear picture of daily life for
lower sort industrious Philadelphians during this period. Although the Nicholas’s, Widow Nicholas, Mary, Samuel’s
wife and their three children were not poor, they were not of the independently wealthy upper sort gentry either. Their
incomes derived either from the Tavern, the stables or from Major Nicholas’s military income, which was constantly
in arrears. They also may have had the benefit of Mary’s father Doctor Jenkins estate in Jenkintown. Listening to the
wind, one might even hear echoes of a few heated arguments upstairs at the Connestoge Waggon about when
Congress would release the Major’s pay. So let us examine the exact economic condition of Philadelphia at this
moment in Samuel Nicholas’s life. While the famous sea battles continued in the Atlantic, Samuel waited and
circulated about Philadelphia searching for a solution. .

1783- Philadelphia, clubs, tavern and family
Preparations had been well underway since January of 1783 for the launching of a business venture that would
catapult a new independent nation into an era of capitalist growth. Stories, fact and fiction had circulated during the
revolutionary months and years into the business circles that had financed the War of Independence. The stories
strongly suggested that there were riches to be made in the China Trade. European nations had already established
inroads into the China Trade long before the revolution. Large quantities of Chinese goods, tea, china, [cloth] had
been sold in the colonies. Robert Morris seeking to spur investment that would launch the United States, as a new
arrival into a global market ventured the first china voyage. The first China voyages took the form as the partnership
of Daniel Parker, a [ ] and Company. The principals putting up thirds of the total capital. Robert Morris, one third
investment, Daniel Parker and a personal partner William Duer of New York, one third, and individual Boston
merchants, James Swan, Samuel Breck, Thomas Russell and Joseph Barrell to collectively come up with the final
third of the amount necessary float the deal. 71
Major Louis Fagan’s Marine Corps Gazette article on Samuel Nicholas in 1934 addressed a variety of facts, dates,
family and event details which have been covered one by one in this story; all subjects being examined and further
illuminated, all except one, Major Samuel Nicholas’s role as supercargo in the China Trade. Except for a brief period
when Nicholas and Mullen returned to private life in Philadelphia in 1779, Nicholas had returned to serve about two
additional years, his service to the Continental Marines ending in [1781] verify] after his duty as quasi Commandant
and muster master of the Marines and his participation in a brief assignment aboard the Trumbull to Connecticut in

178172 and Courts Marshall duty.
The ship Alliance, its history in the greater story of the Revolution, is even more significant in the final days of the
ship as a naval vessel. The transformation of the Alliance, its resurrection as a seagoing ship that would be among
those rushing into the new China Trade after the war. MORE In 1783…..

1784-China


“We reached Whampoa, the anchoring ground for all foreign vessels trading with Canton.” Here, the Empress of China
arrived during the morning of August 28, 1784, one hundred and eighty eight days and some 18,000 miles from New York,
and with the United States salute of thirteen guns honored the shipping already riding within the Reach, which each vessel
returned in kind. “The French Ships sent two boats, with anchors and cables under an officer who assisted us in getting into
a good berth, and staid on board till we were moored. The Danish sent an officer, to compliment; the Dutch a boat to assist;
and the English an officer ‘to welcome your flag to this part of the world.’
The Empress of China, Philip Chadwick Smith
Quotes from Samuel Shaw’s journal

The newly independent American citizens at home would not know the full details of this incredible voyage until the
Empress of China returned to her mooring in New York on May 10, 1785. Philip Chadwick Smith’s story of this
voyage, The Empress of China73, is a deftly spun sea yarn loaded with business treachery, characters careening out of
the revolution and the foamy brine of open sea adventure. Through the urgencies of the revolution, America’s
presence on the sea had grown from the bustling colonial ports of Philadelphia, Boston, Charleston, Savannah and
New York to a swelling infrastructure in ship building, more efficient communications, a humming government
bureaucracy and an invigorated business stamina. Who were we to finance and send a ship to China? China! We
might have waited a decent interval after the war to get things in order, to cool down so as not to appear too arrogant
to the neighbors. But no, we had to go to China. And what a wonderful voyage of discovery it was. Samuel Nicholas
must have been absolutely green with envy that, unlike Samuel Shaw, a fellow marine officer and Thomas Randall, he
was not aboard the Empress of China as supercargo.
We are left in this final piece of the puzzle, with only the facts documented by Major Louis Fagan, Jr. The facts that
there were in the possession of his immediate family and eventually his distant relatives after his death in August of
1790, articles brought home from his voyage to China. Acting aboard a vessel or vessels on which he served as
supercargo, Samuel Nicholas had, according to Fagan, at some period between 1783 and 1790 represented the owners
of ship’s cargo entrusted to the captain of an early China bound merchantman. But Samuel Nicholas was not aboard
the Empress of China on her first and second voyage.

Chapter X
SAMUEL NICHOLAS
SUPERCARGO?

T

he ship, Empress of China’s successful 1884 voyage to China, her triumphant return to New York in May of
1885, had been spectacular. Among the key topics in the Fagen article of 193- that have navigated this book
there remains the question of Nicholas serving as super cargo, a potentially spectacular addition to his resume.
A fascinating bellwether event, exploring this possible connection, as author, could not be resisted. From the start of
this wild post revolution venture, there were the usual unpleasant business dealings common in grumbling
partnerships, but the voyage in terms its wonderful navigation by Captain John Green; the expertise of her crew who
most certainly relished their place as the first in a new voyage of discovery; in Samuel Shaw’s Darwinian
observations of fish and fowl and inhabitants of a new part of their world; and the first sights of Java Head and the
Port of Macau altogether can surely be ranked with the Apollo manned voyages to the moon. After all Samuel Shaw
was among the first Marine combat veterans, along with Nicholas. Upon learning of Shaw’s selection as super cargo,
Nicholas surely must have been envious. Like all successful ventures every merchant worth his salt wanted to jump in
and be a part of the exciting and profitable new China Trade. So along with the voyage of the Empress of China, an
inventory of records listing all the China ventures from the Empress voyage up to the year of Samuel’s death is an
appropriate test. Was Samuel Nicholas aboard any of the China trade voyages as super cargo prior to 1790, the year of
his death?
Recalling those nations, France, England (The English, would you believe it!), Denmark, Sweden, that saluted The
Empress of China as she settled into her berth on the Pearl River at Whampoa Reach,74 a brand new America was
welcomed to that “part of the world”75 by nations with significant infrastructure, hongs or factories already well
established. There was casual comments by the British officers to the Empress crew chatting in the numerous social
venues, that the revolution had all been a mistake, poor judgment old boy. The great China Trade, for America, had
begun. There were only five American ships to make the China voyage, a trip of 18,000 miles requiring at least six
months. In terms of the few years of Samuel Nicholas’ life that remained, the years could only have been, 1785 and
1786, 1786 and 1787, 1787 and 1788, or 1788 and 1789. His early death at age forty six in late 1790, possibly of
early yellow fever, an influenza epidemic, small pox or other disease contracted during the voyage likely eliminates
1789 and 1790 as years he might have made for a China voyage.

There were six ships that made the China voyage, after the Empress of China, all before 1800. They were;

Columbia- Captain T.H.Perkins E.H.Darby Salem Boston[1787]
Experiment- Captain Dean out of New York [ ];
HopeCaptain McGee owner T.H. Perkins out of Philadelphia [1787 ];
CantonCaptain Truxton out of New York [ ];
Astrea –
Captain McGee [ ]
Grand Turk- Captain Ebinezer out of New York and the
Empress of China’s second voyage- Captain Green,[ ] out of New York, Constable & R Company;
All ships that followed, the New Jersey, the Jane, the Canton-second voyage, the America, the Missouri, the Jefferson
and the Jean, all of these ships made the voyage to Canton after 1790 the year of Nicholas’ death. The only ships on
which Samuel might have served as Supercargo then would be, the Experiment, the Hope, the Canton, the Grand
Turk, and the Empress of China’s second voyage. Stephen Girard’s China ventures all occurred after 1800. [ verify ]
Also Check Girard’s shipping into Batavia (Indonesia). FN
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House Log 1886, three years after the Revolution. Besieged by intrigue and on board conflict, the United States never reached Canton.76

The only years Samuel Nicholas could have made a China voyage on any ship were 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1789
including the first half of 1790. Although his name is iconically mentioned in the Fegan’s 1933 Leatherneck magazine
article, there is no indication that Samuel was present that day for a Schuylkill Fishing Club festivity at his
Connestoga Waggon Tavern which was celebrated in a gazette article dated March 1789:

STEPHEN GIRARD SHIPPING
Exploring for a moment the Steven Girard connection: The first ship built for Girard was the Sea Witch. Built by a
shipbuilder, “Mr. Lum”77 this business relationship introduced Steven Girard to “Mr. Lum’s” beautiful daughter Mary
whom Girared soon married. Girard’s business interests grew, amidst deep personal tragedy related to his wife’s
illness and eventual death, he had five ships built; the Voltaire, the Helvitius, the Good Friends, the Montesquieu, and
the Rousseau and the North America. All of these ships were build after 1790. At different times prior to 1790 Girard
had owned, the Kitty, Liberty, Polly, Sally and a sloop Nancy. The only ships belonging to Steven Girard that engaged
in the China Trade were the China Packet, Superb, Rousseau, Voltaire, the Montesque, the Helvetius and North
America all sailing between 1792 and 1822 after Nicholas’ death. Although this information relating to the Girard
employment, probably family lore, is in error, the question persists due to the existing evidence that Samuel did make
this voyage, to find the ship and company that might have made such an assignment possible.
.
Louis Fagan 1933 Marine Corps Gazette article includes evidence of these voyages in gifts he brought home for his
family. From some voyage probably between the years 1785 and 1789 Samuel Nicholas, or some member of his

family leaves the only evidence of this part of his life, items that ended up in the possession of a distant relative, world
traveler and physician Elsie Reed Mitchell, M.D. To Louis Fagan she wrote:


“..He brought home various souvenirs which are now in possession of myself or other members of the family. There are two reddish
wooden chests, one larger and one smaller, with trays which one of the staff of the Pennsylvania Museums told me were the type
made on shipboard for the officers on long voyages, especially to the Orient. I have the smaller one. There is a large lacquer box
containing four smaller boxes for four card packs, and a long one for mother of pearl counters. All have initials “M.J.N” his wife’s
and also his daughter’s. There is also a carved ivory fan with the same initials, and some other things not recalled.”
Letter from Estelle Reed Mitchell 1/18/1932 to Maj. Louis Fagan, USMC inquiry to distant
relatives of Samuel Nicholas.78

The items Elsie Reed Mitchell itemizes in her 1934 letter to Major Fagan could not be found. I was able to locate
three additional items that Dr, Mitchell sold to the Metropolitan Museum in New York in 1936 with a Samuel
Nicholas provenance. They are two 18th Century porcelain articles and the medal signifying membership in the
Society of Cincinnati included in Chapter X. The certificate of membership presented to Major Nicholas and signed
by General George Washington could not be located.

Figure 20-Ewer; Made in China for
the Western market. 1800-1810.
Porcelain, H. 10 1/2 in. (26.7 cm).
Rogers Fund, 1935 (35.49.2).
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Figure 19-lWater basin; Made in

Figure 17- Figure 18-lWater basin; Made in China

China for the Western market. Interior.
1800-1810. Porcelain, H. 4 3/4 in. (12.1
cm); Diam. 11 3/8 in. (28.9cm). Rogers
Fund, 1935 (35.49.1). top view.

for the Western market. Interior. 1800-1810. Porcelain, H.
4 3/4 in. (12.1 cm); Diam. 11 3/8 in. (28.9cm). Rogers
Fund, 1935 (35.49.1).side view

These artifacts for certain came into the Nicholas family at some time. The tradition (undocumented family stories)
which Louis Fagan included in his Marine Corps Gazette article stated that Samuel was a supercargo on one of
Stephen Girard’s China Voyages. The solid evidence of date, ship, captain and supercargo presented above includes
no listing of Samuel Nicholas aboard as supercargo on any of the China bound vessels. The medal from Washington
certainly does fit into place and Nicholas membership is verified. (See Nick on this) An additional and interesting bid
of information appears in John Bach McMasters’ Life and Times of Stephen Girard Mariner and Merchant.80 A letter
sent to Girard from the supercargo on the Girard vessel Montesquieu –Captain Robert Wilson, Samuel Nicholas
advises him of their safe arrival in Tonning. Their intended destination was India. The date of this letter was 1809.
CHECK GIRARD’S RECORDS AT AMPHILSOC TO DETERMINE WHO THIS SAMUEL NICHOLAS WAS
AND FROM WHERE DID HE COME.

NEXT Chapter X Chapter 29
Epilogue

Figure 21-View of the Schuylkill from Laurel Hill at Fairmount Park.

amuel Nicholas’s name was written into
the Friends Monthly
Meeting Record book upon his death
August 27, 1790, age
46. His remains were interred in the burial
grounds at 4th and
Arch Streets Philadelphia. The precise burial
plot containing his
remains is impossible to determine. The
building that is now
the Friends Meeting House was completed in
1811. The entire
Friends site prior to the current meeting house
was a burial ground
throughout the 18th Century. During the awful Yellow Fever epidemic starting in August of 1793, three years after his
death, the number of burials there increased dramatically to thousands. Quoted in the on-line magazine, Military
Money-Matters, Friends Director Nancy Gibbs stated that “Friends do not subscribe to fancy headstones and as
cemeteries go it was anything but exclusive.” In a cemetery chartered by William Penn in 1701, Ms.Gill went on to
state that souls interred there, “are still there, they are under our feet, they are under our parking lot, they are under
our walkways.”81 “Samuel Nicholas’s remains were buried there; unmarked by any stone.”82 The building that is now
the Arch Street Meeting house may even blanket his grave. Wherever on this site his bones lay, it’s a short walk from
his Conestoga Wagon Tavern and stables, and the Philadelphia Coffee House, the meeting place for the Gloucester
Fox Hunting Club. Oh to be a mouse in the corner of these places. A short distance east was his beloved sporting club,
The Schuylkill Fishing Club on Philadelphia’s other river, The Schuylkill. Even General Lafayette visited this club
after the revolution.

S

By stark contrast to the large ceremonial funerals of Peyton Randolph in 1775, and Benjamin Franklin who died,
much older, that April of 1790, Samuel’s death and interment was an insignificant event. Only one notice appears in
Massachusetts Magazine September, 1790 with a mistaken reference that he was an officer in the colonial army. A
second notice appeared in a Philadelphia publication, The Universal Asylum and Columbian Magazine, August 1790,
by the Society of Gentlemen on page 134 under “DEATHS” Samuel’s name appears, “Major Samuel Nicholas”. The
Friends Society Orders of Interment reads, “You may Inter Samuel Nicholas in friends Burial Ground, Aged near forty
six years, 27th- eighth mo. 1790. The attending morticians were Kite and Letchworth, the burial witnessed by Friends
Owens Jones and Job Bacon.”83 The following month, September, Widow Mary Nicholas and son William, appeared
to process administration or executorship of Major Nicholas’s estate. Like all procedures then and now following
death, the well-practiced process of probate in 1790 Philadelphia established that an inventory of the estate as well as
debts and receivables be reported, allowing a period of one year for the accounting.84
Speculation today and in the recent past, that Yellow Fever was the cause of death is undocumented and I believe
mistaken. Dr. Benjamin Rush M.D. in a June 15, 1790 letter to his friend John Coakley Lettson wrote, “..The
influenza again has visited our continent. In this city it has been attended with several new and peculiar symptoms, an
account of which will be published in Transactions of our College of Physicians…” 85 In this letter Doctor Rush
recorded observations about this new influenza. That persons working out of doors had it much worse than tradesmen
who worked within doors. Surveyors working in the forests of western Pennsylvania “suffered extremely from it.” 86
Relying only on circumstantial evidence established thus far, Samuel Nicholas was a sportsman and a highly social
individual, the main reason for his success in recruitment of those first battalions of Marines.
If Yellow Fever is to be ruled out as the cause of his death, it is worth a moment to include Benjamin Rush’s
observations of the two diseases, first influenza and then Yellow Fever. In the publication Dr. Rush referred to in the
letter, Transactions later compiled in Medical Inquiries and Observations, he goes on to describe this new form of
Influenza occurring along the sea coasts in 1790, spreading to each of the new thirteen states and even to the West
India Islands. “The stomach was sometimes effected by nausea and vomiting; but this was far from being a universal
symptom……The limbs were affected with such acute pains as to be mistaken for rheumatism or for the break-bone
fever of 1780….The pains were most acute in the back and thighs…Profuse sweats appeared in many over the whole
body, without affording any relief. “
“…Many thousands of people had the disease, who were not confined to their houses, but transacted business as
usual out of doors. A perpetual coughing was heard in every street of the city. Buying and selling were rendered
tedious by coughing of the farmer and the citizens who met in the market places. It even rendered divine service
scarcely intelligible…It was not confined to the human species. It affected two cats, two house dogs and one horse
within the sphere of my observation.”87
A stark contrast to Rush’s observations of Influenza in 1790 appears in a letter written to Mrs.Rush88 at Prince Town
on August 21, 1793, exactly three years after Samuel’s death.
“To prevent your being deceived by reports respecting the sickness in our city, I sit down at a late hour, and much
fatigued, to inform you that a malignant fever has broken out in Water Street, between Arch and Race Streets, which
has already carried off twelve persons with the space which has been mentioned. It is supposed to have been produced
by some damaged coffee which had putrefied on one of the wharves near the middle of the above district. The disease
is violent and of short duration. In one case it killed in twelve hours, and in no case has it lasted more than four
days…..As yet it has not spread through any parts of the city which are beyond the reach of the putrid exhalation,
which first produced it. If it should, I shall give you notice, that you may remain where you are till you receive further
advice and information from me. The influenza continues to spread, and with more violent symptoms than when it
made its first appearance. I did more business in 1780 than I do at present, but with much less anxiety, for few of the
diseases of that year were attended with any danger, where as now most of the cases I attend are acute and alarming,
and require an uncommon degree of vigilance and attention.”

Thus began an epidemiological nightmare starting in 1793, peaking in late summers and lasting through the end of the
century. It left ten thousand deaths in Philadelphia and thirty thousand deaths altogether in the young nation. A slave
rebellion in Dominica had resulted in a stream of refugees who seeking safe harbor, sailed into Philadelphia. Some of
the refugees were already infected with Yellow Fever upon arrival. As swarms of mosquitoes of late summer moved
from one human to the next the fever began to slowly spread. More mosquitoes and more humans became infected
causing an exponential expansion, a pandemic. J.H. Powel’s Bring out Your Dead and Jim Murphy’s An American
Plague both cover the horrifying tale. Samuel Nicholas death may have been caused by Influenza or perhaps some
unknown accident. Lacking money to pay revolutionary soldiers, certificates were given out by Congress after the
revolution. Slick brokers lurked about buying up the certificates at half their value, leaving the veterans broke and
vulnerable to the many diseases of poverty. Perhaps Samuel’s cause of death was the same as his father Anthony
Nicholas, who died at nearly the same age as Samuel. But weighing the evidence of the greater risks from preepidemic diseases, Samuel Nicholas probably did not die of Yellow Fever.
One comment by Elizabeth Drinker, appearing in her diary does however answer the question; were the words Yellow
Fever common knowledge in Philadelphia prior to 1793? Among her routine entries, her monolog with eternity, on
page 19 appears the entry; “Sept. 11- Abel and Beck James, Cath..Calender, Sarah Sansom, Patty Chalkley and
Josey gone this morning in ye wagon to Burlington. My Henry and sister went this afternoon to Quarry-Bank – came
home toward evening. Sept. 24. Hannah Moode passed meeting with Henry Haydock. Oct. 11. Billy Chancelleor died
of Yellow fever – was buried in Friends burying ground. October 26. Sister this evening is anointing Hannah Broom
for Itch- an ugly piece of work. Molly Searson departed this life ye 23rd, of consumption [Tuberculosis] Her body
carried to Church – sister at ye burial.”89
The year of these entries was 1763. Business was brisk in the West Indies. Cargoes, ship traffic and travelers with
many stories and diseases came and went at the Water Street wharves. But, Benjamin Rush’s 1793 observations in his
letter to his wife in Princeton does not exhibit a recognition of Yellow Fever the disease. The earlier entry Elizabeth
made in her diary suggests that among the many terminal illnesses she witnessed weekly, Small Pox, Tuberculosis,
Break Bone fever, Influenza, measles, hives or croup, scarlet fever, all treated by Rush between 1760 and 1772, she
may have used Yellow Fever, as a common phrase as opposed to an certain diagnosis. Her entries from within the
grip of the Yellow Fever epidemic begin to appear frequently much later on August 27, 1793 page 190 of the Biddle
manuscript.90
Venturing a hypothesis concerning Samuel’s death might be taken one final step further. After reviewing the journal
of Dr. Benjamin Rush, Epidemiologist, Diana Spies Pope, PhD, RN in correspondence with this author wrote:
“From Benjamin Rush’s description of the “influenza” it is obvious to me that people were suffering from a vectorborne disease, not something spread from person to person. The most likely culprit is the dengue- another mosquito
borne disease also called break-bone fever because of the extreme pain, just as Dr. Rush describes the symptoms of
‘influenze’. Influenza is spread through contact, person to person and thus would have been HIGHER incidents to
those indoors.
Rush states specifically that this mostly affected people outdoors. So everything points to vector-borne, and that was
most probably the mosquito. The only other vector would have been fleas, and although plague-infected fleas were
introduced from vessels from the sea, carried by rats, they spread throughout communities by ‘hopping’to local
critters, including humans.”
Dengue was not identified as a vector-borne disease until 1906. It is a virus transmitted by the same mosquitos that
transmit Yellow Fever- Aedes aegypti. Knowing that it was dengue that was being described by Rush in 1780, it is
quite feasible that a few people died of the disease every year. Epidemics are simply concentrations of a disease in
particular locations/populations above what would be considered ‘normal’.”91
If, in the beginning, there were many one dimensional facts known about Samuel and his family, this rendering of
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Samuel Nicholas and his time, the events in which he participated, the lasting evidence of his and his fellow officers
contributions among and alongside the founders and signers, reveals a life sized portrait of him, perhaps standing in
uniform around 1788 or 89 at the bar with friends at his Conestogoe Waggon Tavern toasting to that big trout caught
by Ben Scull on the Schuylkill. Having an obvious lust for life, as marines tend to have to this day, he pushed the
envelope to its limits. If others talked, Nicholas delivered not only by producing, with the help of soon-to-be Captain
Robert Mullen, the very first marine battalions, he was the first to deal with the marine officer’s endless management
over his new recruits. Like officers today, he knew while observing them fumbling with their new equipment, training
to that fine peak of drill, marksmanship and military bearing and respect for their fellow marines, especially officers,
that he would at some event in his near future have to stand with them in murderous fire and peril that ever since have
been the realities that came with the territory.
Major Nicholas left no will. He was survived by his wife Mary Jenkins Nicholas, two sons, Charles Jenkins Nicholas
and William Nicholas and a daughter Mary Jenkins Nicholas, “a famous beauty”92 who was at one time engaged to
prolific writer historian, Washington Irving, but she never married. Several accounts in Irving’s Spanish Papers, one,
Captain James Lawrence,93 are fine sea battle stories. Surely Irving and Samuel shared experiences over suds at the
Connestogoe Waggon at some point. Numerous sources used in this research stated that there were an unusual
number of beautiful women in 18th Century Philadelphia. Perhaps Eleanor Roosevelt’s wry observation concerning
marines in general, could apply to the Corps’ at its very beginning. 94

*

*

*

Published research for the biographies of historical figures such as John Paul Jones or Robert Morris has been
extensive and exhaustive, certainly far beyond my abilities. The question might arise, why a biographer might decide
to spend a few years of his life writing about a person when several biographies already exist, or when very letters or
records exist as was the case with Samuel Nicholas. I think the answer lies somewhere in how the writer feels about
his or her subject. One writer might have selected facts deemed relevant to his particular work while another
biographer would select an entirely different set of facts and circumstances surrounding the same subject. Both works
are valid and benefit the portrait adding a fuller dimension of the subject.

I

n this circumstantial biography of Samuel Nicholas, later in his life; his pursuit of continuing sea duty after
serving as Captain, the Major of Marines aboard the Alfred, his request for further sea duty prior to the Trenton
Campaign; his fortuitous participation in the bitter Trenton, Assinpink and Princeton battles that cold December;
his request for an assignment aboard the ship America which fizzled; his appointment as security officer in the
transport of desperately needed cash in transit over road from Boston to Philadelphia and finally his unsuccessful run
for Sheriff of Philadelphia; all of these define Samuel Nicholas the man. His character traits are evidenced only by
his formal Latin schooling, among the first students of the Philadelphia Academy under Benjamin Franklin’s
curriculum design; his avid sporting life in the field; his marriage to Miss Mary Jenkins while in service to the
Marines and the performance of his duties as the first Captain of Marines, all breathe life into a previously one
dimensional figure.
Enlisted Marines of today have more in common with Samuel Nicholas than they might imagine. Samuel volunteered
by answering the call of the Marine Committee who desperately needed a few good men. Following the events of 911,
a great many young men and women reported to the Marine Corps Recruiters to offer themselves in the service of
their country. Samuel was an avid sportsman and family man. The keen accounting evidence of B.G. Smith, revealing
difficulties encountered by hard working middle sorts, artisans and some merchants Samuel’s family suffered from his
constantly tardy income from the Continental Congress and the rental revenue from the property left to him by his
father on Church and High Street (Market). Unlike the well healed better sort, the wealthy gentry of the day, Samuel’s
family suffered under the wildly radical swings of the boom to depression economy of Philadelphia. As a young
officer, he took on the worries of feeding, arming, training, disciplining and preparing for combat two battalions of
new Marines. Like old Gunnys whispering in the ear of a young green second Marine Lieutenant, I have to believe

that the stellar experience of Lt. John Paul Jones, standing on the deck of the Alfred in sage observation, whispered to
his new friend and fellow officer Captain Nicholas. “You might start drilling them on boarding and shooting from the
Tops….I’ve begun getting my crew’s gun times to the acceptable [ ] minutes. My watches are already set. Keep
yur thinking two jumps ahead of em laddy. Better keep yur Marines’ eyes on those rogues standing at the hawser at
starbd. We gota wee bit O’ work to do sir.”
It completely blew by me in the piles of documents and books I accumulated for this project, that Samuel did not
actually graduate from Pennsylvania Academy. The record shows in ancient ledger that his Uncle Shute paid his
tuition in full for the full three years of his education. Successfully graduating from the Latin School, the Philadelphia
Academy did not list Latin School graduates as actual graduates of the Academy. The Latin School was similar to a
Liberal Arts curriculum today, non-professional. As a reflection of the gentry, upper sort society, the status of
Academy Graduate was reserved for students of Philosophy, Mathematics and Science, Medicine and Theology.
Evidenced by his later performance in the Marines and obvious respect for authority, as a youth he kept a safe
distance from the riff raff that corrupted Robert Morris’s son, one documented example of the presence of dissipation.
Benjamin Rush in a letter expressed exasperation with young men’s obsession with lust and debauchery. There were
corruptive elements for young lads in Philadelphia even then. So if pressed to answer that question, it’s a good bet
that Samuel was either assisting his mother in the tavern and stable or fox hunting, the hunts occurred twice a week.
Saddled up and ready for action, he rode down to the ferry barge with his fellow hunters, boarded the gondola and
headed across the river for Gloucester, New Jersey, and thundered out in hot pursuit, an activity which would qualify
in McCullough’s process as a ‘marine like’ activity.
Both Samuel and Mary, originally Friends were disassociated from the Society; Mary for selling her slaves, the slaves
a husband and wife who probably looked after her as a child; the sale cruelly nullifying the slave’s imminent
freedom. Samuel was disassociated for studying and practicing the “art of warfare”, after his appointment as Captain
of the Marines. So were many other Friends. Through all difficulties personal and political in those hard years, the
family lived over the Conestoga Wagon Tavern running the tavern between Marine assignments. Samuel and Mary
produced a family of three children, a lineage which endured thereafter as Episcopalians. Samuel’s death at forty six
left only his mementoes from a China voyage a fact that presents one last big problem in concluding this story of the
Samuel Nicholas. Seeking to return to sea, as evidence suggests it was his desire; did he ever make the voyage to
China?
There was only enough time left in his life after the revolution (ending in 1783) for one voyage. The various China
ventures began 1784. America’s voyages to China were giant leaps into America’s new world community. The Pearl
River had hosted numerous European voyagers by 1783, yet for a spanking new America, China may as well have
been the moon. Commodity prices during the China Trade period fluctuated so much that the first few American ships
to arrive there either made a profit or most often broke even or lost money. Was Samuel a part of that as a letter in the
Fagan article suggests?
Evidence thus far presented indicates that there was no supercargo by the name of Samuel Nicholas up to the time of
his death in 1790. Fagan’s 1930s research does mention that Samuel served as supercargo on a china voyage. Yet the
only mention of a Samuel Nicholas appears after his death, this Samuel Nicholas was indeed a supercargo aboard one
of Stephen Girard’s vessels plying between Argentina and Spain.
VISIT AMPHILSOC AND REVIEW STEPHEN GIRARD’S PAPERS FOR LETTERS CONCERNING A
SAMUEL NICHOLAS HE HIRED AS SUPERCARGO AFTER 1790. THE ARTIFACTS CAME FROM SOME
SOURCE THAT WENT TO CHINA OR THE FAR EAST. ALSO: NOTE ROBERT MORRIS
CORRESPONDENCE WITH SAMUEL NICHOLAS JR. SUPER CARGO ON HIS VESSEL IN SPAIN.
Marines of the past may have visited Samuel’s burial place at the Friends Meeting house at Arch and 2nd in
Philadelphia, walked by the Tun Tavern marker near Spruce and Front Street; stopped by a watering hold near Forth
and Market where the Conestoga Wagon once stood; or even gazed at the concrete entrance to Penn’s Landing off

Market where the Philadelphia Coffee House once stood as meeting place for his beloved Gloucester Fox Hunting
Club. Marines old and young, active and retired, veterans of the Corps from now on can now know, as much as it is
possible to know about Samuel Nicholas’s life and times. I think that Samuel Nicholas’s ghost could be anywhere
between the southwest corner of Forth and Market, where the Conestoga Waggon once stood, or wondering along the
river side of Front Street looking out on the Delaware River, in search for his next ship. He got his sea legs on the ship
Alfred and it’s doubtful that he preferred the sporting clubs to returning to sea in his later years. Salt water is
emotionally addictive.

Any marine in the centuries and decades following Samuel Nicholas would likely
have felt kinship to Samuel Nicholas. In his youth as a student and sportsman and
“convivial bon vivant” evidence suggests he lived his life to the fullest but in the close
knit limited horizon of 18th Century Philadelphia Samuel the lad likely saw the great
merchant vessels come and go from the wharfs along Water Street and pondered the
greater world beyond. Amidst the turmoil and politics of pre-Revolutionary
Philadelphia, and his close proximity to the movers and shakers of the Pennsylvania
Revolution, he probably saw his own role materialize as the Associators one by one
signed on the dotted line. Knowing the consequence he too signed. Except for brief
periods of crisis, Marines are volunteers who have in common that one single
moment, the signing of the contract for a given term of service.
Four years is a long time, even more so today. As Second Lieutenants stand before
their new platoons so do young corporals stand before their squads insuring that, to
the most finite detail, the art of war and
military conduct are practiced and their
charges are squared away; clean
weapon, polished belt buckle and
Figure 22-South China Sea off the squared away garrison. Readiness is the
LPH Iwo Jima in 1965
rule. No better friend, no worst enemy.
I remember the cold February mornings in 1963, 05:15 when all of the
recruit platoons would rise at reveille, dress quickly, thunder down the
steps to form up on the road and await the Drill Instructor. No remarks,
no complaints, no sound. Standing in the dark at stone cold attention the
Figure 23-Hong Kong -Liberty Call 1965
steam blew from our nostrils. Then the loud shocking bark of the DI
started our morning run. Right Face!!!. Double Time!!!. Maaaaarch!!! Our boots began the thump thump, thump,
thump, in perfect unison as we arrived at the parade ground. The other platoons of the battalion appeared from the
darkness and collectively the thundering units filled the parade field in front of the mess hall. The thumping boots of
the entire battalion shook the earth as they double timed in formation at the DI’s cadence their individual flag guideons, PLT 345, PLT 344, Platoon 310 my Platoon, the red and yellow staffs dimly lit by the light of the sun rising over
the Beaufort marsh. The ghosts of our forbearers watching from on high.
Whatever each of us didn’t have in common we soon had one thing, the Corps. In the passage of months we would see
the very same ocean that captivated Samuel Nicholas and Captain Samuel Shaw, one marine officer who did make the
China Voyage and beheld for the very first time; the mighty and wide oceans of transit. Whether by Africa or the
around Cape Horn or North West route, both leading into the Sunda Straits the destination was the same; The China
Sea. We veterans of these great oceans sailed upon the same China Sea. The moods of this sea; the murky calms, the
stormy and rough seas of the monsoon; the warm salt spray over the forecastle and over the rails; the dog days on

deck and below playing cards; talking with other marines and sailors, writing a letter home or reading; the power of
the ship, all collectively intoxicating stimulants. Suddenly the crew on deck turns to view, as did Nicholas’s fellow
Marine Samuel Shaw, The Empress of China’s Supercargo in 1784, a school of Porpoise or flying fish playing along
the ship’s hull heading ever westward or eastward. America’s adventure in freedom had begun immediately.
I will never forget in 1964 the great anticipation in the early morning hours entering the awakening port of Yokohama,
Japan. The smell of the port and aroma of its culture and the bobbing boats and buoys of fishermen all greeted us with
glance and created a unique sense of adventure. It is very likely, for these same timeless things we have experienced,
that Samuel Nicholas, bon vivant that he was, requested that other assignment aboard the USS America and being
unsuccessful, pursued also without success, supercargo with Robert Morris’s or Steven Girard’s China bound vessels
for the last few years of his life. Perhaps the likelihood of potentially lethal combat and lifelong scars from the hell of
it are a necessary toll on that great mysterious and quite often dangerous road.

*

*

*

Semper Fi
THE END
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